Questions without Notice
Wednesday, 7 March 1984
The SPEAKER (the Hon. C. T. Edmunds)
took the chair at 11.5 a.m. and read the
prayer.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
COMPANY ANNUAL REPORTS
Mr KENNETT (Leader of the Opposition)-Has the Premier ever requested any
private enterprise organization or public
company to rewrite or withdraw any section of its annual report to delete criticism
in that report of the impact and effect of the
State Government's taxes and charges?
Mr CAIN (Premier)-The Government
enjoys a good relationship with business and
a wide range of organizations. I intend to
see that that continues.
UNION ACCESS TO GOVERNMENT
Mr ROSS-EDW ARDS (Leader of the
National Party)-I refer the Premier to the
criticisms he made yesterday of the Liberal
Party 500 Club when he suggested that, if a
businessman were a member of that club,
he would obtain greater access, or the possibility of greater access, to the Liberal Party
in government or in opposition than he
would have if he were not a member. Will
the Premier give an assurance that all
industrial organizations, particularly unions,
will have equal access to the Government,
regardless of whether they are affiliated with
the Australian Labor Party?
The SPEAKER-Order! The honourable
member is making a speech.
Mr ROSS-EDW ARDS-I am asking a
question.
The SPEAKER-Order! The honourable
member is well experienced in Parliament
and knows that questions without notice
should be short and to the point. The
honourable member is making a speech.
Mr ROSS-EDWARDS-Will the
Premier give an assurance to the House that
all unions, whether affiliated with the Australian Labor Party or not, will have equal
access to the Government? I refer in particular to teacher unions, some of which
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have had much better access to the Government than those which have not been affiliated with the Labor Party in the past.
Mr CAIN (Premier)-I can only conclude that the Leader of the National Party
felt a little guilty by association about my
remarxs yesterday on the Liberal Party 500
Club. The honourable member must be
concerned about the implications involving
the National Party's foundations, which
have become legion. The National Party is
doing fairly well!
If the National Party wants to become
successful in Victoria, it will not do very
well backing the Liberal Party. The role of
the National Party's or Country Party's
foundations seem to have become legion. I
think I have hit the right spot.
Mr ROSS-EDW ARDS (Leader of the
National Party)-On a point of order, the
merits of the National Party's foundations
are not under discussion. The question is
about the access of unions to the Government and whether they will be treated
equally.
The SPEAKER-Order! I uphold the
point of order.
I ask all Ministers not to debate the questions that they are answering. I advise
honourable members on the Opposition side
of the House that today I will take whatever
action is necessary if the continuous barrage
of interjections disrupts question time.
Mr CAIN (Premier)-The Government
is accessible to all organizations, whether
affiliated with the Labor Party or not. The
teacher unions are not affiliated.
None is affiliated. The lack of knowledge
being demonstrated on this subject is
appalling. The Labor Party Government
listens to all organizations. It listens to the
Australian Medical Association, where the
patience of the Minister of Health is evident
to a fault. It listens to the Victoria Police
Association, too, all the while. They are not
affiliated.
The point that I made yesterday should
not be overlooked. This Government is
accessible to all persons and all organizations regardless of any other qualification.
One does not have to pay to belong to an
organization to gain access to this Government and if the National Party's foundation
and the Liberal Party 500 Club want to get
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money for their parties, let all these donations be out in the open-the silence of the
Opposition and the National Party is deafening, now.
Whenever that is mentioned, they are
afraid to have a public disclosure of sources
of funding for their parties, not just at election times but at any time because the public has a fair idea of the sources providing
the money. Why will those parties not be
frank about this?
All organizations have access to the Government. They will continue to have it and
they will not get it by paying. The extent
and quality of that access will not be determined by what they pay to any organization.
I believe the distinction between this party
and the Opposition and National Party is
evident for all to see. Obviously, the
National Party is getting concerned about it
and is suffering a pang of conscience. The
Government will remain accessible to all
and will never be accessible only to those
who pay.
GOVERNMENT PROPERTY

Mr HILL (Warrandyte)-Will the Minister of Labour and Industry, who is the
representative in this place of the Minister
of Public Works, inform the House of any
land or buildings in the central business district owned by the Government that have
been sold and of the prices obtained?
Mr SIMPSON (Minister of Labour and
Industry)-Mr Speaker, as you and every
honourable member know, prior to the
election of April 1982, the Labor Party then
in opposition campaigned strongly against
the former Government's waste and mismanagement. During the course of the
investigation into waste and mismanagement, the Labor Party was able to detect
certain Government buildings owned in the
central business district that had been effectively empty for three years.
Two of those buildings were Milton
House at 25 Hinders Lane and SKF House,
272 Queen Street. When the Labor Party
attained government, the Victorian Public
Offices Corporation, of which I at the time
was the Chairman, and the Premier, the
Treasurer and the then Minister of Lands
were members, made a decision on whether
to retain and use those buildings or to opt
for their sale. It was the considered opinion
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of the corporation that the buildings should
be sold.
I am happy to relate to Parliament that
the building, Milton House, sold for
$710000. The valuation of the ValuerGeneral was $630 000, so the price obtained
was a handsome figure and more than the
Valuer-General's valuation. The building
was sold at public auction. For SKF House
in Queen Street, the Valuer-General's valuation was $1-64 million. It was sold at public auction and that figure was achieved.
This money can be used now for capital
works projects that will benefit all Victorians and will get Victorians back to work.
It is another example of the action this
Government has taken to eradicate the former waste and mismanagement of the previous Administration.
PROCEEDINGS AGAINST
MR N. GALLAGHER
Mrs PATRICK (Brighton)-I ask the
Premier, who is the representative of the
Attorney-General in this place: When does
he expect the court hearing of the charges
against Mr Norman GaUagher to be heard?
Mr CAIN (Premier)-That is a matter
for determination by the Director of Public
Prosecutions and his office. They will decide
when those proceedings will take place. I
will make some inquiries from the AttorneyGeneral as to whether a date has been fixed
or whether he can give an indication of when
the matter will be proceeding.
PRE-RELEASE PROGRAMME
Mr HANN (Rodney)-Will the Minister
for Community Welfare SerVices advise
whether it is a fact that 23 hardened criminals are to be released from gaol in the near
future under the Government's proposed
early release programme? If so, does that
mean that the Government has decided it
will no longer inflict punishment upon
criminals? What protection is likely to be
given to ensure that these people do not
continue their lives of crime and affect the
livelihoods of other Victorians?
Mrs TONER (Minister for Community
Welfare Services)-Honourable members
will recollect that last year legislation concerning the pre-release programme was
brought before the House and received
unanimous agreement. There was general
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approval of the notion that the parole board
should accept responsibility for deciding
which prisoners would be considered suitable for the programme. Honourable members will be aware that the parole board is a
completely independent body which represents a broad cross-section of the community, has considerable expertise in the
administration of justice and is chaired by
a judge of the Supreme Court.
In early April, the legislation will be proclaimed and the criteria for the selection of
prisoners is that, firstly, where the sentencing court has not applied a veto on prerelease, the programme will be available.
When the legislation was under discussion, concern was expressed that the Government was being too tough by giving the
courts this power of veto because a prisoner
may be later redeemed and from the time
of sentencing may subsequently change, thus
becoming suitable for the pre-release programme. The Government's view was that
the authority of the court should be maintained and that the power of veto is an
important component of that.
Secondly, the prisoner must be serving a
sentence of twelve months or more. A prisoner must have served at least three months,
but no more that twelve months should be
left unserved. No prisoner should have more
than twelve months on pre-release.
Mr KENNETT (Leader of the Opposition)-On a point of order, the Minister is
reading her document and I ask that it be
made available.
The SPEAKER-Order! Will the Minister make the document available to the
House?
Mrs TONER (Minister for Community
Welfare Services)-I am willing to make the
document available. The time spent on prerelease cannot exceed one-third of the total
effective prison sentence. The pre-release
programme will be an effective way for
offenders to do time and it will facilitate
their integration back into the community.
It is not a soft option; it requires
participation.
Mr KENNETT (Leader of the Opposition)-On a further point of order, it is quite
obvious that the Minister is reading her
answer. The Minister is reading a prepared
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speech which has been prepared in antici-'
pation of a question. The answer is a Ministerial statement and if question time is to
have any relevance-particularly in the light
of your earlier ruling, Mr Speaker, about
Ministers answering questions conciselysurely Ministerial statements that have to
be read would also fall into that category.
The SPEAKER-Order! I am unable to
tell whether the Minister is reading her
answer. The Minister was asked a question
without notice by the Deputy Leader of the
National Party. The question obviously
requires a detailed response and the Minister is acting in exactly the same way that
Ministers have acted in this place over a
long time. There is no point of order.
Mrs TONER (Minister for Community
Welfare Services)-Thank you, Mr Speaker.
If the Leader of the Opposition had read
Hansard or consulted with the shadow
Minister for Community Welfare Services,
he would not have mouthed off at the weekend criticizing a programme which is to be
under the control of the parole board. He
did himself and Parliament an injustice by
his actions and comments at that time.
An important feature of the programme
is that it is mandatory for prisoners on prerelease to attend an attendance centre for 18
hours each week in serving their sentences.
They will be required to participate in 6
hours of personal development activities
tailored to their particular needs which win
require a level of motivation and personal
responsibility, to determine any problems
in this area. A pilot pre-release programme
has been under way since August. It has
been highly successful, and various arms of
the criminal justice system have been
involved in the development of a pre-release
programme as a result of that experiment.
I have confidence in the parole board's
decisions in relation to the persons who will
be released through the programme under
the supervision that will be applied.
ESTABLISHMENT OF PRISONS
Mr SHELL (Geelong West)-In respect
of the establishment of prisons within Victoria, can the Minister for Community Welfare Services inform the House whether any
municipalities, including Geelong, have
shown interest in having a prison established within their municipal boundaries,
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and, what are the criteria used for the establishment of prisons within Victoria?
Mrs TONER (Minister for Community
Welfare Services)-A number of municipalities have shown particular interest in
having a prison established within their
municipal boundaries. They have written
to me asking what are the criteria for a suitable site. The municipalities that have
inquired about the matter are Benalla, Seymour, Hamilton, Maryborough, Geelong,
Castle maine, Bendigo and Rosedale. No
municipality where a prison already exists
has indicated that it wishes to lose that
existing facility. The exception to this is the
City of Coburg, although even that council
is pleased with the notion of redevelopment. It would prefer not to have a prison
at all, but it is pleased with the proposed
notion of redevelopment. That is more
acceptable to the council than the current
Pentridge Prison.
Honourable members who have had
councils ask them about the criteria for a
site will be interested to note that the criteria are as follows:
1. An area of approximately 75 to 100
hectares;
2. reasonably flat terrain which should
not be flood prone;
3. proximity to public transport;
4. access to services-gas, electricity,
water, sewerage and telephone;
5. proximity to a ready source oflabour.
Honourable members interjecting.
Mrs TONER-It may not be of interest
to the honourable member for Brighton,
who is interjecting-The SPEAKER-Order! I suggest that the
Minister for Community Welfare Services
ignores the interjections. I shall take whatever steps are necessary to control them,
and I suggest that the Minister replies to the
question.
Mrs TONER-It is a serious matter
because it is crucial to a number of municipalities and their economy. They are
interested in the criteria for the establishment of a prison and they take the matter
seriously, even if some members of the
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Opposition do not. The remainder of the
list of the criteria is:
6. Environmental considerations: Site
should not be near an area generally considered environmentally unsuitable for other
institutions, for example, sewerage farms,
flight paths, flood prone areas and so on.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER-Order! I ask the Minister for Community Welfare Services to
conclude her remarks.
Mrs TONER-The site should not be in
isolation. It should be near a township with
the services that a town attracts. Further,
the Government is seeking a site which is
large enough to provide an extensive buffer
zone between the prison and other
developments.
C3 ARTERIAL ROAD
Mr LEIGH (Malvern)-Could the Minister of Transport inform the House the date
of the start of the construction of the connection between the South-Eastern Freeway
and Mulgrave Freeway and known as the
C3 arterial road?
Mr CRABB (Minister ofTransport)-As
the honourable member for Malvern should
know, as he lives in the area, or at least
attends it regularly, activities have already
commenced on this project. Exploratory
drilling has already occurred and drainage
works will be commencing in the next week
or two.
HEALTH DANGERS TO WOMEN
AND CHILDREN
Mrs HILL (Frankston)-Could the Minister of Health inform the House what steps
the Government has taken to improve the
knowledge of health dangers to women and
young children?
Mr ROPER (Minister of Health)-I am
pleased to inform the House that the Governor in Council yesterday approved the
membership of the new Consultative Council on Obstetrics and Paediatrics Mortality
and Morbidity following the passage of
le~slation through Parliament and which
wIll be under the excellent chairmanship of
Professor Beischer of the University of
Melbourne.
The council will examine the deaths of
mothers and also of young children up to
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Mr ROPER (Minister of Health)Honourable members will recall that last
week I was asked a question from the Government side of the House about this matter and I explained then that a number of
steps had been taken to increase staffing and
facilities in this area. I point out that none
of those hospitals has regarded the costs of
those units as being part of its expenditure
reduction. Each of the hospitals has maintained its expenditure in that area because
of the extremely high priority that both those
hospitals and the Government place on
those services.
As I pointed out to the House last week,
there has been a significant growth in the
number of extremely premature infants
who, until only recently would not have
survived but who are now surviving and
indeed, not only surviving, but not suffering
many of the handicapping conditions that
previously they would have suffered. That
is a great achievement by the obstetricians
and paediatricians throughout the State, as
well as the dedicated staff who work in the
units.
The Government has provided some
additional staff and also provided, as I mentioned last week, funds for six additional
cots during the Christmas period. The Government is looking at other ways in which
this field can be improved.
It is not simply a question of additional
funds. Last week-end, the Royal Children's
Hospital was searching desperately for
trained staff, but those staff were not available. I am not speaking only about staff
trained in this specific area.
NEONATAL SERVICES
Mr LIEBERMAN (Benambra)-I refer
Mr LIEBERMAN (Benambra)-Mr
the Minister of Health to the enormous Speaker, I raise a point of order. The matter
interest in the community over the plight of I raised is of serious concern to the people
neonatal babies and the need to fly them of Victoria. It was a question that should
interstate. In regard to the drastic effects on have been answered directly. The Minisour public hospital system of the Govern- ter's Government is spending money on
ment's 1·5 per cent across-the-board Budget painting trains and so on and it should procuts, I ask the Minister whether he will vide money for this purpose. The Minister
immediately arrange to reinstate the 1·5 per is debating the matter. He should answer
cent loss of income to those hospitals to the question, which is, as I have said, of
enable them to immediately put into effect considerable concern to all Victorians.
a plan to recruit and train the staff that are
needed to expand Victoria's neonatal
The SPEAKER-Order! I have listened
services.
carefully to the reply by the Minister of
That would avoid the problems and Health. There is no point of order. The
anxieties associated with flying these young Minister is not debating the question and I
children interstate and the need to do so.
ask him to resume his reply.

the age of fourteen years. There has been a
council which, for some time, has examined
the pre-birth and post-birth situation and,
under amendments agreed to by Parliament, the council will now be considering
childhood accidents.
The council has a major responsibility in
ensuring that health professionals in Victoria are up to date with the latest information and that when problems emerge they
can be examined. The Government has
provided funds for additional activity in
examining congenital malformations and is
providing a special grant to the council for
this ur~ent task. In 1982, there were more
spina btfida cases in Victoria than one would
expect. The number of spina bifida cases in
Victoria was 70, whereas in New South
Wales the number was 54. Victoria's average per 10 000 births was double the
national average. There must be some reason for this very high level of spina bifida
in Victoria, but no one has yet concluded
why it occurs. That will be one of the first
tasks of the council and it will carefully
examine other malformations or stillbirths
that may be connected to the problems of
chemicals, including agricultural chemicals
such as 2, 4, 5-T. Previously there had not
been a body with adequate tnformation on
an on going basis to fully investigate those
kinds of problems. There have only been
the one-off investigations such as the
Yarram investigation.
the committee, which includes doctors
and, for the first time a midwife, will make
a significant contribution to improving the
health of mothers and children in Victoria.
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Mr ROPER (Minister of Health)-I was
pointing out that there is a nursing shortage
in Melbourne in particular, which the
Health Commission is addressing. The
kinds of problems that have emerged can
occur in any unit in a hospital. There can
be difficulties in providing the quality of
service to which Victorians have a right and
have come to expect.
A discussion was held earlier this week
about how the Government could increase
the number of trained staffin this area. The
Royal Women's Hospital suggested that it
could train additional staff on the job. In
the past few days, officers of the Health
Commission have discussed-and indeed,
probably today are discussing-with the
administrators of various units how that
training can be expedited. It is not just a
matter of having trained staff in this area,
but having them in nursing in general.
The Govemment is extremely concerned
about the matter and is working very closely
with those units to improve their situation.
COUNTRY FIRE AUTHORITY
Mr B. J. EVANS (Gippsland East)-Will
the Minister for Police and Emergency
Services advise the House whether he has
made an offer to the Rural Fire Brigades
Association to appoint a person to the
vacant position of Chairman ofthe Country
Fire Authority conditional upon that association agreeing to enter into negotiations
on the amalgamation of fire-fighting
services?
Mr MATHEWS (Minister for Police and
Emergency Services)-The answer is categorically, "No". I have been engaged in discussions with the Rural Fire Brigades
Association and the Urban Fire Brigades
Association since last October. In those discussions, a number of proposals were canvassed. One of those proposals was that the
Deputy President of the Metropolitan Fire
Brigades Board and the Deputy Chairman
of the Country Fire Authority could assume
the role of chief executive officers of the
respective organizations in conformity with
the practice which is followed elsewhere in
the public sector, and a single person could
be appointed on a part-time basis as chairman of both authorities.
That proposition was put to the associations by letter at the end of November last

year, following a discussion in which the
associations' representatives had agreed that
it should be taken back for consideration by
their executives. The associations responded
by letter on 14 December to a number of
proposals which had been considered by
their executives and did not reject the proposal in regard to the chairmanship.
I have therefore held open until now the
issue of the chairmanship, pending further
discussions with the associations.
PETITIONS
The Clerk-I have received the following
petitions for presentation to Parliament:
Battery egg production and pig husbandry
To THE

HONOURABLE THE SPEAKER AND MEMBERS OF
THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBL v:

The humble petition of the undersigned citizens of
Victoria respectfully showeth:
1. That the Royal Society for the Prevention of
Cruelty to Animals (Victoria) calls upon the Victorian
State Government to take appropriate action to abolish and prohibit the battery cage method of egg production currently practised throughout Victoria and replace
it with a less intensified system such as the Aviary
system.
2. That the Royal Society for the Prevention of
Cruelty to Animals (Victoria) calls upon the Victorian
State Government to take appropriate action to abolish and prohibit any husbandry system which involves
the tethering of pigs or their confinement in cages.
And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever
pray.

By Mr Williams ( 121 signatures)
Refusal of medical treatment legislation
To THE HONOURABLE THE SPEAKER AND

MEMBERS OF
THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF THE STATE OF VICTORIA IN PARLIAMENT ASSEMBLED:

The petition of the undersigned citizens of the State
of Victoria respectfully showeth:
That the protection of human life is under attack by
the euthanasia movement which is using a co-ordinated international strategy to attain its objectives; that
the immediate aim of the euthanasia movement is to
create a false problem about the management of patients
who are dying by trading on ill-founded fears and popular misconceptions on the care ofthe dying;
That mover of the Refusal of Medical Treatment
Bill admits his aim is "to air the euthanasia" and claims
his Bill would introduce "passive euthanasia"; and

Papers
That the report of the Health Advisory Council on
this Bill accepts that some human lives are not meaningful and so endorses a categorization of human life
which was the basis of the German euthanasia
programme.
Your petitioners therefore humbly pray that the
Government of the State of Victoria will reject the
Refusal of Medical Treatment Bill and all other legislation designed to introduce euthanasia in any form.
And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever
pray.

By Mr Ebery (362 signatures)

Royal Children's Hospital psychiatric unit
To THE

HONOURABLE THE SPEAKER AND MEMBERS OF
THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY IN PARLIAMENT
ASSEMBLED:

The Royal Children's Hospital proposes to close the
Residential Psychiatry Unit (the only one of its kind in
Victoria). No guarantee has been made that these children due to be discharged on 16 December 1983 can
be adequately catered for within the existing
community.
We the undersigned, strongly protest and feel very
concerned over this impending loss of a specialist
treatment facility, and your petitioners, as in duty
bound. will ever pray.

By Mr Delzoppo (237 signatures)

Glen Waverley district activity centre
To THE

HONOURABLE THE SPEAKER AND MEMBERS OF
THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY IN PARLIAMENT
ASSEMBLED:

The humble petition of the undersigned citizens of
the State of Victoria and rate payers of the City of
Waverley respectfully showeth that the proposal of the
City of Waverley to redevelop Glen Waverley as a
district activity centre and to move the Glen Waverley
railway station westward of its present location is
opposed by us.
Your petitioners therefore humbly pray that the Victorian Government will take no action which would in
any way facilitate the above mentioned proposals
without a full public hearing and a plebiscite of all
residents in the area which would be affected.
And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever
pray.

By Mr Gray (144 signatures)
It was ordered that the petitions be laid
on the table.
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PAPERS
The following papers, pursuant to the directions of several Acts of Parliament, were
laid on the table by the Clerk:
Police Regulation Act I 958-Determination Nos. 391
to 394 (four papers).
Statutory Rules under the following Acts of Parliament:
Drugs Poisons and Controlled Substances Act 1981No. 44.
Farm Produce Merchants and Commission Agents
Act 1965-No. 39.
Health Act 1958-No. 47.
Public Service Act 1974-PSD Nos. 9 and 12.
Racing Act 1958-No. 40.
Supreme Court Act 1958-No. 45.

ALBURY-WODONGA AGREEMENT
(COVENANTS) BILL
Mr CATHIE (Minister for Industry,
Commerce and Technology) moved for
leave to bring in a Bill to amend the
Albury-Wodonga Agreement Act 1973 to
empower the Albury-Wodonga (Victoria)
Corporation to impose covenants on land
vested in the corporation, and for other
purposes.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read a first
time.
FIREARMS (AMENDMENT) BILL
(No. 2)
Mr MATHEWS (Minister for Police and
Emergency Services) moved for leave to
bring in a Bill to amend the Firearms Act
1958 to provide for the removal of the waiting period for the issue of a shooter's licence
in some instances and for other purposes.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read a first
time.
WATER (CENTRAL MANAGEMENT
RESTRUCTURING) BILL
Mr SIMPSON (Minister of Labour and
Industry) moved for leave to bring in a Bill
to abolish the State Rivers and Water Supply Commission and the Water Resources
Council, to establish a Rural Water Commission of Victoria, to make provision with
respect to the powers of the Minister for
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Evidence (Amendment) Bill

Water Resources, to incorporate the Director-General of Water Resources, to amend
the Water Act 1958, to repeal the Water
Resources Act 1975 and the Water (Delegation of Powers) Act 1983, to make consequential amendments to various Acts and
for other purposes.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read a first
time.

services, and to legal assistance schemes
operated by industrial organizations for the
benefit of their members, whether employee
or employer bodies.
The proposed amendment to section 23 of
the Act will ensure that the evidence of a
child may be given on affirmation. As the
section stands, a child's evidence may be
taken on oath, where the court is satisfied
that the child understands the meaning of
an oath, but the complementary provision
in section 102 of the Act which applies when
a person objects to taking an oath, as on
religious grounds, may not apply to children. The proposed amendment will rectify
this situation.

EVIDENCE (AMENDMENT) BILL
Mr CAIN (Premier)-I move:
That this Bill be now read a second time.

The purpose of this Bill is to make several
unrelated amendments to the Evidence Act
1958, to which I shall refer as "the Act".
Many of the amendments are intended to
correct anomalies, whilst the major part of
the Bill introduces a simplified procedure
for the taking of affidavits and declarations,
and for the appointment of commissioners
for taking affidavits.
Thefirstamendmentwillinsertanewdivision into Part I of the Act, entitled "Disclosure of Information relating to Applications
for Legal. Aid" .. This will correct a discrepancy whl~h. eXIsts ~t .present . bet~een the
confidentIalIty proYlslons w~l(:h bInd officers <?f the Legal AId Co~mlssl~n, and the
workIngs of o~he! legal aId bodIes. As the
law stands, It IS doubtful whether an
employee of, for example, the Fitzroy Legal
Service, could claim that information
received in processing an application for
legal aid was privileged from production in
legal proceedings, although, obviously, confidential matters must be discussed in order
to assess the applicant's position.
-.
The situation has arisen in which officers
of a legal aid body were subpoenaed to give
~vidence as to information provided to them
In the course of processing an application
for legal aid. This is contrary to the basic
proposition that the law does not require
self-incrimination and that in seeking legal
advice confidential communications should
remain so.
The Legal Aid Commission Act includes
provisions to ensure confidentiality, and the
proposed amendment seeks merely to' clarify the situation which clearly should exist
in relation to all legal aid applications,
including those made to community legal

Section 28 of the Act will be amended to
provide for waiver of medical privilege in
certain circumstances. The present section
is deficient in that, after tbe death of a
patient, the circumstances in which a medical practitioner may reveal details of the
patient's treatment are severely limited. The
information may be crucial to proceedings,
and so clause 6 of the Bill provides for the
divulging of otherwise privileged information with the consent of the deceased's legal
personal repr~sentative, spouse or child.
I Clause 10 of the Bill provides for the
administration of an affirmation to a person
whose religious beliefs render it difficult to
administer an oath At present section 102
. .
'.
of the Act ~rmlts no such alternatl~e, so
that subs~ntlal delays m~y be ca.u~d In the
~ourts whIlst the appropnate rehgIous ~~ct
IS located so that an oat~ mar be ad!'llnlstered. The ~mended ~ctlOn Wl~l provIde for
an affirmatIon made In such cIrcumstances
to have the same weight as an oath made in
accordance with the deponent's religious
belief. There is also provision made for
simultaneous affirmations to be taken from
two or more people, as has long been the
situation with oaths. It is not unreasonable
to provide parallel procedures for oaths and
affirmations in a culture as diverse as ours
has become.
The major part of the Bill proposes the
introduction of new provisions on affidavits and declarations in clause 11. Without
taking honourable members through this
part in detail, I will address the problems
sought to be remedied, and the means
proposed.
I.

Interpretation ofLegislation Bill

The Bill seeks to simplify an unnecessarily
complex situation. Affidavits for use in Victorian courts are presently of two distinct
types: Affidavits for use in the Supreme
Court, and affidavits for use in any other
court. The latter may be taken by a range of
persons,
including
commissioners
appointed pursuant to the existing provisions of the Act, but such commissioners
cannot take an affidavit for use in the
Supreme Court unless they are also commissioners of the Supreme Court, appointed
by the judges of the court. The reasons for
this confusing diversity are historical.
Theamendmentsproposethattherebeone
category of commissioner, who will be
empowered to take an affidavit for use in
any court in Victoria. The availability of
persons who may take affidavits will also be
vastly improved by the provision that any
solicitor holding a current practising certificate may take an affidavit. The Bill also
permits the appointment of commissioners
who are interstate residents, which reme.'dies an anomalous situation, particularly in
State border areas.
The provisions of the new divisions to be
inserted by clause 11 of the Bill are largely
procedural, and vary little from the existing
procedures for appointment and registration of commissioners under the present
Act.
Finally, I refer to clauses 7 to 9 inclusiv.e,
which provide for specification of certain
offices by Order in Council, and for the
prescribing of fees by regulation. These provisions make no change to the law, but will
simplify the procedure in the future of altering fees, the names of offices or the title of
officials without the necessity of amending
legislation. I commend the Bill to the House.
On the motion ofMr MACLELLAN (Berwick), the debate was adjourned.
It was ordered thatthedebate be adjourned
until Tuesday, March 20.
INTERPRETATION OF
LEGISLATION BILL
Mr CAIN (Premier)-I move:
That this Bill be now read a second time.

The Bill is designed to repeal the Acts Interpretation Act 1958 and to replace it with
new and more comprehensive legislation.
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Its aim is to shorten and simplify the language of Acts of Parliament. Frequently used
expressions are defined, and rules and
guidelines for construction and application
of laws are set out. A further purpose of the
Bill is to make applicable to subordinate
legislation many of the provisions contained in it. Subordinate legislation has not,
in the past, been dealt with in Acts Interpretation Acts, and the Bill goes a long way
toward simplifying the language of delegated legislation, as well as providing rules
and guidelines for its construction.
The Government is committed to ensuring that, as far as possible, the lan~uage of
legislation is intelligible to all citlzens of
Victoria and all who might be affected by
the laws of this State. This aim is exemplified by the introduction of this Bill, not the
least in its title, the Interpretation of Legislation Bill, which replaces the commonly
used, but somewhat esoteric, title of Acts
Interpretation Act.
The Interpretation of Legislation Bill
implements the report of the Legal and
Constitutional Committee of the Parliament which, by resolution of the Parliament in December 1982, had been required
to consider the provisions of the Interpretation Bill 1982. The committee tabled its
report upon that Bill in November 1983. In
the course of its deliberations, the committee received a number of written submissions from judges, members of the Bar,
academics and Parliamentary Counsel from
around Australia. Durin~ the course of its
inquiry, the committee Interviewed many
experienced lawyers, academics and Parliamentary Counsel. The committee undertook extensive research, calling upon
Australian, British, American, New Zealand and Canadian resources, amongst others, and produced a well-documented and
thorough report. The committee was fortunate to have an excellent Director of
Research in Dr Jocelynne Scutt. The committee and Dr Scutt are to be congratulated
on their work. The formal response of the
Government, as required by the Parliamentary Committee Act 1968, has already
been given, indicating the acceptance of the
contents of the report.
The Interpretation of Legislation Bill has
to a large extent drawn upon the provisions
of the Acts Interpretation Act 1958 and has
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enhanced the provisions of the Interpretation Bill 1982. The majority of the provisions are technical. They need not, at
present, be detailed. However there are several significant matters which should be
highlighted.
Firstly, as previously pointed out, unlike
the Acts Interpretation Act, the Interpretation of Legislation Bill provides an extensive and orderly scheme for the
interpretation of subordinate instruments.
As far as possible, those rules and guidelines
applicable to Acts will now apply to subordinate legislation. The absence of a
defined interpretative scheme for subordinate instruments has long been regarded as
a deficiency: As far back as 1970, the Parliamentary Subordinate Legislation Committee recommended that such a scheme be
created.
The increasingly heavy burden upon Parliament has meant that more and more use
is being made of subordinate instruments
as a means of implementing many aspects
of legislative schemes: Sometimes, however, they can also be used for purposes that
may never have been contemplated by the
Parliament. The application of interpretation legislation to subordinate instruments
indicates a Parliamentary concern that, as a
means of implementing legislative schemes,
subordinate instruments must not be liable
to interpretation in ways possibly inconsistent with the principal legislation. This may
be considered part of a far broader review
of the role and operation of subordinate
legislation which is at present being undertaken by the Legal and Constitutional Committee. The committee is examining the
entire range of checks and balances which
should apply before subordinate legislation
becomes law. Its report is due shortly and is
awaited with much interest. The combination of both initiatives will ensure that Parliamentary control remains paramount.
The second major innovation is the
endorsement of the purposive approach to
the interpretation of legislation. The Bill
includes a provision stating that the interpreter of an Act or subordinate instrument
must adopt a construction which would
promote the purpose or underlying object
of that Act or subordinate instrument. In
doing so, the interpreter is expressly authorized to use extrinsic aids to assist in identifying the purpose or object. These aids

Interpretation ofLegislation Bill

include, for example, Parliamentary
debates, explanatory memoranda accompanying Bills during their passage through
Parliament, and reports of Royal Commissions, boards of inquiry, and the like.
In 1981, the Australian Parliament
endorsed the inclusion in its Acts Interpretation Act of a purposive provision. The
Bill takes up that initiative, but goes much
further. It provides courts with guidance as
to types of extrinsic aids which may be used,
at the discretion of a court, in determining
Parliament's purpose in framing a particular piece of legislation.
The Government believes it is necessary
to include in the Bill a provision stating
that, in interpreting legislation, courts
should have regard to Parliament's purpose. In Britain and New Zealand, it has
been said that, too often, rules of construction are used by the courts which result in
the purpose of Parliament being ignored or
distorted. This problem arises in Australia
also, because of the existence of a number
or rules, presumptions and maxims of construction applied by the courts whichare inconsistent and often flatly contradict each other,
but ... are treated in the ... judgments as having equal
validity today, regardless of the differing social, political and constitutional conditions in which they arose ...

That excerpt is from the case of Ward, 1963,
as reported at page 293 of the New Zealand
Law Journal.
Rather than allowing confusion to remain
as to whether the courts should apply conflicting rules of construction, the Government believes it is necessary to direct the
courts' attention to what should be the
paramount aim of legislative interpreta~ion-the intention of Parliament, and the
purpose or object of the legislation under
review.
The Government believes it is important
to ensure, as far as possible, that all proposed legislation passing through this House
and through the other place, is drafted in
the clearest possible terms. However, experience sadly shows that this is not enough:
To overcome a sometimes unduly rigid
approach to the interpretation of statutes, it
is the responsibility of Parliament to give
clear direction. As stated by the eminent

Interpretation ofLegislation Bill
jurist, Professor Julius Stone, emeritus professor at the University ofNew South Wales:
Intelligent lay people will feel no outrage .at ... a
proposal (that courts should have regard to Parliament's intention in interpreting legislation). I suspect
that most of them think that this is what judges, in any
case, are supposed to do.

The wisdom of this provision is self-evident.
As for the accompanying matter, that
courts should be enabled to look to various
extrinsic materials to assist them in determining Parliament's purpose, this provision has been included in the Bill following
extensive coverage of the issues involved.
Various arguments have been raised for
and against courts having recourse to
materials such as Law Reform Committee
reports, Parliamentary H ansard, and
explanatory memoranda. These include:
The suggestion that there is a "traditional rule~~ that such material should not
be looked at by the courts;
that judges are looking at such materials
anyway, and Parliament should not
interfere;
that materials are not readily available,
particularly to solicitors dealing with
"everyday problems";
that the general public should know
what the law is from reading the legislation, and should not have to seek assistance from other materials;
that no assistance can be gained from
materials other than the legislation itself;
the suggestion that issues are not raised
in Parliamentary debates that would give
assistance to courts in interpreting
legislation;
conflicting purposes and intentions may
be stated by various members of Parliament during debates;
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that High Court and Supreme Court
justices are more capable than those in
the lower courts, and allowing all judges
and magistrates to have recourse to
extrinsic aids will confuse those judges
sitting in lower courts, or magistrates;
that it is wrong to expect judges in the
lower courts and magistrates, andcounsel appearing before them, to have as great
an expertise and to utilize as great a degree
of research skills as those necessary at
higher court levels;
the suggestion that lawyers may be open
to actions for negligence on the basis that
they have not sought out Parliamentary
H ansard or other relevant materials, and
therefore have not properly advised
clients; and
that by enabling courts to look at Hansard and explanatory memoranda, the
Parliament is somehow encroaching upon
the independence of the courts.

These arguments do not withstand close
scrutiny. Analysis of cases in the United
Kingdom and Australia shows that, if ever
a "traditional rule" existed which denied
courts the right to look at extrinsic materials
for assistance in interpretation of statutesand it can be doubted-that rule does not
now exist. The Victorian Supreme Court,
the New South Wales Supreme Court and
the High Court of Australia, among others,
have each at one time or another looked at
Parliamentary H ansard, reports of law
reform committees, or explanatory memoranda, to assist. Cases stating that extrinsic
aids should not be looked to, did so on the
basis that no ambiguity in the provision to
be interpreted could be found. Where ambiguity existed, courts often looked to other
aids.
In Australia recourse has been had by
judges to reports of Parliamentary committees, boards of inquiry, law reform commissions and committees, ad hoc committees
the debate in Parliament is often fool- and
the like. It has long been acknowledged
ish, or members "play the gallery", thus that legal writings in the way of academic
lessening the value of any debate and ren- treatises, text-books and articles in learned
dering it useless for the purpose of inter- journals can be used. Cases involving social
preting legislation;
issues often refer to other sources, such as
allowing judges to look at extrinsic anthropological and historical texts, texts
materials will increase the complexity of and other literature on racial discriminathe interpretation process, with an tion and oppression, sociological and criincrease in time and consequent delay, as minological texts. Explanatory memoranda
well as costs;
and similar documents accompanying
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legislation when introduced into Parliament are used. The opinions of SolicitorsGeneral have been referred to.
As to whether statements made in Parliament can be helpful, or whether they are
made for reasons other than to elaborate
upon the intention underlying a measure,
this is a question for the courts: Every day,
judges weigh up the value of evidence coming before them; that is their job. The Government believes, just as at all levels of the
justice system, judges and magistrates are
daily required to bring their forensic skills
to bear on questions relating to the weight
of evidence, and they will be similarly capable in relation to giving appropriate weight
to Parliamentary debates and other extrinsic materials.
Many cases can be cited where recourse
to Parliamentary debates and other
materials has proved invaluable. The Legal
and Constitutional Committee has in its
report referred to a number of instances
where during Parliamentary debates questions later coming before the courts have
been asked and answered. The courts have
found this helpful. In particular, during the
second-reading debates, instances are cited
where a Minister responsible for a measure
has been questioned on a particular passage
or provision in a Bill. The Minister's answer
has been referred to by the courts to solve
difficult problems of statutory interpretation. Thus judges have already brought their
minds to bear on the question of the weight
to be given to exchanges in Parliament, and
to second-reading speeches and the like.
They have not been inadequate to the task.
Far from adding to the complexity or cost
of proceedings, recourse to extrinsic aids has
served to do justice to litigants by ensuring
that Parliament's intention has been recognized, so short circuiting what might have
proved to be extensive litigation, had Parliamentary Hansard not been looked at by
the court. Better, it has ensured that litigants have received the "right" answer-in
accordance with what Parliament intended,
rather than the "wrong" answer because, in
the words of Lord Justice Mackinnon in
Winchester Court Ltd. v Miller. (1944) K.B.
734,744, judges have been left to "grope
about in the darkness", ignoring the assistance Hansard can give.

Interpretation ofLegislation Bill
The Government is mindful of the need
to keep legal costs within the ability of liti~nts. It recognizes also the importance that
Justice is served only where litigants gain an
"answer" through the courts which is in
accordance with Parliament's purpose in
framing legislation. The role of the Parliament is abrogated if its legislative voice is
ignored.
The entire question of reference to extrinsic aids in the interpretation of legislation
has been debated extensively at a series of
seminars sponsored by the Federal Department of the Attorney-General over the past
four or five years. At its most recent symposium, at Canberra in 1983, His Honour
Mr Justice Mason of the. High Court indicated that the doubts and uncertainties surrounding the use of extrinsic materials
should be "set at rest by the Parliament".
The Bill has heeded that advice, and also
the advice given by the Commonwealth
Ombudsman, Professor J. Richardson, who
requested an identification of the classes or
types of extrinsic material to which the
courts could refer.
The list provided in clause 35 (b) refers to
reports of proceedings in any House of the
Parliament, explanatory m.emoranda or
other documents laid before or otherwise
presented to any House of the Parliament,
reports of Royal Commissions, Parliamentary committees, Law Reform Commissioners and commissions, boards of inquiry
or other similar bodies. This list is not meant
to be exhaustive but indicates to the reader
of the proposed section the type of material
which may be relevant to a particular case.
Other extrinsic aids such as legal text-books
and articles in learned journals remain
available for the courts to use, as they have
done in the past.
The Government is also concerned that
the public has a real opportunity of understanding the laws which govern this State.
Therefore, every endeavour will be made to
ensure that legislation is clear on its face,
and recourse to extrinsic aids is rarely necessary. Where recourse is necessary, every
endeavour will be made to ensure that
materials are available. At the symposium
held in Canberra in 1983 to discuss interpretation of statutes and use of extrinsic
materials, His Honour Mr Justice Mason of
the High Court of Australia referred to this
question, saying, "I am not inclined to think

Interpretation ofLegislation Bill

(accessibility) is a serious problem. And it
can be diminished by making copies of
second-reading speeches freely available".
Whether or not materials are readily
available to all, judges do use them. Many
judges have acknowledged this in their
judgments or, less publicly, at conferences
and the like. Thus, in order that litigants
can get a fair hearing, counsel should be
enabled to refer to materials which judges
may use in interpreting Acts or subordinate
instruments, rather than judges using the
material without counsel having any opportunity to refute, endorse, or otherwise refer
to their contents.
Indeed, without the provision which has
been incorporated into the Interpretation of
Legislation Bill now before the House, not
only was the position of litigants highly
unsatisfactory, but also the position of lawyers was made difficult, in that they were
potentially at risk for not referring to relevant extrinsic materials when giving advice
to clients and taking cases before the courts;
and they were labouring under the difficulty
of not knowing which courts would allow
them to refer to such material, or which
judges, or even when such courts or judges
would allow reference to extrinsic aids. The
inclusion of the provision ensures that the
position is now clear and unambiguous, and
rather than increasing any possibility of
negligence claims against lawyers, it ameliorates the problem.
Certainly, the Government has, in
including this provision, taken into good
account the words of His Honour Mr Justice Mason, who in summing up at the symposium of 1983 said:
... evaluation of proposals ... contemplating resort by
the courts to extrinsic materials as an aid to construction involves something in the nature ofa costs-benefit
analysis ... certainly in the existing law is not a solid
ground of opposition to legislative proposals designed
to set the courts free from the old restrictive rule generally denying resort to extrinsic materials. In a sense
the rule is a self-inflicted wound.
The law as it presently stands is neither clear not
convincing ... there is growing support for the view
that it is or should be legitimate to resort at least to the
Minister's second-reading speech and perhaps to the
explanatory memorandum.
That there are anomalies in the present law is beyond
question. It is incongruous that it is legitimate to have
limited regard to the report of a law commission or an
expert committee but not to parliamentary consideration of the Bill- itself ...
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All this indicates that there is now doubt and uncertainty as to the status ofthe old rule. It is generally felt
that this doubt and uncertainty should be set at rest by
the Parliament ... this is because the Parliament is not
afflicted by the accumulated overburden of past judicial decisions and because Parliament, through its
statute, speaks with a single voice ...

It must be emphasized that in including this

provision, it is intended that the ordinary,
accepted course of courts resorting to
extrinsic aids for assistance in interpretation should be followed. That is, recourse to
extrinsic materials is to be had only where
it is considered, by a court or judge, that a
particular provision, Act or subordinate
instrument is ambiguous. The general rule
is that Acts are read against the appropriate
common law background. In the past,
extrinsic aids have been looked to only in
those cases where ambiguity has been perceived to exist. This provision ensures that
this pattern can be followed consistently by
the courts; it does not provide that extrinsic
aids should be looked to in all cases of statutory interpretation, but that, in cases of
ambiguity, where a judge or court considers
it may be of assistance, that judge or court
has a discretion to use extrinsIc aids to assist
in construction.
The Government has also considered it
necessary to refer only to indications provided in the Act or subordinate instrument,
proceedings of Parliament, explanatory
memoranda and the like, and reports of
Royal Commissions, Parliamentary committees, law reform commissioners and
commissions, boards of inquiry or other
similar bodies. Other extrinsic aIds such as
legal text-books and articles in learned journals will remain available for the courts to
use for the purposes of interpretation in the
ordinary way.
The Government believes the inclusion
of this provision will advance the cause of
justice in this State. The provision will enable Victorian courts to overcome a traditional reluctance to search beyond the words
of a section when its meaning is in doubt, a
reluctance which has, unfortunately, been
all too readily apparent in courts in this
State. As Lord Simon of the English House
of Lords stated in the Black v Cfawson case,
1975 Appeal Cases, page 591:
... a technical refusal to consider relevant
material ... requires justification ... It is refusing to
follow what is perhaps the most important clue to
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meaning. It is perversely neglecting the reality, while
chasing shadows. As Aneurin Bevan said: "Why read
the crystat when you can read the book?" Here the
book is already open: it is merely a matter of reading
on ...

This provision is a model for other Governments, some of which are already moving
in the same direction, in order to overcome
problems arising through the too rigid
application of the literal rule of construction of statutes.
The Bill also deals with another area of
statutory interpretation which requires clarification. It provides that when an Act or
subordinate instrument confers a power to
act, if the word "may" is used the exercise
of that power is discretionary: However, if
the word "shaIr' is used, there is no discretion as to its use, and the power must be
exercised. This provision overcomes the
previous uncertainty and sometimes conflicting interpretation of statutory provisions in which the courts were able to
determine that where Parliament used the
word ~~shall", it intended that no discretion
was conferred, although in other cases the
word "shall" was interpreted to mean that
there was a discretion.
Similarly, while ~4may" was often interpreted to mean that exercise of the power
was discretionary, sometimes it was interpreted as meaning that there was no such
discretion. The resultant confusion of
meanings was often the cause of protracted
litigation. The present provision seeks to
provide a clear rule to govern the use of
these terms.
With the inclusion of this provision,
courts are no longer enabled to determine
that where Parliament used ~~shall", it
intended that a discretion should be conferred on the body or party upon whom the
power is conferred. Nor are courts enabled
to determine that where "may" is used, the
party or body upon whom the power is conferred must exercise the power, without
regard to whether any criteria are outlined
in the statute or subordinate legislation,
upon which exercise of the discretion rests.
In New South Wales, despite the existence of a provision similar in terms to that
contained in this Bill, some courts and 'some
judges have in particular cases held that
"shall" does not necessarily mean that a
power conferred must be exercised, and that

~4may"

in a particular case does not necessarily mean that a power conferred is exercisabk at discretion. To overcome this
problem, the Bin contains an additional subclause stating that any Act or subordinate
instrument passed after the commencement of this Act must be interpreted in
accordance with the definition of "shall"
and ~~may" contained in the Bill. This means
the courts will no longer have the power to
define "shall" as conferring discretion, or
"maf' as requiring the mandatory exercise
ofa power.
Fourthly, for the remaining technical
clauses, I direct the attention of honourable
members to the explanatory memorandum
accompanying the Bill which describes those
clauses in some detail. With the passage of
the Bill, that explanatory memorandum will
be available to the courts for assistance in
interpreting all the provisions, as· will the
report of the Legal and Constitutional
Committee.
Finally, I should like to point out for the
information of honourable members that
the Government has also adopted some recommendations of the Legal and Constitutional Committee report which do not
require legislation per se. In the future, a
table of provisions will accompany all Bills
of substance and the feasibility of establishing a comprehensive index for each new Act
of Parliament is now being examined. Both
measures will go a long way towards ensuring that Acts of Parliament are more readily
accessible to all.
It is also the Government's intention to
ensure that where possible, gender neutral
terms are to be used in the drafting of all
future Acts and subordinate instruments. A
searching review of the history of legallanguage and an analysis of the merits by the
Legal and Constitutional Committee led
that committee to make this recommendation. The Government is aware of the
important philosophical and practical reasons underlying this recommendation, and
has instructed Parliamentary Counsel that
it is followed in all future legislation.
In conclusion, I draw to the attention of
honourable members the commendations
on this Bill received from Professor J. G.
Starke, QC, editor of the premier law review
in this country, the Australian Law Journal.

Environment Protection (Un leaded Petrol) Bill
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Secondly, amendments were introduced
in December 1982 to improve the Environment Protection Authority's ability to
enforce existing. emission standards .
. . . is comprehensive, well drafted and reflects careInspection and testing of new and' in-use
ful consideration of the case-law, literature ami opinvehicles for compliance with the regulaions of lawyers (expressed at seminars and otherwise),
tions began in the second half of 1983.
and provides excellent guidance for the judiciThe third phase of the programme is to
ary ... the Bill should be regarded as a model for similar legislation throughout Australi<t.
amend the Act to make un leaded petrol
available at most service stations in VicThe Government has, with the assistance of toria from 1 July 1985, and to provide offthe Legal and Constitutional Committee, in ences and heads of power for all aspects of
the Interpretation of Legislation Bill 1984, the unleaded petrol strategy adopted by
produced a first-rate and much-needed Australian Governments in 1981. The Bill
scheme for legislative interpretation. It has will achieve these purposes.
been distributed for comment to interested
Finally, regulations. will be made under
parties Australia wide. The Bill is the first the Act to implement the strategy by presthorough revision of interpretation legisla- cribing new emission standards and mantion in Australia, and there are indications datory use of un leaded petrol for new cars
that other States will shortly follow its made after 1 January 1986, and by specifyexample. AIthoughit is ofa technical nature, ing new design and labelling requirements
it represents an important exposition of the for vehicles and petrol pumps. In particurules and guidelines to be used in the con- lar, new vehicle emissions of hydrocarbons
struction of Acts of Parliament and subor- and carbon monoxide will be halved. Also,
dinate instruments. It, therefore, to some smaller petrol tank filler inlets and' petrol
extent, affects us alL I commend the Bill to pump nozzles will be used with unleaded
petrol, so that a larger nozzle which dispenthe House.
ses leaded petrol cannot be inserted into the
On the motion of Mr MACLELLAN tank of an un leaded vehicle. This is neces(Berwick);, the debate was adjourned.
sary because many car manufacturers will
It was ordered that the debate be use catalyst emission control technology to
meet the standards, and catalysts are poiadjourned until Tuesday, March 20.
soned by lead.
ENVIRONMENT PROTECTION·
Clause 1 provides a short title. Clause 2
(UNLEADED PETROL) BILL
provides for commencement upon receipt
Mr WILKES (Minister for Local Gov- of Royal Assent. Clause 3 identifies the
Environment Protection Act 1970 as the
ernment)-I move:
principal Act.
By way of a communication dated 8· February 1'984 Professor Starke said that the
Bill:

That this Bill be now read a second time.

Motor vehicles are major contributors to
air pollution in Melbourne. They are almost
entirely responsible for high levels of lead
and carbon monoxide in areas of heavy
traffic, and they produce more than half of
the emissions which cause photochemical
smog.
The Government has therefore embarked
on a four-stage programme to tackle the
problem of motor vehicle emissions. Firstly,
the Environment Protection Act was
amended in June 1982' to reduce the lead
content of petrol sold in Victoria after 1
January 1983 from 0·45 to 0·30 grams per
litre, the· lowest in Australia.

Clause 4 creates new offence provisions
by adding two sub-sections to section 42 of
the principal Act. The regulations will
require new vehicles to be constructed to
operate on unleaded petrol, labelled accordingly, and fitted with smaller fuel filler inlets.
Sub-section (2A) makes it an offence to construct, manufacture, assemble, sell or offer
to sell a vehicle which does not meet these
requirements. In addition, existing regulations prescribe requirements for the maintenance and adjustment of vehicles. Subsection (2B) makes it an offence to sell or
offer to sell a vehicle which does not comply.
Clause 5 introduces a new section 42B to·
the principal Act to require un leaded petrol
to be widely available in Victoria on and
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after 1 July 1985. Sub-section (1) contains
definitions of petrol, petrol supplier, retail
petrol seller and unleaded petrol. A specification for unleaded petrol in the regulations
is enabled by later provisions in clause 6.
Sub-section 428 (2) makes it an offence for
a retail petrol seller to refuse or fail to sell
unleaded petrol on request on and after 1
July 1985. However, no offence is committed if the retailer is exempted by the authority, or if the retailer is unable or unwilling
to comply in one of the situations described
in sub-section (7). These include:
(a) Lack of supply due to a strike or
tanker breakdown;
(b) failure of a supplier to meet an order
placed at least 48 hours previously;
(c) inability to supply due to problems
with petrol station equipment, or other circumstances beyond his control; and
(d) refusal to supply where it is reasonable to so refuse.
The exemption provisions are specified
in sub-sections (3), (4), (5) and (6). Regular
grade petrol will be withdrawn from the
market in 1985, so that tanks and pumps
currently used for regular will be used for
unleaded petrol. Therefore, where a retailer
stocks two grades of petrol, no major
changes will be necessary to stock unleaded
petrol as it will simply replace regular. In
the longer term, as un leaded petrol sales
grow, some retailers will find it necessary to
use super grade tanks for unleaded, or to
install an extra tank, if sales volumes and
storage capacities are not properly balanced
for the two fuels.
The biggest problems will arise for those
retailers who can store or dispense only one
grade of petrol. These will include retailers
with only one tank for petrol, or with only
one dispensing nozzle for petrol--even
though there may be more than one tank.
Storage tanks may be available for other
fuels such as diesel fuel, but sub-section (5)
excludes these from consideration. The
Government must weigh the benefits of
universal availability at all sites against the
costs to single grade retailers.
The Environment Protection Authority
has conducted a survey of privately operated retail facilities, and an evaluation of
the economic impacts of having to supply
unleaded petrol. This work has revealed that
some retailers with small sales volumes will

incur significant costs, and that single grade
retailers with an annual throughput of 240
kilolitres should not have to meet these
costs.
These retailers operate about 5 per cent
of retail sites, and are responsible for less
than 0-5 per cent of total sales. Sub-sections
(3) and (4) therefore allow the Environment
Protection Authority to exempt these retailers from sub-section (2), and sub-section (6)
provides for revocatIon of any exemption
for which a retailer is no longer eligible.
Sub-section (8) makes it an offence for a
petrol supplier to fail or refuse to supply
unleaded petrol on request on and after 1
July 1985, except as prescribed in subsection (10), which allows failure to supply
in circumstances beyond the supplier's control, and refusal to supply where it is reasonable to do so. In addition, sub-section
(9) allows compliance if supply by another
person is arranged by the supplier.
The sale, or offering for sale, of petrol as
unleaded petrol will be an offence under subsection (11) if the petrol does not meet the
specification for unleaded petrol. Subsections (12), (13), (14) and (15) speci~ the
same warranty and emergency prOVISions
for unleaded petrol as provided in section
42A in relation to the lead content of petrol.
A retailer may request a warranty from his
supplier that the petrol is unleaded petrol.
Failure to provide such a warranty is an
offence. The retailer may then use the warranty as a defence against a prosecution for
selling petrol which does not meet the specification. Action may then be taken against
the supplier for selling the petrol and for
providing a false warranty. Also, in an
emergency situation, the Governor in
Council may exempt any person from compliance with sub-section (11) for up to one
month, may vary or revoke the order, and
may make further orders as necessary.
Finally, clause 6 amends section 71 of the
Act so that· regulations may be made to
implement the un leaded petrol strategy. In
particular, allowable levels of lead, sulphur
and phosphorous in unleaded petrol, and
octane quality, will be specified. The construction, operation and maintenance of
petrol pumps will be regulated. The fitting
oflabels to vehicles and petrol pumps, specifying their use with unleaded or leaded
petrols, will be required. Powers will also be
provided in clause 6 to prohibit the use of
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vehicles which are not designed, constructed or labelled as required; or the use
of petrol pumps which dispense fuel which
is not as specified on the pump label. The
use of fuel other than unleaded petrol in
new vehicles will be prohibited. I commend
the Bill to the House.
On the motion of Mr RICHARDSON
(Forest Hill), the debate was adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be
adjourned until Wednesday, March 21.
OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND
SAFETY BILL
The debate (adjourned from March 1) was
resumed on the motion of Mr Simmonds
(Minister for Employment and Training):
That this Bill be now read a second time.

and on Mr Kennett's amendment:
That all the words after "That" be omitted with the
view of inserting in place thereof the words "this Bill
be withdrawn and redrafted to provide for a positive
co-operative scheme of occupational health and safety
involving employers and employees and in particular
to provide for formal and funded election of a single
safety officer by employees in the work place".

Mr LEIGH (Malvern)-In this debate,
the Leader of the Opposition and the
honourable members for Caulfield and Balwyn have repeatedly stressed that the
Opposition is not against safety for workers
in the community. On 1 March, the
honourable member for Albert Park men..
tioned in his speech-which upset me
greatly-that the party of which he is a
member represents the workers.
I represent the workers too; there are
workers in the electorate I represent.
Repeatedly, there is rhetoric from members
of the Government party about their representation of workers. That is an insult
because I represent people who work for a
living and I am concerned about my fellow
workers and their safety in the workplace.
Members of the Opposition have retitled
the Minister for Employment and Training
as the "Minister for Mickey Mouse Productions" because he comes up with many ideas
from the Socialist left of the Labor Party
who intend to disturb and destroy the current Victorian society.
Undoubtedly, the Premier is happy that
the Opposition controls the Legislative
Council, ensuring that the Bill will become
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a little more rational after it is examined
there than it is in its present form. During
last week's debate, a number of honourable
members quoted the Victorian Employers'
Federation report of 3 February which
stated that the employers had agreed that
the Bill should go thr()ugh and that they
were supporting it. However, the honourable members for Albert Park and Springvale did not bother to inform the House
that in the following week on 10 February
an article in the Employers' Report read,
inter alia:
Significant changes are still needed before the proposed legislation will be regarded by employers as an
Act aimed solely at improving occupational safety.
Without substantial amendments, the Act in reality,
will be more concerned with boosting trade union power
than with the basic need for employers and employees
to co-operate to improve safety at work.

No members of the Government party
bothered to inform honourable members
that in the following week the employers
added certain criteria to what the Government was proposing. Indeed, many members of the Government have noted that
many employers agree with the situation.
However, the employers are being given no
alternative; they have been blackmailed into
accepting the Bill.
Even if the people representing employers gave massive support to the measure, I
point out that there are many employers
who were not represented in diSCUSSIOns on
this matter with the Government. They are
most concerned about the measure and the
effects it will have on their businesses.
To illustrate the real aims of the trade
union movement, I shall read from the Sun
of 4 March 1984 an article by Mr Peter Wilson, who quotes Mr Peter Marsh, one of the
advocates of the Bill.
Under the heading, "State of the unions",
Mr Wilson said:
Mr Peter Marsh won a solid ovation when he told
the meeting that unions may reject the Bill if it is
amended and bide their time until the ALP controls
the Legislative Council. Mr Marsh's comments were
the first strong hint that unions may wait for the legislation they want instead of accepting "a castrated Bill".

If the trade union movement is so concerned about safety in the workplace, one
would have thought it would have endeavoured to persuade the Government to get
this proposed legislation through both
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Houses of Parliament as ,quickly aspossible. Instead of that, the union movement
will wait until the Government gains control of the Legislative Council-if -it ever
does----:beforeit decides on the ,type oflegislation it wants. How concerned are they
really?
'

Occupational Health and Safety Bill

The Premier was not correct when he said
during question time, "We represent everybody. Anybody can come and talk to us".
Of course, he did not tell us that the Labor
Party received $250 000 from the teacher
unions. This Bill is about one ,group of
people having a say, but not all groups.
The measure provides that each union
The Minister for Employment and Train- shall have a safety officer. On the watering made much of the fact that the same front, there are approximately 26 unions,
form of legislation exists in England and which means that there will be a minimum
that the -legislation in New South Wales is of 26 union safety representatives, all runnot very different. The Minister did not ning around closing this and closing that!
bother to tell the House that in England the The unions can 'have as many safety officers
safety representatives do not have the power as they want. That is ridiculous! The Melto close down the workplace. The 'Minister bourne waterfront already has one of the
did not bother to 'tell the House that the worst reputations in the world for industrial
legislation in New South Wales is slightly disruption.
different. The legislation in that State has a
Mr Walsh-You'rejust a whacker!
provision for $50 000 fines, but there is no
The
ACTING SPEAKER ,(MrKirksystem whereby union safety representawood)-Order!
The honourable member for
tives have the power to close down factories. The Minister said that Norway, Albert Park has used an unparliamentary
England and New South Wales have similar expression. I ask the honourable member to
legislation. He said, "We are really not the withdraw that term.
Mr W ALSH (AlbertPark)-1 withdraw
pace setters. We are just following suit".
the term if it offends anyone.
The Government is not just following suit.
MrLEIGH (Malvern)-I should have
The Government 'has talked about an
"equal societf', but how realistic is it? The been very worried if the honourable memBill provides for five persons to be nomi- ber for Albert Park and I were in agreement
nated by the Trades Hall Council. It says on this Bill. Before I was so rudely internothing about elections; there are no elec- rupted, I referred to the waterfront, where
tions. It also provides that five persons may there is a minimum of 26 trade unions. It
be nominated by assoCiations of employers, would mean there would be 26 officials from
but it is at the Minister's determination. the trade unions 'woo could close down a
The Minister does not determine the' repre- whole range of activities. In other words,
sentatives nominated 'by the Trades Hall the Bill will ,allow some union officials to
Council, but he, does determine who the regard themselves as anything short of God
representatives of the ,employers will be. If Almighty!
Mr Walsh-You should do your homethe Government were serious about this Bill,
work. You don't know what you are talking
the system ought to be equal for all.
The Bill says that the trade union move- about.
MrLEIGH-Ihave read the Bill and'that
ment has an overwhelming right above anybody else. Honourable members should is whatitsays.
remember that 60 per cent of the work force
The ACTING SPEAKER-Order! The
in this State are not members of trade interjections of the -honourable member for
unions. What happens'to them? They will Albert Park are disruptive. The honourable
not get a vote! They will not get a say! There member was ,protected by the Chair when
are manyworkplaces where unions have no he was speaking, and I ask him to allow the
influence, at, all. The Bill is re~llly designed honourable member for Malvern to conto extend the union influence into every 'tinue 'his contribution to the debate without
workplace, ,every' buildin.g site and every interruption.
factory. That is what this Bill is really all
Mr LEIGH-The honourable member
about. The Minister is giving in to the union forAlbert Park should have done his homemovement.
work because he is the Deputy Chairman of
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the Industrial Relations Task Force, which about is profits and that the Opposition does
presumably participated in the formulation not agree with the measure because the profof the Bill.
its of insurance companies may decline as a
The measure clearly states that each union result of this measure. The logic of that
will have one representative, plus others. If statement escapes me. The fewer the accithe honourable member for Albert Park dents on site, the less likelihood there is of
does not believe that is what it means, he premiums increasing, which means better
should say so. It should not be up to the business for those insurance companies.
The honourable member is the Deputy
Opposition in this House or in the other
place to change provisions in the Bill. If the Chairman of the Industrial Relations Task
proposed legislation is enacted, chaos will Force, yet he has some crazy ideas about
reign on the waterfront. It is difficult enough the proposed legislation and profit making.
now for importers bringing goods into Aus- Unless profits are made in the private sector
tralia to obtain insurance because of the there will be no jobs. The private sector is
strikes and disruptions that occur on the not a social welfare organization. I am not
Melbourne waterfront, without making it saying that profits should be put before
safety in the workplace but the Opposition
worse.
would
like to see more reasoning and
I reiterate that the Opposition does see a rationality
with the proposed legislation.
need for improved safety in the workplace,
The
Bill
gives
the trade union movement
but this Bill will not achieve that end. It will
only cause chaos and will result in a loss of rights over other people in society. U nforjobs because industries will move to other tunately the Bill reflects a trend that was
States of Australia rather than invest in prevalent in the 1930s in Germany when
the brown shirts stood over people in the
Victoria.
workplace. Is that what the MinIsters and
Mr Micallef-What about the people the Government want? Do they want one
who get injured or killed?
group of people to be able to stand over
Mr LEIGH-The Opposition is con- another group and act as a self-appointed
cerned about them.
police force?
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr KirkThose officers could say that they do not
wood)-Order! The honourable member face elections and were appointed by the
should take no notice of interjections.
trade union movement. The Minister would
Mr LEIGH-I agree, Sir, but of course choose those officers. The employers would
the Opposition cares about people who may have no say in the activities of the unions
be injured or killed in the workplace. The which would have the right to do as they
honourable member for Albert Park said on wish. Those officers who are chosen from
1 March that the Liberals and the employ- the union movement could walk on to a site
ers do not care; they do not care at all; they and decide to close it down. Should they
are not involved; they do not understand have that right?
That brings to mind two <good examples
what happens with safety in the workplace.
of where such strikes could take place. For
I would happily take off my coat and shirt example, an officer could decide to close
to show the honourable member for Albert down work on an aluminium smelter. I do
Park the scar I have on my right arm from not know how many unions are involved in
an industrial accident in which I nearly lost such a project, but a union member who
the use of my right arm. At that time, I was has been selected as a safety officer could
working on a building site. The honourable decide to close that project down. If that
member for Albert Park has the gall to say occurred, it would cost the company dearly
that members of the Opposition do not care because after it has been closed down the
about what happens to people in society. I aluminium pots must be dug out. Along with
reject that statement. That sort of comment the loss of money will come the loss of
should not be made in this forum. No doubt employment.
all honourable members care about whether
Another example involves those who
people are hurt or injured.
work in chemical factories where dangerous
The honourable member for Albert Park chemicals are used. Again the health and
said that all members of the Opposition care safety officer could close the factory down,
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if he wished. I am not saying that those
workers should not be protected from being
exposed to those dangerous chemicals, but
the safety officer has the right to close down
the factory without regard to operations in
progress.
Probably each union on site will select
two or three safety officers rather than one
so, potentially, demarcation disputes could
erupt between the different unions. The Bill
has not been clearly thought out.
Mr Spyker-Obviously you have never
worked in a factory.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Kirkwood)--Order! I am amazed at the number
of disorderly interjections. Speakers on the
Government side of the House have already
had their say. The views being expressed by
members of the Opposition can be attacked
at the appropriate time by members of the
Government. The behaviour in the House
at present is unbecoming.
Mr LEIGH-Thank you, Mr Acting
Speaker. I do not begrudge the right of
members of the Government to make their
speeches, yet they continually interject. They
claim they are democratic, yet they howl
down speakers from the Opposition side of
the House. That is unfortunate. It would be
a good idea to have this Parliament televised so that all Victorians could see what
members of the Government are really like.
Unless everyone agrees with them, they
howl and carry on.
Earlier an interjection was made about
my not having worked in a factory. I suspect that many members of the Opposition
have at some stage been involved with factory working life, whether on the factory
floor, through middle management or
whatever the case may be. I know what happens on a factory floor. I object to such
statements and the pretence of members of
the Government that they are more aware
of factory working life than are members of
the Opposition. Government members say
that members of the Opposition are people
who wear only blue shirts and red ties and
drive Rolls-Royce motor cars.
An Honourable Member-And are born
with silver spoons in their mouths.
Mr LEIGH-I have not had that experience. I suspect that a few members of the
Government have been brought up with silver spoons in their mouths, yet they run
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around pretending they are patriots of the
workers.
The Bill will cause chaos in the State. It is
about one thing: The power of the union
movement over other people. Page after
pa~e of the measure gives more rights to the
UnIon movement than to other workers who
are not union members. In some cases,
people face penalties of $5000 and $10 000
or five years' gaol or both. Many criminals
receive lesser penalties. The Government is
trying to throw the book at the honest
employer who is trying to do the right thing.
If an employer is doing the wrong thing
and allowing his workers to take risks in the
workplace, the book should be thrown at
him or her. The potential gaol sentence for
an employer of up to five years is a draconian concept. I am amazed that time and
again the Government has introduced these
types of measures which are not thought
through and not as even-handed as the
Government says they are.
The Opposition would like responsible
legislation drafted for occupational health
and safety in Victoria, but the employers
should be given a fair say in it. The Bill is
unfair; the majority of people in Victoria
are not union members, yet the union
movement receives more rights through the
Bill. Why is that so? The reason is that the
Government is trying to force people to join
the union movement. People should have
the right to choose. It is supposedly a free
society.
Mr Peter Marsh has said that if there are
amendments to the Bill his organization will
withdraw support until a point in the future
when it can do what it wants. What is more
important-the safety of the workers or in
giving a few people more power. What is
this Government trying to achieve? The Bill
has to be altered substantially for the Opposition to agree to it. The Opposition cannot
agree to the Bill at present. The Liberal Party
cares about all Victorians, including the
trade union movement.
I do not know how many times I have to
repeat what I am saying for the benefit of
the Minister for Local Government, who is
interjecting, and who should turn up his
hearing aid. The Opposition is asking why
unions will have a greater say than employers and why the unions will choose the
employees' representatives? Further, why is
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there a minimum of one safety officer and a
maximum of who knows how many? Why
is there a penalty of five years' imprisonment and 500 penalty units?
Mr Walsh-You have said that four
times.
Mr LEIGH-How many times does one
have to say it?
Mr Lieberman-What rights do nonunion members have?
Mr LEIGH-They have none.
Mr Walsh-Read the Bill!
Mr LEIGH-They are lesser people. The
Government is saying that a person is a
lesser person than another who holds a
union ticket such as no doubt members of
the Government party do.
Mr Walsh-I do-I am proud of it!
Mr LEIGH-The Government is saying
that a person who does not have a union
ticket is a lesser person in society. Why is
that not put clearly in the Bill? A Bill is
proposed legislation that will affect people.
Members of the Government party say that
everyone is equal but that principle is not
contained in the Bill.
Mr Spyker-It is in the Bill.
Mr LEIGH-It appears that the Government should take the Bill away, like it has
on a number of similar occasions already,
and seriously reconsider it and present
another measure that has a rational,
common-sense approach to the issue, preferably one in which all the community can
participate, not just some.
Mr Walsh-What is good about the Bill?
Mr LEIGH-Members of the Labor
Party who are interjecting are carrying on
about how they care. All the honourable
member for Albert Park has done during
this debate is to indulge in rhetoric of the
past. He talked of profits and how the
Opposition does not care and what a wonderful person he is in his capacity as Deputy
Chairman of the Industrial Relations Task
Force. He spoke about the people he talked
to.
Mr Walsh-Who would you speak to?
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Kirkwood}-Order! The honourable member for
Albert Park is behaving in a disorderly
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fashion which is unbecoming to the position he holds in this Parliament and I
request him to cease.
Mr LEIGH-I have had to repeat what I
have said several times because the Government is not prepared to listen. It is concerned primarily with union power and not
with the people of Victoria, as the Premier
said during question time today. He is concerned about ensuring that every Victorian
is a member of a trade union.
I do not object to people being members
of a trade union, but those people should
decide themselves whether they want to be
members of a union. The Bill is simply a
lever to force more people into the trade
union movement.
When the Government was elected in
April 1982, it claimed that it represented all
VIctorians, but in this Bill and In other Bills
that claim, which may read well in the
media, has been put to the test and shown
that it is not so. That is demonstrated in the
House when members of the Labor Party
show that they are not prepared to listen to
anyone who has a different point of view.
They are prepared to shout and interject
when other people speak, as they are doing
now. It is sad. At least if the Bill were
enacted the community would see the Government for what it is.
Mr Walsh-Is there anything good in the
Bill?
Mr LEIGH-The main clauses of the Bill
have one purpose and that is a sad purpose.
I hope the Government will reconsider the
Bill. Everyone wants better safety in industry, but this Bill is not the means by which
that can be achieved.
The sitting was suspended at 12.56 p.m.
until 2.5 p.m.
Mr WILKES (Minister for Local Government)-The Bill provides for sweeping
changes to Victoria's industrial safety legislation and is probably the most important
social and industrial legislation introduced
in the past twenty years. After listening to
the comments of the honourable member
for Malvern, one could be excused for
regarding his contribution as having no relevance to industrial health and safety. He
appeared to concentrate on two issues,
namely, the power of the unions-he is one
of those who subscribes to the "Reds under
the beds" syndrome when it comes to
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unions-and the fact that employers were
not given the same consideration as the
trade union movement in the nomination
of representatives. In both cases the
honourable member for Malvern was
wrong.
I congratulate the Minister for Employment and Training for the excellent work he
has performed in introducing the proposed
legislation.
If one examines the history of the proposed legislation, one cannot help but see
that the consultation that took place during
the embryo stages of the proposed legislation and before the introduction of the initial
Bill was probably more intensive than on
any other occasion. The Bill establishes the
Occupational Health and Safety Commission with five nominees from the employer
group, five nominees from the Trades Hall
Council, and three persons with adequate
knowledge or experience, nominated by the
Minister after consultation with the Trades
Hall Council.
The Bill sets out the responsibilities of
the commission and, in general terms, ties
up all the loose ends of industrial safety
legislation into one Act. When one considers the way in which the proposed legislation is structured, one realizes there is no
reason why it should not be successful.
Mr Tanner-It enhances trade union
control.
Mr WILKES-It is arrant nonsense to
speak about enhanced trade union control.
In answer to that stupid, inane inteIjection,
I suggest that the honourable member
examine what the employers had to say on
3 February this year:
There can be no doubt that there is an urgent need
to update many of Victoria's old industrial safety laws.
At present, industrial accidents are costing Victoria's
families $30 a week and in one working day approximately 1200 people are away from work as a direct
result of an industrial accident.

Surely that statement is indicative of the
need for the proposed legislation. Industrial
accidents are costing Australian industry
$6-5 billion a year. All the Opposition speaks
about is union power; it does not mention
the effects of industrial accidents on the
economy and the suffering of individuals in
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the workplace. The first person in a workplace to recognize that there might be something unsafe about a machine, technique or
class of work, is the operator.
Mr Lieberman-Not always.
Mr WILKES-In most cases, one would
expect that the operator would recognize
unsafe conditions. Those honourable members who have experience with industrial
law would recognize that in the past, under
the old system of factory inspectors,
employers were advised to take off the
guards so that output would be increased.
One has seen that sort of occurrence take
place, and one has also seen workers doing
the same.
However, when one examines the cost of
industrial accidents, one realizes that a need
exists for direct action to be taken to reduce
the $6-5 billion cost to Australian industry.
To equate the cost of workers compensation premiums with that only aggravates the
need to do something about the situation.
After listening to the contributions of other
honourable members one would have
thought that this was the only area where
industrial health and safety programmes
should operate.
Of course, that is not the case. If one
examined the Statement of Accord that was
arrived at by the Commonwealth at that
very important and now famous meeting,
one would realize how much emphasis the
Commonwealth Government has placed on
industrial health and safety. The Commonwealth Government is in complete agreement with the ACTU in its view that there
needs to be a mechanism to reduce death
and injury in the workplace, and that mechanism has to be put into operation by the
States.
I have no doubt that Victoria is leading
the way in introducing the measure now
being debated. Not only did the Statement
of Accord advert to the necessity for this
measure, but it also recognized that Victorian railways, or V/Line as it is now, has
active health and safety committees operating in an identical manner to that which is
proposed in the Bill. The same applies to
the provisions in the waterside workers
award, which also contains identical provisions to those in the Bill.
If the ignorant member for Caulfield, who
is inteIjecting, would examine the State
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Electricity Commission agreement and what
is stated in that agreement about industrial
health and safety, he would see precisely
what is provided. If the honourable member can see any difference between the
agreement which applies to industrial health
and safety and the proposals in the Bill, I
will listen to him.
If one examines the State Electricity
Commission agreement, one notes that the
State Electricity Commission Health and
Safety Policy Committee, which covers the
commission as a whole, states:
For the SEC as a whole, management will consult
regularly with employees through a corporate level
Health and Safety Policy Committee (HSPC). This
committee will have management, VTHC and
employee representatives, and will be chaired by a
member of General Management ofthe SEC, and have
a VTHC or employee representative as Deputy
Chairman.

That represents involvement right down the
track. It also states:
The committee will meet on at least a six-monthly
basis, but will meet earlier as circumstances dictate
from time to time;
The committee will keep under review all actions
taken to implement the SEC's stated health and safety
policy;

In other words, it operates almost parallel
to the way which is proposed in the Bill.
Similar provisions are contained in the
agreements relatin~ to the iron-workers
union and the Wilhamstown Naval Dockyard, which is another area where safety is
paramount in the provisions that apply to
the safety committee, the representatives
being elected by the unions. Who else would
do that? If there is a worker in the workplace situation, who else would one want to
identify the problem?
In answer to the honourable member for
Benambra, who is inteIjecting, I would hope
that what he says would not be the case. I
would think that the type of industry that
operates within the Williamstown dockyard would provide adequately for union
labour.
Mr Tanner-What about non-union
labour?
Mr WILKES-I have grave doubts about
whether non-union labour can be effectively marshalled to produce the same
results as union labour can produce across
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the board. If the honourable member for
Caul field can demonstrate to me any
instance where a non-union shop can provide the same adequate cover and provisions for its workers as does a union shop, I
should like to hear of it and take note of it,
because I do not believe it can be done.
Given the track record of some employers in this State, it is obvious that they have
a preference for non-union labour, and that
has been one of the main problems with
industrial relations in this State. It is a problem that previous Governments have not
been able to address. However, where there
is a union-labour award, where responsibility is placed on the trade unionists, there
is some hope of ~etting industrial peace
rather than industnal anarchy.
The honourable member for Caulfield,
who again inteIjects, can talk about the
"left" and "right" if it suits him. He can
also talk about the Builders Labourers Federation. However, if he examined all the
structures and buildings that have been
erected throughout Melbourne, he would
realize that work could not have been done
without that union. It behoves the honourable member for Caulfield to throw stones
at particular unions. I invite him to examine the conditions under which some of the
workers operate at construction sites in the
City of Melbourne and its environs. It is
only by union action that conditions have
been improved.
I am not suggesting that conditions are
now 100 per cent, but they are certainly 100
per cent better than they were twenty years
ago, and that is because of union representation on those sites. It is difficult enough to
construct a building anywhere in the world
today, but it is even more difficult if the
employer or the construction authority is
not prepared to take the necessary precautions that are needed in this day and age to
protect the lives of workers on construction
sites.
Speaker after speaker from the opposition side of the House has demonstrated
this concrete-pour mentality, yet nobody has
informed me of how many pours have been
stopped by particular union action, where
they have been stopped, and for what reason. All honourable members have heard
today is that, if this measure is accepted, it
will play into the hands of a particular union
and that that union may be able to take
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some action in respect of a concrete pour. total of 133 companies across the manufacThere is no evidence of that, and the Min- turing sector were surveyed, and the followister has bent over backwards in his consul- ing are pertinent statistics arising from that
tations with employer bodies. There has study. It indicated that 72 per cent of
never been better consultation with respect respondents, the companies that were surto proposed legislation. However, I do not veyed, had workers compensation claims in
expect honourable members to take my 1982 and 1983; only 45-9 per cent were
found to keep records of minor injuries, that
word for it.
is, injuries requiring first aid but not workI obtained a transcript of a radio broad- ers compensation; and that only 30 per cent
cast on 3LO of an interview by Michael of the respondents analysed any of the work
Schildberger at 9 a.m. on 27 February this injury statistics.
year. Mr Schildberger was interviewing,
Only 16 per cent of employers conducted
among others, the Minister for Employment and Training, Mr Spicer from the Vic- pre-employment medical checks and of
torian Employers Federation, and Mr those only 36 per cent were conducted by
Justice Kirby. The question asked of Mr industrial clinics. The remainder were conducted by local medical practitioners.
Spicerwas:
In addition, only 26 per cent of the comHas there been any consultation?
panies that were surveyed by the Victorian
Chamber of Manufactures employed a
In reply, Mr Spicer said:
safety officer and of those 51 per cent had
Michael, could I just say something I think at this been appointed for less than one year.
stage. I would like to commend the Minister and the Thirty-eight per cent of the firms had no
Government for the consultative process that they went
shop steward. One can imagine what prothrough and we certainly have a piece of legislation
now which is a lot better than that which was fore- tection the persons employed in those
shadowed in the discussion document which was issued industries had because the management was
in March last year. I think it has been a very construc- not concerned to keep statistics or to have a
tive activity and one which we have been pleased to be safety committee or a safety officer.
part of and I hope that that consultative process will
Yet members of the Opposition ask why
continue.
the Government wants the proposed legisMr MeNamara-Why do you not read lation. Only 26 per cent of the companies
surveyed have a person representing
the whole transcript?
employee interests on safety matters and of
Mr WILKES-The honourable member those 63 per cent were appointed by mancan read the whole transcript. I am pre- agement. This is not a survey by the Labor
pared to make it available. Mr Spicer did Party but by the Victorian Chamber of
not hesitate to commend the Minister and Manufactures. Some 23 per cent of the safety
the Government on the consultative pro- officers were elected by employees as against
cess that was employed.
63 per cent appointed by employers. The
It is worth examining the consultative Minister for Employment and Training is
process that took place. It is one thing to prepared to have five members representing
flag a piece of legislation, but it is something the employers and five members representelse to consult the people who will be ing the trade union movement on the Occuaffected by it. There is no doubt that the pational Health and Safety Commission.
Minister bent over backwards in this case The honourable member for Malvern and
to consult industry to obtain its views and others have suggested that the Minister will
to understand them, and to get an indica- have some say over the nominations submitted by industry. Industry cannot work
tion of the effect the measure will have on out
who It is going to have on the commisindustry.
sion and that is the real problem. There are
The Victorian Chamber of Manufactures 30 organizations that want to be repreconducted research on the effect of indus- sented and it is up to industry to nominate
trial accidents in this State. In 1983, it con- five members. I have no doubt that once
ducted a survey into management practices industry does that, the Minister will accept
in relation to occupational health and safety. the nominations. However, it is up to
It came up with some alarming statistics. A industry, just as it is up to the Victorian
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Trades Hall Council, to elect its five representatives on the commission.
Of the 133 companies that were surveyed, 74 per cent had no written safety
policy; 81 per cent provided no internal
safety training; only 2·3 per cent provided
EnglIsh training; 70 per cent provided no
induction training for employees and, of
these companies that provide pre-employment training 41 per cent were of a duration
of one hour or less. The Opposition asks
why the Government wants the proposed
legislation!
The Government wants the proposed
legislation structured in the way set out in
the measure so that health and safety representatives who are elected by the unions
on the job can identify the risk and, having
identified it, serve a provisional notice on
the employer. It is then up to the employer
to take action to correct what has been
assessed as dangerous by the trade union
representative.
If one examines the Department of
Labour and Industry figures from the
Inspection Services Division and the Technical Services Division for 1983, one will
see that there were 56 fatalities and 29 800
injuries resulting in each of them having
lost time of at least one day. The most
recently available Australian Bureau of
Statistics figures for 1981-82 show that there
were 42 fatalities from occupational accidents and 254 fatalities from occupational
disease, 85 per cent of which were heartrelated cases.
Honourable members know the effect of
the workers compensation legislation
enacted by the previous Government'
involving heart claims. There were 47219
injuries from occupational accidents and
1900 claims for occupational disease, but
because of under-reporting, these figures ar~
significantly fewer than the actual number.
The total workers compensation payments
for 1981-82, according to the Australian
Bureau of Statistics, was $113 million comp~red .t~ $403 million as reported by the
Vlctonan Workers Compensation Board for
the comparable calendar year, 1982-83.
This highlights the under-reporting of claims
and the high cost of workers compensation
claims for accidents resulting in lost time
for five days and over that has not been
correctly tabulated. Up until 14 February
this year, six fatalities were reported to the
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Department of Labour and Industry. Ifone
examines the policy of the Government and
what it seeks in the proposed legislation
concerning the framework covering the
workplace in any shop or factory area, one
can see that it provides clear duties for
employers and employees. The clear duty
on the employee is to ensure that he is
working in a safe environment. No-one can
argue against that point. If the employers
are becoming edgy or touchy about the
impact of certain clauses of the proposed
legislation, there are negotiable and nonnegotiable aspects of the measure.
One of the non-negotiable aspects is the
right of the trade union movement to select
its own health and safety representative
from the shop floor. That IS a non-negotiable matter and the Government believes it
should be non-negotiable. It is clearly enunciated in the proposed legislation, and has
been clearly enunciated by speakers from
the Government side of the Chamber
because it is necessary for the trade union
movement to have that right. It should be
clear to the Opposition that the operator or
the man perfoming the job is the one who
is most involved in the workplace. How
could an employer recognize a danger in a
~ach~ne? In some instances, dan$erous
sItuatIons occur at a moment's notIce. A
dangerous situation is not one that has
existed for twelve months or even a week.
It is one that can occur without any warning. For that reason, the operator is the first
to recognize it; he notifies the union health
and safety representative who is expected to
take some action. He must evaluate the
situation, advise the employer of what is
happening and issue the notice.
The employer still has rights. If he is not
satisfied with the assessment made by the
health and safety representative, the procedure allows him to call for an inspector.
The Minister for Employment and Training
has indicated that he has no reason to
believe an inspector would not be made
available within hours to satisfy that
situation.
If there has been a recognition ofa danger
because of a specific operation in the workplace and a machine has been stopped, the
Government believes the loss of 1, 2, 3 hours
or more is worth it if it will save the life or
the maiming of the operator of that
machine.
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It is difficult to understand why the
Opposition disagrees with that process. I do
not know of any other process that one could
substitute in its place. There are no other
processes that could achieve success at that
time. I have already covered some of the
issues that have concerned employers. One
further matter concerned the appointment
of health and safety representatives and the
rights and functions of those representatives. The Government believes those matters are non-ne~othlble. They are in the
proposed legislatIon and the employers have
had plenty of time to recognize them. The
provisions have operated in no fewer than
five State agreements in Victoria to the satisfaction of the Industrial Relations Commission, the conciliation and arbitration
boards and the parties to those awards, and
the number of complaints has been negligible. The industrial health and safety representative who is elected by the union will
be a person who possesses certain basic
training. That person will not be someone
who can have a tag attached to him or her
and be told that he or she will be responsible
for industrial safety in the workshop.
He or she will have extensive industrial
training. The Trades Hall Council has
already entered into a training programme
and is providing training courses for people
whom it hopes will eventually be appointed
as industrial safety representatives. They are
being trained now and there is no doubt
that they will be trained.
Another matter that was raised is the proposed duties to be imposed- on employers.
The Government accepts that the employers perhaps had some argument to put when
they wanted the words "reasonably practicable" to apply rather than the word "practicable", and I am sure the Minister for
Employment and Training will consider that
at the appropriate time. It has been the
practice of the Minister, from the embryo
stages of the Bill, to bend over backwards to
cover the matters raised by the employers.
I am bound to say this: The employers~
representatives have shown a greater degree
of responsibility than has the Opposition in
this matter. I had the privilege of speaking
to the employer representatives when the
Minister was away ill before Christmas and
I found them most responsible and eager to
co-operate with the Government in helping
to solve a problem that they perceived as
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being one of the greatest difficulties facing
industry in Victoria-it is a $6· 5 billion
problem. Despite that, members of the
Opposition claim that the Bill is designed
to extend the powers of the unions. They
have absolutely no consideration for the
hundreds of thousands of people who have
been killed and injured, as demonstrated by
the Victorian Chamber of Manufactures'
statistics I quoted previously.
In September 1983, the Minister
responded to the submissions in a document in which he outlined the major issues
and identified areas of change in the application-The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Kirkwood)-Order! I advise the Minister that he
has two minutes.
Mr WILKES- Thank you for your
advice, Sir. In those final two minutes, I
shall point out that if the Bill is not passed,
that $6·5 billion cost to industry will
increase over the years. Unless the Bill is
passed, people will be killed and maimed in
industry. The Opposition seems to want to
argue that the process of consultation should
continue. Of course, consultation will always
continue with employers concerning any
legislation of this nature, and with the trade
union movement, because it will be essential from time to time to update even the
provisions of this measure. What is now
applicable to the workplace may not be
applicable in ten years time. Of course, the
consultative process will continue. The
employers recognize this. As I said, they are
much more responsible about industrial
injury than is the Opposition. I commend
the Minister for Employment and Training
for the way in which he has been prepared
to talk to the employers about matters which
they regard as being major issues but which
the Government might regard in a different
light. The Minister has been prepared to sit
down and thrash out these problems. Ultimately, the Opposition, if it does not support the measure, will be responsible to
persons who are injured in the workplace if
the Bill is not passed.
•
Mr LIEBERMAN (Benambra)-It is a
pity that this proposed legislation, which
contains so many valuable and important
considerations involving occupational
health and safety, was not presented in two
sections, so that the House could debate
rationally and calmly, free of emotion, its
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support for some areas of the Bill. It is evident that all members of Parliament from
whatever party are in favour of a Bill that
win improve occupational health and safety
and enshrine in modem legislation new
ideas and methods of achieving that
improvement. It is regrettable that the
debate has lost much of its importance and
effect because the Bill also incorporates other
provisions which highlight the cut and thrust
of politics and which, of course, create an
emotional atmosphere and have to do with
fundamental considerations in our society,
such as the rights of the individual, the rights
of unions, and the questionable claim orthe
Government that unions should dominate
the work force, although the view of many
people throughout Victoria and in the
Opposition is that that is not so.
Unions are entitled to participate and
should be encouraged to participate in this
area, but they should not be put in the position of dominance as a matter of law. Why
should they be? Why should non-unionist
employees not be given the same rights and
protection as other citizens? They are no
lesser persons because they choose not to be
members of trade unions. Why should they
be disenfranchised by not being able to
become industrial safety officers, as this
legislation proposes?
It is unfortunate that these emotional,
very deep-seated political differences are
dominating this debate. It is inevitable,
because they are all incorporated in this Bill.
I find it a shame because, like many members of the Opposition, I have seen evidence
of cases where there could be improvements in industrial health and safety. All
honourable members have experienced in
their lifetimes to varying degrees the tragic
loss of a human life. All honourable members have observed to some degree the suffering caused to people because of industrial
accidents that have occurred or industrial
disease that has developed through ignorance, negligence, greed and so on. I do not
believe honourable members should have
to argue about their credentials as Parliamentarians to talk about this issue and say
that, because one honourable member
belongs to a particular party, he should or
should not be able to talk about this matter.
That is nonsene!
I have my credentials; I have worked in
factories and been present when the dead
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were dug out after a tragic accident. I have
practised law in the industrial field. I have.
been at the Coroner's Court on many occasions and have seen the tragic results of
industrial accidents, so I do not think it
should be said that, because certain honourable members belong to one party or
another, they cannot put their views on
these matters. Members of the Opposition
have their own views and their own
experiences.
The Bill covers a number of areas. It covers the rights of people and individuals but,
above all, it is about our responsibility as.
Parliamentarians to provide good industrial health and safety laws so as to minimize and, one day, perhaps to eliminate
completely industrial accidents, although I
fear that may be a Utopian dream. Industrial accidents occur in every modern
industrial society.
Honourable members would be aware
that I also occupy the position of shadow
Minister of Health and, in that role, I want
to say something on behalf of the Victorian
Hospitals Association Ltd, because it has a
very important role to play in public hospitals and in community health centres. The
Victorian Hospitals Association Ltd has a
very proud record over many years of contributions towards maintaining and developing safety practices in the health care field
in public hospitals and community health

centres in Victoria.
The Minister for Local Government has
suggested that his colleague, the Minister
for Employment and Training, has consulted with industrial groups. I do not deny
that. Nobody has said that he has not consulted with those bodies. The fact is that,
despite his consultations, his ideological
commitment to union power and domination has been allowed to cloud his judgment
when bringing proposed legislation to the
House. It may be that, during the Committee stage, the Minister will give the House a
pleasant surprise and show that he has
responded more than is indicated by the
Bill.
The Victorian Hospitals Association is a
non-political organization and I believe all
honourable members would respect it for
its work in the hospital area. It made a powerful submission to the Government and
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the Minister, but, as yet, the proposed legislation does not reflect any response to the
fears expressed in its submission.
Before giving examples of the matters
raised by the association, I record for Parliament that the association, like members
of the Opposition, unequivocally supports
the implementation of procedures to
improve and maintain safety practices in
the health care field. This is evidenced by
the existence since 1981 of the Victorian
Hospitals Association Safety Advisory
Committee, which has been actIve in organizin$ and conducting a number of valuable
seminars, in developing an active monitoring programme in public hospitals and in
producing a variety of safety aids and being
leaders in the public hospital arena in
Australia.
The Victorian Hospitals Association Ltd
supports the philosophy of the employer/
employee co-operation enunciated in the
Bill, which the Opposition has been supporting. The association's membership was
widely canvassed and a good response was
received expressing strong reservations
about many of the specific provisions in the
Bill. In translating some of the provisions
into legislative form, the Government has
got some of them wrong regarding the principles of philosophy for safety.
The association states that the Bill fails
almost totally to address the problem of
rehabilitating injured workers, which it
believes should be taken up by the Government through the progressive implementation of the recommendations of the
Extended Care Report of the Health Commission published in 1982. Injured employees requiring specialized treatment would
then be channelled into the network of
regional services advocated in the valuable
report of the commission.
In its submission, the association persuasively states that it should be recognized
that an increasing number of hospitals are
employing full-time salaried safety officers
who work closely with safety committees,
to which are appointed employee representatives. Safety representatives appointed
pursuant to the Bill may be given responsibilities that duplicate those presently discharged by safety officers, thereby
discouraging employment of the latter, the
majority of whom have wide experience in
occupational health and safety practices.
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The association has received no response
from the Minister. It has raised with me a
number of questions about specific clauses
in the Bill. One of those questions relates to
clause 7 (2), which establishes an Occupational Health and Safety Commission. In
view of the association's past record in promoting safety, it should be afforded an
opportunity of nominating a suitably experienced hospital administrator for appointment to the commission. As honourable
members know, the Bill proposes that five
people of the thirteen who make up the
committee are to be nominated by the Victorian Trades Hall Council; five shall be
persons nominated by such associations
representing employers as the Minister
determines; and three shall be persons having knowledge of or experience in occupational health and safety nominated by the
Minister after consultation with the Victorian Trades Hall Council and such associations representing employers as the
Minister determines. That is an interesting
clause and requires close scrutiny. The
association would be a valuable member of
the commission.
Clause 26 provides that a trade union
may, in respect of a workplace at which any
of its members work as employees, appoint
one or more of those members to be a health
and safety representative at that workolace.
Under subsequent clauses of the Bill, that
person has wide powers and responsibilities. The association believes those safety
representatives should be democratically
elected from amongst their colleagues. ElIgibility to stand or record a vote should not
depend on union membership in the public
hospital and community health centre field,
where compulsory unionism does not prevail. To do so, according to the association,
would effectively disenfranchise a significant proportion of employees from participation in safety matters.
As an independent, responsible body
respected by the community because of its
experience, the association states:
Legislation which gives unions a direct right to
appoint their own safety representatives, who would
report directly back to the unions, may inhibit resolution of safety matters at a local level by safety committees using the back-up technical support of the
Occupational Health and Safety Commission, the
Health Commission and the VHA Safety Advisory
Committee. The spirit of mutual co-operation which
has characterised recent safety initiatives in the health
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care field will be endangered if safety problems are to
enter the industrial relations sphere.
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to the employer as it must be recognised that the health
field, by its very nature, demands special consideration-it would be clearly inappropriate for inspections
to take place in an operating theatre while an operation
was in progress.

What is wrong with these statements; what
is wrong with the principles of the association; why it is so difficult for this Government to recognize the rights of others who That may be an extreme example, but, under
choose for themselves not to be members of the provisions of the Bill, it could occur.
a union; why should the Govenment say to
The association goes on to state:
the people of Victoria that people who do
Furthermore,
safety representatives should only be
not belong to unions are not suitable to be
permitted
to
inspect
areas of a hospital or facilities that
appointed as safety officers? What is it about are relevant to their normal
occupational duties.
people who do not belong to unions; are
they lesser mortals; are they citizens ofVicThat is fair enou$h. Clause 27 (l) (b) also
toria who are to be deni~ated and lowered attracts the attentIon of the association,
to a sub-standard classification unable to which says:
accept responsibility and unable to adeSafety representatives should only be permitted to
quately put forward the views of their fel- accompany
inspectors with the concurrence of the latlow employees? Are those people unable to ter, as in some instances an inspector may wish to
fight for the safety and improved conditions interview an employer or individual employees on a
of their fellow workers?
confidential basis during the course of an investigation.
Members of the Government indicate, by
interjection, that that is the case. They are
stating by inteIjection "Yes, they are." They
believe people in Victoria who choose not
to be members of a union are people who
cannot be trusted and cannot advance arguments on behalf of their fellow workers
about safety and health matters. I am glad
members of the Government have interjected because it gives me an opportunity of
demonstrating to the people of Victoria the
fundamental difference in approach to individuals between members of the Labor
Party and members of the Liberal Party. It
is quite clear that a fundamental difference
exists in approach, and I am glad it has been
crystallized so well with the assistance of
interjections by members of the Government. I hope that will continue to aid me.
I ask members of the Government to
spare a bit of time to talk to members of the
Victorian Hospitals Association and explain
to them why the people who serve Victoria
so well in the hospital field are so out of
touch and wrong and why they are
approaching their duty to the community
and to hospitals so differently from members of the Labor Party. I would like to be
present-I promise that I will not interrupt
the discussions, but will listen with
fascination.
As to clause 27 (1) (a), the association
states that:
Health and safety representatives should only be
permitted to inspect work places at a time convenient

That is fundamental. It is rather like the
dismal performance on Sunday night, Monday and Tuesday by the Minister of Health
when dealing with the worrying and vicious
attacks on elderly people in nursing homes
involving the alleged rape of 80-year-old
women. Honourable members will recall
that the Minister of Health, on behalf of the
Government, criticized the Victoria Police.
Mr SIMMONDS (Minister for Employment and Training)-On a point of order,
Mr Acting Speaker, I do not know what the
rape of 80-year-old women has to do with
occupational health and safety legislation.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Kirkwood)-Order! I too was attempting to find
the relationship, and I ask the honourable
member to confine his remarks to the Bill.
Mr LIEBERMAN (Benambra)-I am
linking it, Mr Acting Speaker, because the
association says that members of the Public
Service who are involved with industrial
health and safety inspectorial duties may
need to conduct intervIews ofemployers and
employees on an individual basis, and I was
pointing out that the Government obviously
does not believe that is right. It was interesting to hear the attitude of the Minister of
Health to the Victoria Police when they were
dealing with inquiries into the rape of elderly
women. The Minister criticized the police
for not naming the nursing home where the
alleged rapes had occurred. He was saying
that the police had mishandled their
inquiries because of what he said would
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cause alarm to other people who had relatives in nursing homes in this State. That
was a stupid thing to ,say. Everyone in Melbourne needs to be alerted to the need for
safety and extra security in nursing homes
while "this maniac is loose, because that person is asexual deviate who gets thriUs from
going into nursing homes where old people
are patients, but the stupid Minister of
Health was criticizing the approach of the
police. This attitude is reflected in the Bill.
Mr SIMMONDS (Minister for Employment and Training)-On a point of order,
Mr Acting Speaker, I know that the secondreading debate is a very widely drawn
debate, but the honourable member should
relate his remarks to the Bill. I suggest that
you rule him out of order and request him
to confine his remarks to the Bill.
The ACTING SPEAKER-Order! I find
the remarks of the Minister to be quite
accurate and I suggest that the honourable
member confine his comments to the Bill.
Mr LIEBERMAN (Benambra)-Out of
respect to you, Mr Acting Speaker, I will do
so. I shall conclude by saying that there is
sometimes a need for a public officer, such
as a policeman or a Department of Labour
and Industry inspector, to be able to do his
job without fear, without oppression and
without someone standing nearby and
applying subtle pressure to him. I will say
no more because I believe my meaning is
clear.
The association also points out that, under
clause 27 (2) (a), safety representatives
should be given only relevant information
and that that information should be given
to them only where it does not infringe other
statutory or confidentiality requirements.
Much of the information held by public
hospitals would be totally inappropriate for
any inspector to have; such information
would have nothing at all to do with health
and safety. The clause is far too wide and
would impinge on the privacy of many
people, especially in the health area.
The association submits that strict limits
must be imposed, under clause 27 (2) (cl),
on the number of safety representatives and
the amount of time for which they may be
absent from work. Honourable members
will recall that that clause provides for safety
representatives to have time offwith pay to
attend training and other conferences.
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I support the ,principle that people
involved in safety and preventive health
measures should ,be able to be trained in
that task, but reasonable constraints ·are
necessary because the situation can get ,out
of control. After all, the taxpayer is paying
the bill, especially in public hospitals, and
the association says, quite responsibly, that
strict limits must be imposed. The clause
does not provide for limits on the amount
of time that these people may be absent
from work for training. It must be remembered that Victorian public hospitals are
already struggling to maintain services and
that they have already had to cut back their
services in many areas because the Government has imposed on them budget cuts of
1·5 per cent. Actually, the cuts amount to 2
per cent, but that is another story and I will
make that explanation on another occasion.
Public hospitals are now being asked by
another Minister to add to their overheads,
although they have been told to cut their
expenditure in the area of patient care. This
clause, which gives an unlimited right,
without any reasonable control on safety
representatives incurring expense on behalf
of the hospital for training, will have the
effect of adding to the overheads.
The association quite fairly says that if
the Government will not amend the clause
to provide for controls, it should at least
guarantee to reimburse hospitals in their
annual budgets for the expenses incurred in
complying with the clause. That is reasonable, and the guarantee will have to be
unequivocal because of the way in which
the Bill is framed: It does not provide for
any ceiling. If the Government wants to
impose on hospitals this risk of incurring
unlimited expenditure in this area, the
Governmenfs commitment and guarantee
to the hospitals will need to be equally
unlimited. Let us not have that double card
shuffle that was perpetrated by the Government in respect of the 38-hour week in hospitals. In that instance, the Government
undertook to reimburse hospitals for the
cost of the 38-hour week but, in the Budget,
it reduced hospital budgets by 1·5 per cent.
That figure coincides with the Minister's
estimate of the cost of the 38-hour week for
hospitals in Victoria. That was an interesting shuffle.
My colleagues remind me that this clause
also renders it possible for an unlimited
number of employees to be entitled to
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unlimited time to attend training conferences and seminars, often at enormous
expense and away from the locality in which
they normally work. The association also
comments on clause 27 (8).
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Kirkwood)-Order! I have been rather tolerant
with the honourable member. He has proceeded to explain many of the clauses. I
point out to him that, during the secondreading debate, the principles of the Bill
should be debated. Matters of detail, such
as the honourable member has dealt with in
relation to five clauses of the Bill, are better
dealt with in Committee. I suggest to the
honourable member that he should deal at
this stage with the broad principles of the
Bill.
Mr LIEBERMAN-I never cease to
learn from you, Mr Acting Speaker, and I
appreciate that I am perhaps going into too
much detail. However, I wanted to highlight, before going into Committee, some of
the information in the hope that Parliamentary Counsel will be asked to prepare certain amendments before the Bill is dealt with
in Committee. I hope I am not being too
optimistic. However, I take your point, Sir.
The association points out that hospitals
and their boards of management should be
given every opportunity to resolve safety
problems rather than being subjected too
strictly to the provisions that are contained
in clauses 39 and 40, for example, under
which the inspector may make orders
against the hospital. That seems to be putting too heavy a hand into many areas. The
association calls on the Minister to give
consideration to granting inspectors the
right to inspect, guide and give instructions
and encouragement but not necessarily
oblige them on every occasion to serve a
compliance notice.
This is a delicate area and I am not suggesting that the right of inspectors to issue
compliance orders should be removed but,
rather, some flexibility is needed in the
interests of education and ofgetting the best
out of everyone because one gets more out
of people by being positive and educating
rather than waving a big stick.
The association's submission reflects the
concern of many organizations in industry
Session 1984-109
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and outside of industry about the unfortunate aspects of the Bill.
For that reason, the Opposition feels fortified in its resolve to ensure that the proposed legislation to improve occupational
health and safety in Victoria should be
passed. The Opposition will not agree to ,the
unfortunate aspects of the Bill to which reference has already been made.
The Opposition has committed itself to
ensuring that the safety representative
should be a person elected from all of the
employees and not just a section of the
employees who, in thIs case, are to be members of the trade union. That is a matter of
principle in which the Opposition strongly
believes.
The Opposition is pleased to note that
organizations, such as the Victorian Hospitals Association Ltd, are supporting the
Opposition in this case. The Victorian Hospitals Association Ltd represents all public
hospitals and tens of thousands of employees and the thousands of members of the
community who support and are proud of
the public hospital system.
The Premier has made many threats
about what the Labor Party will do to the
Parliament and how it will abolish the two
House system. I do not feel threatened, as a
member of Her Majesty's Opposition, when
the Premier makes threats about what he
will do to the two House system because
Parliament is doing its job properly. If
members of Parliament fight for important
principles and are supported by organizations such as the Victorian Hospitals Association Ltd, with respect to Bills such as the
Occupational Health and Safety Bill, the
Premier is the one who will come off second
best.
It is a pity that the provisions contained
in this measure were not presented in two
separate Bills. It is a shame that the House
cannot get on with the proposed legislation
to improve industrial health and safety.
There has been much emotional claptrap
and rhetoric from the Australian Labor
Party about how those persons who are not
members of the Australian Labor Party
could not care less about the work force.
The Australian Labor Party can be seen for
what it is. Unfortunately, the Australian
Labor Party has made a deal with the unions
to strengthen the role of the unions to bypass
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Parliament, and this measure is a pay-off.
The Opposition and the people of Victoria
are not deceived.
Mr A. J. SHEEH AN (Ivanhoe)-It is
interesting to learn that, after having spent
27 years in Government, the present Opposition has found in its transit to the Opposition benches principles regarding
industrial health and safety. That is touching! Of course, the response of the Opposition is the response Conservatives have
always trotted out.
It was interesting to hear the comments
about union domination and the concern
that has been evoked among employers. It
is 60 years-almost to the day-since the
longest industrial dispute in Australian history occurred. I refer to a strike that took
place in Broken Hill which went from 1919
to 1920 and was based on the enormous
death toll in the mines. Numerous surveys
between 1892 and 1919, together with
numerous industrial disputes, inquiries and
Royal Commissions, indicated that the
number of miners suffering from industryrelated diseases were running at the rate of
75 per cent, and sometimes 86 per cent of
those employed in the mines. One Royal
Commission indicated 21 identifiable occupational diseases had been suffered by those
engaged in the mines at Broken Hill. At the
time, the Conservatives resisted changes to
the working conditions on precisely the
same grounds that have been put forward
in this debate. There was talk of rampant
Socialism, of union domination and an
attack on profits because of improved working conditions to try to save the lives of the
men.
It is interesting to note that the attitude
of the Conservatives to the death toll and
the way of work in the mines did not change
until the price of lead rose from 20 pounds
to 45 pounds on the London Metal
Exchange. After the price of lead increased,
it was decided that the safety issue should
be dealt with because it meant money to the
employers. Nothing has changed! The representatives of the Conservatives in this
Parliament are putting forward the same
argument.
There is an enormous human need for
this Bill. In 1983, there were 56 deaths and
29 886 injuries in Victoria. Those workrelated deaths and injuries put an enormous
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strain on the individuals and families concerned. That alone is sufficient reason to act
in a very serious and forthright manner on
this issue. There is also an economic need.
The loss in production represents more than
$6·5 billion annually and Victorian workers
compensation payments cost $500 million
annually.
Not only are the Conservatives wrong,
but also they do not even represent the best
interests of the employers for whom they
pretend to speak. If the employers were
really interested in profit or in the economy
they would view the Bill as an opportunity
of doing something for the State, for the
economy and for the profitability of their
firms, but because they are trapped by the
past, they cannot understand the fundamental financial reality behind the introduction of the Bill. Whichever way one looks
at it, there are compelling reasons for introducing the proposed legislation.
I shall go briefly over the features of the
Bill. The Bill establishes, firstly, a tripartite
Occupational Health and Safety Commission; secondly, it provides clear duties for
employers and employees; thirdly, it provides for employee involvement in decisions affecting their own health and safety
by providing for the appointment of safety
representatives and health and safety committees; and, fourthly, it amalgamates all
the State occupational health and safety services under one administration.
The Bill has been the subject of extensive
consultation. A discussion paper was issued
and more than 200 submissions were
received from industry groups and individuals. There have been endless deputations
and delegations. Some groups have chosen
to criticize this process because the Government does not agree with them. If the Government does not agree to everything they
want, they criticize the process. There has
been an extensive period of consultation and
negotiation. In general, the Bill has received
widespread community support.
Of the four features of the Bill I have just
mentioned, only two have met with substantial opposition. The two major areas of
contention are the appointment of health
and safety representatives from the trade
unions and the concept of minimum
penalties.
I shall not dwell at length on those areas
of contention other than to state that it is
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fitting that the health and safety representatives should come from the trade union
movement.
The historical role of trade unions has
been the defence of the rights, health and
safety of workers. However, the Opposition
has argued that the Bill, if passed, will
disenfranchise those persons who are not
members of unions. The Opposition has
failed to take on board the assurance given
by the Minister for Employment and Training that the views of non-union labour will
be taken into consideration.
Mr Williams-What about the right-wing
unions?
Mr A. J. SHEEHAN-Ifthe honourable
member for Doncaster had listened to the
Premier during question time this morning,
he would know that the Labor Party listens
to anyone. It is hypocritical for the Opposition now to express concern for non-union
labour when, until now, it has never shown
any concern for union labour or otherwise.
With regard to the level of penalties, it is
interesting to note that, under the Industrial
Safety, Health and Welfare Act, there was a
sad case of two teenage boys who were asked
by their employer to clean out a degreasing
vat. They were given no information on the
nature of the chemicals they were working
with and were provided with no protective
clothing other than a pair of boots each.
Within 20 minutes of commencing work on
the vat, both boys were unconscious and
the following day they were pronounced
dead. Eventually the company concerned
was fined $2000 for its failure to observe the
enclosed space regulation. That was typical
of the criminal negligence that occurred
under the former Government. It is not
good enough for the Opposition to claim
that the proposed legislation is Draconian.
The Bill is a response to a crying need in the
community.
It is rampant hypocrisy for the Opposition to pretend that the level of fines contained in the Bill is too high and that the
health and safety inspectors should not be
drawn from the trade unions. What price
does the Opposition put on a life? Under
th~ former Government, two young boys
died and the employer was fined $2000.
Six months ago in the House, I documented six cases of death in industrial situations. Those cases covered a woman
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crushed in a lift and a man who stepped
into a vat of molten zinc. The honourable
member for Murray Valley, like members
of the Opposition, was prepared to dismiss
those accidents.
Mr Ross-Edwards-He did not say that.
Mr A. J. SHEEHAN-The "Murray
mouth" said it the other day. The Leader of
the National Party was not present. It is in
Hansard.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Kirkwood)-Order! Unfortunately, it is becoming prevalent during the debate for
honourable members not to address the
Chair. I know that the honourable member
for Ivanhoe does not need any assistance.
Mr A. J. SHEEHAN-It is interesting
to reflect on the contribution, to the debate
made by Opposition members who were
prepared to dismiss the carnage of industrial accidents as the inevitable result of the
working lives of people. The Leader of the
National Party has left the Chamber. That
is par for the course.
Mr Jasper-It is not worth listening.
Mr A. J. SHEEHAN-Ifthe honourable
member for Murray Valley is listening, he
will learn something. It is a bit like feeding
monkeys at the zoo, the only difference
being that the monkeys understand what
one is doing.
The Opposition has completely overlooked the educational role of the Bill, which
provides for the Minister to issue a clear set
of guidelines on prosecutions and to have
those guidelines published in the Government Gazette. It is clearly not in the interests
of the Government to prosecute minor
breaches of the law. It is the Government's
intention to educate employers in their
responsibilities to each other and their
employees and to provide sufficient penalties to make the proposed legislation workable and effective in the event of people
breaching regulations.
When in government, the Liberal Party
adopted a different attitude on occupational
health and safety. I refer to one example of
the present Minister for Employment and
Training, as a member of the former Opposition, drawing to the attention of the then
Minister of Labour and Industry 495
breaches of safety regulations by Smorgon
Consolidated Industries. The then Minister
had the gall to say that the safety standards
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of that firm were of a high standard. The
difference between this Government and the
former Government on the issue of occupational health and safety is that this Government takes it as a serious issue. The
Government intends to ensure that the
workplace is made a safer place. The
endeavour will mark the Bill as one of the
landmark pieces of legislation of the
Government.
The most compelling argument for the
Bill is contained in the statistics that will
never be produced. I refer to the effects on
their famIlies of disease and injury amongst
workers. These statistics cannot be produced in quantifiable terms. However, if one
examines the actual incidence of industrial
accidents in the workplace one can understand the effect that death, injury and distress has on Australian familIes. It is time
action was taken on behalf of those people.
The Bill could be viewed as the culmination of a concern that developed in 1802
and 1819 in England with the introduction
of the factories Acts. Those Acts were
designed to prevent children of less than
nine years of age working more than fourteen or fifteen hours a day in hot, steamy
conditions. There would not be one
honourable member who would argue that
those conditions were satisfactory or that
they should have been allowed to continue.
Never have the Conservatives attempted to
roll back the clock in respect of things like
the factories Acts.
However, the arguments used by the
Conservatives and the industrialists in 1802,
1819 and 1847 were precisely the same as
those arguments that are being trotted out
now. The two arguments that were brought
out then and have been used now are that
State legislature interferes with the rights of
employers. That was one of the main arguments that the conservatives and the industrialists hung their hats on. The second
argument was that the proposed regulations
will injure trade and drive it away from
Victoria.
The response to the factories Acts at that
time was almost identical to the response of
the Victorian Opposition to this Bill. The
response was repeated 60 years later in
1895-1896 when the Conservatives argued
that any Bill that was passed with the object
of abolishing the sweaty conditions and
improving the position of factory hands
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would hamper manufacturers. It was also
said that such a Bill would complete the
destruction of industry and trade in the Colony of Victoria.
A third claimed that the Bill was a further
extension of the protectionist policy and was
partly the inauguration of S~te Socialism.
That was the response of the Conservatives
to the Factories and Shops Act in this House
in 1896.
Clearly, the lapse of 90 years and even a
change in hemisphere does nothing to
improve the arguments of the Conservatives. They are putting forward the same
arguments they have always trotted out, that
the proposals will drive out trade and affect
profitability and that in some way the proposed legislation which is aimed at protecting occupational health and providing for
the safety of employees will interfere with
the rights of employees.
Speaker after speaker from the Opposition has come up precisely with those two
arguments. They are not new arguments;
they are the same arguments and they are
disturbing. Even based on Liberal Party
beliefs they are wrong. If the Conservatives
had the capacity to act in the interests of the
people they supposedly represent, and if they
had the capacity to represent the employer
in the House, they would be arguing strongly
for the Occupational Health and Safety Bill.
It is not in the interests of employers to
have a high rate of accidents or deaths in
the workplace. It is not in the best interests
of employers to face enormous workers
compensation costs. The proposed legislation is aimed at reducing those costs. If the
Conservatives in this place understood the
financial implications of the measure, they
would support it but, as the Conservatives
have always been, they are wrong-as they
were when they opposed the Factories and
Shops Act in 1896.
If the Conservatives were serious in protecting profit and industry, they would support the Bill. I am not surprised that they
are wrong on that and I expect them not to
care for the people in the workplace, or their
families, because that is inconsistent with
their history. By interjection, an honourable member has referred to accidents with
tractors. The resistance of people like the
honourable member for Polwarth to the
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improvement of safety with tractors is enormous. How many people in the area that
the honourable member represents have
been killed on tractors? Of course it is not a
matter of concern to the honourable
member.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr
Fogarty)-Order! The honourable member
will ignore interjections.
Mr A. J. SHEEHAN-There is a need
for this proposed legislation when one considers the size of human cost. It is so high
that this argument cannot be resisted. The
financial argument should not be resisted
either, and if the Conservatives understood
whose interests they were really representing, they would not oppose the Bill; they
would support it.
Mr WILLIAMS (Doncaster)-I am a
Liberal and I am a Conservative. I object to
the constant repetition of the word "Conservative" and the suggestion that in the
past Conservatives have not been interested
in the welfare of workers. The anti-sweating
legislation was introduced in the Parliament in 1885 by Alfred Deakin who was a
Liberal. He certainly would not have much
in common with the Conservative programmes of which the honourable member
for Ivanhoe is speaking. I take strong objection to the insinuation of the honourable
member for Ivanhoe that we are antiunionist. I want unionists and non-unionists represented on the safety committees,
and I indicate that, for various reasons, only
about half the work force is unionized, so
the membership on safety committees
should be proportioned appropriately. If it
is a closed shop, the membership should be
100 per cent unionist and if it is open shop,
the membership should be half unionist and
half non-unionist.
My party is not in favour of the exclusion
of non-unionists from the committees.
There is no disagreement between myself
and members of the Government party on
the necessity for improved occupational
health and safety measures in Victoria and
in Australia. As the honourable member for
Ivanhoe pointed out, in 1983 there were 56
deaths and about 30 000 injuries in this area.
That is something about which we should
all be thoroughly concerned. I am also concerned about the other figure he quoted,
about $6000 million lost in working time,
in insurance and hospital and medical bills
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through industrial accidents. It is about 4
per cent of the total national production of
Australia and, on the same basis, 4 per cent
of the total production of this State. This
must be reduced, and I support any legislation that will do so.
I am more and more alarmed at the cost
of workers compensation. The figure is
approximately $600 million in Victoria, and
that goes to the greedy rather than the needy.
The injured workers are not receiving too
much, because the money is going to the
lawyers and doctors who are hanging on the
workers' backs.
The explosion in the workers compensation costs is forcing many employers to look
at industrial safety, in their own interests to
bring down workers compensation premiums. The trade union movement has no
monopoly on concerns for industrial safety.
My fear of the Bill is fundamentally political. I share with my colleagues and those of
the other side a belief in the necessity for
improved occupational health and safety in
Australia, but I am concerned at the sinister
political undertones of the Bill.
At the 1981 national conference on the
Centre of Continuing Education, the New
South Wales Health and Safety Officer of
the Amalgamated Metal Workers and Shipwrights Union, Mr A. Kalafatis said:
All indications point towards the class nature of
occupational health issues. The economic interest to
the owners of industry is the primary criterion In hazard abatement plans. The labour movement has recognized the real power behind the ideologies as being
the same as those that exist in the industrial relations
sphere. In the last analysis health and safety issues will
be debated and fought through collective bargaining in
the industrial area.

That is what it is all about-the class struggle, the class war! There is unanimity
between the Minister for Employment and
Training and me on the need to lower the
number of these dreadful accidents, but I
am not about to become involved in class
warfare, the class struggle and the destruction of the capitalist system; and that is what
this is all about!
I pay tribute to the Opposition spokesman on employment in another place, Mr
Block, the honourable member for Nunawading Province, for his criticisms of the
Bill. No one can tell me that he is not a
small "1", libertarian Liberal. He is not a
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person who anyone in his right mind could
describe as a Conservative. He is probably
on the extreme left of the Liberal Party. He
is far more to the left that I am. Of course,
five or ten years ago, when I was on the
extreme left of the Liberal Party, we were
close friends, but now that I have dashed
over to the radical right he hardly speaks to
me.
My major concern is the political implication of the Bill, because this Bill is unique
in the world. The associates of the Minister
for Employment and Training scoured the
world and examined industrial safety legislation in practically every country. They
took out bits and pieces and they have all
now been put together like some sort of
chemical compounds. The chemicals may
be quite safe on their own but, when they
are mixed together, there is an almighty
explosion! That is what has happened. The
Bill embodies a bit from the British legislation. That is the provision stipulating that
there should be trade union representatives
on the safety committees, but what the
Minister has not told us is that in Britain
the safety officer is not the commissar. He
does not have the power to close down the
workplace. That is what absolutely appalls
me-the Draconian, dictatorial power given
to the safety officer in the workplace to enable him to close down the shop or factory .
The Minister has also stolen a provision
from the Norwegian legislation, where the
power to close down the workplace does
exist, but in Norway the safety representatives are not answerable only to the trade
union movement. In Norway, the safety
representatives are elected by the whole of
the work force.
Mr Simmonds-They have 100 per cent
union membership.
Mr WILLIAMS-I dispute, Mr Acting
Speaker, that there is 100 per cent unionization in Norway.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr
Fogarty)-Order! I dispute the right of the
honourable member to answer disorderly
interjections.
Mr WILLIAMS-I am speaking to you,
Sir. I must admit-and the honourable
member for Albert Park will probably bear
this out-that the waterside workers have
power under their award to walk off the job
when things are dangerous. 1 agree with that
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situation, but what is not well known and
has not been explained to the House is that
the walk-off has to be adjudicated by a properly qualified person and if he does not
declare the job unsafe, the waterside workers lose their pay if they walk off the job.
1 take strong objection to the draconian
powers in the Bill that will allow unionappointed safety officers to order plant,
machinery and structures in the workplace,
or even the workplace itself, to be closed
down immediately on their say-so. If the
employer refuses to take that action he can
be liable to a minimum fine of $5000 and
up to five years in gaol.
The State is not prepared to fine Norm
Gallagher or send him to gaol, but an
employer who may have an important
overseas order to fulfil may be closed down
just because the safety representative got
out of bed on the wrong side on that particular morning and says, "I am going to
close the whole place down. All out!" If the
employer does not abide by that order, he
can be sent to gaol for five years. I cannot
imagine a more repressive piece of legislation. Even in New South Wales, where there
has been a succession of Labor Governments, the Government has not had the
audacity to give safety representatives the
power to order the closure or even the
improvement of factories.
1 am concerned also about the expertise
of the safety representatives. It is an indictment, perhaps, on honourable members,
that it is not always the most intelligent,
able or experienced person who becomes a
member of Parliament. It is often the person who is shrewd, more devious than others and who has the numbers who becomes
a member of Parliament.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr
Fogarty)-Order! And when one does
become a member of Parliament, one must
stick to the Bill!
Mr WILLIAMS-I am drawing an analogy between the election of a member of
Parliament and the election of representatives to the safety committees. The best talent available should be elected to Parliament
and the best talent available in the workplace should be appointed to the safety
committee.
I am not impressed on reading the literature available on the way in which safety
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representatives have been trained. An article by Mr W. B. Creighton points out that:
One of the problems which has bedevilled the cause
of improved occupational health and safety in Britain
and Australia over the years has been ignorance. For
employers, this often means that they are ignorant of
the hazards to which some or all of their workforce is
exposed. Alternatively, they may be ignorant (willfully
or otherwise) of what can be done to eliminate those
hazards whose existence has impinged upon their conscienceness. For workers the problems are even greater.
First, there are the hazards of which even their employers are ignorant, and so cannot draw to their attention.
Then there are the hazards of which the employers are
aware, but which they choose not to point out to the
workforce or to eliminate.
Self-evidently, if any safety representative/committee scheme is to have any significant practical impact
it is ofthe utmost importance that representatives and
committee members should be properly informed as
to the hazards with which their constituents are, or
may be, confined, and as to what can and should be
done about them. This in turn requires that all representives be given an opportunity to undertake such
training as is reasonably necessary to enable them adequately to perform their functions as safety
representatives.

No evidence has been placed before the
House to indicate that every workplace, be
it a factory, a shop, the wharves, transport
depots and so on, will be staffed by competent safety officers.
I am concerned about the low level of
educational qualifications in the occupational health and safety area. I am disturbed
that those trained in the medical sciences
are only now being trained in this important area. The first course in this field was
established at the Sydney University only
comparatively recently. In 1979, there was
1 graduate; in 1980, 4 graduates; in 1981, 9
graduates; 9 graduates in 1982; and it is
hoped there will be approximately 15 graduates in 1983. If that is compared with the
6 million to 7 million employees in the work
force, it illustrates the small number of adequately qualified people in this field, which
is absolutely deplorable.
I will not be satisfied until high level
courses are introduced at TAFE colleges,
universities and other establishments to
educate people fully about occupational
diseases such as toxicity and the hazards of
chemical compounds; health problems of
radiation, noise and vibration; biological
hazards and occupational zoonoses; occupational allergy and occupational cancer.
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How on earth can those safety officers
have any knowledge whatsoever of these
complex subjects after crash courses of a
few weeks when those subjects are not taught
in medical schools to students until they
have become doctors and have obtained a
Master of Medical Science or Bachelor of
Surgery degree? That is how the medical
profession regards the measure. The Bill will
put safety officers into office with draconian
powers and primitive knowledge.
Safety officers should be educated in
occupational toxicology and occupational
hygiene to enable them to understand
absorption, metabolism and excretion of
toxic substances, toxicity testing, toxicology
of specific compounds, work and community environments and their investigation,
evaluation and control; ventilation, lighting, noise and vibration, ionizing and other
radiation, and environmental and biological monitoring.
I should also like safety officers to be
trained in occupational physiology and
ergonomics so that they understand biological rhythms, shift work, hot and cold environments, high and low atmospheric
pressures, scope of ergonomics, biome- .
chanics, anthropometry, equipment, job and
workshop design, fatigue, back injury and
repetition strain. They should also be
trained in development and organization of
occupational health services.
Such studies would involve occupational
health personnel, organization and functions of occupational health services, occupational nursing, medical examinations,
health supervision of special groups and so
on. They should study occupational safety
and administration, compensation and
rehabilitation medicine, and community
and environmental health.
It is tragic that through the Bill the Victorian Government is forcing such draconian powers on safety officers who are
appointed solely because of their ability to
get support from their trade union
colleagues.
I do not share the Minister's politics but
I share his understanding of the desire to
help one's fellow workers, and the wish not
to be there just as stooges for capitalists who
exploit unionists, with whom they are constantly at war.
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The Bill gives draconian powers to uneducated and ill-equipped safety officers who
will owe their appointments to fellow trade
unionists. They will be given the power to
close down factories and to wreck the Victorian economy solely because of their ability to be elected at union meetings where, if
I am any judge, one cannot always trust the
membership rolls from which they are
elected.

Mr CAIN (Premier)-I shall make a few
remarks about the Bill to try to put it in
perspective and to enunciate the importance with which the Government views the
proposed legislation. Often the extent to
which occupational injuries and diseases
affect the whole community is forgotten.
The figure which is often quoted and which
has been suggested by a number of sources
is the cost to the community of something
like $6500 million a year. I suppose a little
guesswork is involved in arriving at that
figure, but certainly workers compensation
premiums are costing employers in Victoria
approximately $500 million a year and some
300 000 claims are made in Victoria- each
year.
The other hard statistical figure of which
honourable members should be aware was
indicated by the National Safety Council of
Australia. It indicated that Australia's record
with regard to industrial accidents is three
times worse than that of any other country.
That figure is astonishing. Certainly countries to Australia's immediate north which
have become far more sophisticated industrially have much better track records than
Victoria.
In Australia, time lost due to occupational injuries and diseases is estimated to
be between two and five times more than
the time lost as a result of industrial dis. putes. Again, there is some delay in getting
hard figures. None the less, much more than
twice as much time is lost because of industrial accidents than is lost because of industrial disputes.
Honourable members have heard much
about the time lost in this country because
of industrial disputes and, with that background, I point out that the Minister for
Employment and Training is for the first
time presenting a measure that is part of a
concerted and co-ordinated effort at both
the State and Federal levels to give Victoria
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a significant and far-reaching piece of occupational health and safety legislation.
Mr Ross-Edwards-I draw attention to
the state of the House.
A quorum was formed.
Mr CAIN-I was drawing the attention
of honourable members to the fact that for
the first time there has been a co-ordinated
and concerted effort between the Commonwealth and State Governments. At the
occupational health and safety conference
in Perth, the Prime Minister, Mr Hawke,
pointed out the importance with which the
national Government regarded the issue. In
February he said:
The fundamental principle of our strategy is to give
priority to prevention. While the new bodies to be
established will be Federal in character, responsibility
for occupational health and safety lies predominantly
with the State Governments. Therefore, direct State
. involvement in the operation of these agencies is considered essential to their success.

The Government sees the measure as a key
to that strategy. The theme of the conference was interesting. Mr Justice Kirby of
the Law Reform Commission picked up the
theme and expressed it more clearly than
many. He said that it must not be forgotten
that In dealing with occupational health and
safety we are dealing with very real problems of human life and suffering. To some
extent that has been overlooked by a number of Opposition members.
The measure should not be seen only in
terms of dollars and cents. Honourable
members are dealing with the problems of
human life and sufferin~. One should consider the effect industnal accidents have,
not just on those directly affected, but also
on their families.
Mr Justice Kirby said-and the Government endorses his statement-that one must
have regard to human concerns, the prevention of death, the reduction of pain and the
relief from disease and the avoidance of
injury. That is the theme of this measure. It
is aimed primarily at meeting and endeavouring to provide for those human concerns. This fact has been ignored frequently
in the debate by members of the Opposition.
The proposed legislation sets up a
machinery which will allow the Government to work both with employers and
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employees and to address those basic attitudinal matters to which I referred and to
which Mr Justice Kirby drew attention.
As the House has heard, the machinery
of the Bill is centred on the proposed Occupational Health and Safety Commission.
The commission, in addition to developing
standards and policy and regulating and
licensing, will have a number of important
functions, including the promotion of education and training in occupational health
and safety, which is an important function
that cannot be overstressed; it will be able
to recommend the establishment of public
inquiries on any matter relating to occupational health and safety so that if there are
matters of concern to the commission a
public inquiry can be held to ascertain how
the matter can be approached; and the commission will sponsor research into occupational health and safety.
The commission will be given not only a
method by which satisfactory health and
safety conditions can be assured but also a
method of establishing a support process by
which employers and employees in concert
are encouraged to address the wider issues
of safety and health in the workplace. That
is the key to the proposed legislation.
The peripheral matters to which the
honourable member for Benambra and others referred ought to be seen in that context.
The legislative measure has wide policy and
philosophical implications and they ought
to be the overriding considerations on the
work of the measure. I regret that the tenor
of the debate has been to try to treat it as a
segmented Committee debate and to home
in on specific provisions. There has been a
studied neglect, predictably so, of the wider
philosophical considerations contained in
the measure by members of the Opposition.
Mr Shell-Shame!
Mr CAIN-It is a shame but, as I said, it
is not unpredictable or unexpected. I am
afraid there is that inbuilt tendency of
members of the Opposition to view all these
issues in terms of dollars and cents.
Mr Leigh-Rubbish!
Mr CAIN-I ask the honourable member for Malvern to reflect on what was said
by his colleagues and by himself in the
debate because, if economic considerations
are those values that the Opposition regards
as most important and they study closer the
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economic benefits, they will answer their
own arguments. There are overwhelming
economic benefits to be derived by employers-whether they belong to the 500 Club
or not-large or small, by a proper application of the work of the commission and the
way in which the commission will function.
Good, preventive legislation will ensure
that workers compensation premiums are
reduced because accidents will be reduced;
it is a simple truism. Unless I misunderstand what is being said by the colleagues of
the honourable member for Polwarth, they
do misunderstand it. They are becoming so
obsessed with endeavouring to raise fears in
the minds of people about the powers of
safety representatives and the possible abuse
of those powers that they do not understand
the economic benefits of the measure.
The Leader of the Opposition, who is not
slow in coming forward with fairly wild
assertions about a whole range of matters,
whether about occupational health and
safety or consorting laws-which he says at
present look after families and small businesses, yesterday's gem which was the best
I have heard for a while-has talked of
industrial thuggery and industrial blackmail.
He and some of his colleagues want the
House to believe important measures to
save lives and to reduce human suffering
are some sinister plot to bring about the
long-term goal of democratic socialization
of the workplace. That is the simplistic and
emotive approach he has used.
Mr Lieberman-What about the powers
of health and safety representatives?
Mr CAIN-On the powers of health and
safety representatives, I refer honourable
members to Mr Justice Kirby's statements
in Perth and on radio:
There is suggestion that if you give too much power
to inspectors in safety committees that they may
become a law unto themselves, but I think it is fair to
say that hasn't been borne out either by the Scandinavian or British experience . . . they haven't been too
oppressive in the way in which they have gone about
it. The early statistics are encouraging. So I think we
are on a new idea here.

Mr Justice Kirby does not talk from the top
of his head like members of the Opposition
and he says that the Scandinavian and British expenence does not lend weight to the
assertions being made in the House about
the role that will be played by industrial
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health and safety representatives. The
honourable member for Benambra, who is
interjecting continually, is very interested
in Mr Justice Kirby's remarks. He said
further:
Some conflict probably will occur, and indeed in a
free society some conflict is inevitable, even healthy.
But in the British experience . . . it seems to have
worked pretty well so far. I think everybody realizes it
is in the interests of us all to try and cut down to the
reduceable minimum the number of accidents.

He is saying that if there is goodwill and a
desire to make it work by all sides, it will
work. I emphasize that the trade union
movement is totally at one in its determination to ensure that the proposed legislation does work to reduce accidents in the
workplace.
Mr
Simmonds-And
employer
organizations.
Mr CAIN-As the Minister for Employment and Training remarks, the employer
organizations are determined also.
Mr Simmonds-It is only the Opposition
which is not.
Mr CAIN-That is the point. That goodwill is not being reflected in the attitude of
members of the Opposition or in what they
are saying. I regret that stage has been
reached. The Government has been painstaking in its desire to listen to all points of
view on the measure. The Minister has discussed it with a wide range of people.
The employers do not adopt the "them
and us" attitude of the Leader of the Opposition on this measure. Mr lan Spicer said
publicly that the Minister and the Government are to be commended for the consultative process that they have gone through
on the proposed legislation to date. The
Government will continue that. It believes
this is the way this will work in the workplace. The Government has a very strong
commitment to this legislative measure-it
could not be stronger.
Nobody in this House should be under
any illusions about that commitment; it has
the strength and support of the whole Labor
movement and we are determined to make
it work in co-operation with employers,
people in the workforce and unions. It will
provide a better and safer workplace.
The measure will improve the quality of
life of many thousands of workers. As I said
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at the outset, and I repeat at the conclusion
of my remarks, it must be viewed as a part
of a concerted effort, tripartite effortbetween the Government, employers and
unions to take up a national State co-operative approach, as Mr Hawke's remarks
indicate, to better resolve the vexed problems of occupational health and safety in
the workforce.
Despite the attempts of some honourable
members opposite to denigrate the attempts
of consultation, the Minister will continue
this process with all parties to ensure that
the best legislation possible is before the
House. When the proposed legislation is
implemented, it will be of a kind that is
most effective in ensuring the preventionso far as is possible-of accidents in the
workplace. The Government commitment
is firm; it will not defer from this proposed
legislation and all that it means to thousands of people in this State.
Mr SALTMARSH (Wantirna)-It was
surprising and obviously disappointing that,
when the Premier was making a statement
on what he termed one of the most significant pieces of legislation to which the Government is committed, so few of his own
back-bench members were listening to his
important contribution. I also find it disappointing that the Premier, who considers
himself to be a man of $.oodwill, took the
line he did about contnbutions from the
Opposition. In virtually all the speeches I
have heard, members of opposition parties
placed a strong emphasis on the commitment to effective occupational health and
safety legislation.
Honourable members know very well that
a couple of years ago similar legislation was
passed through the House and never proclaimed. The earlier legislation was also
based on tripartite goodwill between Government, employers and unions. It is an
unfortunate piece of nonsense to hear the
Premier try to portray the opposition parties as having no genuine interest in this
important topic.
Despite the assurances the Premier tried
to $ive, a disturbing aspect of the proposed
legtslation is that its phraseology is almost
institutionalizing a "them and us" situation. The whole business of industrial health
and safety appears to be taken out of the
hands of the total work force and put into
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to be elected from a union within an establishment, but also the proposed legislation
clearly states that one or more representatives of each union can be appointed in each
work place. This will cause enormous confusion and concern.
I assure the Premier and the Government
that deep concern at present exists within
the industrial sector despite the assurances
of the umbrella employer organizations. I
have spoken with many small business
operators in the electorate I represent and
there is widespread concern about the anticipated impact of the proposed legislation
at a time when consensus is sought. It is
unfortunate that the proposed legislation
cuts across the consensus concept.
Some time ago, the National Safety
Council of Australia was involved in some
effective educational programmes in which
representatives from industry took part. 1
was involved in the implementation of a
programme in a municipal authority. Enormous support was received from every sector, including indoor and outdoor staff.
Safety officers were appointed and they carried out their roles carefully and seriously.
Management took note of this.
Everyone was aware that further educative programmes needed to be undertaken
and the earlier 1981 legislation was designed
to build on that concept of co-operation and
teamwork. There is no doubt that everyone
is concerned about the numbers of accidents that occur in the workplace. All reasonably intelligent people of goodwill are
committed to the implementation of an
effective industrial safety programme.
However, it takes goodwill on all sides.
There is no doubt that if the opportunities
for only one sector are institutionalized and
it has enormous powers to close down processes and activities at whim, goodwill will
not be created.
1 challenge the Premier's statement that
goodwill exists on all sides. 1 ask the Premier
and the Government to carefully review
their intentions and ascertain whether the
sorts of facilities built into the proposed
legislation will establish goodwill or whether
they will create tension, concern about
investment and a reduction in employment
opportunities.
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When one discusses the economic factor,
it is clear that one is speaking about the
welfare and well-being of the work force. If
systems are established that destroy the
confidence of in vestors, jobs will be lost and
this will seriously affect the well-being of
many families. Therefore, one must not only
view industrial health and safety in the context of implementing measures in the work
force to ensure safe working conditions, but
also one must promote the confidence of
investors so that employment opportunities are expanded and a total sense of community well-being is encouraged.
Many people in the electorate 1 represent
are concerned about the impact of the proposed legislation on their future. 1 do not
refer only to people in management; many
of the people who expressed concern are
employees. They are aware that, if conditions are made difficult for employment and
for employment-creating opportunities,
their jobs may be the next ones at stake.
Everyone wants to see an improvement
in industrial health and safety, but we want
to see it improved in a way which will not
cause division in the industrial sector. An
educative approach should be adopted to
ensure that safety measures are adopted in
all industrial workplaces and everyone can
work together to build a sound, secure
workplace and economy.
1 am concerned about many of the
measures contained in the BilL 1 hope a
more constructive consensus will result than
has been the case in some of the contributions presented during the debate.
Mr ERNST (Geelong East)-I congratulate the Minister for Employment and
Training and the Government on introducing this measure. It represents· the most significant social measure ever introduced in
this House in the history of Victoria. When
one listens to members of the Opposition
and the National Party putting their points
of view, one can be excused for thinking
that they are not concerned about the health
and safety of workers in industry.
The opposition parties have obviously not
read the objects of the Bill and, to enlighten
them a little more about the matter, 1 shall
read them. They are:
(a) To secure the health, safety and welfare of persons at work;
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(b) to protect persons at work against risks to health
or safety;
(c) to assist in securing safe and healthy work
environments;
(d) to eliminate, at the source, risks to ,the health,
safety and welfare of persons at work;
(e) to provide for the involvement of employees and
employers and associations representing employees and
employers in the formulation and implementation of
health and safety standards.

Mr Burgin-Does it do that?
Mr ERNST-I believe the measure does
that but, firstly, the mentality of the
honourable member for Polwarth and other
members of the Opposition-The SPEAKER-Order! The honourable
member will address the Chair.
Mr ERNST-It is obvious that the
honourable member for Polwarth, in his
philosophy, has a mental block towards
unions.
Mr Tanner-Mr Speaker, 1 direct your
attention to the state of the House.

A quorum was formed.
Mr ERNST-I was saying that the
Opposition has a mental block when it
comes to workers or unions, because the
Opposition put forward the view that workers and unions cannot be creative, responsible or intelligent, but this measure counters
that view.
Mr Stegaall-Those are your words!
Mr ERNST-They are my words about
your thinking and your philosophy.
The SPEAKER-Order! The honourable
member from Geelong East will ignore
interjections. The honourable member for
Swan Hill is out of order.
Mr ERNST-The union movement has
shown that it is responsible. My colleague,
the honourable member for Spnngvale, has
been involved in that area for a number of
years. He has spoken in this House about
his concerns relating to asbestos. If it were
not for the unions moving in that area, there
would not now be recognition of that
problem.
Ifthe Government were to accept the reasoned amendment moved by the Opposition, it would be proof that the Government
had failed to obtain the co-operation of
industry, which this proposed legislation
emphasizes throughout, and there would be
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a continuation of the mess with regard to
the protection of workers, that has been part
of the former Liberal Government practice
during its 27 years in office.
I believe the amendment of the Opposition may have been decided upon wtthout
consultation with the honourable member
for Balwyn·, who has some experience in
this area, and that it was a hasty action on
the part of the Leader of the Opposition to
mount an attack on the union movement.
When' one considers the amendment, one
should also consider the number of industries in this State that have more than one
safety representative. The Opposition has
not done its homework in this area. It has
not realized that accepting the amendment
would be detrimental to industry. The
people working in industry create the wealth
in this country, and that is the point that
the opposition parties ought to consider
when talking about economics. If those
people were not there, there would be no
profits.
When considering the question of who
has been responsible for safety in the workplace in the past, one should examine the
statistics, which I shall elaborate on later.
They show that there has been a failure in
this area by the people who have been
responsible for it. It is time that the Minister grasped the fact that to have a change in
attitude there must be a meaningful participation from the workshop floor, because
the people working there know what the
problems are; they are involved in those
problems, work with them and live with
them. That is something that speakers from
the opposition parties have failed to recognize. They have failed to talk to industry on
that point.
During his contribution to the debate, the
honourable member for Murray Valley said
that he had received a submiSSIon from the
Trades and Labour Council. However,
whether he went out to talk to the people in
the workplace is a different matter. National
Party members have frequently talked about
family life. If they talked to some of the
people injured at work, they would realize
some of the causes of breakdown in family
life in the community and they would realize the difficulties faced by people who are
injured, and who cannot survive on workers compensation benefits.
Mr Leigh-You are talking nonsense.
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Mr ERNST-I am not talking nonsense.
The SPEAKER-Order! The honourable
member will address the Chair.
Mr ERNST-Perhaps the attitude of the
honourable member for Malvern would
change ifhe were to take a positive attitude
and talk to some of the people who have
been injured. The honourable member's
attitude to workers compensation and
occupational health and safety is the same
as his attitude to apprentices; he employed
none.
The SPEAKER-Order! I advise the
honourable member for Malvern that I will
not tolerate his gestures. I will name him
and have the motion moved for his removal
from the House unless he behaves himself.
Mr ERNST-I believe the need for this
measure is no more apparent now than it
was yesterday or at any other time in the
past. It is urgently needed and ought to be
passed through this House. The situation
has been allowed to drag on and on.
Mr Jasper-What about the 1981 legislation? It has not .been proclaimed.
Mr ERNST-Members of the opposition parties say that it has not been proclaimed, but if they took an active interest,
they would find that some of the legislation
has been proclaimed and is operating. However, that measure did not go far enough. It
did not cover fragmentation or some of the
anomalies that this measure now before the
House has corrected.
Honourable members have heard about
cost to the community here and cost to the
community there. A cost of $6-5 billion is
incurred by the Australian community from
injuries sustained at work, and more than 5
million working days lost. Honourable
members opposite should come to grips with
the effect on the economy of that situation.
Industry will stay in this State after the
passing of this measure because there will
be a reduction in injury, a reduction in
workers compensation payments, and so on,
which in turn will reduce the human suffering faced by people every day and the
uncertainty of whether they will come home
intact.
The attitude of the Opposition to the road
toll is entirely different from its attitude to
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unions and to those on the shop floor who
have to face work hazards every day.
The Government does not care about
that. It is examinin~ the costs and the penalties, but that is dIfferent because it does
not affect the power, decision making or the
rights of the employer to say what is safe or
unsafe. Many employers already operate
safety programmes and that is a move which
should be encouraged. In an article in the
Victorian Employers Federation Employers'Report Vol. 14, No. 3 of 3 February
1984, the employers recognized the cost to
the community. The article states:
At present, industrial accidents are costing Victorian
families about $30 per week.

The article has been quoted by other
honourable members, but I shall refer to it
again. It is entitled "Workers Compensation Savings" and is concerned with savings
to the community. It states:
By ensuring that all employees are fully trained in all
aspects of the new Occupational Health and Safety
Act, not only will employers be contributing towards a
much safer working environment and avoiding the
severe penalties-but could also be in line for reduced
workers' compensation premiums and other savings.
Currently, workers' compensation premiums account
for half of the labour on-costs in manufacturing industry and as such, it is by far the largest single labour oncost.
But the huge expense incurred by industrial accidents does not just stop there.
Lost production through industrial accidents works
out at four to seven times the insured costs of accidents. As an example, if a workers' compensation premium is, say, $150 OOO-the hidden cost of accidents
is likely to be well over $600 000.
So, by instituting proper safety training for all staff,
employers can look forward to considerable savings in
both human suffering and financial terms.
But the key to achieve these savings will be training,
and employers should welcome and encourage
employee involvement in seeking to improve the health
and safety aspects of their job.

That article refers to an employer organization recognizin~ the importance of the proposed le$islatIon and the training and
participatIon by the workers from the shop
floor and directed towards safety
programmes.
Leaving aside the issue of workers compensation and reduced costs to industry, one
may ask whether the proposed legislation is
really necessary and whether the decision
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makers in respect of safety in the workplace-in most cases management-have
acted to improve that situation.
Although there are firms which implement safety programmes, which move
should be encouraged, statistics speak for
themselves. The Victorian Chamber of
Manufactures has produced statistics which
show that there are not enough persons
involved in the safety area within each
workplace. One has only to examine the
organization's survey which states that only
28·6 per cent of companies have a person
representing safety matters and of these,
63·8 per cent are appointed by management, 27·7 per cent are elected by employees and 3·4 per cent are elected by trade
unions. There is still a union influence in
some of the industries that were surveyed.
However, the staggering facts are that 74·4
per cent of companies had no written safety
policy, 85 per cent had no written plan to
implement safety policies, 74·4 per cent had
no one who had undertaken any occupational health and safety training in the past
five years, 81·2 per cent provided no internal training, 85·7 per cent provided no
organized training for safety officers and
70· 7 per cent provided no induction training for new employees, and of those that do,
41 per cent of the courses are of I hour or
less. This indicates that there is a need to
alter the current structure. There is a need
for people who are classified as victims to
be involved in decision making at that level.
In Geelong, a survey was recently conducted by twelve inspectors from the
Department of Labour and Industry and
covered 22 factories. At the completion of
that survey each occupier was presented
with a report detailing the findings of the
inspection. It was discovered that II 000
machines required attention as well as an
additional 3000 safety items. It is certainly
a problem that should be tackled by both
sides: by the employers and employees.
The proposed legislation makes it mandatory to tackle that problem and not to
leave it to an employer to tell his employees, "No, you have no responsibility". To
the credit of Alcoa of Australia Ltd, it recognized that safety is related to profits and
it has had a safety programme operating for
at least ten years.
On behalf of the employers who contacted me, I commend the Minister for
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Employment and Training for the full consultation he has undertaken with employers. This has not been done in the past and
the employers involved certainly wanted me
to pass on those comments. It IS significant
that the employers want to continue with
the discussions because they realize that the
operations of the Occupational Health and
Safety Commission will be part of an ongoing process. This is something that members of the Opposition should take into
consideration.
There is no point in submittin~ that
responsibility stops at the commission
because the proposed legislation is the basis
on which to build. I do not believe the
Opposition has recognized that fact and I
hope it will when the Bill proceeds through
the House.
There has been a significant amount of
emotional ravings about the proposed legislation being a Socialist plot. However, this
Socialist plot, if one can call it that, was part
of the mandate received from the people of
Victoria as this proposal was part of the
Labor Party's election campaign. The Government's policy was released on 28 September 1981 so it has been around for a long
time. Honourable members should be aware
of the contents of that policy. The policy of
the Government and the proposed legislation cover a wide range of material. It covers the workplace, employees' duties and
employers' duties. It establishes a tripartite
Occupational Health and Safety Commission responsible for the development of
safety standards and regulations. It provides for the environment of employees and
decisions affecting their health and safety.
It also provides for a new system of penalties commensurate with current values.
The policy of the Government also calls
for the amalgamation of all State occupational health and safety services under one
administration, which IS something the previous proposed legislation did not provide.
The current occupational health and safety
services are fragmented and have become
the responsibility of a number of departments and authorities. It is a legacy that has
been there for some time and it is something that has been corrected by the proposed legislation.
The amalgamation of services will be
under the jurisdiction of the Ministry of
Employment and Training and it will mean
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a higher standard of public service as the
expertise of different inspectorates will not
be broken up among various departments.
Integrated management means that field
officers will also be able to learn from each
other and be in closer contact with each
other.
In addition, scientific and technical
backup will be provided within the same
administration. That will spell the end of
the anomalies that have developed over a
period because of the overlaps between
departments. It will also end the rivalries
that have led to no less severe demarcation
disputes than one finds occurring between
trade unions.
Some of the benefits of the proposed
legislation will be that it will be a one-stop
shop, where the employer and employee will
be able to obtain general advice on occupational health and safety matters. As I see it,
the most important aspect of the Bill is that
occupational health and safety will be given
some clout to overcome the downgradin~ it
has suffered in the past. It will remain hlgh
on the list of priorities for this and future
Governments, and that is vitally important.
Much has been said about the appointment of health and safety representatives.
It is obvious that this is a principle that
members of the Opposition parties cannot
grasp because of their philosophy and
because they have a mental block whenever
someone mentions unions. They do not look
at the responsibilities of unions in the past.
I shall deal briefly with the appointment
of the representatives. Health and safety
representatives will be appointed by the
unions. They must work in the workplaces
they represent, and there is a reason for that.
They cannot be union organizers or other
full-time union officials, which may be suggested by some honourable members. I am
explaining this so that members of the
opposition parties will understand the
situation. The majority of unions have publicly stated that they will arrange the election of representatives from amongst their
members at each workplace. No union has
said that it would use any other means and
elections will be held in accordance with the
rules of each union.
It is also true to say that health and safety
representatives will be accountable for their
actions. They will be accountable to the
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workers they represent, through their normal structures. They will also be accountable to the Government through the
immediate review of their actions by Government inspectors. They will be accountable to the employers because of their interest
in maintaining the viability of the enterprises in which they work for their own and
their fellow employees' benefit.
That is a point that should be taken int~
consideration. If members of the OPPOSltion parties do not take that view, it suggests that they believe every person working
on the shop floor is irresponsible. I refute
that assumption. There is no evidence to
support allegations that these powers will
be misused, other than the contentions put
forward from the Opposition side of the
Chamber.
A degree of emotionalism has also been
displayed when discussing the procedures
for the issuing of provisional notices for
either prohibition or improvement. In effect,
safety representatives will be given the right
to stop unsafe work practices. I shall deal
with that matter a little later. However, that
right can be exercised only in clearly defined
circles and when there is an immediate
threat to the health and safety of any person. That means there would have to be an
emergency situation and I have no doubt
that most employers would stop work as
soon as that was pointed out to them, so I
do not foresee many problems in that area.
However, some employers are prepared to
take risks with the lives and safety of workers and the statistics that have been presented by honourable members from the
Government side of the House certainly
demonstrates that.
The honourable member for Doncaster
was worried about training. Safety representatives will be given training before they
can issue the notices. If there is a dispute
about what constitutes an immediate threat,
the view of a trained representative is as
legitimate a view as that of management or
of anyone else. The training course will be
approved-and this appears at page 14 of
the Bill-by the Occupational Health and
Safety Commission and I should think that
that is the appropriate body to be responsible for and approve of that type of training. I certainly congratulate the trade union
movement for the training in which it has
been involved up to the present.
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From the comments that have been made
on the Bill, it is my view that the credibility
of the opposition parties is at stake. They
clearly do not understand the Bill. They
have not examined the Bill sufficiently
closely. They are also ignorant of the practic~s overseas. They are unaware of the
present practices in Sweden and Canada or
even the current practices followed in Australia by many industries, particularly the
aluminium industry, with which I am
familiar.
The aluminium industry already has a
safety programme that allows for the stopping of work and that programme has been
in place for more than twenty years. It may
be that the Opposition could give an
instance in which that right has been misused in the aluminium industry, but I am
not aware of any such situation. At present,
a danger tag procedure is followed, through
which any employee may stop a machine if
°it is unsafe or defective.
Mr McGrath-You are getting too
technical.
Mr ERNST-If members of the opposition parties believe I am becoming too technical, it is obvious that they have not spoken
with the aluminium industry. I should have
thought that the Leader of the Opposition
would have at least spoken to some of the
representatives on the shop floor or to the
Alcoa company about the way in which that
safety programme operates but, unfortunately, he did not do so. As is usual with the
Leader of the Opposition, he rushed in
without having done any research. Members of the opposition parties do not have
the experience of those who work on the
shop floor. They have not seen their fellow
workers injured in those areas, so I can
understand their ignorance.
I now return to the danger tag procedure.
Employees have the right to place a danger
tag on unsafe or defective machinery and,
before that danger tag can be removed, the
defective or unsafe machinery must be made
safe. The person who places that tag on the
machine is the only person who can remove
it. If there is a dispute about whether that
machine is safe or unsafe, the current and
proposed legislation provides that inspectors from the Department of Labour and
Industry should determine that dispute. I
see no difference between that procedure
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and what has happened throughout industry in the past. This measure provides certain powers to people on the shop floor to
take action where necessary.
Alcoa of Australia Ltd and Softwood
Holdings Ltd in Portland have safety committees as envisaged by the Bill. I am sure
the responsible people in those companies
give full consideration to the matter of safety
and have discussions about all aspects of it.
Mr Steggall-Did Alcoa have a safety
committee on the site?
Mr ERNST-It had a safety committee
on the construction site and there were also
elected representatives of the union on that
committee. It is also interesting that the
Alcoa company puts every employee
through a safety programme. There is a
safety representative in each department of
Alcoa, so, if there are unsafe machines, those
representatives can take up the matter with
the foreman or supervisor. They also have
meetings every month to discuss safety
aspects.
In conclusion, I believe the economic factors associated with the proposed legislation are quite staggering. Industrial accidents
and disease cost the community $6·5 billion
a year, which is 4 per cent of the gross
national product and is equal to the wages
for approximately 360 000 workers. That
aspect of the economics of the Bill must be
taken into account.
The Opposition has not done its homework. It has a hang-up about anything to do
with the protection of workers. Members of
the Opposition have not compared their
attitude to and concern about road safety
with their attitude to and concern about the
safety of workers. They have not investigated whether there are suitable penalties
and ways around the problems.
The Bill will improve the economic viability of the State because any reduction in
the cost of workers compensation premiums and lost time must flow on to the rest
of the community, even leaving aside the
human suffering caused by industrial accidents. It is a shame that some members of
the opposition parties have not had the
experience of having workers who have been
the victims of these sorts of accidents come
0
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into their offices and talk to them about
some of the problems they face.
Mr McGRATU (Lowan)-The Bill is
important because of its ramifications. All
honourable members believe a code of
practice should exist with respect to occupational health and safety. F~om time. to
time, one hears reports of accIdents takIng
place in the workplace. Perhaps some of
those accidents could have been prevented
if a code of practices had been in existence.
However, the National Party believes the
Bill is too extreme and that it goes too far in
its requirements.
It is remarkable to look back in Hansard
of last year when, during a grievance debate,
the honourable member for Springvale
spoke about the subject, as did the honourable member for Ivanhoe.
The SPEAKER-Order! The honourable
member for Lowan is out of order in quoting from an edition of Hansard of the current Parliamentary session. The honourable
member can refer to it, but cannot quote it.
Mr McGRATU-During the grievance
debate, the honourable member for Springvale mentioned occupational health and
safety in the workplace. If honourable
members followed through his speech and
the extremities that he spoke about, it is a
wonder that any workers in the State are
still alive. The honourable member for
Springvale was an occupational health and
safety officer for a union before he came
into this place.
The Bill contains many extremities, for
example, factory representatives must be
members of a union before they can become
occupational health and safety representives. If four or five unions are represented
in a workplace, a situation may arise where
four or five occupational health and safety
representatives exist. If the representatives
wanted to bring about the downfall of that
place, they could do so, and that is what the
Bill is endeavouring to do-it will set up an
extremity.
Occupational health and safety representatives will have the ability to stop the
workplace, whether it be a factory or building construction site, for 24 hours until an
inspector decides what action should be
taken or whether the workplace can continue as is. The National Party has no
objection to representatives upholding a
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code of practices, but it has strong rese.rvations about the powers that have been gIven
to the representatives. Surely inspectors can
be appointed to ensure that code of practice
exists.
I wonder whether the Minister has examined the situation in the United States of
America where an occupational health and
safety code of practice came into operation
in 1970. It has been in operation for fourteen years, and a manual is provided covering all occupations and setting out the
health and safety requirements and the
activities that should be carried out.
Workplaces are classified into two categories-the high hazard area and the low
hazard area. The high hazard area consists
of building construction sites and hea.vy
industry workplaces, and a code of practIce
is actively policed. In low hazard areas, such
retail shops and professional offices, the
same requirement of policing is not necessary. Any business in the United States of
America employing fewer than eleven
people is not subject to the same policing.
I heard the honourable member for Geelong East explain that Alcoa of Australia
Ltd has an extremely good occupational
health and safety factor built into its operation. That is reasonable in large places of
employment because the management does
not have the time to check on what is happening in every area of the factory. However, in a small work place where the
management is working with the employee,
heavy policing is not required. No exclusion is included in the Bill-it is a blanket
cover.
There is probably no more dangerous
workplace than a shearing shed where sharp
blades and machinery are being used and a
great deal of rushed activity takes place. The
shearer sets the pace because he is employed
on a contract basis. A code of practice exists,
but a union representative is not needed to
tell the shearers that they have to carry out
a certain action. When the issue of the wide
comb arose, the unions stated that the wide
comb could not be used. However, the wide
comb is now used widely in the industry,
even though extreme actions were taken by
some union members, such as the burning
down of shearing sheds. Various union disturbances have occurred, but 90 per cent of
shearers currently use the wide comb. It is a
matter of sensible negotiations taking place.
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The National Party does not oppose a code
of practice, but it does oppose the extremities contained in the Bill.
All the power is being given to the occupational health and safety representative
and all the responsibility is being placed on
the employer. That is how private enterprise will be destroyed. The employer and
the employee must work together.
When examining the grievance debate
that I mentioned earlier, one finds that the
members who spoke strongly about occupational health and safety have been widely
associated with the Socialist left of the Labor
Party. The more right-wing members of the
Labor Party have not been as vocal on this
issue.
The National Party will continue to
oppose many of the provisions in the Bill.
It will be interesting to hear the arguments
that will be put forward during the Committee stage in support of amendments and
to see whether the Government is prepared
to accept the amendments to be put forward
by the National Party and the Opposition.
Miss CALLISTER (Morwell)-It is to
be regretted that there are so few members
of the Opposition present. In fact, I can see
only one member of the Opposition in the
Chamber and he is sitting at the table.
Mr Tanner-Mr Speaker, I draw your
attention to the state of the House.

A quorum was formed.
Miss CALLISTER-When I commented on the vacant benches opposite, I
was speaking about ~'vacant" in two senses
of the word.
It is to be regretted that the contributions
made by the Opposition so far have been
sorely bereft of detail and serious research.
In fact, the very first speech from the Liberal Opposition was made by the Leader of
the Opposition, who revealed an appalling
ignorance of the contents of the Bill and of
the considerable changes made to the Bill
as the result of consultation with employers
and employees. One could say that the
Leader of the Opposition was not prepared
to let the facts interfere with his imagination!
Honourable members then heard a contribution from the lead speaker for the
National Party-the honourable member
for Murray Valley-who stated that this
measure was a political Bill; that it was just
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about politics. That is an amazing statement because more than twelve months
consultation has gone into drafting the Bill.
It is disappointing that all the National Party
can say is that the Bill is about politics. That
is a very specious argument to put forward
in support of the opposition of the National
Party to the Bill.
The Bill is designed to prevent occupational illness, occupational injury and loss
of production and time in industry due to a
lack of occupational health and safety
measures. The contributions made by
members of the Government made clear
the scope of the problem in Victoria in terms
of lost time, lost productivity and injury
and loss ofHfe. The Minister for Local Government paid particular attention to that
aspect, as did the Premier.
The Bill enlists the co-operation of
employers and employees and recognizes
the role that a responsible government must
play in improving occupational health and
safety in the workplace. The Government
has proposed the setting up of an Occupational Health and Safety Commission to
facilitate this role. That commission will
compromise a full-time chairperson and
thirteen part-time members-five persons
to be nominated by the unions, five to be
nominated by employers and three to have
special expertise. The Leader of the Opposition-"Calamity Kennett" -suggested
that this was not a balanced composition.
Honourable members know, in light of that
comment, who or what is unbalanced-it is
the machinations of the brain of the Leader
of the Opposition. It is certainly not the
composition of the commission comprising
employer, employee and special expertise
representatives.
I shall now comment on what the commission will be entitled to do, compelled to
do and expected to do. The commission
will have a full-time staff, but it will not be
involved in administering the day-to-day
affairs of occupational health and safety.
That function will belong to the Public
Service and the Government.
The commission will inquire into and
report to the Minister upon any matters
referred to it by the Minister, and it will
recommend regulations to the Minister-I
will comment on that aspect later. The
commission will also comment on all regulations proposed to be made, and it will
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While there is in the Bill an obligation on
the Minister to respond to those regulations
within 60 days, it means that the regulations will not be pigeonholed without a
response being made by the Minister of the
day.
Befote any regulations are finally effected,
the Minister of the day will need to have
consulted the commission and sought its
expert advice. In turn, the commission will
have enlisted other expert advice to reach
the recommendations put forward. Due to
the fact that the regulat10ns will be open for
public review, other members of the public
will also have an opportunity of providing
an input. There will be a genuine commitment to consultation by the commission
within its operations.
The Bill has been well received by all persons who will be parties to its provisions.
The commission will have committees to
advise it. It cannot be expected to know
everything about every matter that will be
referred to it. Therefore, the commission
should have the capacity to enlist the help
of others who are knowled~eable in certain
fields. The commission Wlll obtain expert
advice through that consultation process
and through the establishment of committees comprising officers of the Administration, employee representatives and people
with relevant expertise. That is a feature
Many statements, claims and assertions that is embodied in legislation on the
have been made by Opposition members Latrobe Regional Commission that was
who oppose the Bill. The Opposition has passed recently. Under the legislation, there
claimed that the scope of the functions of 1S provision for committees to be estabthe commission and the Government lished to enlist specialist expertise and to
department involved in effecting the effect a wide scope of input on the work of
attendant responsibilities has not been the body itself.
thought through and sufficiently rounded
Another important role of the commisoff in terms of the information that has come sion will be in the field of publicizing and
forward. It is clear from the list that I have educating. That was highlighted in the
just provided that that is not the case.
explanatory second-reading speech and in
The problem lies with the fact that the the functions I have enunciated. Both the
Opposition has not followed the debate Bill and the commission are a reflection of
through from the start when the discussion the strong belief of the Government that
paper was issued and consultations held. those persons affected by and directly
The Opposition has not reviewed its atti- involved in decisions at the workplace
tude on the Bill and on the revised positions should have an opportunity to make a conof employers. The result of the consulta- tribution to those decisions involving occutions is reflected in the Bill.
pational health and safety.
I have listed the functions of the commisThe Australian Labor Party policy on
sion. How will it operate? The commission occupational health and safety was released
will issue draft regulations, which will be well before the last State elect10n campaign.
made available for public review and com- The policy enjoyed wide coverage in the
ment prior to submission to the Minister. community. Indeed, it was the basis for the
draw up codes of practice. That function
has been mentioned by a number of
honourable members. The commission will
issue guidance notes; make recommendations to the Minister on the operation of the
occupational health and ~fety legislation
and administration; examine existing and
proposed licensing schemes; provide and cooperate with Government departments and
agencies; provide advice and co-operate
with trade unions, employer organizations
and other interested parties, and it will also
promote safety education and training.
Also within the functions of the commission will be the function of advising and cooperating with the Minister on the operation of training and information programmes in occupational health and safety.
That aspect was welcomed by the honourable member for Geelong West. The commission will submit a recommendation to
the Minister of Education for the integration of training programmes into teaching
programmes.
I shall mention three other functions that
will be held by the commission: It will
inquire into and investigate any hazardous
situation, accident or occurrence relative to
its general function; collect and disseminate
information on occupational health and
safety and, finally, it will sponsor research.
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original discussion document and the Bill
before the House. Central to that policy is
the belief that a joint approach is needed to
reduce the human, emotional and financial
tragedies associated with poor standards of
occupational health and safety ~
I am convinced that the Bill will lay the
basis for a new era in occupational health
and safety. The Bill, when passed, will be a
guiding light for le~slation on occupational
health and safety In other States. In many
regards, the Bill will be a pioneering piece
of legislation.
I feel especially proud that the Bill has
been debated at such length and that it has
widespread support of the community. In
the area I represent, the State Electricity
Commission has a set-up modelled on that
provided in the Bill. That set-up has been
working effectively and it has not produced
the sorts of results that the honourable
member for Doncaster stressed in the speech
he made to the House.
The Bill is creative. It is based on the
strong foundation of consultation and
concession . .The Bill will play an important
role in ensuring occupational health and
safety in Victoria.
The opposition parties will stand condemned if they insist on holding up this
measure and opposin~ it. They are not putting action whe~e theIr mouths are when it
comes to their views. They have been saying that they are in agreement with everybody under the sun; name them and they
are In total agreement with their views that
there should be improvement in health and
safety standards. Yet, when it comes to the
nitty-gritty of doing something about it, they
find a million excuses in the book not to
support moves to improve regulations and
not to support the Government in its
endeavours to improve conditions in the
workplace in this State.
Mr SIMPSON (Minister of Labour and
Industry)-I welcome the opportunity of
joining with members of the Government
party in supporting this excellent and longoverdue piece of proposed legislation. It has
occupied the time of the House for many,
many hours to date and it is clear that a
pattern is eme~ng which, frankly, I find
extremely disturbing.
I have found that speaker after speaker
from the Opposition and the corner party
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have stood up in this place and made statements that they strongly support occupational safety and health measures in the
workplace. However, no sooner had they
made those statements and given honourable members an assurance that they support this type of proposed legislation and
that they are anxious to see that there is
safety in the workplace, than I am reminded
that the amendment that has been moved
by the Leader of the Opposition, and supported by the National Party, asks for the
withdrawal of the Bill. The Opposition seeks
that action after it had 27 years, from 1955
through to 1982, to put its money where its
mouth is. There was ample opportunity for
the introduction of health and safety legislation, if the Liberal Part:}' was really sincere
in its statements, which It made repeatedly
in this House, that it was anxious to make
improvements.
What honourable members have heard
from the Opposition is motherhood statements, followed by a do-nothing stance.
What we have here is a "no-go" coalition.
The same occurred yesterday with the
workers compensation measure, and it is
occurring agaIn today with the occupational
health and safety measure. The opposition
parties mouth off that they are genuinely
concerned for the working class people of
this State, and they repeatedly give honourable members the ~~holier than thou" motherhood statements. Yet, when it comes to
the crunch of doing something about it, they
are always able to find a reason for not doing
so. They were able to find a reason for doing
nothing for 27 years when the Liberal Party
was in government. However, when the
Labor Government introduces proposed
legislation that will have a real effect on the
health and safety of workers throughout the
State, they find another reason. They want
the measure withdrawn and redrafted; they
want to have another look at it. That is the
"no-go" coalition, and the Opposition will
stay on that side of the House if it persists
with its negative attitude.
The people of Victoria are looking for
positive action from Governments. They
are receiving it from this Government, and
the polls indicate that Victorians appreciate
that action.
One of the biggest platforms of the Labor
Party before the last election was related to
this measure. That was an issue on which
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we went to the people in 1982 when we
received a resounding result. Honourable
members should not forget the Springvale
by-election that took place and the result
achieved from that by-election. That result
was partly because the honourable member
from ~pringvale had 1?een closely associated with the formulation of this measure
and is well-known in the electorate of
Springvale as a person who has taken a
responsible position on health and safety
regulations within factory areas. That was
his job for many years, and before that he
~orked in a factory. The Labor Party
improved its position by 4 per cent as a
res~lt of that by-election, which is an indicatIOn of support for this measure. Normally, one would expect to drop back by 4
per cent or 5 per cent in a by-election but
the Government increased its mandat~ as ~
result of the Springvale by-election. In 1982,
the Government had a mandate which was
further increased in that by-ele~tion. How~ver, member~ of the Opposition cannot get
It through their thick heads that this is what
the people of Victoria want.
The honourable member for Lowan said
that support for this le$islation has been
received from the Left Wing. That was a lot
of infantile commentary from an honourable member for whom I normally have
respect. If only he had listened. The
honourable member for Albert Park told
him last night that it was a unanimous decision made in a Victorian Australian Labor
Party conference, which involved some 300
delegates. The matter was canvassed at the
branches, something was put forward
everyone knew what the implications were
for every man and woman, and it was a
unanimous decision. Everyone on this side
of the House supports the Bill' Victorians
support. it; ~nd the only people ~ho are not
supporting it are the elected representatives
of the Opposition and the corner party.
I was interested to hear the comments of
the honourable member for Doncaster. I do
not know whether he got rolled in the party
room, but the way in which he was delivering his speech indicated that he believed it
was extremely good proposed legislation. He
gave honourable members not only the normal platitudes that others gave but he also
seemed to go further to indicate that there
was a lot ~f se~se in the measure. The way I
was reading his remarks led me to believe
he got rolled in the party room. Perhaps he
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can tell honourable members about that
during the Committee stage.
However, where the honourable member
for Doncaster faltered was when he cited
the Honourable Peter Block from another
p~ace as a m~n .Nho was representing the
Liberals and, if I have understood him corr~ctly, ind.icated that Mr Block was supportive of thiS sort of measure. If I were the
honourable member for Doncaster, I would
not use that honourable member's name as
an advocate for workers, because most
honourable members would recollect that it
was Mr Block from another place who was
caught out paying his working staff at only
hal(the award rates. At that time, the Leader
of the Opposition had to sack him as the
shadow spokesperson on labour and industry-until eventually he was pulled into
hne-because of the embarrassment he
caused the Opposition. I suggest that the
honourable member for Doncaster does not
use Mr Block as an example of a person to
whom people would turn in matters concerning workers in this State.
The~e is universal support for the Bill.
T~ere is. universal support from employers.
DiSCUSSions and negotiations have taken
place, through the Minister for Employment and Training and the Government,
for months and months. The employers will
be som~what embarrassed when they find
that thetr representatives on the Opposition
side of the House have not yet woken up
that there is support for the measure from
the whole of the Victorian employeremployee industry.
I took particular note of the remarks of
the honourable member for Balwyn, who
made some comments which are worth
raising at this stage. The honourable member said that the Industrial Safety, Health
and Welfare Act was on the statute-book
waiting to be implemented. That was patently wrong. He also stated:
The incoming Labor Government ignored the legislation and refused to proclaim it.

He was referring to the 1981 legislation.
That, also, is patently wrong. He further
stated:
Why did the Government sit on the legislation and
do nothing.

Again, he happens to be patently wrong. I
am glad for the interjection from the Leader
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of the National Party because he also commented on the subject and he also happens
to have been wrong. He said that the present Government stands condemned
because, after 22 months in office, it has
neither promulgated that legislation nor
drawn up the required regulations. The
Leader of the National Party, like the
honourable member for Balwyn, happens
to be patently wrong again. Not only do the
opposition parties not have any understanding of what the general public,
employers and employees are saying about
this measure, but they do not even know
what is happening with the 1981 legislation.
The Leader of the National Party went on
to attack-most unlike him, I thought-in
a manner I found outrageous the Minister
for Employment and Training. He stated:
The Minister for Employment and Training is acting
hypocritically in talking of the deaths that occurred as
a result of industrial accidents in January in Victoria.

He also went on to say that, in part, the
Minister for Employment and Training was
responsible for some of those deaths, and
that the Minister must bear part of the
responsibility for the unnecessary deaths
due to industrial accidents. He also stated
that the Minister had the opportunity of
promul~ting the legislation, but that he had
put polItics ahead of industrial safety.
That statement was outrageous and it was
also patently wrong. I should explain why.
In the first place, I am sure honourable
members would be aware that the Leader of
the National Party referred to the wrong
Minister because the carriage of any promulgation or proclamation of the Act IS with
the Minister of Labour and Industry.
Mr Ross-Edwards-Now!
Mr SIMPSON-That is right, and the
Minister for Employment and Training has
not been the Minister of Labour and Industry. Secondly, the statements are clearly
wrong because, in fact, the Government
through the Minister for Labour and Industry has proclaimed the bulk of the sections
of the Act. That was done on 1 June 1982.
At that time, the Government proclaimed
sections 2, 3, 4 (1) and (3), 11 (1) and (2)
and 12 to 33 inclusive. That left only two
minor sub-sections unproclaimed, subsections 4 (2) and 11 (3).
All of those other sections of the Act were
proclaimed, so the Leader of the National
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Party, perhaps unwittingly, misled the Parliament. I understand that it is really not his
fault. I understand that industrial affairs and
industrial relations are really not his forte
but I should have expected the honourable
member for Balwyn to have got it right; he
got it wrong, too. Members of the Opposition parties have not done their homework.
They have talked about matters they
thought would be popular but it has turned
out that what they said is not correct.
Of the unproclaimed sub-sections, subsection 4 (2) would have prevented the Act
from applying to the building and construction industry. The Government did not
want to do that, which is why it did not
proclaim that sub-section. Sub-section 11
(3) would have required all employers to
prepare and have available immediately
local safety policies. The practical reality is
that employers, particularly small employers, would have had no time in which to
develop those policies. Had that provision
been proclaimed, every small retailer in
Victoria, and there are approximately
40 000 of them, would have had to comply
with it. Because the practicalities made it
impossible, that small sub-section was not
proclaimed.
The Government did introduce the
necessary regulations under the Act in 1982
and I shall read them out. It introduced the
machinery regulations, the general safety
regulations, the tractor safety regulations,
the amended factory regulations, the
amended factory, shops, offices and warehouses regulations and, the timber industry
forest operations regulations. During 1983,
the Government also implemented the laser
safety regulations. These are all regulations
that the Leader of the National Party
claimed the Government had not introduced. If the honourable member wishes to
apologize, by interjection, I shall accept the
apology.
Regulations have also been made in other
important safety areas, such as the much
needed amusement structure regulations
under the Lifts and Cranes Act to provide
for public safety on commercial rides or
amusements. That was implemented in
1983. A complete review of the scaffolding
regulations is also in progress.
So, the Government has done plenty by
way of regulation in the interests of the
safety of Victorians. The Leader of the
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National Party said that we had done nothing in 22 months, and he is now saying, by
interjection, that we are not doing enough.
I do not wish to have to go through everything I have enunciated. I am sure all
honourable members on the Government
side of the Chamber have understood what
I have said. It is clear that the Leader of the
National Party is wrong and that the
honourable member for Balwyn is wrong. It
is clear that the Government has made the
necessary proclamations and implemented
the necessary regulations.
In relation to safety representatives, regulations have not been made under subsections 12 (1) or 12 (3) to provide for
employer organized elections of safety representatives and the appointment of safety
committees. It is fundamental to the Australian industrial relations system that trade
unions are the legitimate representatives of
employees. That is the attitude that is
accepted universally-that the trade unions
are the legitimate representatives of
employees. That is central to both the Federal and State conciliation and arbitration
systems and it reflects the industrial reality.
When a major employer wants to discuss
safety issues with the workforce, he consults
with the relevant union. Is that not a fact?
Do Opposition members suggest that the
employer would go to anyone but the union
representative? There is silence from the
Opposition benches. They concede that that
is the logical thing to do and that it is the
reality of what happens. The employer does
not organize an election of his workforce to
decide with whom he consults. This paternalistic approach is one of the major defects
of the existing legislation and is to be corrected by the current Bill.
I believe union appointed safety representatives will act responsibly. Trade
unionists are not so stupid as to allow false
safety issues to put companies out of business and to cost workers jobs. I have worked
in factories and wool stores and I can tell
honourable members that, from my experience on the shop floor, the working-class
man is eminently sensible and is not so stupid as, at the expense of his job, to abuse
legislation that will give him protection.
Workers on the shop floor will acknowledge
that their safety is being recognized by a
caring Government when the proposed
legislation is passed. I sincerely hope the
Opposition party and the National Party
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will not be stupid enough to hold up this
important measure.
Workers are not in the business of making false requirements that will put them
out of work. Employers know this and
understand it.
Since I have been Minister of Labour and
Industry, I have been concerned about the
fra$mentation of the administration of
vanous safety provisions and I have become
aware of serious difficulties caused by the
fragmented Government safety structure,
which this Government inherited.
The most recent example of this fragmentation occurred in Ballarat during the Ballarat Begonia Festival, when a "water walk"
amusement was erected. This amusement
was formerly under the control of the Health
Commission but responsibility for it has
now been transferred to the Department of
Labour and Industry. Under the Labour and
Industry Act, the requirements are more
stringent and more detailed safety measures
were required.
The organizers of the festival had previously operated the water walk under the
regulations laid down by the Health Act,
but they then found themselves having to
comply with the more stringent regulations
set out in the Labour and Industry Act. I
received wonderful co-operation from the
organizers of the festival. I thank the
honourable member for ~llarat South for
the co-operation he gave to me and to my
department, which helped to ensure that the
matter was resolved satisfactorily. This
example highlights the fact that without this
Bill, that fragmentation will continue.
The proposed legislation removes those
requirements from the statute-book. I can
also illustrate this problem by informing the
House of the different requirements on Bass
Straight oil rigs required by the Department
of Labour and Industry and the Department of Minerals and Energy. Tragically,
there was a fatality on one of those rip. The
requirement under the Act was for Inspectors of the Department of Labour and
Industry to inspect the rig but officers from
the Department of Minerals and Energy
said, "Hold on, it is universal throughout
the world that the need for observation and
the correction of problems is carried out by
departments like ours". Again, there was
fragmentation between two departments. I
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am pleased to be able to say that a process
has now been evolved and a satisfactory
result has been obtained, but if there were
only the one Bill, the one control, the one
set of regulations, the system would work
so much better. There is obviously a need
for better co-ordination. I fully endorse the
proposal for amalgamation of safety inspectorates and consolidation of safety legislation under the Minister for Employment
and Training.
In relation to laser safety, the honourable
member for Caul field accused the Minister
for Employment and Training of misleading the House. In fact, he accused the Minister of misleading the House on two
occasions. Honourable members will soon
see who was misleading the House.
Mr Tanner-I did not say that.
Mr SIMPSON-If the honourable
member reads the Hansard proof, he will
find out whether he said it. I did not say
that the honourable member made those
comments about the Minister when speaking on the subject oflaser safety.
On two occasions during his secondreading speech, the honourable member for
Caulfield said that the Minister for Employment and Training was misleading the
House. I say: Let the House decide who is
the big misleader. The honourable member
for Caulfield was reported in the Sun of 13
February 1984 under the heading, "Lasers
stifled", as stating that Victoria had only
one authorized laser-testing station and that
there were long delays in obtaining Government approval for the development and use
of lasers.
I received a copy of a letter sent to the
honourable member for Caulfield by Mr
Wolf N. Garwoli, who is the Managing
Director of Garwoli Research and Development Pty Ltd. Mr Garwoli pointed out
numerous errors that he found in the
honourable member's press statement. The
honourable member did not withdraw or
correct the statements he made in that press
release.
The letter that was addressed to the
honourable member dated 14 February
1984 stated:
COMMENTS RE LASERS IN VICTORIA
I refer to comments attributed to you in The Sun
13/2/84 and the ABC morning news broadcast (radio).
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Your comments are inconsistent with information
available to me. I suggest that you try and authenticate
your information prior to going to the press.

That is a nice backhander. Mr Garwoli
continues:
Comments on your statement in point form:
I. This issue is too important to play political football with. Industrial safety in Australia is of a very poor
standard and anything that can be done to improve it
should receive support from both sides of the house.

The press release put out by the honourable
member for Caulfield was clearly one of
political football, and this has been recognized not only by me but also by a totally
independent person who felt so strongly
about the matter and about industrial safety
that he wrote to the honourable member to
bring it to his attention. Sensibly, Mr Garwoli also sent a copy of the letter to me,
because honourable members can bet that
the honourable member for Caulfield would
not have let the letter see the light of day
inside or outside Parliament.
In relation to National Association of
Testing Authorities standards and non-conformity, Mr Garwoli's letter also stated:
As to meeting standards, you are simply NOT in a
position to make that judgment, let alone a public
statement on the matter.
Could you be so kind as to get hold of the NA T A
documentation and see the sort of work that the organisation represents.

The press release was another example of
those people who do not understand, who
are ill-equipped and ill-informed yet who
shoot from the lip-as the Leader of the
Opposition often does, with many honourable members following his example.
Much has been mentioned about the cost
involved with workers compensation. The
figure is some A$6500 million. That is an
astronomical figure. Speaking as a businessman who ran an extremely successfull small
business for twenty years, one would say to
oneself that there must be a better way. The
measure is twin-edged. The employer saves
money on the one hand and on the other
hand the proposed legislation saves lives
and prevents injury and misery.
Many honourable members have been
associated with workers who have been
injured or killed in the workplace. After such
accidents, there are the usual fund-raising
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activities for the widow or widower and the
children. Often funds are provided so that
the family can visit the worker if he is laid
up in hospital. Also after some injuries, there
are many years of rehabilitation.
Needlessly $6500 million is ~oing down
the drain. The twin edge of this reform is
that it saves money and prevents some loss
of life, injury and the misery that goes with
it. The response we are receiving from the
corner party and the Opposition is, 44Let us
wait and see". In its 27 years in government, the Opposition did nothing in this
field, but now the Liberal Party will use its
numbers in the Upper House to stop the
Labor Government from doing anything.
The people of Australia, employers and
employees, who understand the stupid waste
of life and money welcome the proposed
legislation. Members of the Opposition
cannot see beyond their narrow tunnel
vision to appreciate that the measure represents a reform for which the people have
been crying out. As Minister of Labour and
Industry I am delighted to support my colleague, the Minister for Employment and
Training. I recommend that the House support this long overdue measure.
Mr F. P. SHEEHAN (Ballarat South)~
There is no question that the proposed
legislation is one of the most significant
reforms that the Government has ever
introduced. It will be seen as one of the
most significant in the lifetime of the Parliament. It provides for a restructuring of what
is termed the occupational health and safety
of people working in industry. Some of the
contributions made by members of the
Opposition have seemed to emphasize the
word Hindustry" to the detriment of the
over-all concept of the measure.
The Bill is more than an occupational
health and safety measure; it includes people
who formerly would not have been regarded
as working within industry, as it is generally
termed. In other words, some people in the
white-collar industries-accountants and
lawyers-will also come within the ambit
of the Bill. The occupational health and
safety of white-collar workers will be
preserved.
I draw attention to that aspect because it
widens the concept of the reforms proposed
in the measure. One aspect that has not been
covered or emphasized in the contributions
I have heard is the parallel that can be drawn
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between the Bill and the effect of road safety
legislation that has been introduced into our
community over recent years. All honourable members welcome the introduction of
that legislation despite the continued· carnage on the roads. The legislation emphasized road safety and helped to reduce the
road toll.
One can see a parallel between the road
safety legislation and the occupational
health and safety legislation, which will help
to make the world a better place in which to
live. Both measures have helped and will
help to prevent death and injury. One hopes
that the Bill will contribute to the well being
of our community.
The spin-off of such proposed legislation
will be of tremendous value to numerous
people, workers and their families. Inherent
in those comments are the human and social
aspects of the proposed legislation. The personal loss aspect will also be reduced dramatically, as will the waste of time and
money. The confidence of individuals will
be preserved from the destruction it often
suffers when there is a loss of life or limb in
the everyday working world. That will be
one of the spin-offs of the Bill. The social
loss will also be reduced.
As the Minister of Labour and Industry
said earlier, a number of people suffer from
long-term injuries as a result of accidents in
the workplace.
While the economic factor is not the most
important issue, it is significant. The spinoff benefits from the Bill will mean a reduction in the workers compensation costs that
many small businesses regard as being a
major contributory factor to their difficulties in maintaining viability. Workers compensation costs are massive and it can be
seen readily that the provisions in the Bill
will reduce that cost. Another spin-off will
be the increased production that will result
from the decrease in loss of time associated
with industrial accidents.
The Bill will produce a basic change to
the approach made to occupations in the
workplace. The measure will assist in
restructuring the whole community's attitude to occupational health and safety,
which has been a Hpublic service" approach
in the past. The Bill will have as well an
educative value on the community
generally.
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I have worked in many industries in
recent years and I have always been conscious of my work environment. I have
taken notice ofelectrical cords, safety stands,
and so on, which were part of my trade. I
noted that these safety aspects were not
given the emphasis that they should have
received and I am pleased that the Bill will
create an opportunity for an educational
arm to the whole thrust of the concept of
greater safety in occupations. That aspect is
important.
When the Leader of the National Party
spoke on the Bill, one could not help but be
adveresly impressed by his patronizing tones
when he referred to the way in which the
Bill was presented. He said that it needed to
be withdrawn and he appeared to be totally
paranoid about the trade union movement.
He stated that the Minister for Employment and Training had been a man for
whom he had great admiration but that the
Minister had been hoodwinked into initiating such legislation.
The Leader of the National Party displayed a sad attitude. His party is supposed
to be concerned with rural interests, and
agricultural industry in particular. Industries in country areas do not fare well in
occupational health and safety statistics.
Those statistics show that there is a great
need for the provisions contained in the Bill
in both country and city areas.
In 1983, approximately 300 000 accl-'
dents drew workers compensation claims.
There were 54 deaths, 18 of which were rural
worker-related deaths, which is a significant
number and a statistic that has not been
given the attention it deserves by those
honourable members who claim to represent country areas. Of the 18 rural workerrelated deaths, 9 resulted from tractor accidents, 4 from tree felling, 2 from timber
sawing, and 1 was an electrocution that
occurred in a dairy. Given the proportion
of deaths in country areas related to the
percentage of workers in those areas of the
total work force, it is a disastrous statistical
analysis. The statistics are tragic. I hope
members of the National Party and of the
Opposition will take heed of those statistics.
This legislative measure will contribute
towards the reduction of those statistics.
The Minister of Labour and Industry
referred to the amount of money that is lost
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in Australia as a result of industrial accidents. It is estimated at approximately $6· 5
billion. That is 4 per cent of the gross
domestic product-a terribly tragic figure
when one looks at it seriously. For that
amount of money, 360 000 adult workers
could be paid for one year. In that context,
the loss incurred by people in the work force
as a result of work-related injuries is both
dramatic and tragic.
Further statistics may be of interest to
honourable members. Rural industries,
including those in rural towns and cities,
employ approximately 27 per cent of the
State's work force and, in 1983, were
responsible for 33 per cent of the State's
fatal occupational accidents. Non-townbased rural industries employ less than onefifth of the State's work force and are
responsible for about one-third of fatal
occupational accidents. Farming accidents,
particularly tractor accidents, are responsible for a disproportionately large number
of those accidents.
I commend the Minister for Employment
and Training on the time and effort he has
put in to the preparation of the Bill and on
his \concern for occupational health and
safety. There is no question but that with
his drive and interest the provisions of the
Bill have been taken to a greater developmental stage than would have occurred
otherwise. He is to be commended personally for the work he has done. His staff and
those who have assisted in the preparation
of the Bill over the past eighteen months
should be commended also.
The Bill will be of great value to the whole
of the Victorian community, including rural
and metropolitan areas. There is an urgent
need for the provisions of the Bill to apply
in both country and city areas. These people
are important to the well-being of the social
and economic activities of the State. The
proposed Occupational Health and Safety
Commission will be a welcome addition to
Victoria's social infrastructure and it will
play a large role in the economic future of
Victoria. The House should unequivocally
reject the reasoned amendment that the
honourable member for Malvern moved on
behalf of the Opposition.
On the motion of Mr SPYKER (Minister
of Consumer Affairs), the debate was
adjourned.

Food Bill (No. 2)
It was ordered that the debate be
adjourned until next day.

ORDER OF BUSINESS
Mr SPYKER (Minister of Consumer
Affairs)-I move:
That the consideration of Orders of the Day, Government Business, Nos. 4 and 6, be postponed until
later this day.

Mr LIEBERMAN (Benambra)-I am
concerned that Order of the Day, Government Business, No. 6, namely, the Food
Bill (No. 2) is to be postponed. The Opposition understood that the Bill would be
proceeded with now and has made provision for speakers. Will the Minister indicate
the difficulties because the Opposition has
tried to co-operate with the Government in
debating Bills before the House. The Opposition will be in difficulty if the Food Bill
(No. 2) is to be debated tomorrow. Will the
Government indicate that the Bill will not
be debated tomorrow so that the Opposition can accommodate the MinIster's
request for a postponement of that Order of
the Day?
Mr SPYKER (Minister of Consumer
Affairs)-The Government seeks additional time and, since it has co-operated with
the Opposition in the past, I seek the cooperation of the Opposition on this
occasion.
Mr TANNER (Caulfield)-The motion
is totally unfair to the Opposition. The
Government arranged with the Opposition
that debate on the Occupational Health and
Safety Bill would be adjourned and that the
Food Bill (No. 2) would be dealt with. The
Government has now provided only 30
seconds' notice that the Consumer Affairs
(Item Pricing) Bill is to be dealt with.
The Opposition has arranged speakers for
the Food Bill (No. 2), and has had no
opportunity to arrange speakers on the other
Bill, unless the Government considers 30
seconds to be sufficient time for
consultation.
The Government advised that the Occupational Health and Safety Bill would take
many hours to debate and, in the spirit of
co-operation, the Opposition allowed that
debate to be adjourned so that the Food Bill
(No. 2) could be dealt with. The Government seeks to override that arrangement. If
the Government wishes the co-operation of
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the Opposition, it must give due consideration to the requirements of the Opposition
to arrange for speakers. The consideration
shown to the Opposition is totally
inadequate.
Mr FORDHAM (Minister of Education)-I gave an assurance to the shadow
Minister of Health that the Food Bill (No.
2) would be dealt with next. If the honourable member is ready to debate the Bill, the
Government will honour the arrangement.
By leave, the motion was withdrawn.
FOOD BILL (No. 2)
The debate (adjourned from November
30, 1983) on the motion ofMr Roper (Minister of Health) for the second reading of
this Bill was resumed.
Mr LIEBERMAN (Benambra)-The Bill
is the second Bill on food law that has come
before Parliament during the past twelve
months. The Minister of Health presented
Food Bill (No. 2) in response to submissions he received follOWIng the introduction of Food Bill (No. I). During the secondreading debate on the earlier Bill, I made a
number of comments and suggestions about
some of its difficulties.
I also indicated that the Opposition had
recieved substantial submissions from many
representatives of the manufacturing industry. Manufacturers and manufacturers'
associations were concerned that consultation should have taken place with the Minister before proceeding with the original Bill.
The Minister acted wisely in deciding that
because of the wide ran~ng nature of the
submissions and the senous areas of concern, he would not attempt to amend Food
Bill (No. I). Therefore, the Minister withdrew the original Bill, and that is the reason
for the introduction of Food Bill (No. 2).
The Minister acted wisely because the
original Bill would have needed at least 200
amendments and this would not only have
taken up the time of the House, but also
would have meant difficulties for the community in following the basis of every
change.
Nevertheless, although the Bill is much
improved, the Opposition is still concerned
that some of the industry submissions have
not been addressed. I am particularly concerned that the requests of industry groups
about consultation with the Government
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before proceeding with this Bill have not
been met. Notwithstanding the offer to meet
with the Government and the obvious goodwill that exists within the industry to support the Government's proposal for uniform, model food laws, at this stage, to my
knowledge-unless there has been a
change-the Minister has not seen fit to
meet with the association.
On 6 March, the Food Technology Association of Victoria sent a telegram to the
Minister referring to its statement on 27
February 1984 indicating that the association wished to again state the importance of
retaining a traditional defence based on the
"all reasonable precautions" principle in
Food Bill (No. 2).
The telegraphic message went on to say:
We regret you have not been able to meet and discuss with us these matters. '
On behalf of the Victorian food industry, we restate
our firm conviction that, on the information submitted, including the recommendations of the 1973 Statute
Law Review Committee, there is no sound basis to
exclude this defence.

I ask that, in response to the second-reading
debate, the Government agree to meet
industry representatives before the Bill goes
to the other place, assuming that the Government is not prepared to agree to certain
amendments that I foreshadow I shall be
moving in the Committee stage on behalf
of the Opposition. Substantial requests have
been made by industry for improvements
to the Bill, and, with those riders, the Opposition believes the Bill is a good measure. It
is much improved, and the Minister's consultation and research in the submissions,
other than the ones I have mentioned, have
established a good basis for food law in Victoria. The Opposition will do all it can to
assist the Government to put the proposed
legislation into operation as quickly as possible, subject to its grave concern about the
omissions I shall speak about in detail.
The Bill has one important object-to
enact in Victoria food legislation based on
model food legislation that was drafted by a
joint Commonwealth-State-Territory
working party. The Bill will enable Victoria
to adopt model food regulations and model
food hygiene regulations for the purpose of
establishing complementary legislation on
a national basis. The Opposition fully subscribes to those objectives. It is important
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that those objectives are legislated and put
into practice.
The Opposition notes that the proposed
legislation has come about as a result of
substantial consultation over many years
under the guidance of health MinistersCommonwealth and State-and the current Minister has continued the good work
of the previous Ministers, especially the
Honourable Bill Borthwick, the former
Minister of Health.
The final form of Food Bill (No. 2) has
nevertheless departed from many of the
principles of the proposed Commonwea1ih-State-Territory model food Bill. For
that reason, honourable members will no
doubt be told by the Government, when the
Committee deals with the amendments I
propose to move, that if the amendments of
the Opposition are accepted, Victoria will
be departing from the model food Bill which
was negotiated over many years. When that
comes about, it will be seen that there have
been many changes by this Government to
the model food legislation, and that substantial ~int must be kept in mind when
we conSIder the form of the model food
legislation that was prepared by a working
party. If there is a$feement to changes, so
long as the objectIves of the model food
laws for standards are not destroyed
throughout Australia, we shall have done
our job.
Each State has a different approach to
administration and each State should be
permitted to administer its measure as it
wishes. For example, the Labor Government believes, as did the former Liberal
. Government, that there should be a form of
decentralized administration of food standards throughout local $overnment, whereas
some States in AustralIa have a centralized
system of administration. Their Departments of Health, rather than local government, handle most of the administration.
The Opposition supports the Government in regard to the decentralized system, .
as, on balance, it is better than a centralized
system. There are advantages in each case
but the Opposition believes the present system is good. I indicate this point and ask
honourable members to vote for the Opposition amendments to the Bill, in answer to
the arguments that will be raised by some
that if those amendments are agreed to, it
will be a departure from the model Bill. I
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believe that will not be the case. In submis- production process and products and to obviate the
sions I have received from a wide range of risks which may exist.
people, I have learned much about the
Recently reliable "print out" test weighing machines
manufacturing industry and its role in the became available and these are rapidly being
Victorian economy. In my consultations introduced.
with representatives of the food industry I
The two aspects of the Bill which cause greatest conhave developed an admiration for them and cernarefor the calibre of the people involved in the
(a) the omission and, therefore, the loss of the reaindustry in Victoria
sonable precautions defence; and
Honourable members will appreciate that
(b) ingredient labelling.
Victoria is a significant State for the manufacturing of food both for domestic con- It continues:
sumption and for export. The economic
As to the reasonable precautions defence in adulteraactivity of the food manufacturers in Vic- tion type prosecutions, firstly it should be remembered
toria is substantial and Victorians owe a that it is a defence which can only be successful when
debt of appreciation and gratitude for the a defendant survives after a vigorous cross-examinacontribution that these people have made tion and discharges a heavy onus of proof that all reato the growth of the Victorian economy, for sonable precautions had been taken. In reality this
the jobs they have created in past and jobs means that the defendant must prove that everything
practical was done and there was nothing else practical
they produce now.
that could have been done to prevent the offence
The Bread Manufacturers Association of occurring.
Victoria, has made a number of substantial
These days the areas of risk aresubmissions to all parties-the Opposition,
(a)
foreign objects which come in ingredients which
the Government and the National Party. In
because of the nature of the ingredients in the hands of
the past few days the association has the
and of the objects are impossible of detecupdated its submission to the Government tion.baker
Bakers reduce this risk by imposing obligations
and to the Opposition in respect to Food on suppliers to deliver unadulterated ingredients, and
Bill (No. 2). I shall read an extract from its by checking the manufacturers procedures and
submission because this provides a basis for products.
the foreshadowed amendment that I shall
(b) Things such as a nut or a washer which may fall
move in the Committee stage. The bread off a machine. These risks are obviated by meticulous
manufacturers say:
maintenance procedures and any such object should
There are two aspects ofthe Food Bill (No. 2) which
concern this association and its members.
Any substantial food manufacturer, and certainly all
plant bakers, are concerned, in these days of keen competition and an informed and discerning consuming
public, that their products are of the highest standards.
Failure to set and achieve these highest standards
means that a product which has taken enormous
expense to research, develop and market will not be
acceptable. Failure to maintain these standards means
that gained market will be lost. No reputable and concerned manufacturer would willingly allow a product
to be short-weight (under Victorian law, in reality, this
occurs when there is a deficiency of water content at
the time of checking), not up to standard, adulterated
or in any other way contrary to the requirements of the
law, because the resultant expenses, disruption and
adverse publicity would be disastrous.
Thus reputable and concerned bakers establish and
maintain large quality control staffs, usually including
highly qualified technicians. These are constantly
engaged in setting standards, policing them and checking and testing products.
These bakers are for ever searching for and installing
equipment as it becomes available to improve their
especiall~

be detected by metal detectors.
(c) Things like flour bag tags. This risk is obviated
by using bulk flour and where bagged flour and other
ingredients are used establishing and enforcing rigidly
routines that minimize the risk.

The ACfING SPEAKER (Mr Kirkwood)-Order! Will the honourable member inform me whether he is still quoting
from the submission of the Bread Manufacturers Association of Victoria?
Mr LIEBERMAN-I am reading from
the Bread Manufacturers Association submission which is attached to a letter dated
5 March 1984. It continues:
(d) Vermin and insects-fortunately the employment of highly qualified and organized pest control
agents has effectively solved the problems which used
to exist years ago in relation to vermin, and, except in
the case of say a hatch of moths in a country town on a
hot summers night, in respect to insects.
The main real risk which remains is what might be
called "sabotage". This is usually the only explanation
of an adulteration or foreign body occurrence.
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What troubles or should trouble the food industry is
that under this legislation a disgruntled employee may
clandestinely place, perhaps, a piece of plastic in food
at a stage in the production line when it cannot be
detected and as a consequence on prosecution conviction will be virtually automatic and render the manufacturer liable to very severe, and, for subsequent
convictions, horrendous penalties.

As honourable members will have noted,
the Bill contains substantial penalties,
although they are less than those contained
in the first Bill. From memory, the penalties
are about $20 000 as well as terms of
imprisonment. The submission also states:
What is really needed is(a) some uniform policy on the situations where

prosecutions should or should not be launched so that
in appropriate cases the resultant expense and disruption and, in the case of industry, adverse publicity, can
be avoided; and
(b) the reasonable precautions defence to be retained
so that if a manufacturer can prove not only that all
reasonable but all practical precautions were taken,
conviction and severe penalties are similarly avoided.
The industry is not concerned to protect the manufacturer who ought to be prosecuted, convicted and
penalized, even heavily. But the industry is concerned
about the manufacturer who can honestly say "what
else could I have done?"

The submission also refers to the Minister's
second-reading speech in which he referred
to the Victorian traditional defence of reasonable precautions. The industry nevertheless says that, despite the Minister's
comments, the case to retain reasonable
precautions as a defence is still very strong.
The submission indicates that the Minister's suggestion of holding seminars is not
the answer. I do not blame the association
for taking that view when one considers the
substantial ~penalties, particularly for more
than one offence.
It is true that the defence of reasonable
precautions is unique. It is contained in section 291 of the Health Act and has existed
for many years. I have spoken to many
people about the number of convictions that
have not been imposed by courts because of
the reasonable precautions defence having
been successfully raised. It appears that there
are not many cases where it has been successfully raised.
One wonders whether the concern to
remove that defence is simply because it
causes extra work for some people when it
is raised. That is understandable, but in the
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pursuit of fair and reasonable laws and justice, extra work should not be a deterrent. It
should be accepted as part of the system of
fair play and democracy. It should also be a
part of the resolve of Parliament that an
important section of the economy, such as
the food manufacturing industry, should be
regarded as an industry consisting of people
who have a proven track record of being
contributors in a substantial, solid and consistent way to the well-being of Victoria.
They should be given the opportunity of
working with the Government to achieve
uniformity and high standards of food production as partners, not enemies. I know
the Minister does not regard them as that,
but their plea for the defence of reasonable
precautions is based on common sense and
the principle that, if it is not available, it
will be more difficult for those people to
continue in business at a time when it is
difficult enough to continue to operate with
increasing red tape, taxes and charges.
The Opposition and the National Party
have a firm view that we must work to
develop, expand and consolidate Victoria's
economy. The proposed legislation has
attracted substantial criticism, in one area,
consistently by manufacturers of high repute
and no evidence suggests that they are talking nonsense. Where there is no evidence of
abuse, surely members of Parliament should
be telling the Government that it has had
months to consider the issue and has not
agreed to meeting industry representatives,
even, apparently, as late as 6 March when a
telegram was sent. The Government has
done a good job with the other provisions
of the Bill, for which I commend it, but I
ask it not to muck up the rest of it. It should
heed .the call of the industry for that defence.
The Government should consider the
matter while the Bill is between here and
another place if it cannot accept the amendment the Opposition will propose. It should
resolve the matter so that every person in
the State who has a good track record and
who is entitled to respect because of a substantial knowledge in these matters and success in the area is satisfied.
I hope the Minister will accommodate the
Opposition in the Committee stage. The
reasonable precautions defence is not easy
for a manufacturing company to raise. The
person raising it must give written notice at
least seven days before the case is heard,
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indicating that he intends to raise it, so the
informant knows about it. After taking an
oath in the court, that person must tell his
story and subject himself to cross-examination, call evidence and establish that, despite
the contamination occurring at the time the
alleged offence occurred, he had no reason
to suspect that anything was wrong; he could
be subject to the most probing, vigorous
and tough cross-examination.
He has to establish that, on demand by
an officer representing either the Health
Commission or the council who came to
discuss the matter, he made available all the
information in his possession about his
operations, his work systems, his staff and
where be obtained the food and that he
otherwise acted innocently. Those are the
matters he must establish. The onus is on
him and, if he cannot do it, he fails and
faces conviction by the court.
That defence was. the subject of a thorough examination by the then Statute Law
Revision Committee of the Parliament,
which investigated section 271 of the Act. I
have a copy of the report here, if honourable members wish to read it. I do not intend
to go through all the points, but I advise the
House that all but one member of the committee-and some of the honourable members who were members of that committee
are present in the House and the committee
included members of the Labor Party, the
Liberal Party and the National Partyvoted in favour of the defence remaining
part of the law of Victoria. Only one member of the committee dissented from that
decision. It was a strong vote. There were
ten members of the committee for the defence and one against it.
The honourable inember for Mildura,
who is the National Party spokesman on
health, made a contribution to the work of
that committee and I look forward to hearing his contribution to the debate on this
clause because he has a great knowledge of
these matters.
The other area the industry is concerned
about is the question of ingredient labelling.
I ask the Minister of Health if he would
meet with industry representatives before
the proposed legislation ~oes to another
place and consider their dIlemma, because
labelling has a significant effect on the bread
industry. The final product depends mainly
on the skill of the doughmaker who, in his
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own way, is every bit as skillful as a maker
of fine wine. I accept that because I am sure
all honourable members have sampled fine
bread and have at times, sampled bread
which is not so good, and I have no doubt
they would agree that there is much skill
involved in the production of bread.
The industry has informed me that
although there may be a basic formula for
the production of each loaf of bread, the
dough maker has to allow for the multitude
of changes in the main ingredient and flour.
Although made from wheat that is purchased from the Australian Wheat Board,
the flour varies from miller to miller and
even from consignment to consignment
depending on countless factors, including
the type of wheat, the district in which it is
grown, seasonal and climatic conditions
during growth, handling and storage of the
wheat, the milling process and the handling
and storage of the flour. It is not subject to
question that wheat grown in north-eastern
Victoria is always the best!
Variations also exist in many other ingredients, such as meals, grains, gluten and
yeast. Apart from ingredients, the doughmaker has to take into account the temperature of the ingredients and of the bakehouse and of the district during delivery
and up to the point of sale. The whole baking process is so finely monitored and
adjusted that there could be a change in the
formulation during the run of production
on anyone variety of bread, and there are
many varieties. All these variations would
be made only to ensure that an acceptable,
wholesome product of proper weight is so
enjoyed by the consumer that the consumer
will seek out and buy that product again
and again. That is what the industry is all
about.
The bread industry has indicated that it
agrees in principle WIth the labelling provisions of the proposed legislation but, unfortunately, they would create many problems
for it. The Bill stipulates that the labelling
must either show the ingredients present in
descending order of their relative proportion by mass-the changes in formulation
that must be made could make labelling to
conform with the Bill totally impractical
especially as the differential between the
mass of some of the ingredients would be
very fine-or show them in a prescribed
manner if there be one. It is presumed that
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this envisages labelling involving the percentage of ingredients. Again, this is
impractical within the bread industry, which
is unique, because of the necessary changes
in formulation.
.
Although the bread industry has, in common with many other industries, the. problem of being able to obtain printed labels
only in huge quantities, for reasons of economy and continuity of availability, unlike
most other foods production industries, it
has to cope with enormous variations in
ingredients and the substantial effect temperature and climatic conditions have on
production and on the product.
Honourable members would be aware
that some bread producers have different
plants. They use the same product wrapping and labelling, but the product comes
from different plants, so there are variations
due to ingredients and temperature changes
in those locations.
The bread industry provided a basis for
resolution of this question when it indicated to me-and I understand representatives of the industry also wrote to the
Minister-that a possible solution would be
to have clause 14 of the Bill provide that,
where manner of labelling is to be by regulation, which is prescribed for a particular
industry or product, a person who sells a
package of food to which those regulations
apply, complies with the law if the label has
on it a statement of ingredients present in
food, provided that the statement that sets
out the ingredients in the food also sets out
tolerances in the mass of the main ingredients, such as flour-so there would be a
percentage of ··not less than" or Unot more
than"-real meal, grains and perhaps for
sugar and salt, and for the listing of the other
possible ingredients, which mayor may not
be included, depending on variations in the
qualities of the of the main ingredients and
on climatic conditions.
Although the label would perhaps be more
wordy because of the areas it has to cover,
at least it would be possible for the manufacturer who is fair dinkum and proud of
his product to produce his product, based
on the changes that occur because of the
type of industry he is in, without breaking
the law. The bread industry is concerned
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that if this is not done, every time it produces bread, it could, unwittingly, be breaking the labelling law because the law will be
too inflexible.

The sitting was suspended at 6.28 p. m.
untif8.S p.m.

Mr LIEBERMAN-Before the suspension of the sitting, I concluded my statement about the hope that the Minister of
Health will take on board the request of the
Bread Manufacturers Association of Victoria for special provisions to be made in
the Bill, perhaps by amendment to clause
14, regarding the dIfficulties that the bread
industry in particular will experience. I hope
the Minister does that during the CommIttee stage of the debate or before the Bill
reaches another place.
I have also had requests from a number
of organizations for their views to be taken
into account. The Australian Hotels Association made submissions to the Government on the original Bill and on this Bill
regarding the problems of having to be
responsible not only to the Liquor Control
Commission for compliance with strict
standards of health and the quality of food
produced, the buildings and so on, but also
to health inspectors who administer the food
law. My colleague, the honourable member
for Warrnambool, will discuss that matter
in greater detail.
The Food Technology Association of
Victoria sent a telegram to the Minister and
requested me to emphasize its concern that
a reasonable portion of defence will be
deleted from the law if the Bill is passed. It
has put forward.a compelling argument,
which the honourable member for Warrnambool will comment on during the Committee stage.
The general concern of industry about the
need for more consultation on this Bill and
the areas of concern that I have mentioned
must surely establish to the satisfaction of
any reasonable Minister that he has the
opportunity of speaking further with the
people involved and of reaching an agreement with them on necessary amendments.
If he does, he will have every reason to be
proud of the Bill.
I thank honourable members for listening to the matters put forward by members
of the Opposition. I will make other comments during the Committee stage, and, as
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I indicated, I will be moving proposed
amendments relating to the reasonable precautions defence. I understand that the
honourable member for Mildura, on behalf
of the National Party, will also raise matters
in the Committee stage, which the Opposition will examine closely in the hope that it
can reach consensus on this Bill.
Mr WHITING (Mildura)-The Bill is
interesting because it is the second time in
two days that Parliament has been presented with a Bill that has been withdrawn
and redrafted. The original Food Bill was
withdrawn because it was completely unsatisfactory. It was obviously hastily proposed
legislation that had not been carefully
thought through. The Minister had to make
some 60 or 70 amendments to it. Likewise,
the Opposition and the National Party also
had proposed amendments to put forward.
At that stage, it was decided that the Bill
should be withdrawn and redrafted so that
improvements resulting from submissions
received from various interested organizations could be made.
The second Bill, which was described by
the honourable member for Benambra as
an improved Bill, still requires much
improvement. It is interesting to note that
although the Minister assured the House
that an immense deal of research had gone
into redrafting the Bill, it includes some
extremely convoluted sub-clauses.
If the Minister understands what the subclauses mean, I will direct some questions
to him during the Committee stage because
one could take them either of two ways and
still not understand what they mean. If the
Bill passes with that type of sub-clause,
obviously the general public will not understand what is meant and consequently an
amending Bill will have to be introduced
later. If sufficient time is spent in drafting a
Bill in the first place, this situation should
not arise.
Reference has been made to approaches
made by the Food Technology Association
of Victoria and the fact that officers of that
association have endeavoured to meet with
the Minister to discuss the provisions of the
Bill.
I have received copies of letters written
by the association to the Minister. The first
letter is dated 12 May 1983 from the then
Session 1984-110
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President of the Food Technology Association of Victoria, Mr John Wilson, and it
states in part:
F. T .A., on behalf of the food industry, and indeed
all Victorians, now wishes to meet with you, to provide
additional explanation of the earlier F.T.A. submission, and to make further positive input prior to the
Bill being amended and re-submitted to Parliament.

The first Bill was introduced in 1982 and
was withdrawn in 1983 to enable the original Bill to be redrafted. Mr Wilson went on
to state:
On behalf of F. T .A. and the food industry, I therefore urgently request an appointment for a small delegation of food industry representatives to meet with
you, in order to discuss the concerns referred to above.

One would expect that the Minister would
have accepted that offer as the knowledge of
the association would have been very valuable to the Minister in redrafting the original Bill.
I have also received copies of a letter from
the association to the Minister dated 31
January 1984. The final paragraph of the
letter from Mr Tom Heyhoe, the present
president of the association, states:
F.T.A. was gratified by the earlier opportunities
afforded by you for us to comment, both verbally and
in writing on the Food Bill 1982. We would welcome
an early opportunity for further direct discussion, and
suggest that arrangements for such a meeting may be
facilitated by contacting the writer on phone 522 2200.
We look forward to your reply.

It is interesting to note that, in a letter
enclosing a submission on the Food Bill
dated 15 February 1983, again addressed to
the Minister, Mr Heyhoe concludes by
stating:
We would therefore welcome the opportunity for
further dialogue on behalf of the food industry.

Having forwarded a submission at that
stage, when the Bill was about to be introduced and debated the association sent a
telex addressed to the Minister and dated 6
March 1984 in which Mr Heyhoe states on
behalf of the association:
We regret you have not been able to meet and discuss with us these matters.

I fail to understand the attitude of the Minister on such an important question. The
Food Technolo~ Association of Victoria
has offered to diSCUSS the proposed legislation and presumably the Minister did sit
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down at one stage and discuss the matter
with the association. Perhaps the Minister
can inform the House whether he did at a
later stage. However, it appears from the
telex that as late as 6 March the Minister
had not been able to meet and discuss the
matter with the association.

Paragraph 25 of the report goes on to state:

This is the first Bill of its kind introduced
in Australia and yet the Minister has not
seen fit to have discussions with the Food
Technology Association of Victoria to try
to include some of its views in the proposed
legislation.
The major point put forward by that
association is the retention of section 291 of
the Health Act under which the provision
of reasonable precautions by a food processor can be used as a defence when a processor faces a charge that there is some fault in
a product put before the public.
The honourable member for Benambra
mentioned the report of the Statute Law
Revision Committee, which was presented
to Parliament on 15 November 1973. That
committee was comprised of members of
both Houses and it examined the situation
thoroughly at that time with regard to a possible change of section 291 of the Health
Act which includes a "reasonable precautions" provision to enable manufacturers of
food to cover themselves in case of an accident involving the adulteration offood. The
next common cases involving foreign matter in food relate to liquid products, meat
pies and the like. The bread industry is
another area where that provision applies.
Section 291 (1) (a) of the Health Act states:

The committee recommended the extension of that time to seven days. That question became part of a division in the
committee. It is interesting to note that a
new paragraph was inserted in the report of
the committee, and at page 7 of the report
that paragraph states:

That taken all reasonable precautions against committing an offence he had at the time of the alleged
offence no reason to suspect that there was in regard to
the same any contravention of the provisions of this
part; and

Mention was made in the Statute Law Revision Committee report of the view expressed
by the Melbourne City Council that that
provision tended to provide an advantage
to defendants in those cases. The committee stated:
The committee notes this view but still places reliance on the fact that the defendant must, in the circumstances of each individual case, prove that he has met
the requirements of "reasonable precautions".

Whilst the committee is not prepared to recommend
the repeal of section 291, it does consider that authorities are under considerable disadvantage in preparing
a case by reason of only two days notice being required
when the defence of "reasonable precautions" is
intended to be used.

The committee believes that Victorian health officers can operate under section 291 and gain convictions where manufacturers are at fault, and therefore
recommends that this section remain in the Health Act
1958.

The division was carried with Ayes ten and
Noes one. Amongst the members of the
committee at that time who supported the
division were the honourable members for
Ascot Vale, Ballarat North, Berwick,
Broadmeadows and myself. As you, Mr
Acting Speaker, would know, those honourable members would have seriously considered the proposal. Only one other member
of the committee opposed the measure, and
that was the Honourable M. A. Clarke. To
this day section 291 of the Health Act has
remained in place and, until the Bill came
before Parliament, that section had not been
re-examined.
The Australian Hotels Association has
also been in contact with the Minister of
Health, to whom it has sent some submissions on what it believes to be the problems
of the proposed legislation. All honourable
members would be aware that Victorian
hotels are licensed by the Liquor Control
Commission, which is chaired by a judge
and has another judge as deputy chairman.
Officers of the Liquor Control Commission thoroughly check all hotel premises
before a licence is granted. Those officers
have a right to inspect hotels at any time to
determine whether a licence should be
renewed, to require improvements to be
made or to require facilities to be upgraded
if necesary.
The association believes the provisions
of the Bill, when passed, will impose a
double-dipping situation whereby hoteliers
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could be charged under the provisions of
the Liquor Control Act and the Bill, and
health surveyors from a municipality could
inspect the hotel and lay charges against the
hotelier for failing to comply with the conditions of the Bill. If the situation were serious enough, the Liquor Control
Commission could refuse to re-issue the
hotel with a licence.
Indeed, other action could be taken,
including the imposition of fines totalling
$20 000. The association has asked the
Government to ensure that its members be
subject to only one authority in the conduct
of hotels. The association believes, because
the Liquor Control Commission licenses
hotels for the dispensation of liquor and
spirits and covers the accommodation
aspect of the industry, the commission
should also cover all aspects of food production at hotels.
The association is also concerned at the
reasonable precautions provision. The
association has pointed out that food can be
accidentally adulterated on the premises of
a vendor, even though proper precautions
are taken. Under the provisions of the Bill,
in that instance an hotelier could be prosecuted by the Liquor Control Commission,
the Health Commission or the health surveyor of a municipality. The association
points out that its members take all reasonable precautions against food being adulterated and that those precautions should be
used as a defence in the event of a prosecution being issued where the Crown would
have to prove that all reasonable precautions had not been taken. In that instance,
the hotelier would be subject to the same
penalty as anyone else who found himself
or herself charged with selling adulterated
food.
With regard to an inspection by officers
of the Liquor Control Commission, I point
out that the Minister of Health was advised
in a letter dated 28 February from the Chief
Executive Officer of the Australian Hotels
Association, Mr Cox, that in the report of
the Davies Board of Inquiry into the Operation of the Liquor Control Act, it was stated
that the Liquor Control Commission should
be given authority to appoint two qualified
health surveyors for the purposes of the
inspection of food premises within hotels. I
do not know whether that has occurred, but
I know that qualified people inspect hotels
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from time to time. I do not know whether
they are fully qualified health surveyors, but
they would be in a position to know whether
adulterated food was being sold or stored at
an hotel. Those officers could take drastic
action against an hotelier to ensure that
adulterated food was not provided.
The association has also put an argument
on representation on the proposed Food
Standards Committee. In Victoria, the hotel
industry has a capital investment exceeding
$1 billion. It directly employs in excess of
40 000 people. It would be logical for that
group to have one representative on the
proposed Food Standards Committee to
provide advice to the Minister and the
Health Commission on the provision of
food standards. I foreshadow that during
the Committee stage the National Party will
move an amendment seeking the representation on the committee of the association.
The Minister of Health has an option to
appoint two qualified persons to the committee. Surely the size and importance of
the hotel industry would commend its representation on the committee? It is to be
hoped that the Minister will give the foreshadowed amendment his earnest
consideration.
The Victorian Bread Manufacturers
Association of Victoria has contacted me
and also, I understand, the honourable
member for Benambra and the Minister,
with regard to particular problems it is facing because of the peculiarity relating to the
limits of standards regarding the making,
baking and delivery of bread throughout the
State. In that case, a fairly large part of the
industry in the community is required to
provide daily a product that must be of the
highest standard that can be achieved.
In the submission from the association,
which I understand was also forwarded to
the Minister, it is pointed out that the
industry continually changes quantities of
the basic product for the baking of bread
and that this measure will make it extremely
difficult for the industry to comply with the
labelling provisions for packaged products.
The situation is such that it is believed
the best way to overcome the problem is to
include in the regulations that are allowed
for in the Bill a provision that would state
something like "that this product contains
not less than such a percentage by mass of
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bran". It would give the industry some flexibility to be able to move within those limits,
depending on the climatic conditions, the
temperature of the ingredients and the temperature of the room in which the bread is
being baked. It was enlightening to hear of
all the problems experienced by bakers who
must always attempt to cope with the
changing climatic conditions, which have a
limiting effect on the quantities of the various ingredients that are contained in the
end product.
One provision in the Bill will require the
manufacturer to place on a label exact
amounts of all the products contained in
the loaf of bread. The Bread Manufacturers
Association believes this is particularly
dangerous, because it immediately indicates to competitors the exact recipe being
used by one particular baker. I do not doubt
that recipes vary from place to place and,
possibly, there is some variation in the end
product that is sold to the public. The association totally opposes having to comply
with provisions such as that and, consequently, I hope the Minister will consider
making an amendment that will assist bread
manufacturers in obtaining a. certain
amount of flexibility of standards that can
be laid down within the regulations. If some
flexibility were allowed, and if there were
sufficient discussion between the Food
Standards Committee and the persons
drawing up the regulations, such an amendment should not be a gre~t problem.
Another provision about which the bread
Manufacturers Association is concerned
relates to the proceedings in a Magistrates
Court against a person who has transgressed the regulations or requirements of
the Bill, or the general regulations regarding
health standards. The offence may be of a
minor nature in some respects, often resulting in the person being released on a bond,
sometimes being convicted without penalty, or released without a conviction being
recorded. This would indicate the minor
nature of the offence compared with other
offences that come before the Magistrates
Courts relating to charges laid against food
man ufacturers.
Unfortunately, clause 4 (5) provides that
the Bill, when enacted, will override and
take paramountcy over any other Act of
Parliament. It may be that the association
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is worried that that may take away the discretion of the courts, particularly in situations where a magistrate believed that only
a light penalty should be inflicted. That may
not be possible because of the provision to
which I have just referred.
Mr Miller....:....It is only if it is inconsistent.
Mr WHITING-That is true but, again,
if one examined the provision closely, one
would realize that it would be possible for a
magistrate to consider that there was some
sort of inconsistency. The situation would
be clarified beyond all doubt if an amendment were made to indiCate that the Act
shall be read or be construed as affecting the
powers granted to a court pursuant to section 4 of the Magistrates (Summary Proceedings) Act 1975. That would remove any
doubt that may exist and would make it
much easier for the magistrate, because he
would not have to make a decision on
whether there was an inconsistency within
the provisions of the Food Bill. Therefore,
the provision of the Magistrates (Summary
Proceedings) Act could then apply.
I suggest to the Minster that he should
examine that possibility because it is something worth while and something I believe
the Bread Manufacturers Association, as a
responsible group within the community,
would put forward in the hope that if any of
its members happen to come before a ma~
istrate as a result of breaching the prOVisions of the Food Act, as it will become,
they will not have to be cau~t up in the
argument that the only provislOns available
are the penalties prescribed in th~ Bill
I have received a submission from the
Australian Institute of Health Surveyors,
which has gone into much detail in proposing a number of amendments to the Bill,
simply because it is extremely difficult to
follow. I hope the Minister has already considered that submission, if he has received
it.
One point made by the institute relates to
clause 8, which appears to contain conflicting penalties for much the same sorts of
offences. In the first place in that clause the
penalty for a first offence is 100 penalty
units, for second and subsequent offences,
200 penalty units, and a prison sentence not
exceeding six months, or both. Further on
in the same provision, it is stated that the
penalty for a first offence is 20 penalty units
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and, for the second and subsequent offences, 40 penalty units.
Mr Roper-Which one are you talking
about?
Mr WHITING-Clause 8.
Mr Miller-They are very different
offences.
Mr WHITING-Not really. The information I have received is that they are similar offences. The health surveyors of this
State believe there is a close affinity between
the two offences covered by the clause.
Mr Roper-The food technology association was concerned, on the other hand, that
they should be dealt with together.
Mr WHITING-I understand that comment from the Minister. However, the
health surveyors are the people who will
have to try to enforce the proposed legislation when it is enacted and, if they have
doubts about whether the penalties are conflicting, surely it is time the Minister or his
advisers closely examined this matter. I am
beginning to wonder whether the honourable member for Prahran is the Minister's
legal adviser. If that is the case, we may
have to unravel some of the problems that
could occur. There is no doubt that the
honourable member is a great constitutionallawyer but, when it comes to practical matters, I am not so sure.
Another matter about which the Institute
of Health Surveyors is concerned is the provision that empowers them to cause a person who has unclean or unsanitary premises
to improve their condition. The health surveyors believe provision should also be
made to cover cases in which physical
alterations or improvements need to be
made to the premises so that cleanliness can
be improved. The institute seeks an amendment of this type because this sort of situation is fairly common in the every-day work
of its members and they often find that,
because of the disrepair of the premises, it
is necessary for the structure to be improved
before the premises can be kept in a clean
and sanitary condition.
The Bill is putting the cart before the horse
if the only requirement is that the premises
be put into a clean and sanitary condition
because, in many cases, it would not be possible to do that unless the premises were
repaired.
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The Bill also makes provision for an
appeal against an order in writing given by
a health surveyor. The provision sets no
time limit on the right of appeal in connection with adulterated food or unclean premises. That matter has been raised by the
health surveyors because they believe cases
could drag on indefinitely before action is
taken by the proprietors of the premises to
bring them into the proper condition. So
long as such a proprietor claims that he
intends to appeal against the order, the
health surveyor would be stymied in trying
to give effect to the order. It is suggested
that a period of 21 days would be a suitable
time in which the proprietor of the premises
could give notice of appeal. Of course, once
the appeal has been lodged, the status quo
remains until the appeal is heard.
In my view, it would be reasonable to
include such a precaution to ensure that the
proprietor of unsatisfactory premises would
not stall and delay the improvement of the
premises. That sort of action would circumvent the whole purpose of the Bill.
At this stage, I shall confine myself to
those remarks. I have foreshadowed a number of amendments that will be moved during the Committee stage in an effort to
improve the measure and make it more
workable so that the people of Victoria will
co-operate with the Health Commission and
the Government in this important area. It
is to be hoped that the Minister, who has
had more than twelve months in which to
think about the measure, will accept the
minor amendments to which I refer so that
the legislation that is eventually passed by
Parliament will be good legislatIon. If those
minor amendments are made, the proposed
legislation would become a landmark in the
standards set for the producers and purveyors of food in Victoria, thus making this a
better State for all Victorians.
Mr KEMPTON (Warmambool)-Primarily, my concerns about the Bill relate to
two aspects. The first is the definition of
"food premises", which appears in the definitions clause. It is interesting to note that
in 1957 in a case before the Victorian
Supreme Court, the Chief Justice, Sir
Edmund Herring, as he then was, handed
down a decision that expressly excluded
hotels from the definition of "food premises" in the legislation before him. It could
well be argued that, as it is presently drafted,
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the definition in the Bill would include
hotels. That would broaden the whole scope
of the operation of food legislation in
Victoria.
This matter is of particular concern to
hoteliers and the proprietors of hotels across
the State. Some honourable members have
received correspondence from the Australian Hotels Association on this matter and
many of the proprietors of hotels in the
electorate of Warmambool have expressed
concern about the possible extension of food
legislation.
In the past, the legislature has been keen
to give deliberate attention to exempting
the hotel industry from inclusion in legislation of this kind or from registration as food
premises or eating houses, because of the
peculiar nature of the industry. There are
clear distinctions between the operations of
hotels and the operations of other food
premises. Alcoholic liquor is not sold
through most other food premises.
Although, of course, some' establishments
do serve it. Milk bars and establishments of
that nature do not. Previous enactments of
this Parliament have placed great faith in
the Liquor Control Commission preserving
its separate identity and its control over the
hotel industry.
The Australian Hotels Association is keen
to ensure that that separate identity and
control is preserved. Measures of this
nature, which, arguably, bring hotels within
the meaning of "food premises" and, therefore, within the ambit of the food legislation, complicate the situation. Such an
inclusion would mean that the control of
the hotel industry would be covered by further legislation, which would make the
administration of hotels by proprietors and
licensees that much more difficult. They
would then have to be concerned with standards imposed on them by different governing bodies and different controlling
legislation.
That is unfortunate. Indeed, to some
extent, it takes away from the operation of
the Liquor Control Commission. The
implication is that the commission, through
its currently vested powers, cannot adequately control the hotel industry as it now
operates. That is sad. If the Minister is so
concerned, he should expressly state it.
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The way to approach the resolution of
that problem would be to amend the appropriate liquor control laws and not to further
complicate the situation by introducing a
Bill of this kind.
Hoteliers will need to take legal advice as
to the requirements now being imposed
upon them by the Bill. They will face added
costs to ensure that they meet the requirements and, by broadening the legislation,
the Government will· also face increased
costs in an area that had been satisfactorily
administered in the past by the Liquor Control Commission.
The whole issue of liquor licensing and
control of liquor premises ought not to be
brought within the ambit of the Bill. The
measure will do nothing to improve the
operation of hotel premises. Indeed, in the
past, it has been necessary to preserve a delicate balance in relation to hotel and liquor
licences. Because of that and because of the
sensitive nature of the hotel business, it is
important that only one Government
instrumentality should have responsibility
for overseeing registration, construction,
maintenance and other matters concerned
with the hotel industry. Indeed, the Liquor
Control Act makes it mandatory for the
chairman of the commission to be a judicial
appointment. That is significant and, to
some extent, a Bill of this nature undermines the importance of that position and
detracts from the operation of the liquor
licensing laws as they have stood for some
time. I hope that the Minister will take on
board those comments.
Under the definition of "food premises",
provision is made for exemption from the
operation of the Bill. If that means that it is
necessary to exempt each individual hotel,
it will make the operation of the Bill cumbersome and unsatisfactory. The simple
solution would be to define "food premises" in such a manner that it exempts hotels
and all of those bodies that are governed by
the current liquor control laws.
In the light of my reference to the judgment of the Chief Justice, Sir Edmund Herring, there may be some judicial or
interpretive problem in relation to what
"food premises" actually means. I direct that
matter to the attention of the Minister
because, in the light of His Honour's judgment, the definition enshrined in the Bill
adds some degree of complication. That is
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an unnecessary situation that oUght to be
ironed out before it becomes necessary to
seek further refinement of the definition in
the courts or for further amendments to be
made later.
I am also concerned about the lack of
defence provisions in the Bill. Indeed, clause
8 imposes various penalties and, on my
reading of it, it does not provide for adequate defences. If it is the intention of the
Bill to impose a strict liability situation in
relation to breaches of the Act, that is totally
unsatisfactory because it leaves open a draconian imposition of penalities, even where
the operator of the food premises concerned
has taken reasonable precautions to ensure
that the food served is of an adequate standard. In addition to that, as the Minister
would be aware, when legislation seeks to
impose strict liability, courts have tended
in the past to read that down in favour of
the person or body being prosecuted and,
indeed, have tended to read into legislation
of a strict liability nature an element of mens
rea, that is, an element of intention. It will
be interesting to hear whether the Minister
has turned his mind to that.
That situation would further complicate
the Bill. It would certainly increase the burden of proof. Indeed, I gather that the reason for the absence of a defence provision
is for the purpose of facilitating prosecution. The net result of omitting a defence
provision may be that the courts will do as
they have done in the past and incorporate
an intentional aspect. That would make the
burden of proof beyond reasonable doubt
and conviction much more difficult. The
Minister should give consideration to that
matter in the interests of the smooth working of the Bill.
The honourable member for Benambra
has foreshadowed amendments that the
Opposition is keen to have included in the
Bill to ensure that adequate defences are
available. The provision for defence would
overcome the problem of it being seen as an
offence of strict liability under clause 8 of
the Bill, thereby removing the possibility of
judicial interpretation allowing for incorporation of a mens rea or intentional aspect
before prosecution could be successful. Further, it would allow for a defence which, on
any reasonable consideration, would be
appropriate in circumstances envisaged for
the protection of consumers of food under
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clause 8. The Minister should consider the
incorporation of this type of defence provision for those two reasons.
I have had the dubious pleasure of being
involved in prosecutions under food legislation. In the past, that legislation has taken
account of a statutory defence. It seems to
me that there are many arguments for
incorporating a defence provision in this
type of measure, as it applies to all food
premises under the Bill. Such a provision
will make the Bill much more workable.
I will elaborate further in the Committee
stage on the Opposition's foreshadowed
amendments. In the circumstances, it seems
that such a provision would be sensible, and
not merely for allowing food premises to be
able to be exculpated from prosecution
under the Bill but, more importantly, to
allow an incentive for better food provision
for the benefit of consumers in food
premises.
Mrs SIBREE (Kew)-Some of the points
that I intended to canvass have already been
dealt with by other speakers. However, I
will comment on a couple of areas. Firstly,
I commend the Government on the fact that
the Bill is an attempt to achieve a national
code for food standards. The Bill contains a
couple of provisions that are necessary and
will make the situation fairer in the provision of food in the retail area.
I will comment on a couple of matters of
which, hopefully, the Minister will take note,
regarding the regulation-making powers in
the Bill, particularly as we live in a society
where more and more take-away and junk
food is available. I would have hoped that a
Bill of this significance in today's society
would not have simply mentioned how
many ounces of flour or how many ounces
of soy beans may be in a product. Members
of the community are more conscious of
what they are eating and the quality of what
they are eating. In examining what the Bill
may be able to achieve on behalf of society,
through regulation by Government, I hope
that it can be used in a constructive manner.
I was recently involved in a case involving a constituent in the electorate I represent. I commend the fact that the Bill
changes the warranty provisions between the
wholesale provider of the food product and
the retailer. A specialist food shop in the
electorate I represent obtained a Dutch
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bread from a particular bread manufacturer. Under the provisions of the Food Act,
a requirement for a written warranty existed.
This case points out the ludicrousness of
the problems of food legislation.
The retailer who obtained the high quality, nutritional bread from the manufacturer was prosecuted because he sold the
bread which had two extra teaspoons of
water in it. The two extra teaspoons of water
would not hurt anyone, but because of the
strict provisions of the current Act regarding retailers, wholesalers and producers and
the requirement for written guarantees, the
constituent was prosecuted quite severely
because he provided to the public an
extremely nutritional, well-valued piece of
food.
The irony of the whole matter is that white
bread was being sold in an adjoining milk
bar. White bread is full of sugar and has
extremely little nutritional value, but the
retailers of that bread are not prosecuted.
White bread does more damage to the health
of children and adults than the bread being
sold by the specialist food shops. Honourable members should be looking towards
standards that do not simply mention the
number of teaspoons of water but those that
mention the nutritional value of the product and encourage members of the community to examine the nutritional value of
food.
I am pleased to note that the Bill changes
the warranty provisions between manufacturers and wholesalers to retailers where a
strict liability currently exists. Retailers have
little control over the product they are given,
and they must rely on assurances and that
fact is now written into the Bill that the
foods they are receiving on behalf of the
public comply with the provisions of the
Bill.
Consideration needs to be given to provisions relating to junk food and to try to
discourage people from regularly eating that
type of food. That matter cannot be properly dealt with in this Bill but, nevertheless,
regulations should be moving more in that
direction; a nutritional approach should be
used rather than a strictly scientific
approach.
The health type bar is now being developed in society. Too often, people buy that
type of product without really having any
idea of whether they are of value to them
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and whether they're raying extremely high
prices for items 0 spurious value. In
attempting to introduce uniformity in food
Bills throughout Australia and regulations
that mention nutritional value and value
for money, we can attempt to educate the
public about what they are buying and what
they are receiving for their money.
I support the general tenor of the Bill. I
support the changes to the warranty provisions and I support what my colleagues, the
honourable members for Benambra and
Warrnambool, have said regarding the strict
provisions for defence. It is of great concern
to people who take reasonable care and act
in a bona fide way in producing food and
who, through no irresponsibility or negligence, are prosecuted. The Opposition is
correct in pressing that reasonable defences
should be included in the Bill. Little legislation exists where there is absolute and
strict liability. No one will start trying to
produce food which is polluted in any way.
An ability should be available for the defence of reasonable care, and that should be
incorporated in the Bill to provide care and
adequate protection.
As a law student, I can remember the horrific cases I used to study about mice in
Coca Cola bottles and so on. Unfortunately,
those days are still not over, but where no
negligence or possible intent exists, protection must be provided for manufacturers.
With the request to the Minister to examine
the real effects of legislation in terms of the
nutritional value rather than the scientific
analysis of what we are eating, I commend
the Bill.
Mr ROPER (Minister of Health)-I
thank the honourable members who have
spoken during the debate and I will respond
to comments made by the honourable
member for Mildura who suggested that
there was something odd in the way that
this Bill has been approached, because it is
the Food Bill (No. 2) and contains a substantial number of amendments from the
original Food Bill, which was withdrawn.
The pattern of development that I have
chosen is to prepare proposed legislation, to
make it available to the House and to the
public and to ask for comments about it. As
some honourable members will be aware,
this Bill was under way during the term of
the previous Government. This Government refined that proposed legislation and
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discussed it with a variety of ~oups in the
community and then brought It into Parliament. Honourable members and many
interest groups in the community commented on it.
More than 80 separate submissions were
received from interest groups, professional
associations, municipal councils and other
Government departments. Five Government departments commented on the Bill,
as did more than 30 organizations and more
than 50 municipalities. The summary of the
comments are contained in a document of
more than 100 pages.
Having received those comments, the
Government then examined them
extremely carefully over a long period, as
my colleagues, the honourable member for
Glenhuntly and the honourable member for
Prahran will testify. The Government
adopted many of the propositions put forward by various groups. I met with people
such as those from the food industry and a
number of points that they put forward were
taken into account.
The different qualities of offences-with
which the honourable member for Mildura
has found difficulty in coping-was a matter put before the Government by the food
industry, just as the Government had to
deal with the problem of food for export,
which was drawn to the Governmenfs
attention by industry groups.
All of those submissions were taken into
account. Few of them did not have an
impact on the amendments to the Bill before
the House. The Government considers that
to be an appropriate way of developing
complex legislation. As the Bill passes
through Parliament, it is much improved
because of the opportunity of various organizations to make comments. Some organizations have made further comments on
the proposed legislation. Most of the comments referred to by the honourable members for Benambra and Mildura were
comments in the tenor of the first set of
comments made by various organizations
which had already been considered by the
Government. Discussions were held with a
whole range of groups about the proposed
legislation.
A number of points were raised during
the second-reading debate. I refer to the defence of reasonable precautions which is an
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issue that has been before the Victorian
public for a considerable time. Victoria is
the only State to include this clause in its
Health Act. Municipal councils and health
surveyors have advised that the way in
which the clause has been interpreted in the
courts makes the gaining of a convictionwhen a conviction should occur-more
difficult.
This is not to take away from the defence
that can be offered by any person or company that they have taken precautions to
prevent the issue before the court from
occurring. The court must weigh up the evidence in deciding whether a penalty should
be found and, if so, what the level of penalty
should be. The Government has come down
on the side of those municipal councils and
health surveyors who believe the defence of
reasonable precautions, as it currently exists
in the legislation, is not in the interests of
the public.
The honourable member for Benambra
mentioned the need for uniformity of
administration. He believed there should
be seminars and other such arrangements
to improve the uniformity of administration. If the honourable member did not say
that, that was the impression I gained from
his comments. I am pleased if that was not
the impression the honourable member
intended to give.
The Government has deliberately left the
health surveying responsibility with local
government. Differences may occur from
one municipality to another, but we need to
ensure that all health surveyors have access
to up-to-date information and opportunities to exchange views. That will have the
affect of increasing the uniformity of
practice.
It has also been argued-not in this
place-that the reasonable precautions defence will harm Victorian industry. However, as the provision is not contained in
any other State legislation or any proposed
model food Bill, that would not be the result.
Honourable members also referred to
ingredient labelling in the bread industry
and that will be discussed during the Committee stage. The honourable member for
Kew mentioned the nutritional value of
products. I do not want to get into arguments about the most important ingredients of a product that one could find in
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Victoria being the sesame seeds on top of a
bun!
In the long term, the Bill provides for the
growing community awareness of nutritional matters. This has been accepted by
the Government which is currently preparing campaigns about the importance of adequate nutrition and diet. The Government
considers that that is not achieved through
the legislative process but rather through
health promotion and education. Work has
been continuing in that area for some time
and is now being accelerated.
Honourable members mentioned hotels,
a matter which the Government has carefully examined, because more than half of
the meals prepared for sale are prepared in
hotel premises. Some hotels are moving
towards the sale of take-away foods. The
honourable member for Mildura suggested
that inspectors of the Liquor Control Commission have experience in this area. No
one is suggesting that the inspectors do not
perform a conscientious job, but they do
not have the training one would expect of a
health surveyor. The Liquor Control Commission inspectors have a variety of skills,
which mayor may not include skills in the
area of cleanliness and safety of food and
food premises. They do not have the opportunity of bringing to bear on food premises
in hotels, the skills of a health surveyor.
In addition, in emergencies these people
call upon health surveyors in any case
because there is an understanding that
because of the breadth of their task they
cannot be as expert in the area of health
surveying as the health surveyor. There are
comparatively few inspectors to cover the
whole State. As we know from our experience, regular inspections need to take place
because conditions can deteriorate alarmingly owing to slovenley habits or lack of
attention by operators.
The Government considers that it should
ensure more regular attention-not just
prosecutions, because that is not the aim of
the proposed legislation-and assistance to
food premises in hotels by having the local
council and health surveyor play a part in
this area.
One cannot speak about a food Bill when
the producers of more than half of the meals
for sale are not covered by the proposed
legislation. As honourable members will
discover during the Committee stage, the
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Government has produced a number of
amendments aimed at reducing the bureaucratic complexity that could have been faced
by licencees in dealing with the provisions
and leaving a large part of the responsibility
with the Liquor Control Commission,
although at the same time ensuring that the
matters about which we are concerned-the
regular and adequate inspections-are dealt
with appropriately. There are a number of
amendments in relation to licensed
premises.
In this proposed legislation, the Government has exhaustively sought the views of
a wide variety of community groups. Some
additional material is about to be put before
the Government tonight, and it will urgently
consider whether additional amendments
are required. It is sU&$ested that the honourable member who cnticized the number of
amendments in the Bill has himself foreshadowed more amendments than any other
honourable member in the Committee
stage. This Bill needs wide community
input, which has been sought by the
Government.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time and
committed.
Clauses 1 and 2 were agreed to.
Progress was reported.
CONSUMER AFFAIRS (ITEM
PRICING) BILL
The House went into Committee for the
further consideration of this Bill.
Discussion was resumed of clause 1.
Mr RICHARDSON (Forest Hill)-I
move:
Clause I, line, 6 omit "(Item Pricing)" and insert
"(Electronic Pricing)".

The changes that are suggested by this
amendment are consistent with the thrust
of the proposed legislation described in the
Minister's second-reading speech. The proposed wordin~ more accurately describes the
Bill since it IS directed towards the retail
stores that have electronic pricing mechanisms at the checkouts. Therefore, the
Opposition su~ests to the Committee that
it is in line WIth the Government's intention and, more importantly, is more accurate as a description of the proposed
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legislation and its intent. This Bill is about
electronic scanning equipment and electronic pricing devices and therefore the
Opposition proposes that the measure more
appropriately should be described as an
electronic pricing Bill rather than item pricing Bill.
Mr McNAMARA (Benalla)-The
National Party supports the Liberal Party
and it has a similar amendment for its first
amendment. The Minister stated during the
second-reading debate that this proposed
legislation is to control electronic scanning
stores, and the amendment put forward by
the Liberal Party defines the purposes of the
Bill. The National Party has no complaint
with the amendment so moved.
Mr SPYKER (Minister of Consumer
Affairs)-The Government rejects the
amendment because it would discriminate
against electronic scanning as there may well
be a situation where a store may decide to
become a lock-up store, or a conventional
store may desist from itemized pricing. This
would discriminate against the store with
electronic scanning equipment. I made it
clear during the debate that the Government is not opposed to new technology; it
does not accept the proposition that technolo~y will not be introduced because it
consIders there are many benefits for serving consumers in Victoria with new efficient
technology. The Government has repeatedly said that it wants to ensure that at all
times the consumer has an understanding
and a clear indication of the prices being
charged, so the Government rejects the
amendment moved by the Opposition.
Mr RICHARDSON (Forest Hill)-The
Minister of Consumer Affairs appears to
have either misunderstood deliberately or
failed to comprehend the point I made. The
rejection by the Government of the amendment that has been moved by the Opposition and supported by the National Party
does nothing to change the position that has
been adopted by the Government. The
amendment is completely supportive of that
position, and it is completely consistent with
the remarks made by the Minister in his
second-reading speech.
There is nothing discriminatory in referring in the Bill to ~~electronic pricing". The
argument does not hinge on whether the
Government is supportive of or is opposed
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to the installation of electronic equipment
in stores. The Bill is about electronic equipment in stores.
Mr Spyker-It is about item pricing.
Mr RICHARDSON-It is not about
item pricing. The proposed legislation is
about electronic equipment in stores. There
was constant reference to it in the Minister's second-reading speech, in the proposed legislation and in public statements
that have been made by the Government
on this issue.
The Government is trying to evade the
reality of the matter. It is trying to draw a
smoke-screen across its real intentions. The
Government would be much more honest
if it accepted the amendment moved by the
Opposition to omit the words ~~item pricing" and insert the words "electronic pricing" in the title of the Bill.
Mr McNAMARA (Benalla)-To expedite matters, it would make sense if a decision could be made on the amendment
moved by the honourable member for F orest Hill, as his and the first amendment that
I had proposed to move are identical. They
both propose to omit the words "item pricing" and insert the words "electronic pricing". I ask the Committee whether a
decision on this amendment will be taken
as a decision on the amendment circulated
in my name.
The amendment was negatived, and the
clause was agreed to.
Clause 2
Mr RICHARDSON (Forest Hill)-I
move:
Clause 2, line 15, omit "Item Pricing" and insert
"Electronic Pricing".

Since I have already canvassed·the reasons
why the words "item pricing" should be
replaced by the words "electronic pricing",
I do not propose to repeat my remarks.
Mr McNAMARA (Benalla)-The
National Party supports the amendment; it
is clear cut.
Mr SPYKER (Minister of Consumer
Affairs)-The Government rejects the
amendment moved by the Opposition
because, during the second-reading debate,
which was extensive and extended over a
long time, it was made clear that the Bill is
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about item pricing. The consumers understand item pricing and the Opposition is
drawing a smoke-screen across the trail by
trying to change the wording of the Bill.
The amendment was negatived.
Mr SPYKER (Minister of Consumer
Affairs)-I move:
Clause 2, line 15, after "Pricing" insert: "ss. 13AB.
-13AG.".

The reason for the amendment will become
clear when the Committee is considering
clause 3 as this is a consequential drafting
amendment.
Mr RICHARDSON (Forest Hill)-The
first aspect that strikes the observer, as one
looks at the array of amendments to be proposed by the Minister, is how incompetent
the Government has been in drafting the
Bill. The Government proposes to move no
fewer than nineteen amendments. The
Minister admitted a moment ago that there
had been an enormous amount of public
discussion on the matter and the Government has had a long time in which to prepare its argument. One would have thought
that it would have had ample time to prepare the proposed legislation properly.
However, one finds that the Government is
so inept that it needs to propose this array
of amendments to the Committee. All that
exercise does is illustrate the incompetence
of the Government.
The Minister has said that the amendment to proposed sections 13AB-13AG will
become immediately apparent as a consequence of the insertion of the amendment.
I do not believe the Minister should be
allowed to get away with such an explanation so easily. The Committee requires an
explanation from the Minister of, firstly,
why the Government needs to propose the
amendment at this stage, and, secondly,
precisely what the Minister intends to
achieve by the amendment? I challenge the
Minister to explain the amendment to the
Committee and to provide the answers to
those questions.
Mr McNAMARA (Benalla)-I support
the remarks of the honourable member for
Forest Hill. The Minister simply moving
that "after 'Pricing' insert: sections
13AB-13AG" does not clarify the matter for
the Committee. I am sure that anyone reading Hansard where this matter is discussed
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will be more confused than honourable
members in the Chamber and will not be
able to follow what the Minister intends to
introduce. Before the Committee votes on
the amendment, I ask the Minister to provide clarification and to advise the Committee what he proposes by the amendment.
Mr SPYKER (Minister of Consumer
Affairs)-During the second-readinr debate,
the Opposition stated that the Bil needed
tidying up and that is the reason why there
are so many proposed amendments to clause
3. The amendment to clause 2 clarifies the
various parts of clause 3 as the Government
has taken notice of many of the comments
made by members of the Opposition and
the National Party.
Honourable members interjecting.
I am amazed that the Leader of the
National Party is still not aware that there
are female members of Parliament. It will
become apparent when the Committee is
considering clause 3 why the Government
is proposing the amendment to clause 2.
Mr RICHARDSON (Forest Hill)-The
Committee has just experienced an extraordinary display of ineptitude by a Minister
of the CroWD. The Minister does not know
what is meant by the amendment that he is
proposins. The Government had the proposed legtslation so wrong that it has had to
propose nineteen amendments to the Bill.
When the Minister is asked the simple
question, "What is the meaning of the
expression 'ss. 13AB.-13AG.''', which he
suggests should be included, he does not
know the answer. The Minister went off on
a journey of irrelevance to try to change the
subject and to get out of having to answer
the question, "What does the amendment
mean?" The simple fact is that the Minister
does not know what it means.
Mrs SETCHES (Ringwood)-In speaking against the National Party's amendment and the Opposition's amendment-Mr RICHARDSON (Forest Hill)- Mr
Chairman, I raise a point of order. It is one
of definition. Which amendment is being
debated by the honourable member for
Ringwood? The honourable member
referred to her opposition to the Liberal
Party's amendment and the National
Party's amendment. As I understand it, the
Committee is not debating amendments
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moved by either the National Party or the
it is debating an amendment
moved by this inept Minister.
Mr McNAMARA (Benalla)-On the
point of order, Sir, I claim to have been
misrepresented. The amendment to which
the honourable member for Ringwood is
opposed, is in fact, the amendment moved
by the Minister and not an amendment
moved by the National Party. The honourable member for Ringwood should make
the position clear. Is it the Government's
amendment to which she is opposed?
Mr A. J. SHEEHAN (Ivanhoe)-On the
point of order, the reponse from the Opposition and the National Party is quite
understandable because their ineptitude is
paralleled only by their ignorance. The
honourable member for Ringwood was
speaking about the opposition to the Minister's amendment by the conglomerate
opposition.
The CHAIRMAN (Mr Wilton)-Order!
There is no point of order. I am yet to hear
the substance of what the honourable member for Ringwood is attempting to put to
the Committee. I suggest to other honourable members that the honourable member
for Ringwood should be allowed to make
her comments so that the Committee can
understand what she is saying.
Mrs SETCHES (Ringwood)-I support
the amendment moved by the Minister of
Consumer Affairs. The Government,
through the amendment, is attempting to
meet the matters raised by the Opposition
and the National Party during the secondreading debate by including a new definition of··grocery store".
Mr EBERY (Midlands)-The Committee has not received an adequate explanation of what the amendment does. In an
inept fashion, the Minister has endeavoured to explain the reasons for the amendment but all we have heard so far is that the
amendment is being moved in response to
matters raised by the Opposition. I believe
the Committee is entitled to know exactly
what the amendment means and Hansard
should contain an accurate and detailed
explanation of the amendment. It is a nonsense that the Minister cannot explain the
amendment and the Government backbenchers are unable to help the Minister to
explain the details.
Opposition~
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Mr SPYKER (Minister of Consumer
Affairs)-I am amazed at the lack of knowledge displayed by members of the opposition parties. This is a consequential
amendment and everything will be made
clear when the Committee debates clause 3,
to which the Government intends to move
eighteen amendments. The expression ··ss.
13AB.-13AG." refers to amendments that
will be moved to clause 3. This will all
become crystal clear, even to the extremely
dense members on the Opposition side of
the Chamber, when clause 3 is dealt with.
I know honourable members opposite
have had a rough week in Parliament, but I
should have thought that even they would
understand the situation.
The amendment was agreed to, and the
clause, as amended, was adopted.
Clause 3
Mr RICHARDSON (Forest Hill)-Mr
Chairman, I seek your guidance, I am not
sure which amendments should take precedence. Do you wish me to move my amendments, Sir?
The CHAIRMAN(Mr Wilton)-Order!
As I understand the situation, the amendments the honourable member for Benalla
intends to move will take precedence over
the other amendments that have been circulated. Therefore, I shall now call the
honourable member for Benalla.
Mr McNAMARA (Benalla)-I move:
Clause 3, page 2, after line 5, insert• "Australian Product Number Symbol" means a bar
code which complies with the specifications of the
International Article Number Association.
"Checkout point" means the point in a grocery store
where persons are required to pay for items of goods.
"Electronic scanner checkout system" means a system, employed at the checkout point in a grocery store,
by which the price of each item of goods brought to the
checkout by a customer is found by the use of a machine
which reads Australian Product Number Symbols on
items and refers to the item price file of the store to
apply to the item the price allotted in the file to the
item represented by the symbol.
"Field size" in relation to any label, receipt or other
document or thing on which any information is displayed means the available number of spaces for characters on the label, receipt, document or thing.
"Fixture" includes shelf, stand or fitting.'.

All those matters were brought to the attention of the Government during the debate
on the Bill. The various retailers have been
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most concerned about the inadequacies of that difficulty. It is my hope that the Ministhe Bill which fail to have proper definitions ter of Housing has been able to assist the
Minister of Consumer Affairs and, by such
for the items.
assistance, the Minister will understand that
The Retail Traders Association has even the logic proposed by the honourable memgone to the trouble of getting Moules, a ber for Benalla in the amendment is absorespected firm of barristers and solicitors, lutely impeccable and should be accepted.
to study the proposed legislation in the
Mrs SETCHES (Ringwood)-The Govminutest detail. The firm brought to my
ernment opposes the amendment. The
attention and that of the honourable mem- amendment
changes the whole thrust of the
ber for Forest Hill many glaring deficiencies Bill to an electronic
basis rather than an
in the Bill.
item-pricing basis. The thrust of the Bill as
Earlier when I discussed the foreshad- evinced in the second-reading speech and
owed amendments, it was mentioned that debate is to ensure that every single item in
it is a disgrace that the proposed legislation a grocery store is item priced. The amendis being introduced along with so many ment will change the emphasis to electronic
technical amendments to be made to it by scanning.
the Minister of Consumer Affairs to clear
Mr RICHARDSON (Forest Hill)-The
up its deficiencies. Although improving the debate has taken an extraordinary turn. The
Bill should not be the job of the Opposition Minister of Consumer Affairs must not only
or the third party, we take on that role as be assisted in detail by a fellow Minister but
responsible Parliamentarians because, if the is also not able to debate the matter himself.
Bill were allowed to pass in its present form, The honourable gentleman must call on a
it would be a disaster.
back-bench member of the Labor Party to
The Minister indicated privately that a put the case. The honourable member for
substantial majority of my amendments will Ringwood has got it all wrong.
be accepted in principle. I hope the Minister
The honourable member reminds me a
will be gracious enough to accept this little of Alice in Wonderland when she
amendment because it improves the defini- remarked, "Curiouser and curiouser!". The
tions in the proposed legislation, yet makes honourable member for Ringwood has
no structural changes to the impact of the totally misunderstood the amendment. The
Bill. The amendment is definitive and, if definitions are internationally recognized
accepted, will lead to an easier operation of definitions of standardized examples of
the Bill in the workplace.
equipment, practices and procedures relatMr RICHARDSON (Forest Hill)-The ing to the equipment which is presently not
Opposition supports the amendment moved included in this ineptly drafted legislation.
by the honourable member for Benalla. It
The acceptance by the Government of the
would have been most strange if it had not amendment would do nothing to change the
done so. The changes suggested through the nature of the Bill or its thrust. It will not, as
amendment will improve the technical def- the honourable member stated, divert the
initions in the proposed legislation. The def- emphasis from item pricing to electronic
initions that are contained in the scanning. The amendment does none of
amendment are internationally recognized those things. It inserts into a shoddy piece
and relate to electronic scanning devices, of proposed legislation some fundamental
and product numbers as well as other tech- internationally recognized definitions that
nical definitions about the operation of should have been included in the first place.
electronic equipment of the kind under
Mr SPYKER (Minister of Consumer
consideration in the Bill.
Affairs)-I make it clear that the thrust of
If the Minister were to reject the amend- the changes the Opposition wants to introment, it would make a complete mockery duce into the proposed legislation are
ofany position that he and the Government shoddy, despicable and represent a false
might wish to adopt. I note that the Minis- code of practice. That is what they are about.
ter has been in some difficulty over the past
Mr B. J. EVANS (Gippsland East)-On
few minutes and has sought the assistance a point of order, the amendment simply
of a fellow Minister to help him overcome deals with a number of definitions. I suggest
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that the precedent established in the Com- checkout system, and so on. The National
mittee over many years is that the debate Party has moved the amendment to bring
on the amendment must be confined to the those definitions in line with what is the
subject-matter of the amendments.
internationally accepted definitions of those
I suggest the Minister is irrelevant in talk- items.
ing about introducing codes of practice and
It is totally irrelevant for the Minister to
other matters. The Committee is entitled to refer to a code of practice, and so on. That
discuss only the definitions contained in the reference refers to amendments that the
amendment moved by the honourable honourable member for Forest Hill intends
member for Benalla, not their purpose or to move later, not to the amendment before
anything else; only whether the definitions the Committee. As I have mentioned, all
are appropriate under the circumstances.
these matters are purely areas of definition
The CHAIRMAN (Mr Wilton)-Order! relating to electronic equipment and it is
There is no point of order. It is always open essential that they be clarified now, because,
during a debate that when one honourable ifnot, much trouble will be caused by these
member, regardless of what side of the matters in the courts.
House he or she may be on, puts forward an
Parliament has a responsibility to clarify
argument, the opportunity is then made in legislation how a Bill should operate. The
available to another honourable member to Minister of Consumer Affairs has decided
to abrogate that responsibility. He has
refute that argument.
washed his hands of it. He has done a PonMr SPYKER (Minister of Consumer tius Pilate act and says he will not accept a
Affairs)-It displays a lack of understand- thing. He is talking of trying to reach
ing by the Opposition of what the legislative consensus.
measure is about. I have tried extremely
He well knows that the National Partfs
hard to reach some understanding and a
compromise with the opposition parties. proposed amendments have not changed
The measure has been delayed as a result. I since the last sessional period and they are
considered that if common ground could be the ones that have been discussed recently.
found, I would make every endeavour to If reasonableness were to prevail, he would
be prepared to accept the National Party's
reach that position.
amendments. They do not drastically
I advise the Committee that the Govern- change the direction of the Bill. They are
ment is not able to accept any of the oppo- basically definitions.
sition parties amendments from this point
Obviously, someone has been in the ear
onwards. It is clear that their amendments
have come from the Australian Product of the Minister. He is getting a push by the
Number Association Ltd, because I was lunatic left, without doubt-he is part of the
given the same amendments by that orga- lunatic left. The National Party is trying to
nization, word for word. Those parties have straighten out a legislative measure that is a
complete mish-mash. It is a little bit of
not thought this measure out themselves.
everything.
Reading it is like reading bits
The Trade Practices Commission has not
and
pieces
of
fairy tales-like reading Alice
endorsed the proposals contained in the
amendment. They are not recommended in Wonderland-as the honourable mem..
anywhere in the world. Even a voluntary ber for Forest Hill said.
It is not the responsibility of opposition
code of practice is not in operation anywhere. The Government rejects the parties to try to tidy up legislative measures,
but that responsibility has been thrust on
amendment.
the
opposition parties because the Minister
Mr McNAMARA (Benalla)-Either the
Minister of Consumer Affairs does not of Consumer Affairs is not prepared to look
understand the amendment or he is delib- at the Bill reasonably.
Ifhe is to continue with that attitude, one
erately trying to mislead the Committee. I
made it perfectly clear that the amendment may as well forget the Committee stage of
I am moving contains amendments to the the Bill because his attitude makes a mockproposed legislation that are purely matters ery of it. After dealing with only two or
of definition and talk of an Australian pro- three amendments, the Minister has stated
duct number symbol, an electronic scanner that he will not accept anything, even before
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any discussion on the other proposed
amendments and before either the National
Party or the Opposition has an opportunity
of explaining these amendments, and there
are approximately another twenty
amendments.
The Minister of Consumer Affairs is saying that he is reasonable but he is making a
mockery of the whole process. He may as
well shut up and go home if that is the way
in which he wishes Parliament to operate
because he is not fulfilling his responsibilities. The more he speaks, the more he shows
his incompetence. He does not understand
the legislative measure. He has had other
Ministers prompting him all the way
through this Bill trying to explain his own
amendments to him because he does not
understand them. He has had back-bench
members of the Government party trying
to explain Government amendments to
him. What a mockery!
The CHAIRMAN (Mr Wilton)-Order!
I should explain to the Committee that it
will be voting on the second amendment
submitted by the honourable member for
Benalla and that it is not dealing with the
extraneous matter that has come into the
debate. I point out to the Committee-and
I suppose it is the only word I can think
of-that the avalanche of amendments to
Bills places the Chairman of Committees in
the difficult situation of ensuring that all
honourable members have their inherent
right to put their ar~uments before the
Committee. I emphaSIze that at this time
the Committee is dealing with the second
amendment submitted by the honourable
member for Benalla.
The Committee divided on Mr
McNamara's amendment (Mr Wilton in the
chair).
Ayes
28
No~ ..
~
Majority against the
amendment
Mr Austin
MrBrown
MrBurgin
MrDelzoppo
Mr Dickinson
MrEbery
MrEvans
(Gippsland East)

AYES
MrHann
MrJona
MrKempton
MrLeigh
Mr Lieberman
MrMcGrath
MrMcKellar
MrMcNamara
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Mr Maclellan
MrRamsay
MrReynolds
Mr Richardson
Mr Ross-Edwards
Mr Saltmarsh
Mrs Sibree

MrCain
Miss Callister
MrCathie
. DrCoghill
MrCrabb
MrCulpin
MrEmst
Mr Fogarty
MrFordham
MrGavin
MrGray
Mr Harrowfield
Mr Hassett
MrsHiII
MrHockley
Mr Ihlein
Mr Jolly
MrKennedy
MrKirkwood
Mr McCutcheon
MrMcDonald
Mr Micallef
MrMiller

MrKennett
Mrs Patrick

MrTanner
MrWallace
MrWhiting
MrWilliams
Tellers:
MrJasper
MrSteggall
NOES
MrNorris
MrPope
MrsRay
Mr Remington
MrRoper
MrRowe
MrsSetches
MrSheehan
(Ballarat South)
MrShell
Mr Sidiropoulos
MrSimmonds
MrSimpson
MrSpyker
MrsToner
MrTrezise
MrWalsh
MrWilkes
Tellers:
MrSeitz
MrSheehan
(Ivanhoe)

PAIRS
Mr Stirling
MrMathews

Mr McNAMARA (Benalla)-Mr Chairman, amendments Nos. 3 and 4 circulated
in my name both deal with clause 3 and
relate to consecutive lines of the clause. Do
you wish me to speak to both amendments
or to deal with each one separately? I seek
your ruling.
The CHAIRMAN (Mr Wnton)-I suggest that the honourable member for Benalla concentrate on amendment No. 3. In
this way he will be able to determine the
attitude of the Committee to that amendment, which has some bearing on the next
amendment.
Mr McNAMARA-I move:
Clause 3, page 2, line 6, omit "consumed" and insert
"eaten",

The National Party is endeavouring to clarify the proposed legislation and bring it into
line with the intention that was stated by
the Minister-that this provision would
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apply to retail grocers and to food items. It
is thought appropriate that the word "consumed" should be omitted and the word
"eaten" should be inserted.
There are many items that in a legal sense
could be consumer items but, of course, the
real test is whether they can actually be
eaten. I refer to items such as panty hose
and razor blades. I do not think that, by any
stretch of the imagination, one could suggest that those items could be eaten. They
could be consumed as consumer items.
Honourable members interjecting.
The CHAIRMAN-Order! As I have
already indicated to the Committee, three
sets of amendments have been submitted
by the National Party, the Liberal Party and
the Government. I am endeavouring to
assimilate all of the amendments to the
various clauses. That is extremely difficult,
so I seek the co-operation of the Committee
in ensuring that all honourable members
who have intimated a wish to submit
amendments will have ample opportunity
of presenting their arguments to the
Committee.
Mr McNAMARA-The National Party
has moved the amendment because the
Minister has said that he does not want the
Bill to cover all those other items. It is the
desire of the Government that the Bill apply
to all Victorian retail stores in which groceries are sold. The National Party has received
a legal opinion from the respected firm of
barristers and solicitors, Moules, which
pointed out that, for the Bill to work effectively, it is essential that the definition be
clarified. Moules has advised that it could
be broadly interpreted that all matters that
could be consumed would be far wider than
the term "groceries". On logic alone, the
Government should accept the amendment
moved.
The Minister said that the Government
is not prepared to accept any of the amendments that will be moved by the National
Party and the Opposition. However, if it is
the desire of the Government that the Bill
work sensibly, it should accept the
amendment.
Mr RICHARDSON (Forest Hill)-The
Opposition supports the amendment moved
by the honourable member for Benalla and
urges the Government to take note of the
points he has made. Both the Opposition
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and the National Party are doing their
utmost to assist the Government to improve
this poorly drafted Bill. One of the fundamental corrections which needs to be made
is the use of the expression "consumed".
The Concise Oxford Dictionary. defines
~~consume" as: "Make away with; use up;
eat,"-which is the definition intended by
the Government-~~drink up; spend; waste;"
and '~waste way".
Obviously the Government intended
"consume" to mean to be eaten by humans.
However, even in the Concise Oxford
Dictionary the word "consume" means far
more than simply to eat. If one went to the
Shorter Oxford Dictionary, one would find
an even greater number of definitions of the
word "consume." If one went to the Complete Oxford Dictionary, one would find an
even more expanded number of definitions
of the word ~'consume~~.
The Opposition supports the honourable
member for Benalla in his attempt to assist
this incompetent Minister in this incompetently drafted piece of proposed legislation.
Mr SPYKER (Minister of Consumer
Affairs)-The Government has delayed
passage of the Bill through the Committee
so that it could carefully consider the
amendments proposed by both the National
Party and the Opposition. I believe I am a
reasonable person who always listens carefully to both sides of an argument. If there
had been any validity in the argument used
by the honourable member for Benalla, I
would accept the amendment moved.
I do not except the argument that wisdom
always comes from one side of the Chamber. I always try to listen carefully to what
the Opposltion has to say. The Government has consulted Parliamentary Counsel
and been advised that the definition of
"food" outlined in the Bill means any substance ordinarily consumed by humans or
intended for human consumption. That
clarifies the intent of the Bill.
Mr McNAMARA (Benalla)-The Minister defined "food" as meaning any substance ordinarily consumed by humans or
intended for human consumption. However, as the honourable member for Forest
Hill says, the Concise Oxford Dictionary
defines the expression "consume" as meaning to "make away with; use up; eat, drink
up; spend, waste", and to "waste away".
This food could be extended to cover dnnk
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or any other substance ordinarily consumed by human beings. The list is almost
endless.
The drafting of the Bill as it presently
stands could lead to a misleading widening
of its scope. One can only speculate on the
limits a court may be prepared to place on
the substances that are ordinarily consumed by human beings. The le$ClI firm of
Moules is concerned at the existIng definition in the Bill. The firm has advised that
articles such as drugs, cosmetics, toiletries,
soap, cigarettes, liquor, insect repellant and
some types of clothing could be considered
amongst those substances that could ordinarily be used up or consumed by human
beings. The term "food" could cover a wide
range of articles. The National Party has
moved the amendment for the sake of clarity. The amendment, if agreed to, would not
change the substance of the Bill. However,
if the Minister rejects the Bill and leaves an
expression with an open-ended interpretation, it will become totally unworkable.
The Minister said that the Bill will apply
only to retail grocery stores. However, in
the interests of Victoria, the National Party
urges the Minister to accept the amendment, which seeks to narrow the definition
of the term used to apply only to groceries
sold in retail stores. If the MInister rejects
the amendment, he will raise some doubt
about the genuineness of the Government
on the Bill. As a result, the National Party
would have to force a division.
Progress was reported.
ADJOURNMENT
Workers compensation payments for
apprentices-Availability of· alcohol at
Los Angeles Olympic Games-Permanent class-rooms for Cranbourne West
Primary School-Neonatal care-Mineral reserve basins scheme-Parliamentary privilege-Pyramid selling
Mr FORDHAM (Minister of Education)-I move:
That the House do now adjourn.

Mr JASPER (Murray Valley)-The
matter I wish to raise for the attention of
the Minister for Employment and Training
and, in his absence, the Treasurer, involves
assistance in the payment of workers compensation for apprentices. Honourable

Adjournment

members would be aware that the previous
Government introduced a scheme whereby
employers of first-year apprentices were
provided with a refund of the workers compensation payable for those apprentices.
In representations I specifically made to
the Minister for Employment and Training
and to the Treasurer, I pointed out that it
would be of tremendous assistance in
increasing the number of apprentices being
employed in Victoria if consideration were
given to the payment of workers compensation premiums to include also second,
third and fourth year apprentices. U nfortunately, in the response I received from the
Treasurer, it was indicated that the Government was not prepared at this point to provide additional funds for assistance with
workers compensation premiums for
apprentices in their second, third and fourth
years of apprenticeship.
It has been highlighted to me again only
this evening by an e~ployer that the .cost ~f
workers compensatIon for apprentIces In
their second, third and fourth years of
apprenticeship is exorbitantly high. For
instance, an employer at Wangaratta has
indicated to me that for a second-year
apprentice bricklayer the premium quoted
to him was $2500. The employer was
interested to find out whether he could
obtain a more competitive quote, and he
sought this information from other insurance companies. He has now received a
number of estimates ranging between $2000
and $2500.
If the Government is keen to ensure that
there is an increase in the number of
apprentices being employed in Victoria in
the training of people in the long term so
that more trades people are available, it
should give serious consideration to the
introduction of a scheme whereby workers
compensation payments for apprentices in
their second, third and fourth years can be
subsidized in some way.
I ask the Treasurer to refer this matter to
the Minister for Employment and Training
and ask that he consider an additional
workers compensation premium assistance
scheme for second, third and fourth year
apprentices as an encouragement for the
employment of additional apprentices in
this State, recognizing that there has been a
reduction in the number of apprentices
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being employed under apprenticeship
schemes this year.
Mr NORRIS (Noble Park)-I direct my
remarks to the Minister for Youth, Sport
and Recreation, and I preface them by telling the House that last night I attended a
pleasant function at the Dandenong Town
Hall, put on by the Dandenong Community
Credit Union and the local newspaper, the
Journal, to support young sports people. In
fact, it is called the "Sports Star Awards"
and offers much encouragement to young
sporting people in the area to go on to greater
things.
It was an impressive evening. Because one
hears so much negative talk about the youth
of today, it was even more inspiring to be
among the young people who attended last
night and who are dedicated to the sporting
traditions of this country.
However, I woke up this morning to find
on the first page of the Aqe, the headline
"The LA cry: Coldie! Coldle! Coldie!" I do
not know whether you, Mr Speaker, read
the article, but it refers to the fact that Australians will be exempt from the ban on
alcohol; that ban is normally imposed in the
Olympic village. The article states:
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at Los Angeles Olympics, will be allowed to
have alcohol in their quarters at the Olympic village. If this is the example that star
athletes are setting to our athletes of the
future, I am appalled.
I should also like to refer to an article that
appeared in the Herald of February 27, in
which Professor David Hawks from the
University of Western Australia made a
staggering statement-and I say "staggering" advisedly-that Australians drank
more booze than people in any other English-speaking country. That article also
states that one in every five hospital beds is
occupied by patients with alcohol-related
diseases.
Our Olympic athletes should set an
example, and I call upon the Australian
Olympic Federation to think about this,
unfortunately successful, application, to
allow alcohol to be consumed in the Los
Angeles Olympic village by Australian
athletes.
Mr MACLELLAN (Berwick)-I raise a
matter for the attention of the Minister of
Education in regard to the Cranbourne West
Primary School. As the Minister would
know, there is a handful of schools which
A United States spokesman said today that only the are totally housed in relocatable facilities
Australians and the French would be allowed to bring and have no permanent core facilities.
alcohol into the Olympic villages, which are usually
An Honourable Member-The Governdry areas.
ment inherited that.
The Americans said, "We understand how
Mr MACLELLAN-The Government
strongly Australians feel about their beer. has also inherited the position of governTherefore, if anyone wants alcohol at the ment for two years. I ask the Minister what
Los Angeles Olympics, they can go to the plans he has to provide these schools, CranFrench or the Australians". Of course, all bourne West Primary School in particular,
honourable members would know that the with permanent core buildings so that the
French have the highest incidence of liver schools, which have an expanding enroldisease in the world.
ment-and, in the present circumstances,
the
Cranbourne West is entitled to addiI bring this matter to the attention of the
tional
school accommodation-can house
Minister for Youth, Sport and Recreation
because I shall protest to the Australian class-rooms for the numbers of students
Olympic Federation. It is an appalling attending, instead of simply adding on more
example to the young people of this country relocatable class-rooms to schools which are
when our star sportsmen and sportswomen already entirely composed of relocatable
cannot get by at the Los Angeles Olympics buildings. I ask the Minister to undertake a
without having alcohol in their village programme whereby the Cranbourne West
Primary School can obtain permanent core
quarters.
buildings.
As I said, the young people I was with last
I venture to say that the Frankston region,
night were a splendid group, and they are
the aspiring Olympic athletes of the future. in which the school is located, has no funds
I find it an unbelievable situation in which available for this work. The school is in desAustralians, along with the French, out of perate need of core buildings, and I believe
the hundreds of nations that will compete the Minister should find a solution for these
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problems, whether or not this problem is These parents have suffered enormous
lnherited.
anguish. Honourable members are aware of
the importance of the bonding relationship
Mr SALTMARSH (Wantirna)-I direct between parents and new-born children and
to the attention of the Minister of Health a it is my view that it is criminal that this
matter of grave concern to the people of important need in our community has to be
Victoria. Yesterday, I received a letter from met by these sick babies being sent to
a constituent of mlne, which states:
Hobart or other capital cities at the most
On 24th February, my wife gave birth to our first crucial time in their lives, so soon after their
children, twin boys, at the Mercy Maternity Hospital.
births, while the parents are facing such an
They were born at 11.30 a.m. by caesarean section and . ordeal.
were 9 weeks premature.
I ask the Minister to ensure that adequate
Because of their delicate condition, they were funds are made available immediately so
required to be placed on ventilators under intensive that this problem is alleviated and to give
care until their lungs were strong enough to allow them an assurance to the people of Victoria that
to be able to breathe by themselves.
they can expect adequate neonatal care
Before they were born, we had been warned that services.
there was a possibility that they may be required to
Mr STEGGALL (Swan Hill)-I raise a
transfer to another Melbourne hospital as the facilities
at the Mercy could be fully taxed. Whilst this action matter for the attention of the Premier. The
would have been disappointing, we could understand Government announced today that it would
that this could occur under some circumstances.
recommence work on the mineral reserve
However, I was completely shattered to learn some basins in Swan Hill to provide for the evapfour hours after their birth that the nearest available oration and ponding of saline water. The
facilities were in Hobart and that the babies were to be Premier will be aware that the previous
transported there that evening. My wife was told, but Government, some years ago, commenced
as she was still heavily sedated she did not really com- the project and the Labor Party, when in
prehend what was happening.
Opposition, made great play of the benefits
At 7.00 p.m. that evening, the babies were wheeled and problems associated with the scheme.
into the room where my wife was recovering so that When the Labor Party came to office, it
she could see and touch the boys. Because of time
constraints, this took about two to three minutes. The stopped work on the project.
babies were then taken away and she has not seen them
The Government, through the Minister,
since.
has announced that work on this project
I am bringing this matter to your attention as our will recommence without any detailed study
member, as I would hope that you will see the absolute having been carried out into the effects of
tragedy in having hospitals in the second largest city in evaporation in the area.
one of the most civilised countries in the world transThe Salinity Committee was asked to look
porting new-born babies hundreds of kilometres to
into this matter but the reference to that
enable them to stay alive.
I would expect, therefore, that you will be in a posi- committee has now been withdrawn and no
tion to pressure the present Government to urgently detailed studies will be carried out. There
take action to allocate funds to bringing this most are few people who are directly affected by
important area up to the required level. The people of the scheme, but it is a matter of grave conVictoria will then not need to be embarrassed by babies cern to the people in the north of the State.
having to be sent interstate and parents of the future
The most recent report prepared for the
will not then have to suffer the anguish and pain of
having their new-born babies immediately taken from Salinity Committee, entitled "The Applicathem and sent interstate, even further endangering the tion of Salinity Control Techniques in Victoria" and dated November 1983, examines
babies' precarious existence.
Nothing can be done to alleviate the anguish being various control techniques available. At
suffered by my wife and myself, but I trust that what page 123, under the heading "Limitations
has happened to us can be the springboard to positive to Study", the report states:
action being taken to ensure that this does not occur
again.

There is no doubt the Minister and the
Government have an urgent responsibility
to ensure that adequate funds are made
available for neonatal care in our hospitals.

Because ofthe time constraints on the study, it has
not always been possible to identify fully the factors
affecting each technique, nor all impediments to their
application. In many cases the information is simply
not available as research or investigations into a particular aspect are not completed or have not been carried out. It is therefore not possible to provide a
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definitive guide to which techniques should be encouraged. The following discussion considers briefly the
various major categories of problem to arrive at some
broad conclusions on possible courses of action.

When a report of that nature is presented, I
wonder why the Government has decided
to recommence the work on these basins at
this stage.
The Pipe The Salt Committee is active in
Victoria and its submissions should be
studied, as should the question of mineral
reserve basins. I ask the Premier to explain
to the House why the Government has recommended work on die project without a
detailed study of its effects on the environment and ecology of the area being
undertaken.
Mr WILLIAMS (Doncaster)-I direct to
the attention of the Premier, in his capacity
as the representative of the Attorney-General in this House, a matter I have drawn to
the attention of the House, from time to
time-that is, the grave legal uncertainty
about the privileges of members of Parliament when acting within the spirit of article
9 of the Bill of Rights 1688 outside the Bar
of the House.
Mr Miller-There is no Bill of Rights in
Victoria!
Mr WILLIAMS-The Bill of Rights
applies in this State under the Imperial Acts
Application Act and I am surprised that the
distinguished lawyer opposite should query
that fact. The Bill of Rights is still in force
in England and in Victoria.
Following the recent tapes controversy in
New South Wales, the Solicitor-General of
that State, Miss Mary Gaudron, an outstanding jurist, implied that Commonwealth law could override State law in
relation to the rights ofa member ofParliament quite properly acting and applying his
or her privileges under the Bill of Rights.
In response to a question on notice to the
Premier on 13 September 1983 and appearing at page 678 of Hansard, the honourable
gentleman, who was then also the AttorneyGeneral, advised me that the Standing
Committee of Attorneys-General was giving close consideration to the extent of privilege given to Parliamentary proceedings.
As Miss Gaudron and Mr Murray Wilcox,
QC, pointed out in an opinion given to the
Parliament of New South Wales, no one is
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sure what is, in fact, a Parliamentary proceeding. Is a member of Parliament, acting
bona fide in his public duties, particularly
in matters of grave public concern, protected by the Bill of Rights in speaking outside the Bar of the House? Does that
constitute a Parliamentary proceeding?
A number of writs are flying to and fro
between members of various Parliaments.
A distinguished member of the Commonwealth Parliament has issued a writ against
a member of the Victorian Parliament,
which, presumably, will some day be heard
in the courts. I understand that the second
man in the Commonwealth Parliament
hierarchy in New South Wales intends to
issue a writ against a distinguished senior
member of the New South Wales Parliament relating to an alleged reflection on him
outside the House.
I thought free speech among members of
Parliament was widely recognized as a privilege that should be accorded to all of us,
but if members of Parliament throughout
Australia are going to use writs to silence
their political opponents that will result in
a grave diminution of the right of the public
to full and proper disclosure of what is going
on in our society, because the press can be
gagged.
Honourable members have seen the
ridiculous situation where what might be
called an underground newspaper three or
four weeks ago published names that have
subsequently been bandied about by gossip.
Those names have now been mentioned in
the Queensland Parliament and disclosed
to all.
In the interests of all honourable members from the Prime Minister down it is
about time all of us knew our legal rights
under the Bill of Rights concerning statements that we make outside the Bar of the
House.
Mr RICHARDSON (Forest Hill)-I
direct a matter to the attention of the Minister of Consumer Affairs. The fact that he
is not present in the Chamber for the debate
on the motion for the adjournment of the
sitting indicates the importance he attaches
to it. I am delighted to note that the Minister has arrived. It is good of him to give us
his time.
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I inform the Minister that pyramid selling is alive and well in Victoria and waiting
for the suckers.
The latest con-trick is operated by the
Commonwealth Club which invites people
to send $10 to R. Barnes of PO Box 314,
Glenorchy, Tasmania.
.
The spiel in the advertisement refers to a
product worth US $20 and states that a purchaser of this product will receive US $1000
"front moneyn, and will then move immediately to the top position to receive
$200 000 in sales. The spiel refers continually to a product, but the product is never
identified, nor is the process by which the
sucker progresses to his $200 000.
The reality is that the only person who
benefits is R. Barnes of Glenorchy who
receives $10 free from all the suckers who
respond.
This is a resurrection of the old pyramid
selling con-trick which was outlawed in
Victoria many years ago and I urge that no
Victorian should fall for this con-trick. I
urge the Government to liaise with the Tasmanian Government to wipe out the headquarters of the swindle organization in
Glenorchy.
One piece of literature that relates to this
con trick is headed "Commonwealth Clubn
and states:

Adjournment
products, and all you have to do is buy only one product from just one member . . . that's it-a total cash
purchase ofjust $20.00 (US).
Don't delay; read the following material and act fast!
If I don't hear from you within 19 days, I will contact
the other party's name I am holding on file . . . we
only need a few more members to begin.
Fraternally,
Program Chairman
P.S.
If you don't care to join please return this material.
You cannot pass it on to anyone else, as they would
not have a sponsor.

This matter has caused a great deal ofhilarity on the Government benches. That is a
measure of the thickness of the skulls of
members of the Government. However, I
hope, despite the intellectual difficulties that
the Minister of Consumer Affairs has in
being surrounded by the nongs who make
up the Government, he will act swiftly to
consult with his Tasmanian counterpart to
wipe out the headquarters of this swindling
organization in Glenorchy and to issue a
warning to the people of Victoria not to fall
for it.

Mr CAIN (Premier)-I understand that
the recommencement of the work to which
the honourable member for Swan Hill
referred is simply a recommencement of
work that was undertaken on the recommendation of the Public Works Committee
Dear fellow small businessman,
and on the decision of the former Government. I will inquire from the Minister
You have been proposed to join the World's most
unique and rewarding Fraternity. It is not often that whether any other material facts should be
brought to the attention of the honourable
we allow others to become involved in our business
member as to the reason why this decision
guild, but the lagging economy indicates additional
income is needed by many of our members. We are
was taken.
organized for the primary purpose of helping to proThe honourable member for Doncaster
vide each member with $200 000 . 00 (US) in business
raised the question of privilege. I will inquire
income. These monies are not charity or loans and as
from the Attorney-General whether that
such never have to be repaid-it is yours to do anything
with ... expand, retire, travel, etc.
matter has received further attention from
Naturally you are wondering how such an organiza- the Standing Committee of Attorneys-Gention could be so financially endowed to be able to give eral-I no longer attend those meetingsaway $200 000.00 (US) to every member. To be per- and I will advise the honourable member
fectly honest, we do not supply the capital; fellow accordingly.
members do. Remember the story of the little old shoeMr FORDHAM (Minister of Educamaker who was going to close down shop because business got so bad . . . then, all the town's businessmen tion)-The Deputy Leader of the Opposigot organized and each went into the shoe shop and tion raised with me the matter of difficulties
bought one pair of shoes. Needless to say, this sudden in providing adequate accommodation for
spur of business enabled the shoemaker to not only students at the Cranboume West Primary
stay in business, but to expand and grow!
School, as a result of the policies of the forThat's what we're all about. We have thousands of mer Government which led to some seven
members who have each agreed to buy one of your primary schools being constructed, all being
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entirely plus and no core in their development some years ago. The Cranbourne West
Primary School is one of those schools. I
am considering a range of options and
attempting to overcome that legacy in the
interests of present and future generations
of students. It is an expensive matter. The
Government has considered funding the
necessary work from the State Development Fund, and the regional priority committee has been asked to examine the
priority they would attach to the project.
The difficulty is that the Government
inherited a backlog of$400 million of school
building works that were deemed by the
Australian Schools Commission to be overdue in Victoria. The regional priority committees throughout the State have been
giving higher priority to works other than
these schools, which are seen to have at least
some limited facilities and to be able to carry
on.
The matter will be addressed in the
1984-85 Budget, and I will advise the
honourable member of progress on the
matter.
Mr JOLLY (Treasurer)-The honourable member for Murray Valley raised the
question of workers compensation payments for second, third and fourth year
apprentices. As honourable members are
aware, the Government already pays workers compensation payments for first-year
apprentices as a continuation of the policy
adopted by the former Government. However, the honourable member really raised
the question of the most effective way in
which the number of apprenticeships in
Victoria can be increased.
This Government has introduced a number of new initiatives in this area, and the
honourable member would be aware that
the Federal Government last week
announced a new incentive scheme for
apprentices. That scheme will benefit other
States but will be of special benefit to
Victoria.
In addition, the policy of stimulating the
home building industry in this State has
increased the demand for apprentices in
Victoria. This Government also introduced
legislation to enable group apprenticeship
schemes to be established in Victoria and
that has proved to be a further avenue for
encouraging apprenticeship in this State. In
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addition, we have followed a policy of maximizing the number of apprentices indentured within the public sector. In the
1983-84 Budget, an additional $300 million was allocated as a special incentive to
increase the number of apprentices in
Victoria.
One can see that the Government has
taken a number of initiatives in the area of
encouraging apprenticeships and, in hand
with the Federal Government, will ensure
that this objective is achieved.
Mr MACLELLAN (Berwick)-On a
point of order, it may have been inadvertent, but the Treasurer mentioned the figure
of $300 million, and he ought to be corrected at a contemporaneous time.
The SPEAKER-Order! There is no
point of order as the honourable member
for Berwick is attempting to make a personal explanation.
Mr TREZISE (Minister for Youth, Sport
and Recreation)-The honourable member
for Noble Park mentioned his concern about
a newspaper article that appeared in the Age
today, which I have not read. He said that
the reputation of Australia as a whole may
be affected because the only two teams at
the forthcoming Olympic Games that will
be able to have alcohol in the Olympic Village are those belonging to Australia and
France. That is because of the claim that
Australia is the leading beer drinking nation
of the world. That is a matter of concern,
and I am certainly prepared to support the
honourable member in his letter to the Australian Olympic Federation and to the Federal Minister.
As a private citizen, I have been concerned for some time that whenever a victory celebration takes place, whether it be
the yachting world, the car racing world or
the football world, the winners seem to drink
champagne or other types of alcohol as a
normal habit. Young people watching these
actions will regard it as a normal tradition.
When one travels around the community, it appears that the way to celebrate is to
get into the grog. Unless alcohol is provided
at discos or other similar entertainment,
organizers indicate that young people will
not attend. It is a sad trend if it continues,
as the youth of this country will slowly
drown in a sea of booze.
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I hope that Australia loses its reputation Because of medical breakthroughs, babies
as a beer drinking nation. Australia has a who would not have been saved in earlier
great sporting reputation, and I will support times are now being saved. Babies who once
the honourable member for Noble Park in would have been given up on at birth are
his letter to the appropriate authorities.
now in receipt of major services and, to the
delight of everyone, are surviving in a nonMr ROPER (Minister of Health)-The handicapped capacity.
honourable member for Wantirna raised the
Mr SPYKER (Minister of Consumer
same matter that was raised last week by a
member of the Government and this morn- Affairs)-The scheme mentioned by the
ing by the honourable member for Benam- honourable member for Forest Hill sounds
bra. I am not sure whether the honourable like a Liberal Party fund-raising scheme.
member for Wantirna was in the Chamber Perhaps it should be referred to the 500 Club
on either of those occasions or whether he to ascertain whether it fits into that method
was not paying attention. However, if he of operation as it appears that the slick
was, he will be aware that, over the past operators running the pyramid scheme
eighteen months, additional resources have would be suitable for the 500 Club.
been provided to the units, both ofa recurI am extremely concerned that the
rent and capital nature. The Government is
discussing with the four hospitals con- honourable member for Forest Hill waited
cerned ways in which additional resources until the debate on the motion for the
adjournment of the sitting before raising the
can be effectively used.
matter because, if it had been raised previAs I mentioned, and as the honourable ously, the Government could have conmember for Wantirna suggested, it was only tacted the Ministry of Consumer Affairs in
a short time ago that premature babies could Tasmania and acted quickly on this issue.
not have been assisted by the medical
I am not certain whether the Tasmanian
profession. Major breakthroughs have taken Government
has legislation relating to pyrplace in dealing with low birth weight amid selling because the Liberal Governinfants. The Government recognized that ment in Tasmania has made it clear that it
fact last year when the Minister of Trans- is not interested in legislation to protect
port and myself a~eed to provide a subsidy consumers. The honourable member for
so that breast mtlk from people living ,in Forest Hill did not indicate whether any
country areas could be transported to their Victorian consumers have been affected by
babies who had to stay in the four units in the scheme, and he will be aware that, since
Melbourne.
I became the Minister for Consumer Affairs,
Government has taken action against
I am glad that the honourable member the
pyramid
schemes and does not
for Murray Valley is in the Chamber because grandstandselling
about
it. If the honourable
people in the electorate he represents have member had approached
earlier today,
benefited from the subsidy. It is only a small I could have contacted me
the
Tasmanian
amount of money, but it is worth while Government to take the urgent
action
because of the particular difficulties facing required.
country people in that situation.
I inform the House that the slick operaThe Government is concerned when Vic- tors work just within the law, and many
torians must go to other States for services, pyramid-type selling schemes are operated
but, as I mentioned, the Government is a within the law. One scheme operated in the
provider of services to children and moth- Shepparton area was operating within its
ers from other States. On the night men- legal rights, but the Government gave it
tioned by the honourable member for adverse publicity and drove it out of busiWantirna, interstate babies were in the Vic- ness. That is the immediate action the Govtorian units. One of the babies was from ernment has taken.
King Island, and, generally speaking, VicI warn consumers to beware at all times
toria always has at least one baby from New
South Wales. Obviously, growing problems because these people are slick, nasty, danare facing the units-the Government gerous operators, and they examine all ways
would be stupid to suggest otherwise. by which to exploit loopholes in the law to
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create any type of scheme. I will take up the because of the honourable member's lack of
matter raised by the honourable member action.
for Forest Hill in the morning. I am disThe motion was agreed to.
appointed that he left the issue until now,
and I hope no consumers will be ripped off
The House adjourned at 11.9 p.m.
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Questions without Notice

reports are a matter for companies, and that
has always been the case and always will be
the
case.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. C. T. Edmunds)
We have had wide-ranging discussions
took the chair at 10.37 a.m. and read the
with business and I will continue to have
prayer.
those discussions. However, I will not have
the confidentiality of those discussions sulQUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
lied or questioned by those who would
engage in a fishing expedition to intrude
into what goes on. I believe we have estabCOMPANY ANNUAL REPORTS
lished a good relationship with business and
it will continue because we are prepared to
Mr KENNEIT (Leader of the Opposi- talk with business. Business knows it can
tion)-I refer the Premier to his failure to trust us and we know we can trust business.
give a direct answer to my question yesterHowever, let the Opposition come clean.
day and ask whether he has reconsidered
the matter. Will the honourable gentleman If the Opposition is asserting that the Alcoa
now ~ve a "Yes~~ or "No" answer to the company is the one involved, let it say so
question of whether he requested any pri- and not go on whispering it around the corvate enterprise organization or public com- ridors of this place, because the Alcoa company to rewrite or withdraw any section of pany has answered the question clearly-if
its annual report to delete criticism in the that is what the Opposition is on about.
report of the impact and effect of the State
WAGE INCREASE FOR
Government's taxes and charges?
ELECTORATE SECRETARIES
Mr CAIN (Premier)-It seems that the
House is being treated to another exercise
Mr ROSS-EDWARDS (Leader of the
of opposition by innuendo. This happened National Party)-I refer the Premier to the
last year and the very honourable member recent 18 per cent wage increase given to
asking the question today made assertions electorate secretaries, together with ancilthat the police fraud and drug squads were lary benefits. Prior to the Cabinet considerat the Titles Office. When he was told un- ing this increase, which appears to be outside
equivocally that that was not so, he con- the wages guidelines, could the Premier
tinued to say it. That is the sort of credibility advise the House how many of the electohe has.
rate secretaries made representations for an
Since yesterday, a change has occurred. increase and what appraisal was made of
The staff members of the Leader of the the responsibilities and duties of electorate
Opposition have been whispering around secretaries before this extraordinary decithe corridors of this place that the company sion was reached?
to which the Leader of the Opposition
Mr CAIN (Premier)-A new package was
referred is Alcoa of Australia Ltd. Is that finalized after extensive discussions and
true?
investigations between the Ministry of
Industrial
Affairs, the Industrial Relations
If that is the way in which the Opposition
Task
Force
and the Victorian Public Servconducts its affairs in this place and in this
State, it is not our way. That is what is being ice Association. I believe the Leader of the
said-that it is the Alcoa company. Mem- National Party and the Deputy Leader of
bers of the staff of the Leader of the Oppo- the Opposition had the matters about which
sition were going around saying it in the the claim was made conveyed to them prior
corridors of this place yesterday. They were to the matter being finally approved.
Mr Maclellan-No.
whispering it, but the Leader of the Opposition will not say it publicly.
Mr CAIN-That is what I understood. I
If that is the position, that company has merely make the point that they were
made its position very clear indeed. It has advised of it. The increases are between 11· 5
said unequivocally what the position is. I and 12·5 per cent. They were made as a
say that this Government is not in the busi- result of a claim lodged before the wages
ness of looking at annual reports. Annual accord came into effect.

Questions without Notice
Mr Ross-Edwards-Who made the
claim?
Mr CAIN-The claim was made by electorate secretaries in February 1983. There
was a thorough examination of the duties
they perform. Mr Marshall, who is the
President of the State Industrial Relations
Commission, acted as a private arbitrator
and examined the claim and verified that
the increases would be allowable under the
anomalies and inequities claim. Mr Ian
Spicer was also contacted by the Chairman
of the Industrial Relations Task Force and
indicated that he was satisfied with the
agreement. The Australian Council of Trade
Unions and the Victorian Trades Hall
Council were also involved.
The Leader of the Opposition is interjecting, but he just does not understand these
things.
Mr Fordham-He is hopeless.
Mr CAIN-The Leader of the Opposition is worse than hopeless; it is getting to
the serious stage. The Liberal Party is looking in the wrong place for a leader. The
Liberal Party has looked at all the members
of the Opposition front bench but it should
now look at the back bench. The honourable members for Malvern and Warrnambool would be much better prospects than
the Leader and the Deputy Leader of the
Opposition.
What about the honourable member for
Brighton-Hthe poor man's Margaret
Thatcher"? Why not her? There are many
prospects. The Leader of the Opposition
does not understand.
Mr ROSS-EDWARDS (Leader of the
National Party)-On a point of order, Mr
Speaker-Mr Cain-You just do not like the
answers.
Mr ROSS-EDW ARDS-Once again, Mr
Speaker, I bring to your attention the fact
that I have asked the Premier a question. It
is a direct question, and he is now discussing the abilities, or lack of them, of individual members of the Liberal Party. I am not
interested in that. I am interested in a reply
to the question I asked regarding the salaries of electorate secretaries.
The SPEAKER-Order! The Leader of
the National Party is not raising a point of
order; he is making a speech.
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Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER-Order! There was so
much uproar in the Chamber that I could
not hear the details of the point of order, if
a point of order was being made. I ask the
Leader of the National Party to make his
point of order again.
Mr ROSS-EDWARDS-My point of
order is similar to one I made yesterday in
respect to the Premier. I have asked the
Premier a question about an increase in the
salaries of electorate secretaries, and he
answered that for a couple minutes and then
went off on a tangent discussing the abilities, or lack of them, of members of the
Liberal Party. That is completely irrelevant
to my question, which related to the circumstances of the salary increase to electorate secretaries.
The SPEAKER-Order! I do not uphold
the point of order, and I advise the House
that it is impossible for any Minister and/
or the Premier to answer a question when
there is a continuous barrage of interjections from the Leader of the Opposition
and other members of the Opposition,
which tends to distract whoever is answering the question.
Mr CAIN (Premier)-The point that has
been made seems not to be understood by
the National Party and the Opposition. The
point is that all processes that should be
followed in considering whether anomalies
existed have been followed absolutely
meticulously. Honourable members opposite nod their heads. I challenge them to
examine the processes in detail. All the
material will be made available to them and,
if they can find any defect in what has
occurred in ensuring that all the processes
as required by the guidelines laid down in
the national wage case have been breached,
let them say so. The Minister for Industrial
Affairs will make all the information available to them today and they can examine it.
Mr Kennett-It is too late. The decision
has already been made.
Mr CAIN-It is not too late to examine
the processes if the National Party and the
Opposition are making the assertion that a
decision was made outside the guidelines. I
challenge honourable members opposite to
go through the information and come back
into the House tonight during the debate on
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t~e motion for the adjournment of the sitEqual opportunity programmes have
ting and back up what they are sayin$, already been commenced in the Melbourne
because I know that what they are saying IS and Metropolitan Board of Works and today
not true.
a~ 12.}0 p.m. th~ Sta~e Electricity CommisThis matter has been subjected to the sion IS ~nnouncIng ItS package. It may be
most thorough consideration by Mr Mar- appropnate for some honourable members
shall, the President of the Industrial Rela- opposite to listen to that announcement. A
tions. Commission, and Mr Spicer, who was domestic violence report suggesting some
also Involved, at the request of the Chair- legal and other remedies in that vexed area
man of the Industrial Relations Task Force has been prepared and is currently the suband all of the industrial hoops and ject of public comment.
thresholds have been jumped and crossed.
The Women's Information Referral
The Leader of the National Party can be Exchange has been funded and will offiincluded in the examination along with cially begin operation today. The women's
other honourable members. They are now centre is to be established as part of the
nodding their heads. The Leader of the I 50th Anniversary Celebrations and
National Party says, by interjection, that $1 million has been allocated for that part
there was no conference. I challenge him to of the programme. An amount of $100 000
ascertain whether all of the guidelines and has been allocated from the I 50th Anniverrequirements have been followed in assess- sary Celebrations for a women's programme to celebrate the end of the United
ing whether an anomaly existed.
Nations Decade for Women.
The last point I make is that Mr Marshall
The Government has also established the
ratified the requirements for the claim that
the payment should be retrospective, as well Victorian Women's Advisory Council. The
as the amount of the payment. The Govern- Equal Opportunity Bill is now before the
ment has been meticulous in ensuring that House. It has had a rough pasS3$e in another
there are no claims or arrangements outside place, but whether the OpPOsition in that
guidelines that are not ratified by the rele- place sees the wisdom of those proposals
vant wage-fixing authority. That is what and allows the Bill to pass in its proper unoccurred here, and close scrutiny was given emasculated form remains to be seen. That
Bill represents another step forward in the
to the whole proposal.
Government's determination to ensure that
!here ~re equal opportunities for all people
INTERNATIONAL WOMEN'S DAY
In society, regardless of sex, race, colour or
Mr NEWTON (Bennettswood)-In light religion.
of the fact that today is International
si~ficant point that is of interest
Women's Day, can the Premier inform the to Another
those
outSide
the metropolitan area is the
House what further arrangements have been establishment of
sexual assault clinics at
made in ensuring the progress of equality of Bendigo and Geelong.
Much has already
sexes in Victoria?
been done; there is still more to be done and
Mr CAIN (Premier)-The Leader of the the Government will continue to do it.
Opposition laughs and that clearly indicates
what he believes when he expresses his conALCOA OF AUSTRALIA LTD
cern about equal opportunity and the role
Mr MACLELLAN (Berwick)-Will the
of women in society. Much has been done
Premier
confirm that on Monday, 27 Febin the 22 months that the Labor Party has
been in office. The Public Service Board is ruary, he was a guest at a dinner attended
currently establishing an equal employment by Alcoa representatives from Australia and
programme for women in the Public Serv- the United States of America, and explain
ice, which is a giant step forward. When one whether on that evening he received an
considers the number of women in middle advance copy of the company's annual
and senior positions in the Public Service report and whether the following day he
one realizes that it is little short of a disgrac~ made further contact with the company
that such a long time had passed before regarding that report?
women were given the opportunities and
Mr CAIN (Premier)-I, along with other
recognized for middle and senior positions. Ministers of the Government, have had
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contact with representatives of Alcoa of
Australia Ltd on a wide range of matters
over a considerable time and those contacts
will continue. The contents of those discussions will be kept confidential, as they
should be, between Government and business. They will be treated on a confidential
basis and all matters that are discussed
between the Government and the company
will be so treated.
Perhaps the reason why the Government
is able to ensure that there is some progress
in Victoria is that it has a good relationship
with business and is prepared to talk to
employers. As I indicated on Tuesday, the
Government does not need to have a 500
Club, 200 Club or even a 100 Club to have
those good relations. Honourable members
opposite laugh because they know, as the
Victorian community knows, that the Government has established a good relationship
with business that will ensure the progress
of Victoria. This relationship will continue
for as long as the Labor Party is in office.
I will not have the Opposition, by its
smears and innuendoes, in an endeavour to
cut across that good relationship, raise matters on which it is not prepared to provide
information clearly and publicly. The matter of reports of public companies is a matter for those companies.
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Mrs RAY (Box Hill)-Will the Minister
of Health inform the House of what steps
have been taken within his portfolio to
ensure that women have greater access to
decision-making in health services?
Mr ROPER (Minister of Health)-I
thank the honourable member for her question. What is occurring in my portfolio is
similar to what is occurring in other portfolios. When the Labor Party took office,
one of the first matters of concern directed
to my attention was that very few women
had access to decision-making positions
within the Victorian public health sector
either on boards that advise the Government, as registered professionals, or on hospital boards. We determined that, by a
process of affirmative action, we would
improve the membership numbers of
women on hospital boards and other relevant boards. Since we have been in government, more than 100 women have been
added to hospital boards throughout the
State.
It has not been an easy task because of
reluctance and past practices relating to
women applying for positions on boards.
The honourable member for Westernport
has suggested, by way of interjection, that
they are members of the Australian Labor
Party. At one major teaching hospital, the
MEMORANDUM TO SCHOOL
only female applicant was a prominent
member of the Liberal Party and because
COUNCIlS
that board had a strong male bias she had
Mr WHITING (Mildura)-Is the Minis- to receive the recommendation of the Govter of Education aware of the seriousness of ernor in Council. That has happened on a
a memorandum sent to school councils number of occasions. It is not Simply a matthroughout the State indicating that supple- ter of access to and influence in the decimentary grants will not be made available sion-making process.
for the use of liquefied petroleum gas and
The Government has also been conelectricity over the budgeted amount that cerned to improve services that had been
the school councils sought? Is he aware of neglected in the sexual assault field. Clinics
the difficulties many school councils will have been opened in both Bendigo and
face because of the decision?
Geelong. Previously, services were availMr FORDHAM (Minister of Educa- able only in the middle metropolitan area.
tion)-I am not aware of the memorandum In the next twelve months, it is intended to
to which the honourable member referred open further services in this area because of
concerning the provision of liquefied petro- the growing appreciation that problems of
leum gas. The matter has been handled sexual assault require special attention by
administratively within the Education health services and other services.
Department. I will be only too pleased to
I received representations from the City
follow up the matter today and keep the of Warrnambool on this matter recently.
honourable member informed.
The Government is also supporting efforts
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by hospitals to improve information services and health education programmes for
women. I had much pleasure in participating in the opening of a special service operated by the Royal Women's Hospital. The
Government is also working with the Nursing Mothers Association of Australia in a
campaign to promote breast feeding and
other programmes, such as the programme
I mentioned last night in response to a matter raised by the honourable member for
Wantirna, to assist mothers who are separated from their children.
The Government will continue its commitment to improving services for women
and, more importantly, ensuring that
women are taking part in decision-making
processes that are important in the health
industry, which relies on the activities of
voluntary people in the community.
WRITTEN AGREEMENTS BY
DOCTORS
Mr LIEBERMAN (Benambra)-I direct
a question to the Premier. Having regard to
the failure of the Minister of Health to have
approved written agreements signed by
doctors before permitting them to practise
in Victoria's public hospitals, as is clearly
set out and required in Commonwealth
legislation and the Victorian Medicare
agreement, does the Premier regard his
Government as above the law?
The SPEAKER-Order! The question
requires a legal opinion from the Premier.
It is out of order.' I ask the honourable
member for Benambra to rephrase the
question.
Mr LIEBERMAN-Out of deference to
your ruling, Mr Speaker, I ask the Premier:
In view of the failure of his Government to
observe the requirements of Commonwealth law and the Medicare agreement
between the Commonwealth and the States,
how does he justify his Minister's action in
ignoring those provisions? What does the
Premier intend to do about the matter? Does
he regard his Government, as in the Sheraton Hotel incident, as being above the law?
Mr CAIN (Premier)-I am not sure what
the question means and I am not sure that
the honourable member for Benambra
knows, either. The Minister of Health has

Questions without Notice
done a remarkable job in resolving the difficulties faced by the Government by ensuring that the agreement between the Federal
Government and the medical profession is
brought together to the benefit of all Victorians. I am delighted that after only twelve
months of a Federal Labor Government,
Australia has Medicare, a national health
scheme. That is more important than anything else to honourable members and to
the people of Victoria. I commend publicly
the role that the Minister of Health has
played in the negotiations.
The Minister has been criticized for being
tough with the Australian Medical Association; it deserves that treatment at times. The
Minister of Health has done a remarkable
job. He has reached agreement with the
Victorian branch of the Australian Medical
Association, which was too good for the
Federal Government. The honourable
gentleman outsmarted that Government.
His negotiating capacity was exemplary and
was even better than that of the Pnme Minister. It was a great performance.
The Minister of Health used to ring me
and tell me about his performance. I could
not believe that he had got so far. I shall
observe the need for confidentiality and
shall not tell the House what he said, because
we also regard that as confidential.
I am delighted that Australia has a
national health scheme which will ensure
that those who are in need are able to obtain
basic medical care regardless of their
capacity to pay. That is an important philosophical commitment of my party and
Government. The Government is delighted
that the Federal Government has moved so
quickly to implement the Medicare scheme
after the former scheme was torn down by
the troglodytes on the Opposition side of
the Federal Parliament. In seven years,
seven schemes were introduced by the
Fraser Government. Now people know
where they stand. If there are any legal niceties to be fixed, the Government will fix
them.
COMMONWEALTH-STATE
HOUSING AGREEMENT
Mr McCUTCHEON (St Kilda)-In the
light of a series of recent meetings between
State and Federal Ministers of Housing and
officials from the State housing Ministries,
can the Minister of Housing inform the

Petition
House of the progress that has been made
in renegotiating Commonwealth-State
Housing Agreement?
Mr CATHIE (Minister of Housing)-In
coming into office, the Cain Government
made housing a top priority. The Hawke
Government did likewise, with the result
that now a strong recovery is taking place
in the home building industry and the economy of the State.
As a further step, we are now seeking to
renegotiate the Commonwealth-State
Housing Agreement, which is the main
instrument by which the Commonwealth
and State Governments collectively address
the issues of housing for the needy sections
of the Australian population. In approaching the Commonwealth about renegotiating
the housing agreement, which currently runs
to 1986, the Government has kept three
things in mind.
The first is that the Governments are
committed to getting Australian people,
especially low-income families, into home
ownerhip. That is a clear and high priority.
Secondly, it is the objective of the Government to double public housing rental
accommodation over the next ten years.
That is an achievable target, and the Government is currently having discussions with
the Commonwealth Government about that
matter. Thirdly, the Victorian Government
is concerned about an area that has never
been addressed by past Commonwealth-State housing agreements-the issue
of housing related poverty in Australia.
In Victoria, 160 000 families are locked
into poverty in the private rental sector.
Many of those people are pensioners or are
receiving statutory benefits of one type or
another, such as single parent households.
Those people are having to commit 50 per
cent to 60 per cent of their incomes on rent
in the private sector. Therefore, the Government is having discussions with the
Commonwealth Government about its clear
responsibilities for income security in Australia. The Commonwealth Government is
prepared to accept, in principle, that that is
its responsibility.
Because the Victorian Government provides rent rebates to needy families in the
public sector, this year it will lose $27 million on its rental account. In renegotiating
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the Commonwealth-State Housing Agreement, the Commonwealth Government has
already indicated that it will assist the State
Government by making funds available for
State rental rebates.
Mr WiIliams-It should pay the lot.
Mr CATHIE-I do not disagree with
that, but it must be done in stages and it
will be considered, given the collective
responsibilities of both the Commonwealth
and State Governments in the framing of
their next Budgets.
It is a creative opportunity of renegotiating the Commonwealth-State Housing
Agreement. The Commonwealth Government has agreed, in principle, that it should
be a ten-year agreement and that it should
set clear targets in that ten-year period.
AUSTRALIAN LABOR PARTY,
KEILOR BRANCH
Mr RICHARDSON (Forest Hill)-Further to the Attorney-General's advice that
the Victoria Police Force was investigating
charges that the Keilor branch of the Australian Labor Party had been stacked with
phantom members, will the Minister for
Police and Emergency Services advise the
House whether any charges will be laid?
Mr MATHEWS (Minister for Police and
Emergency Services)-Wbo the Victoria
Police Force investigates, the course that
the investigations follow and who is charged
are matters for the police alone. I am not
aware of the matter mentioned by the
honourable member for Forest Hill.
PETITION
The Clerk-I have received the following
petition for presentation to Parliament:
Richmond power line
To THE HONOURABLE THE SPEAKER AND MEMBERS OF
THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY IN PARLIAMENT
ASSEMBLED:

The humble petition of the undersigned citizens of
the State of Victoria sweareth:
That an alternative proposal of the State Electricity
Commission of Victoria is to replace the existing 66
kilovolt electricity line with a 220 kilovolt line, which
will be carried by 28 metre high poles at 100 metres
apart along Madden Grove and Rooney Street, thence
through the Burnley parklands and along the Yarra
River to Bridge Road, Richmond, in the State of
Victoria.
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Your petitioners therefore pray that if a replacement
of the existing power line is necessary, that such line
be placed underground along the entire route, within
Richmond.
And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever
pray.

By Mr Sidiropoulos (89 signatures)
It was ordered that the petition be laid on
the table.
PAPERS
The following papers, pursuant to the directions of several Acts of Parliament, were
laid on the table by the Clerk:
Geelong Regional Commission-Report and statement of accounts for the year 1982-83.
Optometrists Registration Board-Report for the year
1982-83.

CRIMINAL PROCEEDINGS BILL
This Bill was received from the Council
and, on the motion of Mr CAIN (Premier),
was read a first time.
NATIONAL PARKS (AMENDMENT)
BILL
This Bill was received from the Council
and, on the motion of Mr CA THIE (Minister of Housing), was read a first time.
STUDENT HOSTELS CLOSURE

Mr HANN (Rodney)-I move:
That in view of the serious disadvantage imposed
upon students from country Victoria, this House-(a)
condemns the Government for closing and initiating
disposal of student hostels in Melbourne; (b) questions
the failure of the Government to widely advertise, prior
to the commencement of the academic year, that two
hostels were to remain open contrary to earlier advice;
(c) rejects its belated attempt to transfer responsibility
for student housing to the Commonwealth; and (d)
calls for the hostels to be re-opened forthwith or for
suitable alternative accommodation to be provided by
the leasing of migrant hostels or the use of surplus
nurses homes and the like.

The SPEAKER-Is the motion
seconded?
Mr B. J. EVANS (Gippsland East)-Yes,
MrSpeaker.
Mr HANN (Rodney)-In the eleven
years that I have been a member of this
place, the decision to close student hostels
in Melbourne is probably one of the most
callous decisions taken by a Government.

Papers

The Minister of Education was instructed
by the Treasurer to reduce his budget by 2
per cent. The Minister was not able to take
back any of the salary increases that he had
already granted to teachers, so, as well as
making a few other cuts, he decided to close
the remaining student hostels in metropolitan Melbourne.
Mr Fordham-Not true.
Mr HANN-With the exception of two.
In taking that decision, the Minister this
year effectively displaced several hundred
students who had accommodation in those
hostels. The sum that will be saved by that
decision is approximately $500 000, in what
is really an investment in the future of the
students and the people of Victoria. It is an
investment in tertiary education-more
especially for country students who are disadvantaged-and I shall deal in more detail
with that matter shortly.
It was put to the Minister that, by selling
those student hostels, he would obtain capital which could be used for other purposes.
The Minister was happy to get his greedy
little hands on that capital and, at the end
of this month, proposes to sell a number of
student hostels, including four that have
been closed for some time. Until this suggestion was put to the Minister, it had not
occurred to him that he could have sold
those four hostels. That highlights the lack
of efficiency in the over-all expenditure on
education. Here, I am talking about
$500 ()()() or less that can be saved in the
Government's annual Budget. That is
nowhere near the 2 per cent cut that the
Minister made.
Members of the Government may be
interested in this aspect of the matter: The
Government's policy on education sets out
explicit guidelines and procedures for the
closure of any school and for the disposal of
any capital assets and land.
Mr Fordham-That refers to schools.
Mr HANN-I am talIq.ng about the
removal or sale of assets of the Education
Department, and these principles should
have been applied. The Minister should
abide by his Government's policy.
Mr Fordham-Stick to your own policy!
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Mr HANN-I want to talk about the
Minister's policy. It states:

That is for excursions and work experience
students-

That all decisions about the disposal of education
land and buildings must be made democratically, having regard to State-wide policies and needs, as well as
those at the local level;
That the procedures must involve the local education community;
That no changes must take place without detailed
study of the impact of the changes proposed at all
levels, both local and State;
And that all studies must be conducted publicly.

... with any spare beds will be available to tertiary
students. Frank Tate House, a 45 bed hostel, will also
be retained and will accommodate visiting International Teaching Fellows working in Victorian schools
and some tertiary students.

This study was not conducted publicly; it
was conducted in absolute and total secrecy
and it was only on 9 September that I first
learnt that the Government intended to
close the hostels in this State. That came
about because I received advice from a person in one of the hostels who had learnt of
the Government's decision not to readvertise for the current year the positions of
supervisors of the hostels.
The Minister did not release the information through the Budget Papers, nor did
he have the courage to place it on public
record in Parliament. In his usual fashion,
he issued a press release on 21 September
in which he confirmed that the Victorian
Government had reassessed its role in providing hostel accommodation for students.
This was after the National Party had
flushed the Minister out in a statement I
issued on 9 September. In the meantime,
the students had also expressed their concern regarding the rumours.
The Government argues that it puts all
the economic information into the Budget
Papers, yet it made a decision like this to
withdraw a basic facility for country students without giving any information about
it. No information on the question was contained in the Budget Papers, except for a
small reduction in the actual allocation, and
no explanation was made as to what that
meant.
In his press release, the Minister stated
that this move would save the Government
$500 000 and would release capital assets
which the Minister argued were worth millions of dollars. The Minister indicated in
his statement that two hostels would remain
open. He said:

If the Minister had made a statement to the
House in September when the Budget
Papers were released, honourable members
could have debated the matter then. The
Minister is reluctant to debate education
issues in Parliament: One needs only to look
at the number of times that the Minister has
initiated debates or Ministerial statements
on what is happening in education. Instead,
he releases press statements. Most educational issues and Ministerial statements are
released in the Age and honourable members learn about those issues from that
source.

The Minimbah Hostel with 105 beds will be retained
primarily for this purpose. . .
.
Session 1984-111

It is also appreciated that there are acute accommodation shortages for country students studying at
regional post-secondary education centres. So the five
hostels operating in BaHarat, Bendigo and Geelong will
be retained.

The Minister went on to say that he had
finally closed the hostels with a loss of 218
beds. He also argues in the release that the
State Government does not have a responsibility to provide this accommodation.
Mr Fordham-No State Government has
that responsibility.
Mr HANN-The Minister of Education
says that no State Government has a
responsibility to provide accommodation
for tertiary students. How does the honourable gentleman justify his decision to retain
the five hostels in country areas? He is saying that his is a benevolent Government!
The Minister should tell that to the 218 students whom he has put out in the streets.
That is what the Government did. The issue
is not only the 218 students from last year,
but also the potential 218 students for this
year and the potential students for future
years.
The Minister goes on to argue that,
because the Commonwealth Government
accepted responsibility for tertiary education from I January 1974, the State Government no longer has any responsibility.
However, State Governments in Victoriathis Government, during its eighteen
months in office, and all previous State
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Governments-since 1974 have accepted a
basic responsibility to provide accommodation for tertiary students in the State.
One ought to go back to examine in more
detail the whole purpose of hostel accommodation. It goes back to the days when the
State was anxious to train student teachers
and, more especially, to provide real and
genuine assistance to country students.
This Government has decided that it no
longer sees that as a priority; particularly, it
no longer sees the priority of providing
accommodation for country students. This
is the most callous decision I have witnessed any Minister take in the eleven years
that I have been a member of Parliament.
Mr Fordham-Oh!
Mr HANN-It is a cruel decision. It was
made overnight. The Minister of Education
said to these students-without prior consultation-that they no longer have a home,
because the Government has decided to
close it down.
It is interesting, once again, that in the
Minister's statement, there is no reference
to a suggestion that the Commonwealth
Government should take up the
responsibility.
Mr Fordham-It is in Hansard.
Mr HANN-I cannot see any reference
to it. The Minister had not contemplated
on 21 September, when he released his
announcement on the closure of hostels, any
suggestion that he would take up this matter
with the Commonwealth Government and
would ask the Federal Minister to purchase
the hostels and to take them over.
Subsequently, when pressure was applied
to him by honourable members through
various statements and releases that were
being made to the media, the Minister
decided that perhaps he had better do
something and perhaps he should convince
Senator Ryan that the Federal Government
should take over the responsibility for
hostels.
Then, the Minister apparently wrote to
the Federal Minister-presumably, some
time later in September-but he did not
talk to the Minister until late in November.
Mr Fordham-She was in France.
Mr HANN-The record will show that
in the early days the Federal Minister was
nowhere near France-in fact, she was in

Student Hostels Closure
Canberra. I defy the Minister of Education
to explain to the House why he did not pick
up the telephone and call his Federal colleague and discuss the matter personally
with her. The Minister did not take that
action.
I raised the matter with the Minister on a
number of occasions, and the Minister is
well aware of it, asking him whether he had
received a reply from Senator Ryan on his
proposition that the Commonwealth should
take over the responsibility and the Minister kept saying, "No". Finally, he said that
he would be talking to Senator Ryan in
Adelaide.
He did that, and in answer to a question
without notice that I asked in Parliament
on 22 November 1983, as recorded in Hansard, the Minister of Education said:
I did meet with Senator Ryan last week at the Ministers of Education conference in Adelaide and, as indicated previously, I did raise the matter with the
Commonwealth Minister. She has advised me that the
Commonwealth is unable to provide finance for the
purchase of these hostels, and so that potential avenue
of purchase would appear to be closed.
I have initiated discussions with my colleague, the
Minister of Housing, to see whether any of the centres
are suitable for purchase by housing authorities in the
State. That matter is currently under consideration by
the Minister of Housing. If those centres were proved
to be so suitable, their future use and management
would be determined by the Ministry of Housing.

The honourable gentleman said in his
answer that he had discussed the matter with
his Federal colleague, Senator Ryan, in
Adelaide and that she had advised him that
the Commonwealth Government was unable to provide finance for the purchase of
these hostels. That confirmed that Senator
Ryan had told the Minister in November
that the Commonwealth Government did
not want to buy the hostels. It was confirmed again in correspondence through her
private secretary. A letter addressed to W.
Azzopli ofSt Kilda Road, Melbourne, dated
19 December 1983, stated, inter alia:
Senator Ryan has asked me to point out that the
matter is entirely the responsibility of the State.

Subsequent correspondence was received by
many members of Parliament in January
from the State Acting Minister of Education
who wrote also in his other capacity as
Premier. The correspondence is typed on
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the Premier's letterhead and the letter, dated
17 January 1983, and addressed to me states:

wished to purchase the hostels, because I
doubt very much whether that was done.

Thank you for your recent letter on behalf ofMr and
Mrs Keith Thompson regarding the closure of some
Education Department student hostels in Melbourne.
The decision by the Victorian Government to close
some residences has been made after careful consideration of possible effects on country students.

The Government has been dishonest in
its approach to the closure of the student
hostels. Despite the rhetoric by the Minister
so far-no doubt honourable members will
hear more from the honourable gentleman
today-the decision by the Government to
close the hostels was made purely on economic grounds.
The Government tried to defend its action
of closing the student hostels by claiming
that the students could find private accommodation and that anyway it was the
responsibility of the Commonwealth Government. The reality is that the Minister
was told to acquire the money from the sale
of the hostels.
The Government picked on a group of
people, some of whom cannot yet vote and
many of whom come from areas not represented by Government members. I am surprised by the weak attitude of the
honourable member for Bendigo, who has
been silent on this issue, despite the fact
that some of the leading students who are
concerned about the hostel issue have their
homes in the electorate of Bendigo.
I refer to a particular concern, namely,
the amount of research that has been undertaken in relation to rural disadvantage in
the transition from secondary education to
tertiary education. This matter has been
causing concern to the Federal and State
Governments. At the Federal level, Senator
Susan Ryan circulated a report from the
Commonwealth Tertiary Education Commission which drew attention to the concerns and difficulties experienced by country
students. The report states:

That is not true. The Premier has also used
ungrammatical English. The letter
continues:
It was to have been made with the greatest reluctance but in recognition of the realities of present economic constraints on the State.

The Victorian Government has decided to give
priority to the provision of services at school level. The
Government has improved school staffing and is providing significantly increased funds for the school
building and maintenance programme.
The Federal Government in 1974 accepted responsibility for all aspects of tertiary education, including
the provision of student welfare services; the time has
now come when the State Government must reduce its
commitment in this area.
The hostels to be sold have been offered to the Commonwealth Government in the hope that they will continue to be used for tertiary students.

In letters to others, the last paragraph is
identical.
The Government has been dishonest on
this issue. On 22 November, the Minister
of Education told the House that he had
discussed this matter with the Commonwealth Government and that it did not want
to buy the hostels. A subsequent letter that
I have quoted to the House of 19 December
from Senator Ryan's office confirmed this.
The Commonwealth Government did not
want to buy, yet the Premier was writing to
people in Victoria who had complained to
him on this issue-and I know many people
recei ved copies of this correspondencesaying that the Government is still offering
the hostels to the Commonwealth Government and hopes the hostels will continue to
be used for tertiary students.
I challenge the Minister of Education and
the Premier to indicate on what occasions
since I January 1984 they have spoken to
either Senator Ryan, the Prime Minister, or
anyone else in the Commonwealth Government and have asked them if they still

In Volume 1 (Part 1, paragraph 9.15) the commission indicated its concern with the decline in the participation of the young in higher education. In the
context of changes to the Tertiary Education Assistance Scheme (TEAS) and the introduction of a loans
scheme, the commission believes that it should draw
the matter again to the attention of the Govenment.
Both the increasing rate of technological change and
the fall in the number of full-time jobs for teenagers
make it important that able young men and women
avail themselves of educational or training opportunities. A decline of one-fifth in the participation of young
people in higher education is surely a matter for community concern. It runs contrary to Government policies relating to technological change to transition from
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have to find private accommodation if they
want to further their studies in the city.
In 1979, the Commonwealth Department
A study was carried out in 1979 by Dr Ger- of Education commissioned a study into the
aId Elsworth of the Centre for Programme perceived costs and expenditure incurred
Evaluation at the Melbourne College of by students who were attending a tertiary
Advanced Education of the transition from institution. The department followed up this
secondary education to college and univer- information with a validation study undersity education by students from rural areas taken by Gruen, McMaster and Webb. Both
of Victoria. Dr Elsworth states that he used studies indicated that in 1979 "living away
information relating to a group of 16, 17, from home" costs were around the $4000
and 18-year-olds who applied through the per annum mark. Gruen, McMaster and
Victorian Universities Admissions Com- Webb, however suggested that they felt that
mittee to commence studies in 1980. The students had understated their expenses and
information which he elicited is enlighten- that the $4000 per annum was the bottom
ing. In his study, Dr Elsworth states:
line. They came to this conclusion having
In Victoria just under two-thirds of the potential validated them against the current rents and
tertiary student cohort comes from the city and just community costs. The $4000 per annum
over one-third from the country.
living away from home costs of 1979 have
Of the total cohort there are slightly more males than obviously increased considerably in 1983.
females in both city and country who were potential Even if one is conservative and considers
tertiary students. There were 51·6 per cent males against the annual costs of a country student to be
48·4 per cent females.
$4000-$5000, there is a definite financial
Of the total cohort country males were 18·7 per cent disincentive to tertiary participation in
of the eligible students while country females were 17·7
education.
percent.
school to adult life. It raises Questions about Australia's long term capacity to meet the challenges ahead of
it.

Further investigation into why students
were rejecting their offers of university
admission in significant numbers pointed
to two main reasons. The first was the perceived financial costs of tertiary education
and the second was the lack of perceived
career benefits of tertiary education. I shall
especially consider the financial costs oftertiary education as it affects country students. The costs of living away from home
for country students who are required to
leave home in order to attend a tertiary
institution are considerable. The Minister
and his colleagues in the Government-the
bulk of whom come from the metropolitan
area-would have no knowledge or understanding of the difficulties encountered by
country students.
The previous Liberal Government
retained student hostels during its 27 years
of office. The Labor Government has closed
the hostels and deprived those 16, 17 and
18-year-olds of hostel accommodation.
Many of these young people have to leave
home for the first time in their lives to come
to the city, some of whom would never have
visited the city before. The Government is
telling those young people that they can no
longer have hostel accommodation but will

The Minister has no understanding of the
problems of country students so it is a good
time to educate him. What I am putting is
fairly useful information related to the need
to retain student hostels. It was pointed out
that:
A metropolitan student who is dependent upon his
parents and is means tested on their income but receives
the maximum "living at home" allowance is entitled
in 1984 to $2100. The country student who is dependent, means tested and receives the maximum "living
away from home" allowance is entitled in 1984 to
$3255. A difference in favour of the student of$1145.

In the past, the Government has subsidized
the expenses of country students by providing hostel accommodation at nominal
charges. That is why there is a variation in
the allowances.
The students put the proposition to the
Government that, if the Government was
worrying about the $500 000, they would
pay more for accommodation. The Government did not respond to that proposal
because the Minister wanted the capital
proceeds from the sale of the hostels. I will
be interested to hear the response of the
Minister about the real attitude of the Government and whether he accepts that
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wrote to the Minister of Education suggesting one option, namely, the use of the Institute of Early Childhood Development
building. I did not receive a positive answer
to that correspondence, despite the fact that
it was drawn to the attention of the Minister. In December 1983, I wrote to the Minister and suggested the possibility of using
Teachers, school councils and principals migrant hostels for student accommodahave all expressed concern about the diffi- tion. Once again I did not receive an answer.
culty of transferring teachers to country I notice that since then some discussion has
Victoria. The simple answer is to train more taken place and one migrant hostel has been
country teachers for those positions. How- offered as a possible option.
ever, by effectively withdrawing tertiary
As a normal courtesy, I should have
opportunities-particularly in the area of expected the Minister to have responded to
accommodation-the Government is act- my letters to explain that the Government
ing in reverse.
is examining the possibilities. The Prime
I want to know whether the Government Minister replied to my letter, even though
and the Minister recognize the need for he does not sign his own letters. The Prime
country students to have the same sorts of Minister indicated that the letter had been
opportunities that city students have or referred to the Federal Minister for Immiwhether they consider it to be preferable for gration and Ethnic Affairs.
only metropolitan students to have the
I direct the attention of the House to subopportunity of taking up tertiary studies.
sequent developments. The Minister estabAn effective, strong media compaign was lished a steering committee under the
mounted by HEAT, the Hostel Emergency chairmanship of Dr AlIen to examine the
provision of short and long-term student
Action Team, which is a students' group. accommodation.
It is interesting to note that
The team battled against formidable odds a resolution passed
at a meeting on 20
because it is always difficult to take on the December requested the Minister to invesGovernment, particularly late in the year tigate the possibility of the students using
prior to school and university examina- the hostel buildings if they were passed in
tions, and after the examinations the stu- at auction.
dents dispersed back to country areas.
The Minister refused that request and said
The team sought support from munici- that, if the student hostel buildings were
palities, interest groups, school councils and passed in at auction, they were to be sold
a wide range of other organizations. I shall privately. This illustrates that the Minister
not quote extensively from the sheaves of is firmly and absolutely committed to the
letters I have received on the issue from policy of selling the student hostel buildmunicipal councils, school councils, prin- ings. This is rather surprising because in the
cipal groups and teacher union branches, all past the Government has spoken about the
expressing alarm at the action of the Gov- need to establish hostel accommodation for
ernment. I have also received letters from country students.
many private individuals who expressed
A ridiculous situation has emerged. At
grave concern at the Government's deci- present,
as a result of what has happened,
sion to close the student hostels without vacancies exist in student hostels. This
effectively providing anything in their place. morning, I received advice that ten vacanWhe!1 the decision to close the hostels cies exist in one hostel and 40 vacancies
was taken, the Minister did not present any exist in another. I wish to speak about the
options about where the students could be reasons, in part, why this has occurred. I
accommodated. He said that he would speak refer to correspondence I have received, and
to the Commonwealth Government and the the most appropriate letter with which to
Minister of Housing to ascertain whether start was received from the employment
any options were available. The Minister section of the Personnel Branch of the Edudid not have any answers. Subsequently, I cation Department.

country students who take up tertiary education positions in Melbourne are
disadvantaged.
Is the Minister aware that there have been
extreme staffing difficulties in the past two
years, and again this year, in high schools
and other schools in Victoria?
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Honourable members interjecting.
Mr HANN-Ifthe Minister examines the
motion, he will notice that paragraph (b)
questions the failure of the Government to
widely advertise, prior to the commencement of the academic year, that two hostels
were to remain open, contrary to earlier
advice. It seems that the Minister is not
prepared to debate the first paragaph of the
motion, which condemns the Government
for closing and initiating the disposal of student hostels in Melbourne. Is the Minister
unable to read? That is the most crucial part
of the motion because the debate would not
have taken place at all if the Government
had not made that decision. There is little
doubt that confusion has arisen because of
the advice tendered partly by the Education
Department in correspondence to students
and also in subsequent information provided to students by their housing officers.
The letter from the employment section of
the Personnel Branch of the department
states:
I am replying to your inquiry re accommodation in
an Education Department student residence in Melbourne for 1984.
As it appears that the capacity to accommodate students will be reduced to about one-tenth of that which
has been available, the Education Department will, of
necessity, be selecting applicants.
Preference will be given to students from the country
who completed H.S.C. in 1983 and enrol in courses
which lead to qualifying, in area.S.ofneed. These courses
are:
Melbourne College of Advanced Education:
M.C S. E. (Carlton Science Education)
M.CS.C (Carlton Science)
M.CM.U. (Carlton Music)
M.CB.S. (Carlton Business Studies)
Victoria College:
V.R.M.A. (Rusden Mathematics)
No applications will be accepted until after VUAC
offers have been received by students. These are to be
posted by VUAC on 7 February 1984.
To apply for a place in residence, on receipt of your
VUAC offer, you may phone, write a letter, or come in
person to:
Student Residences Section
(Address above)
Telephone (03) 651 0011.

Student Hostels Closure
Information required will be name, address, phone,
age, year H.S.C completed, code of course for which
you have an offer.
Should there be insufficient applicants from the preferred courses, then places will be offered to students
enrolled in other teaching courses (e.g. other B.Ed.
streams, Diploma of Teaching Primary).

I believe there are two reasons why these
positions have not been filled. It is obvious
that country students who were already
accommodated in hostels were forced out
and had to find their own alternative
accommodation. The Minister interjects to
state that the students would have already
left at the end of the school year. The Minister is right; there is a turnover at the end
of the year.
However, all students do not leave the
student hostels at the end of each school
year. For example, I know of a Mildura
student who pointed out that his family preferred- and specifically asked-that he stay
in a student hostel while he was undertaking his course of study. This illustrates
that other students may require to stay in a
hostel for more than one year. The Minister
is demonstrating that he is wearing blinkers
because he ignores the fact that we are
speaking about students who have come
straight out of country high schools to the
metropolitan area.
Two things happened: Firstly, all the students who lost their places obviously had to
vacate the hostel immediately and,
secondly, there is no doubt that a significant
number of students did not take up tertiary
positions this year, for the simple reason
that hostel accommodation was unavailable. This morning; it was drawn to my
attention that this applies particularly to
female students.
The Minister has not issued any statement on the vacant positions in student
hostels. My colleague, the honourable
member for Swan Hill, finally dug out the
information and he obtained a lot of conflicting statements. He heard stories that
there were 80 positions available; he heard
stories that there were no positions available. When he checked again, he finally
managed to have the situation clarified and,
as a result of his publicity, some positions
have been taken up, but very few, and I
understand that vacancies still are available.
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The Government has effectively forced
students out of the private rental market.
There has been a campaign to advertise the
private accommodation and it has been
quite successful. However, that was a oneoff situation. Will the Government conduct
that campaign every year? What proportion
of State funds did the Minister spend on
that campaign this year? How much money
did the Government spend on advertising
for private accommodation in the metropolitan area? Does the Minister intend to
do that every year?
The Government is still not providing
hostel-type accommodation, which provides fellowship among country students.
Hostel-type accommodation provides a
common link for country students and
especiall)" assists those students who would
have difficulty in coping with a strange
environment.
I have had examples of private accommodation that has not been satisfactory.
Does the Government accept responsibility
if a student, as a result of a Government
decision to close a hostel, ends up in accommodation which is not satisfactory and is
placed in a compromising situation, that
affects his or her studies?
The hostels have provided an excellent
environment for these students, especially
in the early years of their studies. There is
no doubt that there has been a significant
turnover of students at the hostels. However, in the Western District in only the
past two weeks a lady wanted to talk to me
because she was worried about what the situation will be when her daughter has to
come to Melbourne for tertiary studies ill
three years' time. The daughter is only doing
year 10 at this stage, yet her mother is
already alarmed and concerned that accommodation will not be provided. It is to be
hoped that by then there would have been a
change of Government and country student
accommodation will be provided.
F or the past ten years, until the Labor
Party came to power, hostel accommodation has been provided for country students. The lady I referred to is typical of
hundreds of other parents throughout Victoria who are genuinely concerned about
student hostel accommodation. The hostels
have provided an" excellent form of accommodation through supervision and subsidized costs.
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The National Party believes it is a
responsibility of the State Government in
conjunction with the Commonwealth Government to provide student hostel accommodation for tertiary students. If the Labor
Government is not prepared to provide that
accommodation it is to be hoped that in the
future a Government of a different persuasion will provide that accommodation.
The provision of hostel accommodation
is especially important when genuine incentives are needed to attract country students
to take up tertiary studies. However, at
present the Government is effectively
reducing the percentage of country students
who take up tertiary studies for a range of
reasons. The Minister wants to ignore that
fact, although the percentage figures are
available. The figures demonstrate that a
larger number of country students than
metropolitan students take up the
appointments.
The private rental market fluctuates from
year to year. Years ago, every country student would stay with a relative or board
with someone. However, that situation has
changed dramatically. At present, private
accommodation is available but that situation changes and, in the long run, accommodation cannot be guaranteed. Indeed,
that is why student hostels were established,
because private rental accommodation
could not be guaranteed.
Because of the manner in which the Government has handled the issue, it has effectively created vacancies this year.
Obviously, that is what the Minister was
really after when he wanted to close all the
student hostels. The Education Department
has distributed information that has discouraged country students from seeking
accommodation at student hostels. If a student received a letter informing him or her
that there was about one-tenth of the
accommodation available this year that was
available last year, would that student come
to Melbourne? Is the Minister suggesting
that the 400 potential students should have
waited and vied for the vacancies? The reality is that those students have tried to find
alternative accommodation and many have
failed to do so and have had to abandon
their courses. The National Party is alarmed
at the situation.
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The National Party wants the Minister to
answer specifically why, when the Commonwealth Government advised the State
Government in November that it did not
want the hostels, the State Government,
through the Deputy Premier in January this
year, suggested that the Commonwealth
Government take over those hostels. I
believe the situation has been dishonestly
represented by the Government and it has
caused a great deal of concern to many
parents and students throughout the State.
The Government has adopted a callous
attitude towards the needs of country students. The Government has completely
ignored the sorts of costs country students
face in living in the metropolitan area and
trying to find private accommodation.
The Government does not understand
what is needed to train country students to
become teachers. During the debate, the
honourable member for Morwell made, by
interjection, many comments which she has
not made publicly. I have not seen evidence
of any support from the honourable member for this campaign. Once again, that is a
classic example of the silence of Government members once decisions have been
made on these sorts of issues.
The National Party is alarmed at the
decision of the Government. Tertiary student hostel accommodation should be provided, and the National Party will press for
that in the future.
Mr FORDHAM (Minister of Education)-If one were to be charitable to the
Deputy Leader of the National Party, one
would say that his contribution over the
past hour in debating the motion was not
one of his better performances.
The honourable member spent an enormous amount of time quoting Australian
Labor Party policy, the press releases of a
Labor Minister and letters from the Education Department. However, the honourable
member presented little substance in his
argument to back up this somewhat
extraordinary motion, which I should have
thought most people would say is six months
late anyway.
It is nonsensical for the National Party to
be pursuing this matter in the way that it
has, particularly in view of the facts that
have emerged regarding the 1984 academic
year, to which I shall refer shortly. Rather
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than the Government being in any sense
censured, it should be commended.
The Government should be commended
for being prepared to face up to its responsibilities and ensuring that the Victorian
public-the taxpayers of this State about
whom we often hear from honourable
members on the other side of the House
when they are wearing their other hats receives proper value for public assets in
Victoria. The Government has been prepared to face up to its responsibilities, and
it can now look back and see that its judgment has been vindicated on the decisions
that have been taken.
As was referred to earlier, in 1974, a new
set of arrangements was clearly entered into
between the Commonwealth Government
and the State Governments of the day concerning the funding responsibilities for
higher education; that is, the Colleges of
Advanced Education and the universities in
this country. That became a Commonwealth financial responsibility, about which
there is no argument, and no one has suggested that that is not the case. The capital
recurrent funding for Colleges of Advanced
Education and universities became a Commonwealth responsibility, and that included
student housing. That is quite clear and is
not a matter of allument. Despite that
agreement, the Victonan Government of the
day chose to retain ownership of a number
of student hostels in Melbourne and infrovincial centres. That was the climate 0 the
day and the background which this Government inherited when it came to office in
1982.
Another aspect that the Government
inherited at that time was a lagging State
economy about which, again, there is no
argument. All parties would agree that that
was the environment in 1982. The Victorian economy was in a mess. There were
record levels of unemployment. That was
not a matter of argument; that was a fact of
life in 1982. I might add that, once or twice,
in the House and to the public, the Treasurer has outlined the financial difficulties
that the Government faced as a result of the
many years of waste and mismanagement
by its predecessors. That was a fact of life.
A new Government was elected which
was committed to overcoming that heritage
of waste and mismanagement and it was
committed to meeting community needs in
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education. The Government is now
attempting to restore the Victorian economy through a Government supported
public works programme. Those were the
commitments we made to the Victorian
people and to which a response was
received-we were elected to office by an
overwhelming majority in 1982, within that
climate and with those commitments.
In education-and this, too, is not a matter for argument-the Government inherited some $400 million-Mr Jona-That is not true. You know it
is not true.
Mr FORDHAM-If the honourable
member for Hawthorn would calm down
and allow me to finish the sentence, he
would find out what I was going to say. The
Government inherited a $400 million backlog of school building works in Victoria.
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Victorian education buildings were characterized by portable class-rooms, outdoor
toilets and long-overdue maintenance needs.
That was the situation in the education
sphere.
The Government was pledged to tackle
that backlog, and I believe it has a commendable record in that respect. The
amount of money made available for school
building works has been increased dramatically since this Government has been in
office. Again, there can be no argument on
this point; I am presenting matters offact. I
can refer to instances where school building
works that honourable members sought to
be done have been done since the Government's appointment to office. It is in that
context that this Government had to face
up to its responsibility to the Victorian
community, to the Victorian taxpayers,
country and city alike. The Government has
Honourable members interjecting.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER (Mr Wil- attempted to do that in a responsible manton)-Order! If the honourable member for ner, ensuring that it meets as best as posHawthorn thinks he is going to debate this sible the needs of all Victorians.
I have undertaken a review of all the asset
by proxy, he has another think coming. The
Deputy Leader of the National Party was holdings within the Education Department,
heard in reasonable silence. The Minister is as have many, if not all, of my Ministerial
replying to the argument put forward by the colleagues in the departments for which they
Deputy Leader of the National Party, and are responsible, and I have ascertained
he shall be allowed to do so in silence.
where public money has been put in the
I would be reluctant to use the full powers past. That approach has been supported by
of the Chair, but I warn honourable mem- the opposition parties, who agree that a
bers that I will do so, particularly consider- review should be undertaken from time to
ing that this is an extremely limited debate. time to ascertain where assets are tied up.
Mr FORDHAM-I repeat that the Gov- As a result of that review, the Government
ernment inherited a backlog of school has sold off a number of sites that had been
building works totalling $400 million. That purchased in the past, and has found that
is not my figure, but the figure of the Austra- the development of the metropolitan area
lian Schools Commission. If the honour- in provincial centres has not matched what
able member for Hawthorn wants to was originally intended by the planners of
apologize for his interjection, his apology many years ago; and that is often the case.
will be accepted. If he had waited until I The Government sold those sites and put
had finished the sentence, he would have the money back into school building works.
realized that he was making an inappro- Similarly, a number of buildings that the
Government inherited, such as the Glenpriate inteIjection, once again.
bervie
Educational Centre and the old LarThe situation that prevailed is a matter of
nook
College, which were originally
record; it was acknowledged well prior to
the elections and we, as a Government, purchased with the money of Victorian taxmade the commitment to address the needs payers, are being sold and the money is being
of schools throughout Victoria. Since the used to fund school building works.
The third area to which the Government
elections, I have had honourable members
from all sides of the House bring to me, and addressed itself is hostels. The Government
quite properly so, lists of a variety of works reviewed the investment in hostels that
needed to be done at schools in the elector- Victoria had, and that was done in the conates they represent. We well realized that text referred to by the Deputy Leader of the
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National Party, and it was done responsibly. What, in fact is our prime responsibility? What is our constitutional
responsibility? What is our negotiated
responsibility with other Governments? I
refer back to the 1974 accord reached
between the Commonwealth and all the
States, including Victoria. It was clear, in
those circumstances, that it was a Commonwealth responsibility, and that in addition to the tying up of those funds in hostels,
some $500 000 a year was being taken up in
recurrent expenditure to maintain hostel
performance.

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr FORDHAM-The interjection from
the Deputy Leader of the National Party is
that we have retained hostels in the country.
What he is saying is that he wants the Government to sell those hostels in the country
and retain those in the city. It is extraordinary that this honourable member, who
purports to represent country Victoria,
would call on the Government to sell hostels in provincial centres. I look forward to
passing on that message to people in the
provincial centres and telling them of the
attitude of the National Party on this matter.
The Government has a responsibility,
which all honourable members supported,
to attack the backlog of school building
works to ensure that the best value for existing assets is obtained. The decision was not
made lightly. Of course, it would be nice to
keep every existing programme operating
and to keep adding on when some new idea
comes up or some new need is identified.
The honourable member for Hawthorn
would have realized, when he was a Minister of the former Government, that life is
not like that. From time to time, Governments have to reassess the deployment of
their resources. The Labor Government, in
line with that approach, had to decide what
it would do to obtain maximum public
benefit, after taking into account its responsibilities and those of the Commonwealth
Government.
The Government reassessed the hostel
stock in 1983. Four hostels were closed the
previous year because there was not a
demand for them. The type of accommodation of those hostels was not suited to the
needs of students. Therefore, three hostels
in Melbourne and one in Geelong were
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closed and were not part of the Government's reassessment. The Government
examined the hostels that were functioning
in Victoria at that time and the Government had the options of closing all of them
or closing some of them. As an indication
of the Government's priorities and concern
for country Victoria, it examined the provincial hostels to see what was their need in
Bendigo, Ballarat and Geelong.

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr FORDHAM-Again interjections
from the National Party are critical of that
Government decision to ensure that those
provincial hostels remained open. There are
213 beds provided in those provincial
centres and, as one who has spent much
time over many years visiting those centres,
and is familiar with the needs of the Ballarat
and Bendigo Colleges of Advanced Education and Deakin University, I know how
crucial those hostel facilities are because of
the limited alternatives available. For that
reason, I decided that those provincial hostels would remain open.
The Government also examined the
existing hostels in Melbourne. A decision
was made to close four of those hostels, to
dispose of them and to use that money to
maintain Government effort. Some 218 beds
were affected by that decision. The Government also decided to retain three hostels in
Melbourne: Redcourt with 23 beds, Minimbah with 105 beds and Frank Tate House
with 45 beds, a total of 173 beds, if one adds
the 213 country beds, 386 beds were retained
in Victorian hostels.
Redcourt is being provided, as has been
the case for some time, for the Victorian
College of the Arts. Minimbah is being provided for the use of school students and I
have received representations from
honourable members on all sides of the
House about the need for a hostel facility
for country secondary and primary school
students when they visit Melbourne. I am
sure no honourable member would argue
that that is not clearly the Government's
responsibility.

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr FORDHAM-It is hard for the
thickheads on the other side of the House,
particularly the honourable member for
Warmambool, to realize that primary and
secondary education is without doubt the
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responsibility of the State Government,
Mr FORDHAM-They are the only
whereas tertiary education, or higher edu- records available. In no sense has it been
cation, is clearly the responsibility of the argued that these hostels were the only
Commonwealth. It is quite proper that a source of accommodation available for
number of beds at Minimbah should be set country students. The vast majority of stuaside this year for country students and the dents found other forms of accommodastudents are grateful to the Government for tion, either on their own or through
institutions.
making those beds available.
They are the facts of life and it is imporAt Frank Tate House, there will be a
number of international teaching fellows, tant that honourable members should see
but the bulk of the accommodation will be the matter in that context. The Governavailable for tertiary students. There are 38 ment has demonstrated its continuing conbeds at Minimbah and 48 beds at Frank cern on the matter. The Government made
Tate House, a total of 86 beds, plus Red- its first offer to sell these hostels to the Comcourt, for that purpose in Melbourne. That monwealth Government and I sincerely
position was made clear at the time and I regret the decision of the Commonwealth
am surprised by the efforts of the honour- Government not to purchase these facilities.
able member for Swan Hill to suggest that
Officers of the Victorian Post-Secondary
it was a secret. It was contained in my press Education Commission discussed the matrelease of 21 September and reported in ter at length with Federal officers in CanHansard of the same date last year. Also I berra on a number of occasions and I have
made those comments throughout country discussed the matter with the Federal MinVictoria. Housing officers from all State ister. Even after a negative reply, I coneducation institutions are aware that those tinued hoping that the Federal Government
beds are available. It was made clear that, if would change its mind, but the Federal
student demand was such that all of those Government has taken responsibility for
beds were taken up, I would review the that decision.
situation at Minimbah.
Dr AlIen consulted with the tertiary instiGiven those constitutional responsibili- tutions and other interested bodies, includties and given the economic pressure on the ing various student associations, to assist in
Government, I believe that was a reason- any way possible. He has done a remarkable
able compromise to make. The Govern- job in helping to overcome any difficulties
ment addressed the areas of greatest need that may have arisen in the transition and
and decided that provincial centres would in the change of the housing arrangements.
be maintained for tertiary students along Dr AlIen and his officers are to be comwith the beds in Melbourne. It was recom- mended and those links with the institumended that the remaining hostels be sold tions and student associations have proved
for $4 million, which could then be chan- to be of enormous benefit. One of the steps
nelled into capital works in Victoria.
he took was to undertake a compaign funded
Honourable members should try to get through the R. E. Ross Trust.
these numbers in some context. I am waitMr Hann-What is that?
ing for the National Party to indicate what
Mr FORDHAM-The R. E. Ross Trust
its understanding is of the number of is a private trust that agreed to assist the
country students in Melbourne at anyone Government to undertake this task. As a
time. The fact is that there are many thou- result of that initiative, more than 500 offers
sands of such students.
were received from families in the MelMr Hann-How many?
bourne metropolitan area to make their
Mr FORDHAM-The answer is 9982. facilities available to country students.
Some 6103 are in colleges of advanced eduI am delighted with the response from
cation and 3879 in the universities. These Melbourne families. The Government will
people have given residential addresses that endeavour to provide encouragement in that
are more than 40 kilometres from area next year in an effort to make available
Melbourne.
alternative accommodation for country
Mr Hann-You are joking!
students. The names of the families were
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passed on to the various tertiary institutions. I know that they very much appreciated the response of the Victorian
community.
I return to the matter alluded to by the
Deputy Leader of the National Party. The
Government has maintained 86 beds in
Melbourne at the two institutions, namely,
Minimbah and Frank Tate House, for
country students undertaking tertiary studies. Last year, I made it clear that was the
case. Housing officers at every one of the
institutions were aware that those beds were
available. The first port of call of country
students and their families is the housing
officer at the university or college at which
the student is enrolled to check the range of
offerings available for private or hostel
accommodation. As of today, 38 of the 86
beds have been taken up by country students. I am surprised at that outcome; I did
not expect it.
Honourable members of the National
Party and Opposition, who are interjecting,
may not like the facts, but they are incontrovertible. Perhaps they are suggesting that
country students have no initiative and that
they would not ask what is the housing situation at the institutions at which they are
enrolled. What an indictment of Victorian
students! What absolute nonsense! I hope
that the remainder of the 86 beds will also
be taken up. I indicate that every bed offered
in Bendigo and Ballarat has been taken up
and nearly every bed in Geelong has been
taken as well. The Government's decision
that a need existed in provincial centres has
been vindicated. There were no alternatives
and those areas were given priority. Members of the Liberal Party and the National
Party said that the Government should close
those provincial hostels. Those honourable
members are the hypocrites. They are the
people being held in contempt by provincial communities.
In addition, a steering committee was
established under the chairmanship of Dr
Graham Alien, with representatives from
the Student Housing Officers Association
(Vic.). I digress for a moment and indicate
my appreciation of the enormous effort
members of the association have made, not
just this year but also in other years. They
perform a difficult task, with the welfare of
students at heart. They have visited me on
a number of occasions. Their willingness to
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be part of the steering committee is much
appreciated. In addition to the student representatives on the steerin~ committee, there
is also a Ministry of HousIng representative
and a municipal representative. A study is
being undertaken of student housing needs
with focus on tertiary students aged between
seventeen and nineteen years, especially
first-year students from country areas. A
study of this sort has not previously been
undertaken by a Government anywhere in
Australia. The Government is to be commended again for initiating the study. It is
expected to take approximately six months
and I look forward to making the results of
the study available when it is published.
In addition, Dr Alien's group has been
examining the possible use of other vacant
hostel-type accommodation in the Melbourne metropolitan area. Negotiations are
continuing on two of the migrant hostels
with Government authorities. They are the
Midway Migrant Centre in Maribyrnong
and the Enterprise Migrant Centre. The
Government is endeavourin~ to determine
what assistance can be given In that area. In
addition, a number of nurses' homes are
being considered as possible future residences for students and a number of other
voluntary organizations, including the
Uniting Church, have been contacted for
possible joint assistance.
In the submission from Victoria to the
Commonwealth Tertiary Education Commission, the need for consideration in the
coming triennium was highlighted and it
was asked that the commission take into
account Victoria's requirements. The Government has also been assisting colleges that
have been taking initiatives on their own. I
commend the colleges that have seen fit to
take initiatives.
The Gippsland Institute of Advanced
Education has taken significant steps. The
honourable member for Morwell, Valerie
Callister, has been in the forefront of those
initiatives of the Gippsland institute to
expand housing opportunities in that provincial centre. There is clearly a need in
those provincial centres for opportunities
to be made available. Initiatives of both the
Ministry of Housing and potential developers are being explored at the Gippsland
institute. The Government is highly conscious of the important part that the provincial colleges of advanced education play
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in providing a proper network of tertiary
education.
Before the election, I made a commitment to do everything possible to assist
those institutes. The Government can demonstrate that it has continued to give them
priority and assistance in every way possible. They provide access for country students to higher education. Another college
that has taken initiatives in this area has
been the F ootscray Institute of Technology .
A number of options are being examined by
that institute, including the redevelopment
of vacant buildings in the area, together with
the migrant hostel at Maribyrnong, to which
I referred earlier. I commend the Footscray
institute for its ongoing concern for students.
In summary, the Government has quite
properly balanced the issue of priorities and
needs and the use of public assets. The Government has properly met its responsibility
in ensuring that the assets of Victoria and
all Victorians are put to the best possible
use. A reasonable balance has been struck,
and limited tertiary places have been
retained in Melbourne. The actual usage of
facilities that has emerged this year has justified the Government's decision. Its judgment has been vindicated. I have outlined
the continuing efforts being made through
Dr Allen, Chairman of the Victorian PostSecondary Education Commission. The
Government's record should receive commendation. No other State Government in
this country has done as much as the Victorian Government in the provision ofhostel accommodation. No other Government,
whether it be in a Labor State, Liberal State
or National Party State, has done as much
as this Government.
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remain open. That matter needs some
explanation.
Those hostels were always intended to
remain open for secondary students, but
when they were not filled by secondary students, they became available for excess tertiary students. That situation caused much
confusion. The Government should be
criticized for allowing that to occur. The
motion rejects the belated attempts to
transfer the responsibility for student housing to the Commonwealth and calls for the
reopening of the closed hostels. If that is not
done, accommodation should be provided
by leasing migrant hostels or using surplus
nursing homes.
Students who were not able to find hostel
accommodation would have been amazed
by the Minister's speech. He was virtually
saying that there is no real problem; that the
students are not really concerned; and that
student accommodation is available. He
said that no problems were being experienced in provincial cities and that he wondered why country students have not had
either enough intelligence or foresight to find
accommodation; if they had not, they must
have been going about it in the wrong way.
I reject those statements, as do all students who have been disadvantaged and
their families. When the Government first
announced that the hostels were to be closed,
many people were upset and expressed their
disgust. Members of the Opposition said it
was another example of the attitude of the
Government towards country people. The
decision shows not only a lack of concern,
but also a lack of understanding.
Most Victorians recognize that the Labor
Government has little regard for country
The Government has made a commit- people. When the Labor Party discovered
ment to a continuing role. It will maintain that it was possible to gain office in the State
that role in future to assist in any way pos- without the support of the country people,
sible. I completely reject the motion, which it showed a lack of interest in rural Victoria.
is nonsensical, out of date and does not It is extraordinary that the Government did
address itself to the real needs of Victorians. not foresee the results and effects of its
The Government should be commended. It actions, or recognize that so many students
looks forward to continuing down that path would be disadvantaged by the decision to
and assisting in future.
close the student hostels.
Mr AUSTIN (Ripon)-The motion is in
The saga got under way at a meeting held
several parts. It condemns the Government at the University of Melbourne in Septemfor its action in closing down and disposing ber last year. Hundreds of students gathered
of student hostels in Melbourne. It also at the meeting to express their concern. If
questions the failure of the Government to the Minister could say today that there is
advertise.widely which two hostels were to no problem in finding accommodation for
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students, he should have taken more notice
of them at the meeting.
The honourable member for Warrnamboo1 has shown tremendous interest in the
issue from the beginning and has carried
out much work but, unfortunately, it was to
little avail because the Minister would not
listen to him. The honourable member for
Warrnambool, the Deputy Leader of the
National Party and I addressed the meeting
at the University of Melbourne. The course
of action to be taken by the Hostel Emergency Action Team-commonly known as
HEA T -was decided at that meeting. The
team then held a series of meetings, which
culminated in a march up Bourke Street to
Parliament House.
The demonstration took place during the
spring sessional period when many members of Parliament could mix with and talk
to the students. The honourable member
for Hawthorn and others addressed the
demonstration, but the Minister of Education was conspicuous by his absence. He
left Mrs Kirner to hold the baton for the
Labor Government. I shall not be critical of
her performance because she was put in an
insufferable position, but it was an insult to
the students to be addressed by her rather
than by the Minister of Education.
Any honourable member who witnessed
the demonstration and the march would
have been proud of the behaviour of the
students and the manner in which the demonstration was conducted. Members of the
Liberal Party witnessed that orderly and
sensible approach by the country students
and were extremely proud of them. The
meeting confirmed that all of the predictions made by the Opposition were correct.
The approaches and representations made
by members of the National Party and the
Liberal Party-the honourable member for
Warrnambool in particular-were to no
avail.
Honourable members of both the
National and Liberal parties who represent
country electorates have fought for a better
deal for country students, but members of
the Labor Party who represent country electorates-the honourable members for
Ballarat South, Bendigo, Geelong East,
Geelong North and Geelong West-have
been extremely quiet about representing the
students in their electorates. The Govemmenfs actions towards country students
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were heartless and show that it does not
understand the problems and difficulties
faced by them.
Country students have difficulty adjusting to the city environment when they have
lived in the country all their lives. They find
it difficult to break from their families when
they move to Melbourne, yet on arriving in
Melbourne they find that they are unable to
obtain hostel accommodation. At the hostels, the students can mix with other students with similar backgrounds and
problems, but it is an even greater wrench
for the country students if they must find
alternative single-room accommodation. All
those problems make it difficult for them to
adjust to the city environment.
The students who take up private accommodation may be located well away from
the campuses they are attending, which
results in time being lost in travel and the
expense of that travel. This year the Government abolished the tertiary student travel
concessions, and this will increase the burden on students. Many honourable members have addressed that issue and pointed
out that, as a result, some students will
abandon their courses.
The honourable member for Rodney was
requested, by interjection, to quote the figures. The figures are currently unavailable,
but they will be available at a later date.
Many country students who had intended
to come to Melbourne to train as teachers
have decided against that action. The
honourable member for Rodney mentioned
specific examples. Future problems will be
caused because fewer country students will
attend teacher-training courses, therefore,
fewer country-based teachers will be available. Since the start of this school year, a
shortage of teachers has been apparent, particularly in specialist subjects. Many citybased teachers are reluctant to go to the
country. They fail to take up their appointments, which causes serious problems each
year. Because of the lack of student accommodation, the problem will grow.
The action by the Government shows a
complete lack of understanding for the
parents of country students. Parents hope
that their sons or daughters can stay in the
safety of hostel accommodation when they
come to Melbourne. In that case, the parents
would know that their children were with
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people of like kind, with whom they could
compare problems.
The Minister of Education had to cut back
the education budget by 2 per cent; 2 per
cent of$2000 million is $40 million. Of the
total $2000 million, $1600 million was allocated for salaries and related expenses.
Therefore, no cutback could occur in that
area. The cutback of 2 per cent had to come
from the remaining $400 million and, in
that area, the realleve1 of cutback equals 10
per cent.
The honourable member for Rodney
referred to the confusion that exists between
the areas of responsibility as seen by the
State Government and as seen by the Federal Government. The students-the ones
who are affected-believe a volley-ball
situation has arisen where the problem is
being thrown from one court to another. I
have a copy of a letter sent to the Hostel
Emergency Action Team by the Premier.
The letter is dated 9 January, when the
Premier was the acting Minister of Education, and states:
In the absence of my colleague the Minister of Education, I refer to your recent correspondence regarding
the closure of student residences.
The decisions by the Victorian Government to close
some residences have been made after careful consideration of the possible effect they will have on
country students. They have been made with the greatest reluctance but in recognition of the realities of the
present economic constraint on the State.
The Victorian Government is obliged to assert its
priorities which must be on the provision of services
to schools. The Federal Government in 1974 accepted
responsibility for tertiary education, and this included
the provision of student welfare services; the time has
now come when the State Government must reduce its
commitment in this area.
The hostels to be sold have been offered to the Commonwealth Government in the hope that they will continue to be used for tertiary students.

The impression conveyed in that letter
indicates that the hostels had been offered
to the Commonwealth Government and
that a chance existed that that Government
may purchase them.
I have a copy of a telegram sent by Senator Susan Ryan, the Federal Minister for
Education and Youth Affairs, to Mr Peter
McGauran, the Federal member for Gippsland, which states:
I have been advised that the Victorian Minister of
Education has met with students and representatives
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of the Victorian Post-Secondary Education Commission concerning the general problems of student
accommodation. It is expected that the Victorian Minister will be approaching a number of authorities,
including the Commonwealth, seeking to make
arrangements for the use of under-utilised accommodation. I understand that the use of migrant hostels
will be considered by the State in this context. Thank
you for bringing this matter to my attention. I will
await a co-ordinated approach from the Victorian
Minister of Education and I suggest that if you have
any further information that you contact him.

The telegram does not demonstrate a close
understanding between the Federal and
State Governments. As the honourable
member for Rodney indicates, by interjection, it does not exist. Although honourable
members have been informed that consultation was taking place, the telegram indicates that the Federal Minister for Education
and Youth Affairs was not aware of that.
Because the Minister of Education had to
save $40 million in line with the 2 per cent
cutback in the education budget, he used
that as an excuse to sell off the buildings.
That action shows no care or consideration
for those who will be affected. The Government has decided that country students are
expendable.
Mr Fordham-That is absolute nonsense!
Mr AUSTIN-Regardless of whether
that was the decision, that is the result of
the actions taken by the Minister. The Minister should ask all country students, who
the Minister has said will be able to find
accommodation, why they are still upset
about the matter and why they are still writing letters about it. It is not good enough for
the Minister to claim that the Government
has made a wonderful decision and that it
should be congratulated for what it has done.
That would not wash well with all those
who have been affected-not only the students but their parents.
The worst part of the action taken by the
Minister will be the long-term effects. If
something concrete comes from this debate,
it should be that the Minister agrees to study
the attitudes of the future country students,
and their parents, who must make decisions
now as to what courses they will take at the
secondary level and what will be their future
careers. I am certain that many of those
students will take different directions
because of the decision of the Minister callously to disregard the requirements and
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needs of country students for accommodation in the metropolitan area.

Mr STEGGALL (Swan Hill)-Today
honourable members have heard the Minister of Education defend his position and
that of the Government on the hostels issue.
This has been a remarkable issue that has
not followed exactly along the lines the
Minister intimated. Although he might have
issued his press statements and decided that
this plan would remain throughout this year,
people in country Victoria did not receive
the message.
The Minister stated that the Government
had two options-one, to close all hostels,
and the other to close some hostels. I suggest that the Government also had the
option of leaving them open. I invite
honourable members to think back to the
time of HEAT-the time of the marchwhen the Government defended the decision to close hostels. A large number of students were outside this building, and it
would have been a magnificent opportunity
for the Government or the Minister to
inform the students and the public exactly
what his ideas were.
My main argument is that it was not made
known throughout Victoria that two hostels
were to remain open and available to
country students. If the Minister had
decided at the time of the march that that
was to be the case, he would have gone to
those students and made the position clear.
The confusion that has reigned on this issue
throughout country Victoria was illustrated
last week when I contacted the booking
office and found there were no positions
open at the Minimbah hostel for country
primary and secondary school students.
Mr Fordham-Whose booking office?
Mr STEGGALL-Your booking office.
At that time, I was informed that four or
five positions were open at Frank Tate
House. On checking further, I found that I
had not received the right answer from different people and that is why I raised the
question with the Minister last week. The
Minister, in his answer, said, "Have no
fears; you will be embarrassed when you
find out how many vacancies there are; you
will find that there are not many". He said
that he would get back to me, but he has not
done so until today, when he admits that
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the vacancies that exist-there are some
57-are a surprise to him. That is in addition to ten at Frank Tate House, as of this
morning. This may be proof of the argument that I and other honourable members
have been attempting to put in the past
week.
While all these press releases were issued
last year and statements were being made,
the arguments put out by the Government
in defence of the closing of the hostels gave
everyone, myself included, the impression
that positions in the two remaining hostels
were not available. The Minister's statements last year indicated that two hostels
would cater for secondary and primary
school excursions and international fellows.
No suggestion was made of how many beds
would be available for country students,
some of whom are doing courses which will
lead to teaching. That point needs to be
remembered. The fact that these vacancies
still exist proves my argument.
Last year, the Minister decided to close
the hostels with those two exceptions and
later, after pressure was exerted and the
public reaction became clear, he decided
that he should study the needs of student
housing in Victoria. That is a crazy way of
dealing with the matter. It would have been
better to hold those hostels open for the
1984 year and carry out the study while the
hostels were still open. The Minister
becomes lost in his allegations when he carries on in his stupid attitude to representations by country people on the student hostel
issue.
All honourable members are interested in
ensuring that student accommodation in
regional centres is upheld and maintained.
We will argue that the same necessity exists
in Melbourne student areas. The Minister
has argued his case and put forward all the
facts and figures, but he has not appreciated
until yesterday or today that the result he
was seeking-the filling of the student hostels-was not obtained, and any move to
advertise and promote the hostels in any
way has been stopped by the department.
The Government has not carried out its
policy on student hostels in a clear manner
and the action it has taken over the past few
months has led to this stupid situation where
no one in the State knew until last week
about the vacancies that are available to
country students. Following this debate, I
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hope that message will be received loud and
clear.
Miss CALLISTER (Morwell)-Whether
tertiary education establishments are
situated in the country or the city, adequate
housing provision for students is a vital
consideration. No honourable member disputes that. The Government has reco~ized
that and continued to sustain a role In this
area.
The honourable member for Swan Hill
stated in his contribution to the debate that
it was not known last year that any bed
spaces would be available in the student
hostels that were being retained in Melbourne for tertiary students. I suggest that
he did not read the information that was
available through the Minister of Education
at the time. I was interviewed on the regional
television station in the Morwell electorate
the next day and informed· people of the
facts-that spaces would be available in two
of those hostels, even though there would
be a reduction in the number of spaces
available in the Melbourne hostels.
To verify that, I shall quote from the press
release issued by the Minister which has
already been selectively referred to by the
Deputy Leader of the National Party and
other contributors to the debate. In the third
last paragraph, the Minister stated:
The Minimbah Hostel with 105 beds will be retained
primarily for this purpose ...

That is for the use of country students in
the primary and secondary sectors to do
work experience or to have excursions to
the city. As a former teacher in the secondary sector, I know that that is an important
educational experience for children in
country secondary and primary schools.
The press release goes on to state:
... with any spare beds will be available to tertiary
students. Frank Tate House, a 45 bed hostel, will also
be retained and will accommodate visiting International Teaching Fellows working in Victorian schools
and some tertiary students.

I made that information known to my constituents the very next day when I was
informed of the facts. I did not run around
waging a campaign of hysteria and giving
parents and future students false impressions of the situation.
In accordance with Sessional Orders, the
debate was interrupted.
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The SPEAKER-Order! The time
appointed under Sessional Orders for Government Business to take precedence has
now arrived. The honourable member for
Morwell will be able to complete her speech
when the motion again comes on for
discussion.
The sitting was suspended at 1.1 p. m. until
2.4p.m.

PERSONAL EXPLANAnON
Mr MACLELLAN (Berwick) (By
leave)-Mr Speaker, I wish to make a personal explanation. In answer to a question
without notice this morning, the Premier
mentioned that I had knowledge of the matter of electorate secretaries' salary increases
and the determination made for those
increases. I do not wish to be implicated in
the decisions of the Government on that
matter, nor should I be.
As I have explained to you, Mr Speaker,
in chambers, at some stage last year I
received from Mr Duguid, Secretary of the
House Committee, a copy of a submission
from the Victorian Public Service Association and a letter written to Mr Burgess by
Mr Duguid in which he said:
I acknowledge the receipt of your submission on
behalf of the electorate secretaries.
Prior to the Electorate Office Committee discussing
the submission, I have referred the matter to the Public
Service Board for advice.
I will be in touch with you at a later date when the
Electorate Office Committee makes a recommendation to the Premier.

Mr Speaker, for practical purposes, you are
the Chairman of the Electorate Office Committee, and I have the privilege of being one
of the party nominees to sit on the committee to advise you. I do not intend to go into
details of the work of the committee other
than to say that it has never had this matter
before it at any meeting I have attended
nor, indeed, at any meeting at all. This matter was at the time referred to the Public
Service Board. The board was to advise.
Indeed, there is a letter from the Secretary
of the Department of the Premier and Cabinet, addressed again to Mr Duguid which
said:
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Dear Sir,
I re!e~ to your letter of 1 March 1983, forwarding a

submission from the Victorian Public Service Association concerning salaries and conditions of employment of electorate secretaries.
The Public Service Board has been requested to
undertake a review of Electorate Secretaries' salaries
and conditions of employment and advise thereon.
I will ensure that you are advised of the decision as
soon as possible.

I make it cle~r that the Opposition, through
n:tyself, was In no way a party to any discusSIon or to any consideration of the merits
or otherwise of any claims that may have
been made on behalf of electorate
secretaries.
Mr Shell-Why should you be?
Mr MACLELLAN-That is a relevant
interjection. I do not know whether it is
appropriate for the committee you have Sir
to advise you on electorate office ma'tter~
and to discuss conditions of employment
and salaries for electorate secretaries.
Certainly, that committee has never considered those matters and I do not regard
myself as in any way implicated by the
Premier's answer or in any decision of the
Government, the Public Service Board the
arbitrations or the arbitrators or those ~ho
~ave to consider the wage and salary guidehnes or whatever other organization the
matter may have been processed through. I
resent the fact that this morning an attempt
was made by the Premier, perhaps as a
casual thought, to wrap in the other parties.
I emphasize on behalf of the Opposition
a~~ myself that I, as ~epresenting the OppoSItIon on the commIttee that advises you
Sir, on electorate office matters, never had
the merits of this matter discussed with me
in that committee. I have merely had these
papers that were given to the Opposition by
Mr Duguid of the House Committee about
a meeting that was never held.
CRIMINAL PROCEEDINGS BILL
Mr FORDHAM (Minister of Education)-By leave, I move:
That the Order of the House making the second reading of the Criminal Proceedings Bill an Order of the
Day for tomorrow be read and rescinded, and that it
be made an Order of the Day for this day.

The motion was agreed to

LOCAL GOVERNMENT (MUNICIPAL
COUNCILS TRIENNIAL ELECTIONS)
BILL
The House went into Committee for the
further consideration of this Bill.
Discussion was resumed of clauses 3 to
15.
Mrs PATRICK (Brighton)-I indicate
that the Opposition is, at all times, prepared
to co-operate with the Minister for Local
Government and with the Government in
matters that are in the best interests of local
government. However, the Opposition
regards the new proposals of the Minister to
represent a new Bill and not an amendment
of the old Bill.
.
. The p~oposals contain a new concept of
Introd.uclng a dual system under which
councIls can elect whether to conduct triennial elections or annual elections. In the
opinion of the Opposition, that proposition
should more properly have been included
in a new Bill and then allowed to lie over.
The reason for allowing the Bill to lie over
is that the proposals represent a new concept for local government.
Many municipal councils have not been
aware that the Minister for Local Government decided to ~ve councils a choice. The
Minister has deCIded to back down. There
has been no consultation with local government. I received a letter from Mr I. R. Pawsey, Secretary of the Municipal Association
of Victoria dated 1 March in which he states:
Dear Mrs. Patrick,
I was concerned to receive verbal advice today from
Mr Pat McNamara that the Government intended to
amend the Triennial Elections Bill.
I enclose a copy of a letter to be delivered today to
the Minister requesting that he withhold any further
proceedings on the Bill until such time as the MA V
has had discussions with him.

I understand that the Minister saw the Secretary of the Municipal Association of Victoria yesterday. However, municipal
councils have not been consulted. The letter
continues:
The present view which we take is that councils
should be consulted on this very important issue before
any action is taken in the Parliament to introduce a
significant new principle, even on an optional basis.
Rep~~ntatives of the MA V will be meeting with
the MInIster tomorrow and I will advise you if, as a

Local Government Bill
result of those discussions and a subsequent meeting
of our General Purpose Committee, results in any
change of view.

I understand that the Municipal Association of Victoria is calling a State-wide conference on 5 April to consider this matter.
Further debate on the Bill should be held
over until after that meeting.
Mr Pawsey, the Secretary of the Municipal Association of Victoria wrote to the
Minister for Local Government on 1 March
stating:
Dear Mr Minister,
I was surprised to hear this morning about a Government proposal to amend the Local Government
(Municipal Councils Triennial Elections) Bill currently
before the Parliament. I have spoken to the President
and a number of senior office bearers and would like
to discuss urgently with you the proposed changes.
You will know from our earlier advice to you that
the MA V strongly opposes the introduction of triennial elections. This subject was debated at length at the
last Annual Session following the issue of a discussion
paper which set out a number of views both in favour
and against the proposal. You will also recall advice to
you that the decision of the Annual Session of 114
votes to 25 "that the MA V advise the Premier and
Minister for Local Government that the majority of
municipalities and the MA V are strongly opposed to
any move to have municipal elections held on a triennial basis."
I understand that you have proposed changes to the
Bill to enable triennial elections to be held on an
optional basis. This is a significant change to your original proposition and the MA V does believe it should
be considered by councils before making any further
progress in the Parliament. The MA V does not believe
that the introduction of significant electoral changes to
local government should be processed by the Parliament without the opportunity to express its views. The
MA V would undertake, as it has already done on this
issue, to consult with councils and obtain a response. I
would hope that this subject could be discussed at our
meeting tomorrow.
Until discussions take place, the MAY would request
that the matter be not proceeded with in the Parliament.
I have informed the National Party and the Liberal
Party of the MAY's communication with you.

Progress should be reported to allow the Bill
and the proposed amendments to stand over
until after the meeting of the Municipal
Association of Victoria on 5 April. There is
a fear abroad in local government that no
municipal elections will be held this year.
The Minister for Local Government has
suggested that municipal elections may not
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be held this year. However, I direct the
attention of the Minister and the Committee to the fact that, under the Local Government Act, councils are obliged to hold
annual elections. I have already received
numerous telephone calls and letters on the
matter. I f.hall not delay the Committee by
reading those letters, but I understand that
many councils are still opposed to the option
because they believe it will cause further
confusion. In any event, they wish time to
consider the matter further.
The points that have been raised with me
are: Why is it necessary to have an order of
the Governor in Council; there is no power
to reserve the decision once the council has
made it, and if that is the case, is an absolute
majority enough or should the majority not
be two-thirds of council membership?
The CHAIRMAN (Mr Wilton)-Order!
I am having some difficulty relating the
argument presented by the honourable
member for Brighton to the Question that is
before the Committee.
I appreciate the points the honourable
member for Brighton wishes to put to the
Committee, in terms of the proposed
amendments the Minister wishes to submit
to the Committee to have included in the
Bill once clauses 3 to 15 are removed. It is
in that area that the honourable member is
now starting to develop an argument against
the proposal.
I ask the honourable member to bear in
mind that the Question before the Committee is not the pro~sed amendments circulated by the MInister-they are yet to
come-but the removal of clauses 3 to 15
to make way for the proposed amendments.
Mrs PATRICK-Mr Chairman, I thank
you for your correction. I misunderstood
the position as I thought the Committee
was dealing with clauses 3 to 15. My remarks
should have been more properly addressed
to the proposal of the Minister to omit the
clauses, and I apologize to the Committee.
The Opposition will be voting against the
proposal but not against the deletion. I do
not know how the record can be altered but
there is no point in repeating what I said.
Mr Chairman, perhaps your leniency will
allow my remarks to stand in reference to
the proposed amendments of the Minister.
The position was not clear in my mind. In
any case, my remarks were relevant because
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there are a number of difficulties and, therefore, the Committee should not proceed to
the stage of deleting clauses 3 to 15 because
in my opinion, and in the opinion of the
Opposition, progress should be reported.
The CHAIRMAN-Is the honourable
member for Brighton moving that progress
be reported?
Mrs PATRICK-Yes, I move:
That progress be reported.

Mr WILKES (Minister for Local Government)-The honourable member for
Brighton has adopted an outrageous attitude. The Government entered into an
agreement with the Opposition and the
National Party to debate the Bill today for
two hours. It was on that basis that the Government was prepared to report progress last
week to provide the Opposition and the
National Party with a chance to discuss the
matter with their respective municipal
councils, if they saw fit. The Opposition has
come back today and deliberately broken
an agreement.
When I was on the other side of the
Chamber for ten years, at least if agreements were made with the then Government, the business of the Parliament was
able to proceed because everyone acknowledged and honoured the agreements. The
Committee now faces a situation where the
first speaker from the Opposition blatantly
breaks the agreement that was entered into
with the Leader of the National Party and
the Leader of the Opposition.
It is not a question of numbers, honourable members know what will happen to the
Bill in this Chamber, but I should have
thought that the honourable member for
Brighton would have had the decency to
honour an agreement that was entered into
on her behalf by the Leader of the Opposition. The Government opposes emphatically the motion of the honourable member
for Brighton that progress be reported.

The CHAIRMAN (Mr Wilton)-Order!
The question is that progress be reported. If
the honourable member for Benalla wishes
to address the Committee, his remarks will
be restricted to the motion that progress be
reported.
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Mr McNAMARA (Benalla)-I understand that the reason the honourable member for Brighton moved that progress be
reported was to discuss the whole procedure
around which the Bill was introduced. The
honourable member for Brighton did not
renege on any agreement and the Bill can
still be debated in the 2-hour time limit
about which all parties agreed. The Government obviously has the numbers to pass the
proposed legislation in this Chamber.
The honourable member for Brighton felt
restricted initially by speaking on the motion
that clauses 3 to 15 inclusive be negatived.
At this stage, honourable members want a
proper debate about the unusual happenings of the past week. The Minister has
attempted to amend the proposed legislation in an unprecedented manner. When
the Committee last met, honourable members will recall that I raised a point of order
whether the Bill now before the Committee
was a new piece of proposed legislation. The
Chairman ruled that it was not, and I
pointed out that it was unusual to introduce
a Bill and then discover that every clause in
the Bill is to be amended except the clause
referring to the title of the Bill. The six pages
of amendments completely alter the thrust
of the proposed legislation. Because of the
dramatic changes, the National and Liberal
parties consider that local government has
had insufficient opportunity of studying the
Bill.
A number of unusual major occurrences
in the past week make it necessary that the
Bill should be held over longer for serious
consideration. As the Minister is aware, the
Municipal Association of Victoria knew
nothing whatsoever about the proposed
amendments of the Minister. It was only
following a telephone call by me on
Wednesday evening that the association
became aware of the situation. The association was astounded at the procedure
adopted by the Minister and desired more
time to consider it. No one is suggesting
that the proposed legislation does not have
merit. The Opposition, the Municipal
Association of Victoria and member councils want adequate time in which to consider the implications of the proposed
amendments.
The Municipal Association of Victoria
acted responsibly and quickly and called a
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State-wide conference of every municipality to be held on 5 April. The Minister
indicated he wanted to proceed with the
proposed legislation as quickly as possible.
The association is acting as a responsible
authority representing local government and
is consulting with member councils. What
could be more reasonable than that? The
conference will be a proper forum to enable
local government to consider the amendments, which are different from those originally proposed by the Minister.
Originally, the Bill sought to change the
system of annual elections to a system of
triennial elections. Now the Minister is
having a bob each way and has introduced
a Bill with the option of adopting either
system. One of the strongest reasons put
forward by the Minister for the system of
triennial elections is that the system of
annual elections creates confusion. The
Minister said that, to simplify matters, a
system of triennial elections will be introduced and every three years local government will know that an election is to be
held.
The CHAIRMAN-Order! Strange as it
may seem, the Chair is in error to the extent
that the question of whether progress is to
be reported should be put to the Committee
without debate. I allowed the Minister and
the honourable member for Benalla to make
contributions to the motion and I consider
that all sections of the Committee have had
ample time in which to put their case. I
uphold Standing Order No. 193 (c) which
provides that:
When a motion is made the Chairman of Committees do report progress or do leave the Chair, the question should be put forthwith without debate, and no
Member having any such motion should be entitled to
move any similar motion during the same debate.

I accept responsibility for the error. As the

Minister was permitted to address the
Committee, I was not prepared to restrict
any other members of the Committee from
putting his or her view.
The Committee divided on Mrs Patrick's
motion (Mr Wilton in the chair).
Ayes
28
Noes
43
Majority against the motion
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AYES

Mr Austin
MrBrown
Mr Burgin
MrDelzoppo
MrEbery
MrEvans

(Gippsland East)
MrHann
Mr Jasper
MrJona
MrKempton
Mr Kennett
Mr Lieberman
Mr McKellar
MrMcNamara
MrCain
Miss Callister
MrCathie
DrCoghill
MrCrabb
MrCulpin
MrEmst
MrFogarty
MrFordham
MrGavin
MrGray
Mr Harrowfield
MrHassett
MrsHiII
MrHockley
Mr Ihlein
Mr Jolly
MrKennedy
MrKirkwood
MrMcDonald

MrMicallef
MrMiller
MrNewton
MrLeigh
Mr Templeton

Mr Maclellan
Mrs Patrick
MrRamsay
MrReynolds
Mr Richardson
Mr Ross-Edwards
Mr Saltmarsh
MrsSibree
MrSteggall
MrTanner
MrWallace
MrWhiting

Tellers:
Mr Dickinson
MrWilliams
NOES
MrNorris
MrPope
MrsRay
Mr Remington
MrRoper
MrRowe
MrsSetches
MrSheehan

(Ivanhoe)
MrSheehan

(Ballarat South)
MrShell
Mr Sidiropoulos
MrSimmonds
MrSimpson
MrSpyker
MrStirling
MrTrezise
MrWalsh
MrWilkes

Tellers:
Mr McCutcheon
DrVaughan
PAIRS
Mr Hill
Mr Seitz

Mr RAMSAY (Balwyn)-When the
matter was last before the Committee, the
Minister for Local Government indicated
that on 2 March he would be meeting with
the executive of the Municipal Association
of Victoria and that he expected the association to be in full agreement with the proposals contained in the amendments. The
Opposition would like the Minister to indicate to the Committee the result of the discussions he had with the association. Can
the Minister indicate whether he was right
in anticipating that the Municipal Association of Victoria would fully endorse the
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proposals contained in the amendments
before the Committee?
Mr Wilkes-What do you want to know?
Mr RAMSAY-When the matter was
last before the Committee on 1 March, the
Minister indicated that he would be meeting with the Municipal Association of Victoria on the following day. At page 2886 of
Hansard on 1 March the Minister for Local
Government is reported as having said:
The honourable member for Brighton made one
salient point and that is that I will meet tomorrow with
the executive of Municipal Association of Victoria. I
have a monthly meeting with that executive. It is a fact
that the association has not been officially told of my
intentions to give local government what the association will want me to give local government. The association does not direct local government. It is no use
the honourable member for Benalla saying that the
association should know about it.

Mr POPE (Monbulk)-On a point of
order, Mr Chairman, the honourable member for Balwyn is talking about the optional
provision in the Bill, which is not contained
in the amendment before the Committee.
The amendment before the Committee is
the omission of clauses 3 to 15. The
honourable member for Balwyn is questioning the Minister on a matter contained
in the next proposed amendment, that is,
the option of triennial elections.
The CHAIRMAN (Mr Wilton)-Order!
There is no point on order. The honourable
member for Balwyn is questioning the Minister on comments he made when the matter was last before the Committee. The
honourable member for Balwyn is seeking
a response from the Minister on the results
of a meeting he had with the Municipal
Association of Victoria.
Mr RAMSAY (Balwyn)-When the
matter was last before the Committee, at
page 2887 of Hansard on 1 March, the Minister is quoted as having stated:
I am sure that I will get the full support of the
executive.

Has the Minister received an indication of
the full support of the executive of the
Municipal Association of Victoria for these
proposed amendments?
The CHAIRMAN-Order! The honourable member for Brighton has exhausted her
right to address the Committee. If the

honourable member wishes to address the
Committee, she will need leave to so.
Mrs PATRICK (Brighton) (By leave)The whole point about this issue is that there
has been a lack of consultation on this
measure, and the Opposition wishes to wait
and see what local councils think about the
option that is being offered to them through
the deletion of clauses 3 to 15 and the insertion of the new clause to be moved by the
Minister. The decision of the councils, I
might point out, is irreversible. There is a
principle in local government that a council
of the day cannot bind a future council and,
in the Local Government Act, provision is
made for notices of rescission. That means
that a council, once having decided that it
will opt for triennial elections, and having
obtained an Order in Council to that effect,
will find it impossible to reverse that
decision.
These are extremely important matters
and, again, it is a question of the majority;
an absolute majority requires a vote by half
of the councillors plus one, with the mayor
or the chairman having no casting vote;
should this extremely important decision
require a vote by two-thirds of the
councillors.
These are clear questions that local government should have time to consider and,
on that basis, the Opposition believes the
Bill should be held over and that we should
wait to see what happens at the meeting to
be held on 5 April.
The Committee divided on the clauses
(Mr Wilton in the chair).
27
Ayes
Noes
43
Majority against the clauses
MrBrown
MrBurgin
MrDelzoppo
MrEvans
(Gipps/and East)

MrHann
MrJasper
MrJona
MrKempton
MrKennett
MrLeigh
Mr Lieberman

16

AYES
MrMcGrath
Mr McKellar
MrMcNamara
Mr Maclellan
Mrs Patrick
MrReynolds
Mr Ross-Edwards
Mr Saltmarsh
Mrs Sibree
MrSteggall
MrTanner
MrWallace
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Tellers:
MrEbery
Mr Richardson

MrWhiting
MrWilliams

Miss Callister
MrCathie
Or Coghill
MrCulpin
MrEmst
Mr Fogarty
Mr Fordham
MrGavin
MrGray
Mr Harrowfield
Mr Hassett
Mrs Hill
MrHiII
Mr Hockley
Mr Ihlein
Mr Jolly
Mr Kennedy
Mr Kirkwood
MrMcOonald
Mr Micallef
Mr Miller
MrNewton
MrNorris

NOES
Mr Pope
Mrs Ray
Mr Remington
MrRoper
MrRowe
Mrs Setches
MrSheehan
(lvanhoe)
MrSheehan
(Ballarat South)
Mr Shell
Mr Sidiropoulos
MrSimmonds
MrSimpson
MrSpyker
MrStirling
Mrs Toner
MrTrezise
MrWalsh
MrWilkes
Tellers:
Mr McCutcheon
OrVaughan

Mr Oickinson
Mr Ramsay
Mr Templeton

PAIRS
MrSeitz
MrCrabb
MrCain

New Clause
Mr WILKES (Minister for Local Govemment)-I move:
Insert the following new clause to follow clause I of the Principal Act there shall
be inserted the following Part:
•• AA. ( I ) After Part IV.

Part IV AA.- TRIENNIAL ELECfIONS
157c. In this Part unless inconsistent with the context or subject-matter··General election" means an election for all the
members ofa municipal council.
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municipal council which has applied under sub-section
(2) shall be a municipal council to which this Part
applies.
157F. (I) Where a municipal council makes an application under section 157E the Governor in Council
may not later than 1 July 1984 by Order in Council
published in the Government Gazette direct that notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this Act(a) an annual election shall not be held in 1984 in
respect of that municipal council; and
(b) the councillors due to go out of office at the
annual election in 1984 shall subject to this Act
continue in office until the general election to be
held in 1985.
(2) Where a councillor would have gone out of office
but for sub-section (I) and that councillor advises the
municipal clerk in writing within 14 days of an Order
in Council being made under sub-section (I) that he
does not wish to continue in office after the day on
which the annual election would have been held(a) an extrordinary vacancy shall be deemed to have
occurred; and
(b) an election to fill an extraordinary vacancy shall
be held on the day on which the annual election
would have been held.

157G. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in
this Act the provisions in Part Ill. of this Act shall
apply in respect of a municipal council to which this
Part applies as if those provisions were modified as
follows:
(a) There was substituted for section 57 the following section:
"57. Subject to this Act, the office of councillor

shall(a) commence at twelve midnight on the day of
(b)

his election; and
become vacant at six o'clock in the morning
on the day appointed for the next general
election. ";

1570. This Part applies to-

(b) Sections 58, 61, 113A and 114 were repealed;

(a) the City of Melbourne; and

(c) Section 85 was amended as follows:

(b) any other municipal council declared by an Order

in Council made under section 157E to be a municipal
council to which this Part applies.
157E. (I) A municipal council may by resolution
passed by an absolute majority of the whole number of
members of the council resolve that elections for that
council shall be held in accordance with this Part.

(2) Where a municipal council makes a resolution
under sub-section (I) the council shall not later than
the entitlement date in any year in which a general
election is to be held under this Part apply for an Order
in Council to be made under this section.
(3) The Governor in Council may by Order in Council published in the Government Gazette declare that a

(i) In sub-section (4) after the words ""three days

before nomination day" there was inserted the
words ""in any year in which a general election
is required to be held pursuant to section 113";
(ii) for sub-section (5) there was substituted the
following sub-section:
"(5) In any year when a general election is
not required to be held pursuant to
section 113, the municipal clerk shall
not later than a date to be specified by
Order in Council(a) cause the voters' roll or rolls to be printed;
(b) sign or certify the voters' roll or rolls; and
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(c) ensure that copies of the voters' roll or rolls

are available for inspection without payment
of any fee by any person at the office of the
CounciL"; and
(iii) In sub-section (6) after the expression "subsection (4) (b)" there was inserted the expression "or (5) (b)";

(d) Section 87 was amended as follows:
In section 87 after the expression "section 85 (4)
(b)" there was inserted the expression "or 85 (5)
(b)";
(e) There was substituted for section 113 the following section:

"113. ( 1) A general election for the return of councillors shall be held on the first Saturday in
August 1985.
(2) After the general election held pursuant to subsection (I) a general election for the return of
councillors shall be held on the first Saturday in
August in every third year.";
(I) There was substituted for section 115 the following section:

"115. At any general election the whole number of
councillors assigned to the municipality shall be
returned and in the case of a subdivided municipal
district shall be returned in equal numbers for every
subdivision. ";
(g) Section 1130 was amended as follows:

(i) For the word "annual" (wherever occurring)

there was substituted the word "general"; and
(ii) For the words "first Saturday in August in
each year" there was substituted the words
"day appointed for a general election pursuant to section 113";
(h) There was substituted for section 118 the following section:

"118. (1) Notwithstanding section 117 in case any
extraordinary vacancy occurs in the office of any
councillor within six months before any general election a municipal council may subject to this section
by resolution passed by an absolute majority of the
whole number of members of the municipal council
resolve that such extraordinary vacancy shall not be
filled up.
(2) The municipal council shall cause to be
recorded in the minutes of the Council meeting at
which the resolution is passed the Council's reasons
for any resolution passed pursuant to sub-section
(I).

(3) The municipal council shall within 7 days of
passing a resolution pursuant to sub-section (1) give
public notice in some newspaper generally circulating in the municipal district of the passing of the
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resolution and the public notice shall contain a summary of the Council's reasons for passing that
resolution.
(4) Notwithstanding sub-section (I), the Minister
may direct the municipal council to hold an election
to fill the vacancy in accordance with section 117.";
and
(i) Section 130 (2) was amended as follows:
In section 130 (2) for the word "annual" there was
substituted the word "general".
157H. The Governor in Council may by Order in
Council published in the Government Gazette give such
directions or provide for any matters or things including provisions of a transitional nature as appear to the
Governor to be necessary or expedient with respect to
any general election of councillors under this Part and
may by like Order in Council amend or vary such
Order in Council.
1571. For the purposes ofthe application of this Act
to a municipal council to which this part applies a
reference in this Act to an "election" shall be construed
as including a reference to a "general election" unless
inconsistent with the context or subject-matter.'.
(2) The Principal Act shall be amended as follows:
(a) In section I in the table of provisions after the
part referring to Part IV. there shall be inserted
the following expression:
"Part IVA.-Triennial Elections, ss.
157c-1571.";
(b) For section 51 there shall be substituted the following section:
"51. This Part shall apply to the City of Melbourne and the City of Geelong.";
(c) Sections 63, 73, 1200 and 149 (7) shall be
repealed; and
(d) In section 1570 after the words "shall apply"
there shall be inserted the words "to the City of
Melbourne and".
(3) Notwithstanding the amendments made to the
Principal Act by this Act the provisions of the Melbourne Corporation (Election of Council) Act 1982
shall continue to apply to the City of Melbourne until
the expiry of the Melbourne Corporation (Election of
Council) Act 1982 in respect of all acts matters or things
other than any act matter or thing required to be done
for the purposes of the holding of the general election
required to be held in August 1985 pursuant to Part
IVA. of the Principal Act."

The purpose of the motion is to include the
new clause in the Bill. After hearing the
honourable member for Brighton and realizing that the Opposition has prostituted
the agreement it had entered into with the
Government, one would imagine that the
Government is creating a precedent today
by taking this course.
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Mr Tanner-You would recognize prostitution, wouldn't you?
Mr WILKES-When one looks at the
honourable member for Caul field, it makes
one wonder. I thought I explained the purpose of the Bill quite clearly last week, but
Parliamentary Counsel recommended that
either a new clause be inserted or the Government should introduce a new Bill.
Whichever option the Government opted
for, the Opposition would have had some
excuse to take the stance it has. Honourable
members should examine the proposed new
clause to ascertain whether it satisfies local
government.
The proposed new clause provides an
option for local government to decide
whether councils want triennial elections or
annual elections. The Bill originally introduced made it mandatory for councils to
accept triennial elections from August 1985.
The proposed amendment gives local government the ability to opt for either triennial or annual elections.
I wrote to local councils last week and the
responses I have received to date have
expressed the view that local government
should have the right to make its own choice
on the matter. Many of those letters have
come from country Victoria.
Mr Maclellan interjected.
Mr WILKES-The honourable member
for Berwick can put that interpretation on
it if he wishes, but the responses are very
supportive of the principle that local government should have the right to make up
its own mind. However, that position no
longer suits the Opposition. During the
second-reading debate on the Bill, the
Opposition recommended that local government should have an option. The
honourable member for Gippsland East,
who has been in Parliament for a long time,
made that suggestion directly to me and
asked why the Government should not
allow local government to make up its own
mind. I was impressed with the suggestion
of the honourable member and took it on
board. I was prepared to concede that it was
not a bad suggestion and that by giving local
government a choice, it would be in line
with the philosophy and policy of the Government to extend the power and competency of local government to make up its
own mind on issues.
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I can clearly understand the confusion in
the minds of members of the Opposition
and National parties. When one uses local
government in the way that the Opposition
and National parties have used and manipulated local government over the years,
one can understand that, if anything threatens their political base in their individual
electorates, it is not local government that
they are concerned about but their own
political security.
I would have thought that the Opposition
and National parties would have welcomed
the proposal that some councils might want
to opt for a triennial election which would
give them greater scope for forward planning and more streamlined administration,
but it seems that the same red herring has
been drawn across the trail to prevent this
from happening.
Mrs Patrick-Consultation.
Mr WILKES-The honourable member
for Brighton says "consultation". This matter has been flagged and canvassed with local
government across Victoria-Mr McNamara-Not this one.
Mr WILKES-Triennial elections have
been flagged and canvassed with local government across Victoria for the past two
years and it is very strange that one should
have to consult local government to ascertain whether it is in a position to make up
its own mind on the matter. Originally I
thought local government might not have
been capable of making up its own mind,
but I was wrong. I have suggested amending
the Bill because I have been convinced that
local government is capable of making up
its own mind and it is inconceivable that
the Opposition does not agree with that
proposition.
Local councils that have decided that they
do not want triennial elections will still not
want them, so I do not understand what the
Opposition is scared about. The honourable member for Swan Hill is probably confused because one council in Swan Hill
opted for triennial elections and the other
did not.
Mr Steggall-There is no confusion, that
is easy.
Mr WILKES-I thank the honourable
member for Swan Hill for his support of the
proposal.
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Mrs Patrick-There is the matter of
councils changing their minds.
Mr WILKES-That matter has not been
debated because the honourable member for
Brighton moved that progress be reported.
The honourable member was not even prepared to debate what rights she believes
councils should have. If she wanted to
debate those rights, she should have thought
about the agreement the Opposition had
with the Government and she would have
then had time to flag the matter.
Mr McNamara-We will do it in another
place.
Mr WILKES-The honourable member
for Benalla can do what he likes. If the
Opposition and National parties believe
local government should have the right to
opt in and out of triennial elections or if one
council believes it cannot commit a future
council, that is a matter for the Opposition
to decide. The Government has its views
on the matter, but that issue is not before
the Committee. What is before the Committee is the right of local government to
make up its own mind. It is up to Parliament to decide whether local government
should have annual elections this year or
next year local ~overnment could choose to
opt for a triennIal election period or else the
matter should be resolved by an absolute
majority of the members of the council. If
the Opposition believes the matter should
be resolved by less than a majority of the
members, it has not indicated that stand
and it would have ifit had stuck to its agreement in the first place!
Obviously those matters are not of any
concern to the Opposition simply because
the Opposition is hell-bent on preventing
triennial elections at any price. It is difficult
to understand-and the Opposition will
have to explain it to local governmentwhy the Opposition submits that local government may need to consider whether it
should be allowed to make up its own mind.
Why does local government need to consider that aspect? Approximately 135 councils have indicated that they do not want
triennial elections, so they do not need further time to make up their own minds. Other
councils that do want triennial elections
should take into consideration in the same
way as those that do not, and those matters
were discussed during the debate last week.
The Opposition is submitting that the
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councils that opted for triennial elections
do not have to make their own minds
because given the option they will opt for it.
Members of the Opposition and the
National Party are denying local government that right. That is what they are doing
by opposing this clause, there is no doubt
about that.
The Municipal Association of Victoria
has been referred to on numerous occasions
during this debate. The association is in a
dilemma. It has been charged by the Opposition and the National Party as not being
representative of local government.
Mr McNamara-The National Party did
not say that.
Mr Steggall-It was the Opposition.
Mr WILKES-Ifthe National Party did
not say that, I withdraw the comment.
Members of the Opposition said that the
association was not representative of local
government. There was a criticism of the
executive of the association. It called a conference, not specifically for the purpose of
discussing whether councils should have the
right to opt for triennial elections; the first
reason for the conference was to discuss
pecuniary interests. That is what the conference intended to discuss. It would be a fait
accompli. The association is having a special
conference to discuss a matter that is already
on the statute-book. The conference, after it
had whipped up enough emotion over an
issue already on the statute-book, would
then proceed to discuss whether councils
should have triennial elections. I find that
completely unacceptable. The Municipal
Association above all, should know whether
councils are in opposition to the proposal
by the Government and it has the right to
speak out on behalf of councils.
All this conference will do is to give councils the right to make that decision. Why is
there a need for a special conference to ask
councils whether they want the right to make
up their minds? It seems to me to be an odd
situation. If it were not for the fact that I
have a reasonably good relationship with
the association, I should have to think badly
of it. Be that as it may, on 5 April this year,
there will be a conference in the Melbourne
Town Hall and councils will be asked to
discuss the pecuniary interests question-a
matter already on the statute-hook-and
whether they want to make up their minds
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on triennial elections. What good will that
achieve? The decision has already been
made by 130 councils.
Mrs PATRICK (Brighton)-Mr Chairman, I raise a point of order. I respect the
Minister for Local Government, but he is
now debating the question of pecuniary
interests, which has nothing whatever to do
with the Bill. It may have something to do
with the Municipal Association of Victoria
or with local government, but it has nothing
to do with the measure.
The CHAIRMAN (Mr Wilton)-Order!
The honourable member for Brighton is
correct. The amendment being debated by
the Committee is confined to the question
of triennial elections and the provision of
choice for councils. It does not extend to
the question of pecuniary interests. I ask the
Minister to confine himself to the subject.
Mr WILKES (Minister for Local Government)-Mr Chairman, you are quite
right, but, of course, the conference to be
held to determine this issue will discuss
pecuniary interests and that is what I am
trying to get through the head of the
honourable member for Brighton.
The CHAIRMAN-I point out to the
Minister that the Chair cannot concern itself
with what the Municipal Association of
Victoria mayor may not discuss at some
future conference. It can concern itself only
with what is before the Committee at this
time. The amendment is restricted to the
question of triennial elections.
Mr WILKES-Mr Chairman, you are
absolutely correct and that is the very crux
of this argument. Why is there a need for
that conference? To help Parliament to
make up its mind on this amendment?
There is no need for the conference. The
conference will convey nothing to anybody.
It will decide that councils do not want
triennial elections. Some 130 councils will
vote against triennial elections; near enough
to the same number that voted against
triennial elections at the last conference.
Perhaps 66 councils will be undecided, as
occurred on the last occasion, and 25 councils will want triennial elections. Because
the Government has said that it will give
councils the option, there may be a moderate change in that attitude at the conference,
but what will it achieve? That is what I am
putting. The Government knows what it will
achieve. It is not a question of whether the
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Government should proceed with the Bill.
The Government is saying that local government is entitled to make up its own
mind. The Opposition is saying that local
government should not make up its own
mind. The Opposition believes it can decide
what local government wants. That is the
argument; it is as simple as that.
The Government believes it is an inherent right of local government to decide
whether it wants triennial elections. The
Opposition has said, "We will determine
whether they will have triennial elections."
Mrs Patrick-We have not.
Mr WILKES-That is precisely what the
Opposition is saying. The honourable
member for Brighton cannot run away from
it. The Opposition will have some difficulty
in explaining to local government the position it has taken in this Chamber and why
it believes local government is not competent to make that decision without interference from the Opposition.
Mr McNamara-The National Party has
not said that.
Mr WILKES-No, the National Party
has not said that, but that is precisely the
view of the Opposition. I should be very
surprised if local government did not take
umbridge at the stand taken by the Opposition in querying whether it has that right.
The Government has every confidence
that local government can make up its own
mind on the Bill. It has demonstrated its
confidence in local government.
Mrs Patrick-You have not!
Mr WILKES-The honourable member
for Brighton is talking nonsense! It is hard
to get a sane statement from her these days.
This matter has been flagged consistently
with local government for two years and
with the Municipal Association of Victoria,
Not one member of the local government
unit in Victoria did not know that the Government proposed to legislate for triennial
elections in its first three years of officenot one!
If the honourable member for Benalla is
honest, and I believe he is, he will admit
that he could not name a single council that
did not know of the Government's intention to legislate on triennial elections. The
Government is still legislating for triennial
elections and the only change has been that,
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instead of their being mandatory, the Government is giving councils the right to make
up their own minds. Why are conferences
needed and why is there a need to hold up
the measure? If the Opposition does not
believe in the measure, it should vote against
it-it is as simple as that-and tell local
government that it voted against it. That is
not the issue. The issue is whether councils
are competent to make up their own minds.
The Government takes the view that they
can make up their minds and, in the long
term, the Opposition and the National Party
will live to see the day when the introduction of triennial elections is regarded as the
source of the upgrading oflocal government.
Mr Hann interjected.
Mr WILKES-The Deputy Leader of the
National Party has very strong views on
what should happen with local government,
and another rash statement has been made
by the honourable member. In the past 100
years, there have been no fewer than four
councils dismissed.
Mr Hann-All Labor.
Mr WILKES-They were not all Labor
councils. The Melbourne City Council was
arbitrarily dismissed by the Liberal Government; the Richmond City Council was
dismissed by the Labor Government; Sunshine City Council was dismissed by the
Liberal Government.
The CHAIRMAN-Order! I ask the
Minister to come back to the question before
the Committee. The amendment does not
involve the dismissal of councils.
Mr WILKES-You are quite right, Sir.
The point is that four councils have been
dismissed in 100 years. That indicates the
strength oflocal government, rather than its
weaknesses. The Government's faith in local
government is such that it believes local
government welcomes the opportunity of
having the right to make the decision itself.
The Government intends to proceed in that
way. If the Opposition wants to disagree
with the Government, it can vote against
the proposal.
Mrs PATRICK (Brighton)-The Opposition considers that local government is
capable of making up its own mind. The
remarks of the Minister are a slur on local
government. He has not consulted local
government about the new Bill nor has he
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advised it of the new Bill. I call it a new Bill
because it virtually is a new Bill. The Opposition requests time for consultations to
occur. The ramifications of the Bill are that
no power is provided to reverse the decision, and a policy is entrenched in local
government that a council of the day cannot
bind a future council.
The matter of whether voting should be
determined by an absolute majority or a
two-thirds majority has arisen. The Minister has indicated his disdain for local government by not advising it of what the Bill
contains. He did not have the courtesy of
informing the Municipal Association of
Victoria of what he was doing. The Minister's attitude is disgraceful. When the Liberal Party was in power, adequate
consultation occurred when Bills dealing
with local government were introduced; they
were allowed to lie over for comment. After
this Bill was introduced, it was not allowed
to lie over for comment.
Honourable members are being asked to
make a decision now. The Opposition considers that local government should have a
chance of examining the Bill and deciding
whether it wants to have the option oftriennial elections in the Local Government Act.
Iflocal government is to be an equal partner
in government, it must be given the opportunity of deciding whether it wants that
option. Some councillors may consider that
a dual system is not the right idea.
A letter of 6 March from the Shire of
Ballarat indicates that the Minister challenged councils to take up the matter with
their ratepayers. The shire letter indicates
that when rate notices were posted in
December, a questionnaire was included
seeking the views of ratepayers: Only 426
out of 5500 questionnaires were returned
and 404 supported the council's opposition
to triennial elections. The letter states:
The Minister has now sent correspondence indicating that it is proposed to amend the Local Government
(Municipal Councils Triennial Elections) Bill to give
municipal councils the option by resolution as to
whether they introduce triennial elections within their
municipality or not.
I bring to your attention the fact that this proposed
amendment does not make provision for a municipal
council to reverse such a decision should it find that
triennial elections are unsuccessful within their
municipality.
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since the Bains report of 1979 dealt with the
topic.
Mr McNAMARA (Benalla)-On a point
of order, you Mr Chairman, have ruled consistently that honourable members should
debate the Bill. Some confusion appears to
exist in the mind of the honourable memMonbulk. When he talks about the
At present, the Committee is not arguing ber for
in which this Bill has been available,
the principle; it is arguing that local govern- time
he is not referring to the Bill before the
ment should have time to consult ratepay- Committee,
as the only portion of that Bill
ers and consider the measure. The Bill is that is the same as the former Bill is the
being rushed through Parliament, and diffi- title. If he is debating purely the title, he is
culties being encountered by rural shires, not debating the substance of the proposed
boroughs and councils are that it takes time legislation.
to put their views to the Municipal AssociThe CHAIRMAN (Mr Wilton)-Order!
ation of Victoria, the Minister, the OpposiI
do
not uphold the point of order. I point
tion and the National Party. The Minister
is rushing the Bill through because he has out to the honourable member for Benalla
said that he intends to introduce triennial that he may refute the arguments that have
been put forward by the honourable memelections one way or the other.
ber for Monbulk in the course of the debate.
The Opposition will vote against the Bill.
Mr POPE (Monbulk)-I am sure that
Mr POPE (Monbulk)-The contribu- the honourable member for Brighton, in her
tion of the honourable member for Brigh- slur on local government, was reflecting on
ton was incredible. When the Bill was before her own judgment and on the judgment of
the Committee on Wednesday last week, the opposition parties. The amendment to
some rulings were made on whether the the ori$inal Bill will give local government
amendments constituted a new Bill. You, the optIOn of holding triennial elections.
Mr Chairman, decided that the measure
On 5 April, a conference of the Municipal
consisted merely of amendments to the Association of Victoria will be held. I dare
original Bill.
say that, during the debate on this issue,
The honourable member for Brighton has people will put forward the view that trienstated that little time has been provided for nial elections are a correct procedure. I have
consultation with local government and that no doubt that those in favour of triennial
the Bill is being rushed through Parliament. elections will be in a minority when a vote
The Minister introduced this Bill in 1983. is taken. The Bill will give those minority of
It now has further amendments. The point councillors the right to implement triennial
at issue concerns the autonomy of local elections and the ri$ht to make their own
government, which the Minister mentioned decisions on the timIng of elections in local
earlier, and the general competence oflocal government
government. Legislative measures that have
Last week, the honourable member for
been introduced since April 1982, when the Gippsland East suggested to the Minister
Labor Party took office, have given for Local Government that perhaps the
increased power and autonomy to local municipal councils that did not want triengovernment.
nial elections should not be obliged to have
The proposed legislation will give local them. Now honourable members are heargovernment the choice of triennial elec- ing arguments from the National Party that
tions. If various councils do not want to are contrary to his remarks. There seems to
adopt triennial elections, they do not have be a contradiction in the ranks of the
to do so. What could be fairer? The honour- National Party today just as there was a
able member for Brighton has said that the contradiction last week among the Liberal
Committee is not arguing the principle of Party ranks on endorsement for local
triennial elections. The Bill has been avail- government.
able since November 1983, and substantial
I do not know how the parties will vote
debate has occurred on triennial elections when there is a division on the amendment.

I shall quote only that letter, and not detail
the telephone calls, and so on, I have also
received. The Minister had every right to
advise local government that he had
changed his mind because of the views of
the Opposition and local government that
the proposal should be made optional.
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The honourable member for Benalla is
against the amendment and I do not know
how other members of the National Party
will vote. Local government wants its own
decision-making powers that is all. I commend the amendment to the Committee.
Mr McNAMARA (Bena11a)-The procedure the Committee is following for the
Bill with numerous amendments is most
unusual because the proposed legislation
resembles the original Bill only in title,
which does not accurately describe the Bill.
The Bill deals with municipal council triennial elections but perhaps the Bill's title
should be changed to the "Local Government (Maybe Triennial Elections) Bill" or
perhaps the "Local Government (If You
Want It) Bill" or the "Local Government
(Have a Bob Each Way) Bill".
The National Party and the Liberal Party
have been concerned about the way in which
the measure has been introduced. The Minister for Local Government holds a responsible position and he should have consulted
local government before introducing the
measure. He has totally avoided doing that.
During the debate, the Minister mentioned
a number of councils that supported triennial elections and a number that supported
annual elections. He assumed that the
situation would be the same at the meeting
to be held on 5 April..
The Minister will be surprised at that
meeting when a number of municipal councils which supported the original Bill do not
support this Bill. The Minister said that the
main reason for introducing the Bill was to
avoid confusion. He said that on one day
every three years all councils would go out
for elections, yet he has introduced triennial
elections for some municipal councils and
annual elections for others.

Mr Wilkes-So what?
Mr McNAMARA-That will lead to
confusion. I take this opportunity of commending the honourable member for Brighton, who put forward her points clearly. The
opposition parties are not totally opposed
to the measure but believe local government should have been given the right to
fully consider the implications of the Bill.
Many aspects of it may be favoured, but it
should be held over until 5 April for local
government to consider.
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The Minister has detailed the various
options, but honourable members have had
barely six days in which to consider them.
No doubt the Minister is aware that municipalities have had no opportunity of considering the proposed legislation. The
problem has been that many local councils
meet monthly and it takes at least one
month for the information on the Bill to be
distributed, a decision made and a reply
drafted.
In the past, the procedure for dealing with
local ~overnment Bills was excellent. In
most Instances, the local government Bill
was introduced during one sessional period
and held over until the next. I cannot envisage any problems with delaying this Bill
until the spring sessional period because its
provisions will not be put into operation
until the end of 1985; therefore, it will not
matter whether the Bill is passed this week
or during the spring sessional period.
I cannot understand the paranoia of the
Minister for Local Government, who has
appeared throughout the debate to want to
push through the proposed legis!ation. ~he
more vehement he becomes In pushIng
through the proposed legislation with un~ue
haste, the more wary I become. POSSIbly
there are other aspects of the measure that
will create difficulties for local government
about which local government and the
opposition parties are not yet aware.
It is ridiculous to introduce six pa~es of
amendments that emasculate the onginal
Bill, leaving it with only the title. Last
Wednesday night, the Minister introduced
six pages of amendments and expected both
parties to agree to them that evening. The
Blll was held over for only one day. I contacted the Executive Director of the Municipal Association of Victoria, Mr Pawsey,
and expected him to be au fait with the
measure and to have been advised by the
Minister. I was amazed to discover that I
was wrong in both assumptions. Mr Pawsey
was horrified and said that he had heard a
whisper, which was about twentieth hand,
that a piece of legislation could be in the
pipeline. He said he had received no firm
advice from the Minister's office or the
Minister. The advice he gave to me was that
adequate time should be given to local government to consider the Bill.
At this stage, the opposition parties, the
Municipal Association of Victoria and local
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government have not said they are definately opposed to the measure; all that has
been said is that local ~overnment deserves
the right to fully consIder the implications
of the Bill. Where is the problem? Why does
the Government wish to push the measure
through ? The provisions of the Bill do not
come into fruition until August 1985. Why
does the House have to pass the Bill this
week?
The Minister for Local Government has
misled the Committee. I refer him to his
earlier comments that the amendments were
brought forward as a result of a suggestion
by the honourable member for Gippsland
East. The Bill is detailed and was well prepared. Surely it took more time than from
6.30 p.m. to 8 p.m. last Wednesday when
the sitting was suspended for dinner, to prepare the new clause. For how long did the
Minister have the Bill up his sleeve? Did
the honourable gentleman have it last week,
last month or for the past twelve months?
If the Minister has had the proposal for a
lon~ time, why did he not consider distributIng it to or advising the opposition parties or local municipalities of its contents?
Why has there been secrecy?
No suggestion has been made about the
new Bill with which the Committee is now
confronted-why? When one examines the
new clause one finds that it contains hidden
clauses, which, if passed, will be a disaster.
The Minister has stated that he is attempting to give freedom of choice to municipalities. However, that is not quite right. The
Bill provides that municipalities will be able
to choose whether they want annual or
triennial elections, but they will have that
choice on only one occasion.
Once a municipality decides to change
from annual elections to triennial elections,
there is no return. The Minister is taking
that power away from the councils. Why
should they not have the option of returning to annual elections. The Minister mentioned, by interjection, compulsory voting.
The National Party opposed the introduction of compulsory voting as it believed it
was a matter for individual councils to
decide. However, the Government stood
over local government in that case, and it
will do so again with this Bill. The Minister
has opened the door for councils to have
triennial elections, but once they make that
decision, they are trapped with no escape.
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It is a ploy, and honourable members are
aware of that. If the Bill is passed, pressure
will be placed on local councils-they will
be told that they are squandering money by
not having triennial elections, and once the
councils are lured into triennial elections,
the door is shut.
The Minister stated that this suggestion
came from the honourable member for
Gippsland East. How ridiculous! The Minister has had this proposal in the back of his
mind for many months, but he has not been
prepared to share his opinions with his colleagues, local government or the rest of the
community. It may be the lunatic left of the
Labor Party that has pushed the Minister
into this proposal.
The Minister accused the National Party
and the Liberal Party of manipulating local
government. That is absolutely ridiculous!
The Minister knows that the only Parliamentary party that has a firm policy of
introducing politics into local government
is the Australian Labor Party. Last year the
factions and politics in local government
reached such a stage where, unfortunately,
the Liberal Party was forced to follow the
Labor Party. The National Party is delighted
that that decision will be reconsidered. If
the Liberal Party moves away from politics
in local government, it will be moving in
the right direction.
The Minister said that "local government
can make up its own mind". However, he
also stated that the Bill should be passed
now. He wants Parliament to pass the Bill
and then councils to make a decision on it.
What hypocrisy! The Minister indicated that
other matters existed that concerned the
Municipal Association of Victoria, and that
is why a conference is being held on 5 April.
The fact that the association is dissatisfied
with the Minister right across the board with
regard to pecuniary interests and many other
matters is not a feather in the cap of the
Minister.
Genuine dissatisfaction exists because of
what the Minister is doing in local government. The National Party is extremely concerned about the haste with which the Bill
is being rushed through Parliament. The
National Party does not really oppose the
Bill, but it will have to oppose it at this stage
to enable local government adequate time
to reconsider it.
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Mr REMINGTON (Melbourne)-Why
have members of the National Party and
members of the Liberal Party changed their
mind about this Bill? During the secondreading debate, the honourable member for
Swan Hill stated that he could not understand why, if the Minister was so keen on
autonomy for local government, the ;decision for triennial or annual elections could
not be given to the councils. That is exactly
what the Government wants to do. The
honourable member for Swan Hill should
talk to his confused colleague, the honourable member for Benalla.
During the second-reading debate, the
honourable member for Benalla interjected
that local government should have the right
to decide on compulsory voting. However,
when it gets down to an important issue
that will save ratepayers money and will be
of advantage to local government in terms
of forward planning and financial control,
the honourable member for Benalla takes a
different attitude. The strain of political life
is too great for the honourable member.
Mrs Patrick-You ought to talk!
Mr REMINGTON-Perhaps the
honourable member for Brighton should
talk less because, if one reads what she stated
during the second-reading debate, one finds
that she is confused. The honourable member for Brighton is like Queen Victoria
without the bustle and the corsets. During
the second-reading debate, she stated:
Triennial elections is another move to take away the
right oflocal councils to make decisions.

Why has the honourable member for Brighton turned turkey? She argued that the Government was taking away the right of
councils to decide, but when a Bill is before
the Committee that gives local government
the right to decide about annual and triennial elections, she quacks like a muscovyduck.
Twenty-three councils have indicated that
they want triennial elections, and the Bill
gives those councils the right to exercise that
desire. It is more than two years since the
Government introduced the Melbourne
Corporation (Election of Council) Act. That
Bill was introduced as sunset legislation
because it was believed that, when it expired,
the Melbourne City Council would be covered by the general provisions of the Local
Government Act, which would bring it into
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the triennial election system together with
all other local councils.
The honourable member for Benalla and
his party, and the honourable member for
Brighton and her party did not oppose that.
They did not see it as monstrous. Their real
fear is that the Liberal and National parties
will lose political control within councils.
That is the essence of their opposition. There
is no logic to it.
The honourable member for Brighton
wants to give local government the right to
decide, as do the honourable members for
Swan Hill and Gippsland East. When the
survey was taken, 23 councils indicated that
they wanted triennial elections, and the
sooner the better, because they could see
the advantages in terms of finance and
financial planning. The Opposition wants
to destabilize local government by retaining
annual elections. How ridiculous it would
be if one-third of the members of this
Chamber came up for election every twelve
months! What utter rubbish and nonsense
that would be! There may be some sense to
it from the Government's point of view
because it would get rid of the Opposition
much more quickly. The Labor Party took
away a slice from the Opposition in the last
election and, mark my words, it will remove
more members of the Opposition at the next
election because the Government will make
triennial elections in local government an
election issue.
On the Bill, the Government is dealing
not with ratepayers but with conservative
people who control local government-The
people who are afraid to go to the polls
because, as one said to me on a country trip,
"We might all be defeated". What a shame
it would be if the voice of democracy swept
through local government!
In Victoria, 64 councils want the right to
have the option; they want to be able to
make up their own minds; 23 want to move
to triennial elections. Some 64 said, "We
shall consider it", and that is fair enough;
they should have the right to do so, but the
Opposition and the National Party do not
want those 64 councils to have the right to
consider the matter, and they do not want
the 23 to have the right of triennial elections. There is no way known in which the
Opposition will agree to that. The other 123
councils said, "We do not want it. "
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If the Bill is passed, almost all municipal
councils in Victoria will move to fixed term
triennial elections in about four or five years.
They will do so because of the logic and the
practical sense behind the move. They will
see the advantages. Make no bones about it:
When the Bill is passed, the Labor Party
will run candidates in the municipalities
throughout Victoria, and its policy will be
to save ratepayers' money and to prevent
them from having to troop out to elections
every twelve months. The Labor Party will
run its candidates on a firm policy of triennial elections and, mark my words, the ratepayers are not as silly as are members of the
Liberal Party, or the honourable member
for Benalla and the National Party. They
will see the merits of the argument and they
will vote for it so that progressively this
State will move to triennial elections in local
government.
The Opposition opposes the move for
crude and blatant political purposes. The
Liberal Party is afraid to allow the ratepayers and the councillors to have their say. I
said earlier that the Labor Party will campaign on this issue at the next election. If
the Opposition and the National Party
defeat the Bill, the Government will make
triennial elections in local government a
major plank in its platform.
The Opposition has criticized the Minister for introducing the amendment, but one
would not need a crystal ball to be able to
see one thing about the Conservatives-they
are consistent: They always oppose change.
"Not now" says the honourable member
for Benalla. "Not now" he said in December; ··Not now" he said in February and
March, and ··Not until next spring"; never
"Now".
The Government stands for progressive
change. It will reorganize local government
and bring it into the twentieth century to
give Victorians the same opportunities that
exist in Joh Bjelke-Petersen's Queensland
and in New South Wales.
Mr McNamara-It won't last long.
Mr REMINGTON-It will not harm the
Cain Government if the Opposition defeats
the Bill. It will enhance the Labor Party's
status as a Government that stands for progressive and responsible change.
Mr WILLIAMS (Doncaster)-The
honourable member for Melbourne taunted
Session 1984-112
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the honourable member for Brighton about
providing the turkey. He certainly provided
enough ham in this Chamber to supply all
honourable members for many Christmases to come. I am reminded of what a
former member for Melbourne in the Federal Parliament, the late Arthur Calwell, said
about Senate voting when the change was
to be made to proportional representation,
which was similar to the issue that is now
before the Committee. He said:
Give us this change and we will change the face of
Australia.

I tell the Victorian community-and
honourable members heard it straight from
the lips of the honourable member for Melbourne in this place-that if the Labor Party
achieves triennial elections in local government, it will change the face of Victoria.
That is what the Bill is all about.
Mr Remington-The Cain Government
will do that.
Mr WILLIAMS-Labor publications
have made it clear that the Labor Party will
use local government as a training ground
for temporary State Parliaments.
Mr Remington-What is wrong with that?
You used it.
Mr WILLIAMS-The Labor Party is
committed to the abolition of the Upper
House. Once the Upper House goes, the
Lower House will go.
The CHAIRMAN (Mr Wilton)-Order!
The honourable member will return to the
amendment before the Committee, which
is confined to the question of triennial elections in local government. He will not be
allowed to skate around on the question of
other Houses of Parliament or other levels
of government. He is tied down to triennial
elections in local goverment. If the honourable member wishes to continue to address
the Committee, he will apply his mind to
that matter.
Mr WILLIAMS-With deep respect, I
appeal to you, Mr Chairman. You are as
knowledgeable in this matter as anyone else
in this Chamber. You are well aware of the
future policy in relation to regionalization
and amalgamation of local councils and the
abolition of State Parliaments.
The CHAIRMAN-For the benefit of the
honourable member for Doncaster, I point
out the policies of other political parties on
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local government are immaterial. The Chair
must insist on honourable members
addressing themselves to the matter before
the Committee. I again repeat to the
honourable member for Doncaster that the
amendment deals directly with triennial
elections in local government and I advise
the honourable member to confine himself
to discussing that question.
Mr WILLIAMS-I am trying to convey
to honourable members the enormity of the
consequences of the Bill. I know of no reason for great haste in passing the Bill. If the
Labor Party has the numbers-the honourable member for Melbourne is quite sure he
will fight the next State election campaign
on this issue and will wipe the floor with the
Liberal Party-and if the honourable member is so confident of that, why is he wanting
to rush the Bill through ParlIament? There
are many consequences of this measure. I
have learnt that my own municipality wants
to conduct a referendum of the ratepayers
on whether to move to triennial electIons
or continue with annual elections. Surely
honourable members are entitled to the
courtesy of having conversations with their
own municipalities. If I am to face the voters, as the honourable member for Melbourne says I am, surely I am entitled to
have conversations with my own municipality as to whether it will have a
referendum.
The essence of our democracy is encapsulated in the legend that is incorporated in
the tiled floor of the vestibule-that in a
multitude of councillors there is wisdom.
Wisdom is not the prerogative of the
honourable member for Melbourne and the
Minister for Local Government and no one
else. All honourable members have contributions to make. The more these matters
are discussed and debated in the Chamber
and in the local communities, the better will
be the legislation. It is no good anyone in
this place wanting to rush through halfbaked legislative measures. They will not
pass the Upper House, where there is superior wisdom and superior numbers.
I am greatly disappointed in the Minister
for Local Government. He was gracious
enough, and I compliment him on it, to
adopt a correct stance in a true democracy
of trying to reach a compromise. He has
said that local councils that want triennial
elections will be able to do so and other
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councils that want to retain annual elections should be given that option. I do not
mind the option, but I want to be sure that
every municipality, particularly those in the
eastern suburbs and in the country, knows
what it is all about because once the egg is
broken, it will never be reassembled. This
is a once-and-for-all measure.
If municipalities commit themselves to
triennial elections, that will be the end and
there will be no going back. It will be no
good in future years people bemoaning that,
as a result, they have imposed a one-party
dictatorship on their municipalities and
their country.
Mr HARROWFIELD (Mitcham)-I can
understand that the Opposition would want
to put up the honourable member for Doncaster as light relief in the debate and to
distract attention from the confusion and
negative nonsense that has been heard from
Opposition ranks today.
The question posed on this amendment
by the honourable member for Melbourne
is extremely relevant. Why have both the
Liberal Party and the National Party done
a back flip on this issue? Why are they confused? Why have they changed their minds?
During the second-reading debate, the
opposition parties said that local councils
should have the right to decide on the issue.
A great long list of correspondence from
councils and shires to the honourable member for Brighton was read out saying how
dreadful the Bill was and that councils
should be able to decide the issue themselves. That option is given in this amendment and the opposition parties are ducking
for cover. Their bluff has been called and
they are now trying to find other means of
opposing triennial elections in local government. It has been said that the Bill has been
introduced in haste. As the honourable
member for Monbulk said, the Bill has been
in the Chamber since November last year.
The only confusion in the debate is that
provided by the Opposition. Consultation
has been mentioned. The Opposition is prepared to seek out any excuse to oppose the
principle of triennial elections. It is not prepared to give local councils the right to
decide what municipalities want to do. The
Opposition supported triennial elections for
the Melbourne City Council and it has done
a back flip on that by saying now that it does
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not want triennial elections in local government and that it does not wish to give local
government the right to decide this issue
itself.
The honourable member for Benalla gave
a classic example of confusion when he said
that the National Party did not support the
Government's legislatlve measure on compulsory voting because it believed local
~overnment should be able to decide for
ltself. While the honourable member wants
to give local government the right to decide
on that issue, he does not want local ~overn
ment to exercise that right on the lssue of
triennial elections.
The honourable member for Benalla
spoke of the confusion that could develop if
councils were given the option for either
triennial or annual elections. Following that
principle to its logical conclusion, the
honourable member is sayin$ that councils
should not have any discrebonary powers
because that would lead to confusion and,
presumably, the honourable member is suggesting that other discretionary powers
should be removed from councils as well,
such as by-laws, planning powers, and so
on.
The fundamental aspect of the debate
relates to consultation. Tears have been shed
this afternoon that councils have not been
consulted and that the Municipal Association of Victoria has not been consulted,
despite the fact that the Bill was introduced
in November. If members of the Opposition and of the National Party are concerned about consultation, they should go
to their mates in local ~overnment and
request them to consult Wlth the ratepayers
and communities of those municipalities on
this issue. Those honourable members have
not spoken about that. They are happy to
talk to the Municipal Association of Victoria and local councils, but they are not
happy to tell their colleagues in local government to go to the local people and consult them on this issue.
Whatever local councils may say on the
issue and whatever individual councillors
say about triennial elections, honourable
members should be
encouraging
municipalities to consult with their ratepayers and their communities. A municipality
in the electorate that I represent, the Nunawading City Council, has passed a motion
against triennial elections, but never once
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has it gone to the people of Nunawading to
ask their views. If the council were fair
dinkum, it would go to the people at the
next poll and ask their views. The Bill will
give the opportunity for local communities
to express their wishes.
I was pleased that the honourable member for Doncaster said that the Doncaster-Templestowe City Council will be
holding a referendum on the issue so that
the people can decide. That is where consultation should occur. There is nothing to
fear by giving councils the right to opt for
triennial or annual elections and putting on
them the responsibility to go to the community to determine what the community
wants.
Once again, the debate has revealed why
the Liberal Party and the National Party are
in opposition and why they will stay in
opposition for many years to come. Their
attitudes on every issue have been negative.
They have wanted to preserve the status
quo, no matter what. It is a sad approach. I
support the amendment.
Mr STEGGALL {Swan Hill)-The real
argument has not been clearly understood.
Honourable members have been talking
both about triennial elections and the option
of annual elections. Many councils and the
Municipal Association of Victoria want the
o~portunity of considering exactly what
effect that option and~ that mixed style of
voting would have on Victoria and on local
government. That is one of the reasons for
the National Party wanting the legislative
measure to be held over. It needs to be held
over only to 5 April for the conference organized by the association to discuss this subject and, at that stage, more consultation
will occur.
Over the past two days, I have spoken to
all the councils in the electorate that I represent and, with the exception of one, which
said it wanted no option but wanted annual
voting and nothing else, all said that they
would like the chance for the legislative
measure to be held over until they could
determine what effect it will have. They wish
to assess how it will work in practice and
whether councils will be able to get out of
triennial elections if they once hold them
and later want to return to annual elections.
The Bill, which has been before the House
since November, is nothing like the Bill that
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the Committee is now debating. The Minister and the Government would do themselves a justice if they considered holding
over the decision on the Bill until there has
been time for discussion. Because of the
number of local government areas in the
electorate I represent, it has been difficult to
have diSCUSSIons with all of them. The
majority meet once a month, and so they
have not had an opportunity of considering
the options of the Bill.
The view of those in the Swan Hill electorate is that they would like to have the
decision held over until the spring sessional
period, so that they can consider the effect
of the Bill on local government. Only one
council has said, ~~No, we do not want it.
We do not want anything to do with triennial elections." That is probably not a bad
line to take when considering some of the
comments that have been made by some of
the Government back-benchers today,
because it is Quite clear that those Government back-benchers are left wing and are
concerned to have as much power, influence and control as they can get over local
government.
Many of the councils in the country areas
do not want chan$e for change's sake. Sure,
they are conservatIve and they wish to travel
slowly. The National Party wishes to ensure
that the decisions that are reached 'are in the
best interests of local government in Victoria, and especially of local governments
in the rural sector. There is merit in the
ideas that have been introduced, but there
are a couple of glaring omissions in the new
clause of which one is the opportunity of
choosing not to have triennial elections and
being unable to reverse that decision later.
If power is to be given to local government
in this way, it should not be necessary to
take the matter to the Governor in Council
for ratification.
Some other smaller areas need to be
cleaned up and if the proposal had been
introduced as a Bill instead of a proposed
new clause, I am sure that, with the time
that would have elapsed in that instance, a
lot of arguments that have been put up by
the Opposition would have been satisfied.
The National Party asks for time to consult and consider this matter as six days is
by no means a fair and just consultation
period. The Minister might consider treating the Municipal Association of Victoria

Local Government Bill
with the respect it deserves, and be prepared to consult with local government
throughout Victoria. Local governments are
of all sizes and it is not just the big councils
in the city that are affected; it is also those
in the country areas.
The National Party supports the idea of
holding over this matter. When one hears
the honourable member for Mitcham suggestin$ that councils should hold referenda,
one mIght ask whether the Government has
done that. Has the Government spoken to
the people on this issue?

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr STEGGALL-Rubbish! The Government has a long way to go to get the
people to agree with that.
The Shire of Ballarat is an interesting
example as it sent out 5500 questionnaires
and received 426 replies. Of the replies, 404
were in opposition to triennial elections and
the balance indicated they were in favour of
them. These ratepayers have been given a
chance to indicate their preferences.
It is obvious that triennial elections are
being held to manipulate the local government sector and that they represent the first
stage in the Government's operation in that
area. The Government is certainly touchy
on that argument, and one wonders whether
it is arguing against a short deferment
because there is something it does not want
the people of Victoria to know.
Local government should have the right
to make up its own mind on this issue, and
it should have the power to back out of the
situation if the introduction of triennial
elections is not successful. If the Australian
Labor Party, the left win$ and other political persuasions are domInating local government and the community does not want
that, the community should have an opportunity of changing the situation. The electorate I represent, when asked whether it
wished this Bill to be held over until the
spring sessional period, indicated that it did
not really want that, but that it would prefer
the Bill to be held over until the year 4000.
That sums up the attitude of the electorate
I represent to triennial elections in country
areas.
Certainly there is one council in the area
that wants triennial elections and it will
probably have them. The other councils are
completely opposed to them but they will,

Local Government Bill
if given the option, consider the Bill on its
merits. Many country municipalities, if they
do go into triennial elections, will withdraw
at the first opportunity, especially when they
are aware of the left wing pressure groups in
country communities that are endeavouring to manipulate local government.
Those pressures exist; they do not have a
big hold in country areas, and it is important to ensure that they do not. The proposed legislation is moving along nicely in
that direction. In summary, the National
Party is not completely opposed to the principle espoused in the Bill, but it demands
that time be given for consultation and that
local government in the cities and country
areas be given an opportunity of considering the impact that the Bill will have on
local government elections in Victoria.
Mr DELZOPPO (Narracan)-During
the course of the debate, honourable members opposite have heaped ridicule and derision on honourable members on this side
of the Chamber. The honourable member
for Melbourne, in his inimitable way, posed
some questions to which I shall reply.
Firstly, he asked, "Why does the Opposition fear the proposed legislation and why
does it oppose the Bill?" I oppose the proposed legislation because I am sceptical
about the behaviour of the Government
during the course of the debate on the Bill.
If one recalls the second-reading debate,
one recalls that the honourable members
for Melbourne, Mitcham and Monbulk tried
to convince the House that this measure
was part of the Cain Government's great
plan for local government; that it was
expressed in the Australian Labor Party
policy document and the Government had
a mandate from the electorate to bring this
proposition before Parliament. Subsequently, it was shown that that statement
was not true.
The Australian Labor Party policy document printed two or three days before the
election-a copy of which is available in the
Parliamentary Library-makes no mention
of the introduction of triennial elections. I
suggest that the proposition was an afterthought and that the Government does not
have any mandate and, therefore, any claims
it makes in that regard are incorrect.
The Minister for Local Government and
members of the Government have tried to
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convince the Committee that the Bill has
been before the community since last year
and, therefore, everyone has had time to
adequately consider it. The point is that
local government has not had adequate time
in which to examine the proposed legislation because this proposails completely different to the Bill originally circulated by the
Minister. If the Minister wants to uphold
general competency in local government, so
be it, but local government has to know
what is being considered.
This is not the same Bill that I circulated
to the councils in the electorate I represent,
nor is it the same Bill circulated by the
honourable member for Brighton or members of the Government to municipal councils for their reaction. The Bill represents a
change of mind-a sleight of hand-and
therefore, I oppose the new clause.
If the Minister for Local Government is
fair dinkum about giving general competence to local government, and if he is confident that local government will support
the proposed legislation, why not wait until
local government has had adequate time to
look at what is proposed.
It embarrasses me, and I am sure it
embarrasses the Minister, that Parliament
is trying to dragoon local government into
accepting proposed legislation which has
only been available for five or six days during which time no municipality has had
adequate time to consider the new
proposals.
The undue haste does not become the
Minister for Local Government. It is indicative that members of the Government and
the Minister are trying to ram the proposed
legislation down the throat of local government. I note that the Leader of the House is
constantly looking at his watch so I will try
to be brief.
I want to know why this new clause has
been introduced. What does the Government have to gain by using undue haste to
force the proposed l~slation on local government? That questIon has not been adequately answered by members of the
Government who have leant very heavily
on local government. If the Minister and
the Government are genuine about letting
local government make up its own mind,
they will adjourn debate on the Bill until
after the Municipal Association of Victoria
meeting on 5 April.
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The Committee divided on the new clause
(Mr Wilton in the chair).
Ayes
42
Noes
29
Majority for the new clause
MrCain
Miss Callister
MrCathie
DrCoghill
MrCrabb
MrCulpin
MrErnst
Mr Fogarty
Mr Fordham
MrGavin
MrGray
Mr Harrowfield
Mr Hassett
Mrs Hill
Mr Hockley
Mr Jolly
MrKirkwood
Mr McCutcheon
MrMcDonald
Mr MicaJlef
Mr Miller
MrNewton
Mr Norris
Mr Austin
MrBrown
MrBurgin
MrDelzoppo
Mr Dickinson
MrEbery
MrEvans

(Gippsland East)
MrHann
Mr Jasper
MrJona
MrKempton
MrKennett
MrLeigh
Mr Lieberman
MrMcKellar
MrMathews

13

AYES
Mr Pope
Mrs Ray
Mr Remington
Mr Roper
MrRowe
MrSheehan

(Ivanhoe)
MrSheJl
Mr Sidiropoulos
MrSimmonds
MrSimpson
MrSpyker
MrStirling
Mrs Toner
MrTrezise
DrVaughan
MrWalsh
MrWilkes

Tellers:
MrHiII
MrSheehan

(Ballarat South)
NOES
MrMcNamara
Mr Maclellan
Mrs Patrick
MrRamsay
MrReynolds
Mr Richardson
Mr Ross-Edwards
Mr Saltmarsh
MrsSibree
MrSteggall
MrWhiting
MrWilIiams

Tellers:
MrTanner
MrWallace
PAIR
Mr Templeton

The Bill was reported to the House with
amendments, and passed through its
remaining stages.
OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND
SAFETY BILL
The debate (interrupted on the previous
day) was resumed on the motion of Mr

Occupational Health and Safety Bill

Simmonds (Minister for Employment and
Training):
That this Bill be now read a second time.

and on Mr Kennett's amendment:
That all the words after "That" be omitted with the
view of inserting in place thereof the words "this Bill
be withdrawn and redrafted to provide for a positive
co-operative scheme of occupational health and safety
involving employers and employees and in particular
to provide for formal and funded election of a single
safety officer by employees in the work place.

Mr SIMMONDS (Minister for Employment and Training)-I am disappointed at
the lack of understanding about occupational health and safety shown by the Opposition, but I compliment those honourable
members who addressed themselves to the
proposed legislation. Twenty honourable
members spoke during the second-reading
debate. Clearly members of the Opposition
are not as advanced in their thinking and
knowledge as the employers with whom I
have had lengthy discussions over the past
twelve months. Employers understand the
extent of the problem.
Many members of the Government have
given figures, but I shall repeat them in my
summing-up comments because they demonstrate the problem with which the Bill is
concerned. Last year, 56 deaths were
reported to the Department of Labour and
Industry. Seven deaths have been reported
this year and this number excludes deaths
from diseases, deaths that occur a long time
after accidents and deaths reported to other
departments. Eighteen deaths occurred in
country areas. The honourable member for
Ballarat South pointed out that a disproportionate number of deaths occurred in
country areas as a result of industrial
accidents.
If the Leader of the National Party knows
anything about employment statistics, he
would know that one-fifth of the work force
is employed in country areas. Since eighteen of the 56 deaths reported last year
occurred in country areas, it means that onethird of the total number of recorded deaths
occurred in the country.
Of the seven deaths recorded this year,
two occurred in the metal industry; one was
in rural Victoria, and six of the deaths
occurred. in firms with fewer than 100
employees. This represents more than one
death at work each week in Victoria.

Occupational Health and Safety Bill

Approximately 30 000 accidents are
reported to the Department of Labour and
Industry, but this is only the tip of the iceberg. The statistics demonstrate that
approximately one in five accidents are
reported to the department. The Minister
of Labour and Industry is concerned about
this problem. It is estimated by the Victorian workers compensation inquiry that
300 000 workers compensation claims are
made by Victorians each year.
It is conservatively estimated that $500
million is paid by Victorian industry in
workers compensation premiums. I emphasize that these statistics are only estimates.
As the honourable member for Ivanhoe said,
the statistics that remain uncollected would
have strengthened the Government's case.
The figures I have just quoted refer only to
traumatic injuries. How many injuries occur
that are associated with repetitive work or
injuries where disease does not manifest
itself until years after exposure? In 1982, the
Health Commission released figures showing that 50 000 Victorian workers from 1182
firms suffered excessive hearing loss.
There are increasing numbers of new
problems associated with new technology,
including repetition injuries, eye strain,
radiation and so on. A survey last year in
the Australian Taxation Office showed that
of 108 data processors employed there, only
22 had no work-related symptom. Employers want to see workers compensation premiums reduced and all major employer
organizations have made submissions to the
Government inquiry into workers compensation suggesting ways of tinkering with the
system.
However, costs will increase unless
something is done about accidents and illnesses because unions and their members
are more aware of health and safety issues
and workers are better informed about their
legal entitlements, in the fields of both
workers compensation and common law.
Courts are more sympathetic. For
example, I cite a recent New South Wales
case where a woman was awarded $179 977
for a repetition injury. According to the
Victorian Chamber of Manufactures, common law settlements for back injuries in
Victoria often exceed $150 000 and can be
as high as $300 000.
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Increasin~ numbers of hazards are being
introduced Into the workplace, as are new
technology and new substances including
chemicals. It is estimated that Australiawide the cost is $6· 5 billion. This is the
equivalent to 4 per cent of the gross domestic product in the last financial year and on
1982-83 figures equals the total annual
earnings of 360 000 workers.
Any reduction in the number of injuries
and disease must lead to increased productivity and competitiveness by Victorian
employers. The issue is of such significance
that the Bill has been considered an essential element in attacking and reducing the
numbers of injuries and diseases in the
workplace.
As I said, employers understand the
effects on industry of poor standards. I know
this because of the extensive consultative
process I have been engaged in for the past
two years.
The Government is aware of the importance of the issue of occupational health and
safety and it has made it an extremely high
priority not only in its legislative programme but also in the declaration of its
policy on occupational health and safety.
This is why I embarked on the extensive
consultative process in relation to the proposed legislation. I did this because the proposals amount to a significant departure
from past approaches to the problem of poor
standards in this area. In the latter months
afIast year, the Minister for Local Government was extremely helpful in assisting in
the negotiations and consultations at a critical time.
Unless a significant and substantial
change is made in the approach to occupational health and safety, Victoria will continue to suffer the statistics I have cited.
There is a clear need for broad understanding of the proposals, particularly by
employers, employees and practitioners,
based on the belief that, without substantial
understanding of the proposals by these
people, any action by the Government
would result
in only minimal
improvements.
In his contribution to the debate, the
Premier emphasized the importance of that
philosophy and how it has been adopted by
the Federal Government and Government's in South Australia, Western Australia and New South Wales. The Government
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wanted the advice of those actively working
in the area and in industry on the practical
implementation of the proposal. The consultation process was instituted to allow that
to occur. Therefore, a discussion paper was
released in March 1983 setting out the proposals as clearly and precisely as possible.
More than 200 written submissions were
received. Large numbers of public meetings
and seminars were held. Consultations took
place with employers, unions and professionals, and community groups. Meetings
were held at individual workplaces and at
different organizations. Indeed, the Government has established a growth industry
in Victoria through the number of seminars
being conducted on a regional basis by
employer organizations highlighting the
need for a greater level of training and
understanding on occupational health and
safety. I congratulate the employer organizations responsible for the initiative, which,
it is to be hoped, will be extended in the
months to come.
A written response was provided to all
individuals and organizations who made
submissions. Draft legislation was Circulated to the major organizations in October
last year and meetings held to discuss it.
Never before has there been such extensive
consultation. This is recognized by the
employer organizations and they have publicly acknowledged their appreciation of this
process.
Substantial changes were made to the
Government's proposals as a result of the
consultation; attitudes have changed significantly. It was unfortunate that the Leader
of the Opposition in his contribution to the
debate used material that was twelve
months out of date and reflected attitudes
that are no longer current.
I have never seen greater trust and cooperation on the part of both employers and
unions and health and safety professionals.
This consultation about occupational health
and safety will continue through the commission on which all parties---employers
and experts-will be represented.
The functions of the commission were
referred to by both the Premier and the
honourable member for Morwell. The commission will be constantly reviewing the
legislation and advising the Government.

Occupational Health and Safety Bill

According to the Australian Financial

Review of9 November 1983, employers won

significant changes to the Bill as a result of
the consultation. These changes were made
after I received read and responded to the
submissions referred to by the Leader of the
Opposition.
Let me give the House the details of the
substantial alterations made. The Bill
imposes a duty on employees to take care
of themselves and others, and to use safety
equipment. In effect, the Government
responded to the employers' submission on
that issue.
The Bill imposes a qualification of the
duty on employers through use of the term
"so far as is practicable". I am not suggesting that employers are totally in conformity
with the proposition the Government has
put.
Mr Tanner-I'll bet they're not!
Mr SIMMONDS-There is a long way
to go yet. There is increased protection of
trade and personal confidential information. The response from employers indicated concern at industrial espionage. The
provisions in the Bill will protect employers
from industrial espionage, as information
will be restricted to occupational health and
safety.
The Government has increased the role
of the Occutlational Health and Safety
Commission In education and training. It
has deferred the licensing proposals for consideration by the commission and removed
the powers to initiate prosecution under the
Bill.
There has been a clarification and modification of the functions of health and safety
representatives: To give reasonable notice
before inspections; to bring consultants onto
the workplace to investigate only if they
have occupational health and safety expertise, and to exercise these functions only in
relation to their own workplace. This
answers the point made by the honourable
member for Benambra.
Under the Bill, there is provision of
p-eater detail on safety committees. There
IS also provision that the duties section of
the Bill should not extend to civil
proceedings.
The Bill ~ves emphasis to the requirement of training for the health and safety
representatives, which is most necessary,
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given the Victorian Chamber of Manufactures survey referred to by the Minister for
Local Government. The Bill also gives to
employers the right to apply to the Industrial Relations CommissIon for removal of
representatives who misuse the proposed
legislation.
As recently as yesterday and today, I have
been speaking to major employer organizations. Yesterday it was agreed by all parties
that there are only four remainIng areas of
concern. This makes a mockery of the
amendment before the House seeking to
have the Bill withdrawn.
The employers support the objects of the
Bill; the establishment of the commission;
the rationalization of le~islation and
administration and the spellIng out of obligations on all parties. They accept the need
for appropriate penalties and for employee
involvement.
The remaining areas of concern relate
solely to the following points: The employment of health and safety representatives;
the right of employees through their representatives to refuse to perform unsafe work;
the extent of the duty on employers and the
liability of company officers.
Yesterday and today I sought to clarify
the intentions of the Government on these
points and I achieved substantial agreement. However the employers were not prepared to accept the proposed legislation in
its entirety.
The House divided on the question that
the words proposed by Mr Kennett to be
omitted stand part of the motion (the Hon.
C. T. Edmunds in the chair).
Ayes
44
Noes
26
Majority against the
amendment
Mr Cain
Miss Callister
Mr Cathie
Or Coghill
Mr Crabb
Mr Culpin
Mr Ernst
Mr Fogarty
Mr Fordham
Mr Gray
Mr Harrowfield
Mr Hassett

AYES
Mrs Hill
MrHill
Mr Hockley
Mr Jolly
Mr Kennedy
Mr Kirkwood
Mr McDonald
Mr Micallef
Mr Miller
Mr Newton
Mr Norris
Mr Pope

18

MrsRay
Mr Remington
Mr Roper
Mr Rowe
Mr Sheehan
(lvanhoe)
Mr Sheehan
(Ballarat South)
Mr Shell
Mr Sidiropoulos
Mr Simmonds
Mr Simpson
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Mr Spyker
Mr Stirling
Mrs Toner
Mr Trezise
Or Vaughan
Mr Walsh
Mr Wilkes
Mr Wilton
Tellers:
Mr McCutcheon
Mrs Setches

Mr Austin
Mr Brown
Mr BUI"gin
Mr Delzoppo
Mr Oickinson
Mr Ebery
Mr Evans
(Gippsland East)
Mr Hann
Mr Jasper
Mr Jona
Mr Leigh
Mr Lieberman
Mr McNamara

NOES
Mr Maclellan
Mr Ramsay
Mr Reynolds
Mr Richardson
Mr Ross-Edwards
Mr Saltmarsh
Mrs Sibree
Mr Steggall
Mr Tanner
Mr Whiting
Mr Williams
Tellers:
Mr Kempton
Mr Wallace

Mr Ihlein
Mr Mathews
Mr Seitz

PAIRS
Mr Kennett
Mr McGrath
Mr Templeton

The House divided on the motion (the
Hon. C. T. Edmunds in the chair).
Ayes
44
Noes
26
Majority for the motion
Mr Cain
Miss Callister
Mr Cathie
Or Coghill
Mr Crabb
Mr Culpin
Mr Ernst
Mr Fogarty
Mr Fordham
Mr Gray
Mr Harrowfield
Mr Hassett
Mrs Hill
MrHill
Mr Hockley
Mr Jolly
Mr Kennedy
Mr Kirkwood
Mr McOonald

18

AYES
Mr Micallef
Mr Miller
Mr Newton
Mr Norris
Mr Pope
Mrs Ray
Mr Remington
Mr Roper
Mr Rowe
Mr Sheehan
(Ivanhoe)
Mr Sheehan
(Ballarat South)
Mr Shell
Mr Sidiropou)os
Mr Simmonds
Mr Simpson
Mr Spyker
Mr Stirling
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Mrs Toner
Mr Trezise
Or Vaughan
Mr Walsh
Mr Wilkes

Albury- Wodonga Agreement (Covenants) Bill

Mr Wilton

Tellers:
Mr McCutcheon
Mrs Setches

Mr Austin
Mr Brown
Mr Burgin
Mr Delzoppo
Mr Dickinson
MrEbery
Mr Evans
(Gippsland East)
Mr Hann
Mr Jasper
Mr Jona
Mr Leigh
Mr Lieberman
Mr McNamara

NOES
Mr Maclellan
Mr Ramsay
Mr Reynolds
Mr Richardson
Mr Ross-Edwards
Mr Saltmarsh
Mrs Sibree
Mr Steggall
Mr Tanner
Mr Whiting
Mr Williams
Tellers:
Mr Kempton
Mr Wallace

Mr Ihlein
Mr Mathews
Mr Seitz

PAIRS
Mr McGrath
Mr Kennett
Mr Templeton

The Bill was read a second time and
committed.
Progress was reported.
ALBURY-WOOONGA AGREEMENT
(COVENANTS) BILL
Mr CATHIE (Minister for Industry,
Commerce and Technology)-I move:
That this Bill be now read a second time.

The purpose of the proposed legislation is
to empower the Albury-Wodonga (Victoria) Corporation to impose development
covenants on land sold by the corporation
that will bind all subsequent owners and/or
mortgagees and to clarify the corporation's
ability to enter into joint development projects with the private sector.
The three Governments involved in the
development of Albury-Wodonga as the
national growth centre have been keen for
some time now to encourage and foster the
maximum possible involvement of the private sector in land development activities
in Albury-Wodonga and have directed the
corporation to increase its efforts to promote the concept of joint venture
developments.
This concept, of course, will involve the
sale of corporation-owned land to private

developers on the basis that the land will be
developed in accordance with agreed conditions. Such agreements, even if included
in a contract of sale, become unenforceable
if the land is disposed of to a third party.
This amendment is essential to enable the
corporation to impose positive development requirements which will bind all successors in title.
The proposition is not new in Victoria as
identical provisions are already available to
the Ministry of Housing, the Geelong
Regional Commission, the Latrobe Regional
Commission and the various public authorities empowered to carry out urban
renewal schemes under the Urban Renewal
Act 1970.
The private sector has played a major role
in the development of Albury-Wodonga
since the inception of the growth centre project in 1974, and it is opportune to set down
some of the relevant statistics.
There are now more than 2300 employers
in Albury-Wodonga, employing more than
26 000 people. Private investment in
Albury-Wodonga over the past ten years
has been around 38 per cent higher on average than the equivalent figure for Australia
as a whole. Estimated private investment
increased from $30·2 million in 1973-74 to
$121· 5 million in 1983-84.
Private sector employment growth has
been particularly encouraging. It has averaged 5 per cent per annum for the six years
to June 1982 in contrast to the national figure of only 1·2 per cent. With a total population of more over 78 000 people,
Albury-Wodonga is now the largest inland
centre in Australia besides Canberra.
The report of the Public Bodies Review
Committee on the Albury-Wodonga (Victoria) Corporation, which was tabled earlier
this session, has further endorsed the corporation's methods of promoting growth in
Albury-Wodonga and clearly stated that the
objectives of the corporatIon and of the
growth centre project are relevant to contemporary society.
More importantly, the committee has
concluded, after a thorough review, that the
corporation is effective in carrying out its
objectives and is economic and efficient in
its day-to-day operations.
The outcome of this review is most pleasing to the Government and this proposed

Firearms (Amendment) Bill (No. 2)
legislation sets out to facilitate an even
greater effort by the corporation and the private sector in the coming years.
The future looks very healthy indeed for
the national growth centre. I commend the
Bill to the House.
On the motion of Mr RICHARDSON
(Forest Hill), the debate was adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be
adjourned until Tuesday, March 20.
FIREARMS (AMENDMENT) BILL
(No. 2)

Mr CATHIE (Minister of Housing)-I
move:
That this Bill be now read a second time.

As honourable members are aware, the
major changes to the Firearms Act enacted
during last year came into operation on I
February 1984.
As with most major legislative changes,
some teething problems were encountered
but, in general, the implementation of the
revised procedures for issuing shooters'
licences and the introduction of a firearms
registration system' proceeded sinoothly.
The small number of problems which arose
were quickly ironed out and I am confident
that the revised systems will now operate to
the benefit of the shooting fraternity and the
community in general.
One problem which was brought to attention was the effect the requirement to wait
for three weeks before the issue of a shooter's licence would have on interstate shooters coming into Victoria to attend the
opening of the duck season on 3 March.
Every person desiring to possess and use
a firearm in Victoria is required to hold a
Victorian shooter's licence. The application
of the three week cooling-off period to a
licensed shooter from interstate who applied
for a Victorian licence shortly before 3
March would have prevented that person
from shooting at the opening of the duck
season.
The intention of the cooling-off period is
to prevent any person from obtaining a firearm on impulse for some nefarious practice. Obviously, the application of that
period to persons who are already in legal
possession of a firearm under the laws of
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another State or Territory achieves no useful purpose.
To avoid the potential inconvenience to
interstate shooters, the police were
instructed to waive the cooling-off period
where an applicant for a shooter's licence
produced proof that he was authorized to
possess a firearm in another State or Territory. Such immediate action was necessary
because of the imminent commencement of
the duck season, albeit that there is no provision in the Firearms Act for the waiver of
the cooling-off period.
In order to validate this action, the Bill
before the House empowers an issuing officer to waive the cooling-off period before
the issue of a shooter's licence where the
applicant satisfies the officer that he is currently authorized to possess a firearm in
another State or Territory of the
Commonwealth.
As farm permits were abolished on I February and the permit holders were required
to obtain shooters' licences in order to continue to be authorized to possess their
weapons, the Bill also provides for the
waiver of the cooling-off period in such
cases.
The amendment is made retrospective to
I February 1984, so as to validate the actions
of the licence issuing officers since that date.
I commend the Bill to the House.
On the motion of Mr EBERY (Midlands), the debate was adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be
adjourned until Tuesday, March 20.
WATER (CENTRAL MANAGEMENT
RESTRUcrURING) BILL

Mr SIMPSON (Minister of Labour and
Industry)-I move:
That this Bill be now read a second time.

This Bill introduces amendments to the
Water Act and other relevant Acts foreshadowed in the statement made by the
Minister of Water Supply to the Parliament
on 2 December 1983. As the Minister
announced in that statement, the Government's intention is to build on the major
initiatives already taken to reform the management of Victoria's water resources
through the further implementation of a
comprehensive restructuring programme.
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This Bill establishes a new Department
of Water Resources and a new Rural Water
Commission, not simply as successor bodies to the existing Ministry of Water
Resources and Water Supply and the State
Rivers and Water Supply Commission, but
as key elements of an entIrely fresh approach
to the management of Victoria's water
resources and water infrastructure.
As the first part of its strategy for reform,
the Government is now introducin~ a range
of measures. The Government wIll establish, under the Public Service Act, the
Department of Water Resources as the central management agency for the water
industry of the State to provide programme
and policy advice to the Government on all
matters related to state-wide interests in
water management.
The Bill establishes, by amendment to the
Water Act, the Rural Water Commission of
Victoria to be managed by a representative
board of management to provide water services to the irrigation sector and other users
as specified; two chief executive petitions
will be created under the Public Service Act;
a general manager, as permanent head of
the Rural Water Commission of Victoria,
and the Director-General of Water
Resources, as permanent head of the
Department of Water Resources; the State
Rivers and Water Supply Commission, the
Ministry of Water Resources and Water
Supply and the Water Resources Council
will be abolished.
The Bill also amends other legislation,
including subordinate legislation, relevant
to the new agencies required for the implementation of these measures. These
measures introduce an important stage of
the continuing reform of the water industry
begun by this Government in 1982 consequent on the findings and recommendations of the Public Bodies Review
Committee. The necessity for reform of the
water sector was demonstrated as a result of
the investigations of that committee. The
Public Bodies Review Committee clearly
documented the excessive geographic and
functional fragmentation which characterizes the water industry, in particular, the
committee stressed the need for effective
accountability to Government, the Parliament and the public, the need for purposeful management objectives and an
awareness of the needs of users and the

wider community. Honourable members
will recall that the establishment of the Public Bodies Review Committee was an initiative of the previous Government which has
been continued by this Government with
strong bipartisan support.
The Government believes the perspectives the committee gains from its current
investigations of the irrigation sector will be
relevant and useful to the ongoing process
of upgrading and reform of policies and
management in this area. Accordingly, following discussions with the committee, care
has been taken to ensure that the proposals
in this Bill do not pre-empt the committee's
contributions.
Further, it is the Government's intention
to provide the committee with an appropriate term of reference to ensure that it can
continue its investigation after the date
when the State Rivers and Water Supply
Commission formally goes out of existence
and its irrigation activities are taken up by
the proposed Rural Water Commission.
Again, the Government acknowledges the
debt it owes to the Parliament because of
the extensive work of the Public Bodies
Review Committee.
The reforms pursued by the Government
have included: The restructuring of waterworks trusts and sewerage authorities under
the provisions of the Water and Sewerage
Authorities (Restructuring) Act introduced
by the Government into Parliament last
year; and the Government's active pursuit
of institutional review and reform within
the Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of
Works, involving the establishment of new
management arrangements for the board in
accordance with the Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works (Offices) Act,
1982.
The Government is also currently considering a range of options for restructuring
of the Melbourne and Metropolitan Board
of Works prepared as a result of a consultancy study commissioned by the Government and conducted by Mr John Mant. This
Bill in no way pre-empts the Government's
consideration of those options.
The measures I will introduce to the
House today, together with parallel reforms
in the other public authorities in the water
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sector, are being undertaken by the Government in pursuit of two major objectivesthe delivery of significantly improved water
services to consumers and the implementation of key public administration reforms
through the introduction of modern financial and resource management practices.
The management of the State's natural
water resources is of paramount importance. The new organizational arrangements
will enable the development of programmes to ensure the sustained capacity
of natural systems to provide water for all
our future needs including the maintenance
of the environment. Modern water resource
management practices also focus on comprehensive measures to avoid wastage of
water and to identify opportunities for the
re-use of water.
The new management arrangements proposed in the Bill have been designed specifically to ensure the delivery of improved
services including:
Improved methods of distribution for
irrigation and stock and domestic
purposes;
improved quality of domestic services
to smaller urban communities; and
improvements in drainage systems and
an extended programme of salinity mitigation works.
The Bill provides for strong representation of user groups on the board of management of the Rural Water Commission. This
will appreciably improve the industry's
capacity for further innovation and responsiveness to the environment of the 1980s
and 1990s.
It is the Government's intention that
broad irrigator representation in management and policy making will enable the promotion of the industry's needs and interests,
thus developing a much greater awareness
of rural issues in the general Victorian
community.
In addition to this range of service
improvements I have outlined, the Government will implement a number of public
administration and management reforms
which will achieve significant economies in
many aspects of the industry. Chief among
these are provisions in the legislation relating to the powers and responsibilities of the
Minister in the management of the authorities of the water portfolio.
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The Bill provides for effective Ministerial
oversight of the development of strategic
plans and financial estimates, thus enabling
an integrated corporate approach to the
management of the water sector.
The specification in legislation of the
broad policy objectives for the Department
of Water Resources and the Rural Water
Commission and the legislative requirement that targets for performance measurement are identified will greatly enhance the
efficiency and effectiveness of agency
performance.
The enshrining of objectives in legislation, coupled with the mandatory requirement to report on achievements, is the key
to the Government's policy to establish
highly a~aptive, achievement-oriented
organIzatIons.
The implementation of the reforms proposed by this Government and the establishment of the Rural Water Commission
of Victoria will enable water sector management in Victoria to continue throu~ the
next decade to improve its capaCIty to
deliver a complex range of services to the
people of Victoria. The changes proposed
will build on the level of service now provided by the State Rivers and Water Supply
Commission and more effectively resource
the strategic and policy development
capacity which is to be assigned to the
Department of Water Resources.
The Government inherited a situation
whereby the central management role was
performed by two bodies: The Ministry of
Water Resources and the State Rivers and
Water Supply Commission. This dual system was not effective as a mechanism to
provide advice on policy matters to Government and to implement policies and
programmes. The Ministry was never adequately resourced and the commission's
ability to perform the central management
function was reduced by the array of activities it had acquired in its history. It became
part retailer of water services, part wholesaler, part constructing authority, part irrigation commission and part policy and
priority adviser to Government.
The changes proposed therefore do not
reflect on the technical and managerial
competence of the State Rivers and Water
Supply Commission. Rather, they reflect the
need for new institutional arrangements to
achieve management reform. The extensive
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consultation undertaken to date has
emphasized the high regard in which the
State Rivers and Water Supply Commission is held for its services to water users.
The commission has a national and international reputation based on a range of outstanding achievements. Its reputation is
based on these achievements, its technical
and engineering performance and on its
contribution to Victorian public administration generally.
Services provided to water users now
serviced by the State Rivers and Water Supply Commission will continue to be provided at their present high operational
standards. The level of technical expertise
available to users will be undiminished.
I must emphasize that the proposals contained in the Bill do not include any policy
or item on funding or charging, other than
those concerned with planning, accounting
and reporting.
As a result of the reforms now proposed,
Government will have access to policy
advice both from the utilities responsible
for providing water services and from the
new Department of Water Resources. This
will ensure that all relevant perspectives on
important issues are fully articulated and
presented to Government and that future
policy decisions are based on the best and
most comprehensive advice obtainable.
Reform of the water sector in the manner
outlined in the Bill is essential to the development of innovative approaches which will
be necessary to properly address the complex issues confronting the management of
water resources in the 1980s and beyond.
The development of appropriate strategic
management perspectives is vital to enable
the industry to respond effectively to the
changing economic, social and environmental conditions. With careful planning
and management of the water cycle, Victoria can continue to harvest water for the
purposes basic to both a modern urban
society and an advanced agricultural
economy.
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES-

The water industry in Victoria employs over
14 000 people and involves expenditure in
excess of $1000 million per annum.
Although the number of agencies in the
industry has now been reduced from 328 to

241, with further reductions planned, management of the industry continues to present a complex task in which the department
will, as the central authority, play a key
monitoring role.
The creation of the Ministry of Water
Resources and Water Supply in 1975 constituted a recognition by the Government
of the day that the Minister and Government required policy advice in addition to
and substantially independent of that coming from public utilities. In the 1980s the
Public Bodies Review Committee noted real
accountability problems in the water sector,
in that information to Parliament and the
Minister of the day was not available to
comprehend properly water industry needs.
It was therefore difficult for Government to
assess needs and priorities within the sector. In addition it was difficult to assess in
any comparable fashion the competing
demands of a range of Government agencies, for funding of State works and other
programme developments. Additionally,
there is significant room for improvement
in Victoria's share of funding under the
national water resources programme. A fully
resourced, effective Department of Water
Resources will strengthen the sector in its
approach to both State and Commonwealth
Governments for funds.
Water is a scarce and valuable resource.
Water allocations policy is a critical example
of the requirement for central policy advice
additional to the recommendations of the
major water utilities. Policies on the allocation of water in Victoria will be an issue of
increasing, not diminishing, conflict and
public concern in the future, because:
Unallocated water resources are
diminishing;
the cost of water resource development
is increasing in real terms;
environmental considerations associated with water resource development and
water allocations are an issue of growing
public interest; and
the 1982-83 drought and water restrictions have focused user attention on water
allocation issues.
The Department of Water Resources will
play a key role in reducing the present fragmentation in the processes of water policy
development.
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THE RURAL WATER COMMISSION OF VICTORIA-Representative membership of the
board of management of the Rural Water
Commission of Victoria will provide the
wide range of skills and experience to assist
in developing policies and strategies for the
management of water resources in rural
areas of the State. Board members will provide important inputs to the development
of Government policy in this vital area of
Government administration.
The establishment of the representative
board of mana~ement of the Rural Water
Commission IS complemented by the
appointment of a full-time general manager
of the commission. This provides a proper
balance between internal management of the
new commission and the wider community, to ensure the continued relevance of the
commission's activities to the needs of users
and the implementation of Government
policy.
The appointment of an external chairman and other external board members will
ensure that the board of management is not
dominated by internal management considerations and will be able to concentrate
on broader policy issues relating to the
operations of the commission.
The board of management will comprise
eight members including the general manager. Five board members will be drawn
from interest groups concerned with irrigated primary production users of other services provided by the commission and
persons experienced in managment and
environmental matters relevant to the
activities of the commission. This is a most
important aspect of the structure of the
board of management, as stakeholders will
have input to key decisions on the commission's policies.
The Minister welcomes the active participation of present user groups and has
undertaken to consult with them in the
selection of members capable of representing the range of users.
One board member will be the DirectorGeneral of Water Resources or other officer
of the Department of Water Resources
nominated by the Minister. This is designed
to provide effective links between the Rural
Water Commission and the department at
top management level and, most importantly, to facilitate effective communication
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between members of the board of management, particularly those representing user
groups, with the Department of Water
Resources.
A commission employee will also be a
member of the board of management to
represent the interests of staff.
RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE NEW AGENassignment of responsibilities to
the two agencies follows logically from the
broad thrusts of the Bill. The Department
of Water Resources will be established as
the lead agency for the water sector of the
State. It will provide independent policy
advice to the Minister and be responsible
for co-ordinating the policies and programmes of all agencies in the water industry, including the Rural Water Commission
and the Melbourne and Metropolitan Board
of Works and advising the Minister on
water-related matters.

Cl ES-The

The establishment of the department will
not restrict the Rural Water Commission
and the Melbourne and Metropolitan Board
of Works from having direct access to the
Department of Management and Budget
and to the Minister.
An important aspect of the department's
responsibilities will be to monitor the performance and accountability of agencies
delivering water services. The Rural Water
Commission of Victoria will operate as a
public utility responsible for the provision
of water and water-related services for irrigation and other purposes throughout rural
Victoria.
The functional responsibilities of the
Department of Water Resources are:
To provide advice to the Minister on:
The management, development and
use of the water resources of the State;
and
the provision of water services to the
people of Victoria;
to review and develop policy options,
plans and programmes for the water sector in consultation with operating agencies, where appropriate, to co-ordinate
policy development within the industry
and to advise the Minister on industrial
plans, programmes and institutional
arrangements;
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uses and for commercial, industrial, recto ensure the development of a comreational, environmental and other beneprehensive data base for the Victorian
ficial uses in irrigation and other rural
water sector relating to water resources
areas throughout Victoria;
and water-related matters and financial,
physical and man-power resources, and
to design, construct, operate and mainto analyse and monitor the data base in
tain the necessary infrastructure to enathe development of policies, plans and
ble the delivery of services;
programmes;
to allocate and sell water and, where
to develop guidelines and planning
necessary, purchase water and impleparameters, to assist operating agencies
ment pncing and demand management
in the water industry to develop plans
policies;
and programmes and to provide advice
to undertake resource assessment and
to agencies;
investigations pursuant to the effective
and efficient operation and maintenance
to analyse financial programmes and
of rural water services;
budgets prepared by various operating
agencies in the water industry, to identify
to undertake water services and related
associated policy issues and to provide
functions as may be assiped by legislaadvice to the Minister on all aspects of
tion, directed by the Mlnister or delesuch programmes and budgets prior to
gated to the commission by other public
their consideration and approval by
authorities; and
Government;
to develop public education proto monitor and review the performgrammes to promote broad community
ance of operating agencies against
awareness of the role of rural water serapproved budgets, programmes and
vices in Victoria's social and economic
objectives and to assist the Minister in
development.
evaluating and reporting on industry
The detailed specification of functional
performance;
responsibilities for the two bodies follows.
to assist the Minister in monitoring, The functions of the Department of Water
evaluating and reporting on industry Resources will include:
performance;
Statewide policy research, development, review and monitoring;
to provide management and technical
support and to disseminate information
Statewide strategic planning, including
to the various bodies in the water
development and management of the
industry;
State water planning process;
to develop public education proStatewide water resource planning and
investigation;
grammes to promote community awareness of the need for more efficient and
Statewide flood plain management poleffective management of the State's water
icy, priorities and funding;
resources; and
Statewide policy for rural drainage and
to undertake water services and related
salinity control;
functions as may be assigned by legislaStatewide water resource data analysis,
tion, directed by the Minister or deleevaluation and systems review;
gated to the department by other public
co-ordination of policy and funding for
authorities.
the River Murray Commission;
The Rural Water Commission will be
co-ordination and development of
established as a publicly accountable authcatchment
management;
ority capable of efficiently marketing serfinancial policy review and monitoring
vices to its client groups. The commission
of the water industry;
will have operational autonomy within
approved budgets, policies and proprogramme development for safety and
grammes. Its functions are:
surveillance of structures for water
industry;
To provide water and water-related
water industry effectiveness review;
services for irrigation, domestic and stock
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water industry management and tech- affected staff and other groups and critical
nical skills training;
evaluation of the optimal organization
the provision of extension and advi- arrangements:
sory services, and monitoring local
Oversight of First Mildura Irrigation
facilities;
Trust.
oversight oflocal water, sewerage, river
Water science laboratories.
improvement and drainage authorities.
Materials science laboratories.
The functions of the Rural Water ComWater pollution licence assessment and
mission will include:
control except those responsibilities presRural water policy development;
ently assigned to the Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works and to the
strategic planning for commission
Latrobe Valley Water and Sewerage
resources;
Board.
rural water resource planning and
Design, geology, and construction of
investigation;
headworks.
water resource analysis evaluation and
Flood plain management strategies and
review of Rural Water Commission
design,
except those aspects of this funcsystem;
tion presently carried out by the Melirrigation extension and research
bourne and Metropolitan Board of Works
services;
and the Dandenong Valley Authority.
management of public irrigation
Provision of groundwater and salinity
systems;
control systems.
supervision of river and groundwater
Mechanical electrical services.
diversions;
Water
resource (Hydrographic) data
management of domestic and stock,
collection
for planning except those presminor urban systems and flood protecently undertaken by the Melbourne and
tion districts;
Metropolitan Board of Works, Dandeoperation and maintenance of headnong Valley Authority, Latrobe Valley
works includ;ng recreation facilities;
Water and Sewerage Board, State Elecbuilding, survey and hydrogeology sertricity Commission and other water authvices; and
orities and Rural Water Commission
operations.
safety and surveillance of Rural Water
Commission structures.
Design, construction, operation and
maintenance of works for River Murray
The appropriate technical and support
Commission.
services will be provided to or for the
department and the Rural Water
Management of major urban systems.
Commission.
Prior to the appointed day, the reporting
Although the assignment of the responsi- relationships
these responsibilities will
bilities indicated above is firm, consulta- be specified asfor
part of transitional arrangetion is required on:
ments. Changes to these transitional
The precise demarcation of like arrangements may be necessary as a result
responsibilities in each agency;
of the ongoing process of consultation with
detail of the activities to be performed interested parties.
by each agency; and
DECENTRALIZATION OF DECISION MAKthe allocation of resources to carry out ING-Decentralization of decision making,
these detailed activities and the breadth which was also a key feature of the reform
and level of technical and support ser- and restructure of local water and sewerage
vices necessary for each agency.
bodies, is central to this Government's
The placement of the following responsi- objective of opening up the planning and
bilities with the department or with the decision-making process of statutory authRural Water Commission should only be orities, to render them fully accountable to
resolved following consultation with users, their communities of users and through
Session 1984-113
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Parliament to the general public. A further
advantage sought by the Government in
establishing the Rural Water Commission
is improvement of the capacity of the irrigation industry and the rural community
generally to articulate the needs and promote the role of irrigation in the Victorian
community. The Government recognizes
that an important element of Victoria's economic strategy is the development of a
greater recogmtion of the interdependence
of metropolitan Melbourne and rural
Victoria.
The Government appreciates the valuable role the existing network of local advisory bodies have played to date and their
success in providing an effective consultative mechanism. It is the intention of the
Government to maintain and develop this
network of advisory bodies as a valuable
source of advice from water users under the
new arrangements.
EMPLOYEES OF THE NEW AGENClES-

Employees of both the Rural Water Commission and the Department of Water
Resources will be employed subject to the
provisions of the Public Service Act. The
employment rights of present public servants in the State Rivers and Water Supply
Commission and the Ministry of Water
Resources transferred to the new agencies
will be unaffected by their transfer. Provision is made for the Rural Water Commission to engage employees from the
provisions of the Public Service Act to meet
programme needs. These employees will
continue to be employed under the same
terms and conditions as those which now
apply including the retention of all existing
benefits. The superannuation rights of all
staff employed in the existing agencies will
be unaffected by the changes proposed by
the Bill.
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION REFORM-

Honourable members will recall that the
Minister's statement to the Parliament in
December foreshadowed a number of public administration reforms to the legislative
base and structural arrangements of the
management of the water portfolio. These
include amendments to legislation to provide management objectives for authorities
of the portfolio, and the powers of the Minister appropriate to the responsibility he
bears to the Parliament and to the
community.

The statement of objective included in
the Bill for both the Rural Water Commission and the Department of Water
Resources provides a policy context in
which these organizations will carry out
their prescribed functions. The intention is
to develop modern management organizations capable of operating with multiple
goals in an environment of competing and
often conflicting community objectives.
As a clear indication of the Government's commitment to its policy of establishing greater accountability of public
bodies, the Bill provides expliCit guidelines
for performance reporting, in terms of both
financial management and the over-all
operation of the commission. The provisions contained in the Bill in relation to
financial management, reporting, and
auditing parallel those contained in the
Annual Reporting Act 1983. In accordance
with its policy of proclaiming public bodies
under the provisions of the Annual Reporting Act, the Department of Management
and Budget will as soon as practicable move
to bring the Commission within the ambit
of that Act.
Particular budgeting and accounting
arrangements are being developed to facilitate the business operations of the commission. The feasibility of transferring the Rural
Water Commission to the outer Budget sector will be further reviewed at Ministerial
and departmental level with a view to
strengthening its capacity to operate on a
commercial basis.
The Bill provides a requirement for the
commission to include in its annual report
measures of financial and operational performance against objectives. This is an
important provision ensuring that the commission's performance in pursuing its
objectives is clearly specified and subject to
public scrutiny.
Another significant provision empowers
the Minister to initiate special audits of the
commission's effectiveness and efficiency.
This provision is wholly in accord with concepts of greater accountability of public
bodies now required by Governments generally throughout Australia. It reflects
greater emphasis on the undertaking of this
type of audit in Ministerial departments in
Victoria conducted both by the Public Service Board and by private management
consultants.
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The Bill provides for strong and unambiguous links between the Government and
the Rural Water Commission. The Bill
empowers the Minister to direct the commission on policy matters relating to water
resources, requiring that the Rural Water
Commission act on his directions and report
on its actions to the Minister. It is the Government's belief that these links should be
overt and subject to proper scrutiny both by
Parliament and by the public. The Bill,
therefore, requires the commission to publish in its annual report policy directions
received from the Minister and gives the
commission discretion to publish such directions in the Government Gazette. The Bill
also subjects the director-general to the
direction and control of the Minister in his
exercise of powers and performance of
duties.
IMPLEMENT..\TloN-Implementation of
these reforms will involve changes to the
structure of existing or~anizational units,
internal reporting relatIonships, and the
assignment of staff and other resources to
the new agencies. Detailed development and
implementation of the new organization
structures and related matters will involve
further consultation with organizations,
groups and individuals concerned with the
changes. The Government recognizes the
need for and is committed to appropriate
consultation to ensure that the interests and
views of all stakeholders in the water sector
are fully taken into account before the structures and responsibilities of the new agencies are finalized. Adequate time will be
allowed for this consultation to take place.
Statutory duties and powers of the State
Rivers and Water Supply Commission are
assigned in the schedules to the Bill either
to the Rural Water Commission, the Director-General of Water Resources, or to both
in line with the assignment offunctions and
responsibilities to the new agencies which I
have outlined.
All assets, property, debts and liabilities
of the State Rivers and Water Supply Commission are assigned by the Bill to the Rural
Water Commission. Authority is provided,
however, for the Minister to transfer these
assets, property, debts and liabilities
between the Rural Water Commission and
the Director-General of Water Resources.
Orders transferring assets, property, debts
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and liabilities are, however, required to be
placed before the Parliament, which can
disallow such orders.
The transitional arrangements proposed,
therefore, recognize both the need for flexibility and decision-making authority at
Ministerial level necessary to undertake the
complex changes involved, and Parliament's proper role in reviewing and deciding on matters relating to management of
Victoria's water resources. I commend the
Bill to the House.
On the motion of Mr RICHARDSON
(Forest Hill), the debate was adjourned.
Mr SIMPSON (Minister of Labour and
Industry)-I move:
That the debate be adjourned until Tuesday, March
27.

Mr RICHARDSON (Forest Hill)-I seek
an assurance from the Leader of the House
that, in view of the complexity of the Bill
and the significance of the changes that are
contemplated in so many areas of Victoria-not only the rural districts but also
the metropolitan area-should it be found
necessary by either the Opposition or the
National Party to request additional time
for consideratIOn and consultation, such a
request will be granted.
Mr FORDHAM (Minister of Education)-I am prepared to give an assurance
that should Tuesday, 20 March prove to be
unsatisfactory, additional time will be made
available, in consultation with other parties. I appreciate that this is a major Bill and
that there will need to be an appropriate
degree of consultation with those immediately affected.
The motion was agreed to, and the debate
was adjourned until Tuesday, March 20.
NATIONAL PARKS (AMENDMENT)
BILL
Mr CATHIE (Minister of Housing)-I
move:
That this Bill be now read a second time.

This important Bill that I introduce to the
House today seeks to achieve three things.
Firstly, and most importantly, it will establish six new parks. Secondly, it allows for
additions to fifteen existing parks. Thirdly,
it makes provision for necessary minor
changes to the National Parks Act.
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The six new parks which will be created
as a result of the passage of the Bill are:
Grampians National Park;
Kara Kara State Park;
Kooyoora State Park;
Langhi Ghiran State Park;
Moondarra State Park; and
Tyers Regional Park.
All of these new parks arise from recommendations of the Land Conservation
Council. The council's well-established and
widely-accepted procedures have ensured
that the full range of public opinion has
been canvassed and considered. In framing
this proposed legislation, the Government
has taken into account the variety of views
expressed by interested individuals and
organizations.
The decades of the I 960s and 1970s have
seen an increasing public awareness of the
~mportance of pre~rvi~g this State's signifIcant natural and hlstonc features. I believe
there is now, generally, within the community, a sense of concern and shared
responsibility for the protection of our cultural and natural heritage.
This community concern has been
reflected in the nineteen National Parks Acts
which have passed through Parliament since
1956. These Acts have increased the area of
parks in Victoria from 127000 hectares to
1.115 000 hectares, including areas proVided for by legislation, but still awaiting
proclamation.
The Bill, and those that have preceded it,
have all been directed to the establishment
of a strong legislative framework for our
national park system.
The Government is firmly committed to
maintaining and extending this park system. Indeed the Bill will further increase the
area reserved in our park system by some
186 000 hectares, to a total of more than 1· 3
million hectares.
Each of the six new parks proposed by the
Bill is a valuable addition in its own right.
Together, they represent an extremely significant contribution to the protection of
this State's natural and cultural heritage.
The most important of these new parks is
the 169 000 hectares Grampians National
Park, to be declared from 1 July 1984.
The Labor Party went to the last election
with a commitment to create, upon attain-
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ing government, a significant national park
in the Grampians. This Bill establishes such
a park, thus fulfilling that important election promise.
I am sure that there are very few, if any,
members of this House who have not visited the Grampians. All of those who have
could not help but be impressed by this rugged and magnificent area of western
Victoria.
The combination of spectacular scenery,
diverse and significant flora and fauna and
unique archaeological sites have long caused
the Grampians to be regarded, throughout
Australia, as an area of the highest conservation significance.
The Grampians contain about one-third
of the State's native flora. Of the 1000 species of plants recorded there, twenty are
endemic to the area and 185 species are
either rare or of disjunct distribution.
Large areas of the Grampians are
renowned for their brilliant spring displays
of wild flowers. These colourful and extensive displays have few rivals anywhere in
the State. In fact, the Grampians wildflowers are acclaimed throughout Australia and
each year attract many thousands of visitors to the area from both within Victoria
and interstate.
The diversity of habitats in the Grampians-streams, heaths, forests, swamps, lakes
and rocky outcrops-supports a wide range
of native fauna. Species of particular significance include the rare brush-tailed rock
wallaby, which has its only known western
Victorian colony in the Grampians, and the
relatively large breeding population of the
internationally rare peregrine falcon.
In Victoria, rock paintings of Aboriginal
origin are quite rare; indeed they have been
located in only a handful of areas. Of the
presently known sites in the State, 80 per
cent are found in the Grampians.
Although there is much more I could say
about the Grampians National Park, I
believe this brief description serves to indicate the importance of this area. In fact, I
consider the Grampians National Park to
be in the top rank of Australia's national
parks.
Because of its unique attributes, the
Grampians has long been a very popular
tourist destination, attracting hundreds of
thousands of visitors each year. The tourist
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~ndustry based on ~he Grampians is very
Important to the regton.
I believe sensitive development and promotion of the Grampians as a national park
will increase the number of visitors to the
area. Furthermore, I believe this can be
achieved without detriment to the area's
important environmental features.
I am aware that the Grampians are
extremely fire prone and that many landholders have expressed concern at the
possibility of the fire spreading from the
ranges into adjoining farmlands. Let me
reassure those landholders and this House
that all necessary fire prevention and fire
suppression measures will continue to be
undertaken in the Grampians.
The classification of the area as a national
park does not restrict the use of necessary
fire-suppression measures. In the event of
fire within or adjoining the park, decisions
as to the most appropriate course of action
required to suppress the fire and the most
appropriate equipment to be used remain
the responsibility of the Forests Commission alone. In these cir-cumstances the additional resources of the National Parks
Service will be made available to the
commission.
Fire prevention measures such as maintenance of fire access tracks and protective
burning will also continue within the park.
The particular measures to be taken will be
decided jointly by the Forests Commission
and the National Parks Service.
I again emphasize that fire prevention
measures such as fuel reduction burning and
maintenance of access tracks will continue
in the national park. The National Parks
Service and the Forests Commission are
currently examining closely all aspects of
fire protection in the Grampians, and I
assure all honourable members that fire
protection will not in any way be adversely
affected by declaration of the national park.
In fact, it could well be enhanced by the fact
that it is expected that there will be additional trained personnel in the area when
the national park is fully staffed.
That leads me to another important point.
Many of the staff and some of the resources
reqUIred for the new national park will be
transferred from the Forests Commission
to the National Parks Service. Officers of
the service and the commission are detail-
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ing the requirements of the two agencies
and an appropriate transfer of personnel and
other resources will be made, with additional resources being provided where necessc;ry. I should add that such a transfer will
be greatly facilitated by the new Department of Conservation, Forests and Lands.
In line with the Government's policy on
national parks, timber harvesting of three
areas in the Victoria Valley containing red
gum forest is to be phased out within three
years of declaration.
In another eleven areas, timber harvesting is to be phased out within ten years.
Some of these areas contain durable species, such as' red gum and yellow gum, and
others contain forests of stringy-bark and
gum.
The phasing out will achieve the Government's policy for national parks while
allowing sufficient time for adjustments to
be made in the timber industry.
In concluding my remarks on the Grampians National ParkJ I express my appreciation of the efforts 01 all those organizations
and the many individuals who have contributed to the management, protection and
development of the Grampians. In particular, I pay tribute to the Forests Commission
which has been responsible for most of the
area for many years. I congratulate the commission and its officers for a job well done.
The other five new parks, while much
smaller than the Grampians National Park,
are nonetheless important additions to the
park system.
The Kara Kara State Park, of approximately 3840 hectares, is located south of St
Amaud near the small township of Stuart
Mill. It extends from the steep southern
slopes of the St Arnaud range to the gently
undulating area around the Upper Teddington reservoir. The reservoir provides a
focal point for the informal recreation and
a management plan for this section of the
park will be prepared in consultation with
the Shire of Kara Kara.
Unlike most forests in north central Victoria, the forests in this park have never
been extensively cut for timber. The forests'
relatively undisturbed nature enhances this
park's conservation values.
The Kooyoora State Park is located west
of Inglewood and covers approximately
3520 hectares. Dominating features of the
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park are the granite tors, rocksheets and
overhangs that comprise Mount Kooyoora
and the Melville Caves.
The caves area, which was named after
the infamous bushranger Captain Melville
is a very popular picnicking and camping
site. The untracked Kooyoora Range is a
favourite walking area which provides
extensive views over the surrounding
countryside.
The park supports good examples of the
region's distinctive box-ironbark forests and
also contains a number of rare plant species. The name Kooyoora State Park was
selected on the advice of the Place Names
Committee.
The Langhi Ghiran State Park is on the
Western Highway, 15 kilometres east of
Ararat. It covers approximately 2700 hectares and includes Mounts Langhi Ghiran
and Gorrin, both of which are very prominent features in the landscape.
The rocky mountain slopes are covered
by stunted stringbark which contrast sharply
with the veteran red and yellow gums found
at the entrance to the park. This park is in a
relatively undisturbed state, with few tracks
and a long time absence of timber extraction and grazing.
The Moondarra State Park, of almost
6500 hectares, lies to the north of Moe in
central Gippsland, on the popular tourist
route to the Baw Baw National Park and
the historic Walhalla township. This park
contains excellent examples of heathy
woodlands with several important plant
communities.
The initial declaration of the park will
not include the proposed Andersons Creek
proposed overburden dump site of 178 hectares. The Bill· allows the inclusion of the
site in the park at a later stage if such a
decision is made. Interim arrangements will
be made under other legislative measures to
manage the site as though it were part of the
park during the intervening period.
The Tyers Regional Park is just north of
the Latrobe Valley and will provide recreational opportunities for the large industrial
population. A major feature of this 1800
hectares park is the Tyers River which has
carved a spectacular and meandering ~orge
in the area's sedimentary rocks. A senes of
sandy beaches and high vantage points,

National Parks (Amendment) Bill

accessed by car and along a riverside walking track, provide for many recreation
activities, including picnicking, fishing and
bush walking.
As well as these six new parks, the Bill
also provides for additions to fifteen existing parks and a name change for another.
For the most part, these additions are relatively small and in the main have resulted
from Government purchase of land. I do
not intend to go through all of these additions as the details are included in the clause
notes attached to the Bill. However, two of
the more significant additions do warrant
brief mention.
The Bogong National Park will be
extended by 250 hectares to include important breeding habitat of the rare mountain
pigmy possum on the western side of Mount
Higginbotham.
The mountain pigmy possum, Burramys
Parvus, is the only Australian mammal
which is restricted to alpine and sub-alpine
regions. It is regarded as an endangered species. Addition of this important habitat area
to the national park is a further indication
of the Government's commitment to the
protection of this State's native fauna.
The National Parks Service in conjunction with the Fisheries and Wildlife Division will formulate a management plan for
this area which will ensure the long-term
viability of the possum population.
An area of 400 hectares will be added to
the Gippsland Lakes Coastal Park. Most of
this land is a gift from a syndicate headed
by Mr J. C. Dahlsen. This gift represents a
great community initiative. The donors are
to be commended for their generosity in
giving this land to the people of Victoria.
Increases in other parks provided for in
the Bill range from 1 hectare to 300 hectares. As well as creating and adding to
parks, the Bill makes several minor amendments to the National Parks Act. In general,
these amendments update references and
provisions to accord with present-day circumstances. These amendments are all
detailed in the clause notes.
Some of the amendments include: A
scheme for waiving legal proceedings on the
payment of a small fee for minor offences
in national parks; provisions for fossicking
in certain specified parks; and increased
penalties for offences-some penalties have
not been increased since 1959.
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The Bill will put into effect some major defined, restrictively, so as to relate only to
conservation initiatives of the Govern- proceedings which arise out of or in any
ment. In some cases, it will also complete way relate to the incident which occurred at
actions initiated by the former Govern- the Sheraton Hotel in Melbourne on the
ment. It is an important Bill which deserves, night of 30 November 1983 involving the
and I trust will gain, support from all Australian Secret Intelligence Service.
honourable members. For the assistance of
The legislation presently governing the
honourable members the clause notes are powers of Magistrates Courts, the County
incorporated with the Bill print. I commend Court and the Supreme Court in relation to
the Bill to the House.
closing the court permits their closure "on
On the motion of Mr RICHARDSON the grounds of public decency and morality". In the case of Magistrates Courts there
(Forest Hill), the debate was adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be is an additional provision related to committal proceedings which permits magisadjourned until Tuesday, March 20.
trates to close the court if it is ··desirable to
do so in the interests ofjustice" . In the view
CRIMINAL PROCEEDINGS BILL
of the Government, these powers are not
Mr FORDHAM (Minister of Educa- sufficiently precise to be confident that they
tion)-I move:
could be applied by courts called upon to
deal with any crimInal proceedings arising
That this Bill be now read a second time.
out of the Sheraton Hotel incident.
As honourable members are aware, the
The Government regards it as fundamenGovernment has been concerned to ensure tal that no one should be above the law.
that those who are alleged to have commit- Equally, the Police Force or the Director of
ted offences at the Sheraton Hotel in Mel- Public Prosecutions should be able to conbourne on the night of 30 November 1983 duct prosecutions of persons without fear
are prosecuted. That incident involved, as that the prosecution of those persons and
honourable members are aware, members any attendant publicity will threaten either
of the Australian Secret Intelligence Serv- national or international security or the
ice. Mr Justice Hope has recently presented physical safety of the persons affected.
a report to the Commonwealth GovernClause 2 contains definitions of the terms
ment in relation to the events of that night.
··Court" and ··criminal proceedings". As I
Honourable members will be aware that have explained, the term "criminal prothere has been concern that Australia's ceedinp" is restrictively defined to limit the
national security interests should not be operatIon of the Bill to the Sheraton Hotel
jeopardized by the public disclosure of the incident.
identities of some of those involved in the
Clause 3 stipulates that any application
incident and that any court proceedings made under the Bill to close the court or
arising from the incident should be con- obtain other orders or directions including
ducted in a manner which does not directions prohibiting or restricting the disadversely affect Australia's national secu- closure of information with respect to the
rity interests.
proceedings shall be made by the AttorneyThe Criminal Proceedings Bill, as General of the Commonwealth or the
amended and passed in another place, is Attorney-General of Victoria.
designed to enable Victorian courts to close
Clause 4 seeks to ensure that as much
the whole or any part of the criminal pro- information as possible in the circumstanceedings taking place before it where that is ces is made available to the public about
or may be expedient in the interests of the any proceedin$s which are the subject of an
national or international security of Austra- order or directIons under clause 3. Clause 4
lia or in the interests of the physical safety provides that where any order or direction
of the accused or a witness of any other under the Act prevents judgment being
person.
given in open court the court shall as soon
As a result of Government amendments as practicable after the criminal proceedintroduced in another place and now form- ings have been disposed of cause to be pubing part of the Bill, the term "criminal pro- lished in open court a full statement of the
ceedings" for the purpose of this Bill is case and its disposition but without identi-
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fying any person or referring to any facts in
such a way as to prejudice the operation of
the order or direction. Clause 4 (2) provides
that that statement is to be forwarded to the
Attorney-General and tabled before each
House of Parliament.
Clause 5 gives power to the Supreme
Court to deal with any contraventions of
orders or directions made under the Bill.
The Government acknowledges that
legislation of this kind is exceptional. The
difficulties which have faced the Government in prosecutin~ those involved in the
Sheraton Hotel incident are unique in the
history of Victoria. The Government acknowledges public concern that the special
powers given to courts by this le~slation
affect the openness of court proceedings and
the public's right to know about what takes
place in courts. For this reason, clause 6-a
sunset provision-is included in the Bill.
Its effect is to limit the operation of these
special powers to a period of two years from
the commencement of the Act. I commend
the Bill to the House.
On the motion of Mr RICHARDSON
(Forest Hill), the debate was adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be
adjourned until Tuesday, March 20.

Adjournment
How right the Treasurer was. There were
19 000 more people seeking work in Australia through February and 14000 of those
were in Victoria. How right the Treasurer
was when he referred to more people seeking work. How does he link up the need for
people to find work and the growth in
unemployment in Victoria with his claim
that Victoria is leading the recovery in
Australia?
Obviously, the Treasurer is referring to
an unemployment led recovery. In February, there were 14000 more unemployed
people in Victoria than there were in the
previous month, and there were 19 000 for
the whole of Australia. How many more
people must be unemployed for Victoria to
lead the world in economic development?
Is there to be a new slogan that says, "Come
to sunny Victoria. Join the ranks of the
unemployed and see Victoria grow."?

Honourable members interjecting.

Mr RICHARDSON-Unemployment
figures have reached a record level. That
completely contradicts the statement that
was issued by the Treasurer. The over-all
number of jobless increased by 19 000 and
of that number 14 000 were in Victoria.
The SPEAKER-Order! I advise the
honourable member for Forest Hill that he
ADJOURNMENT
is making an interesting speech but has not
indicated
a remedy
Victorian unemployment figures-WanllarMr RICHARDSON-I am delighted to
atta Technical School-Proposed pnson
at Greenvale-National leisure confer- seek a remedy from the Treasurer; the whole
ence-Parliamentary privilege-Pecuni- of Victoria is asking for remedies from the
ary interests register for local government Treasurer. There are 181 000 unemployed
persons in Victoria who are seeking a remMr FORDHAM (Minister of Educa- edy from this incompetent Treasurer. It is
tion)-I move:
because of the economic policies of the
That the House, at its rising, adjourn until Tuesday, Government, through its advisers in the
March 20.
"Bureau of Economic Destruction" who
Mr RICHARDSON (Forest Hill)-I refer have allowed the Government to make the
the Treasurer to a statement which he disastrous decisions which it has made, that
released today in which he said that there Victoria has the largest percentage increase
was encouraging employment growth across in unemployment in the whole of Australia.
The 181 000 unemployed in Victoria want
the State during February. The Treasurer
said that the Government's economic poli- a solution from the Treasurer and the
cies have pulled Victoria up from the most Government.
depressed State to the most revitalized State.
The SPEAKER-Order! The honourable
He said that the Victorian unemployment member's time has expired.
rate was below that of all other States. HowMr JASPER (Murray Valley)-I direct
ever, he does add a rider in which he ack- to the attention of the Minister of Educanowledges that unemployment rose during tion a matter that was brought to my notice
February. The Treasurer's words were:
by the Wangaratta Technical School and it
Unemployment rose slightly in February, due mainly concerns the lack of action by the Education
Department to fill the position of deputy
to the fact that more people are actively seeking work.

Adjournment

principal that has been vacant since 1
November last year. Since then one of the
senior teachers has had to act in the capacity
of vice-principal.
The Minister of Education will be aware
that the Teaching Service Act, which was
passed by Parliament last year, provided
that the Committee of Classifiers be disbanded and an appointments board established to handle the filling of the positions
of principal and vice-principal at schools
throughout Victoria.
My information is that that appointments board is not yet operating. Can the
Minister inform the House when the
appointments board will become operative
and how it will go about filling the positions
of principal and vice-principal. I understand that a number of schools are without
a permanent appointment of principal and
vice-principal. I am particularly concerned
about the Wangaratta Technical School and
I direct the attention of the Minister to the
fact that the position of vice-principal at
that school still remains vacant. I ask: When
will appointments be made, particularly at
the Wangaratta Technical School; how will
the positions be filled and over what time
period?
Mr SALTMARSH (Wantirna)-I direct
to the attention of the Minister for Community Welfare Services a matter of grave
concern to the Shire of Bulla.
Yesterday, the Minister for Community
Welfare Services made a statement to the
House outling some of the guidelines that
will apply to the planning or establishment
of any new prisons constructed in Victoria.
One of those guidelines was community
acceptance.
I understand that a committee from the
Office of Corrections is actively investigating a site of approximately 60-70 hectares
in the Greenvale area of the Shire of Bulla
as a possible location for a prison. That area
is smaller than the minimum of 75 hectares
indicated by the Minister in the guidelines
announ~d yesterday. The land is near the
Greenvale Geriatric Centre and has a subdivision of 5 acre lots. The planning authorities in the Shire of Bulla hope to attract a
high-class residential development in that
subdivision. The land under investigation
is also near another subdivision of 1 acre
lots which area is also aimed to attract high
class residential development.
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I understand that it is proposed that that
committee will submit a report either to the
Department of Community Welfare Services or to the Minister next week.
At a meeting held by the Shire of Bulla
last week, the possibility of Green vale being
used as the site for a prison was unanimously rejected. There is also strong
reaction from the local community against
the proposal.
In view of the guideline of "community
support" indicated by the Minister, I point
out how ironic it is that on the day when
the information was brought to my attention there was a deputation to the Minister
from the United Shire of Beechworth-I
received the same deputation-which
pointed out that the Beechworth community desires to retain a prison facility within
its area.
The community desires not only to have
the facility retained, but also to have it
extended because of the levels of community acceptance and the opportunities for
involvement in community-based programmes it offers. In one day it seems that
we have a situation where it appears that a
community that does not want a prison will
have one foisted upon it, whereas a community desperately anxious to retain a
prison is likely to lose that facility. I ask the
Minister to allay the fears of the community
and make a clear and categoric statement
that if the community is not supportive,
that site will be ruled out of consideration
for a new proposed prison.
Mrs SIBREE (Kew)-The Minister for
Youth, Sport and Recreation and, hopefully, honourable members will be aware
that in May 1984 a national leisure conference is to take place. The conference is being
held at the request of the Federal Government and follows on from a previous
Bloomfield report which created a ten-year
leisure plan for Australia. The conference
aims to create a plan for the next ten years.
The conference is important because it
affects the lives of nearly all Australians.
I understand that the Federal Government has written to the Minister for Youth,
Sport and Recreation requesting that the
representation from Victoria be broadly
based and that it represent a wide range of
women in the leisure industry. Earlier today
honourable members heard the Premier
speaking about International Women's Day
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and the achievements of the Government
with equal opportunity legislation.
Apparently the Victorian Government is
not taking any positive steps to set aside a
group of places for Victorian women to
attend the conference to prepare a new tenyear plan for leisure. The types of discussion to be undertaken by the national leisure conference include tourism,
community education, health, sport and the
arts. These are all areas in which the community is involved. Not only do we want
the best people to represent Victoria but we
also want the broadest possible representation on the conference. Much of the Government representation on the conference
will come from heads of Government
departments and divisions. As honourable
members know, few women occupy those
positions. It is imperative that the Government takes a positive step by allowing
women who represent community interests
to attend.
I am concerned that the conference is to
cost $300 per person for a four-day residential seminar and that the cost will make it
difficult for many women who work in
voluntary positions to attend. If the Government is really serious and the Premier
meant what he said this morning, it would
be an appropriate time for the Minister for
Youth, Sport and Recreation, who is apparently in chalJe of preparing the delegation
from Victona, to consider guaranteeing
twenty or 30 places for women from across
the Victorian community to attend the conference. It would also be an opportunity for
the Government to make a commitment to
help women, who may not be able to afford
the $300 fee required, to attend the important conference which is looking towards
the next decade in Australia.
Mr WILLIAMS (Doncaster)-I direct
the attention of the Acting Premier to a
matter of extreme urgency. Last night, I
raised with the Premier the investigation by
the Standing Committee of Attorneys-General the extent of privilege given to Parliamentary proceedings. In my innocence, I
thought the Standing Committee was meetin~ in Adelaide next week. Now I find that
it IS meeting today and tomorrow.
Will the Acting Premier ask the AttorneyGeneral in another place how matters are
proceeding? I regret that the honourable
member for Prahran is not in the House. I

Adjournment
shall quote from an opinion given by Mr
Hulme, QC, a leading constitutional lawyer, about the importance of Parliamentary
privilege. He directs attention to the fact
that Parliamentary privilege derives from
ancient ri$hts given to the citizens of Great
Britain pnor to the year 1396 when a court
upheld that the claim of Parliamentary
privilege was in accordance with laws and
customs which have been held before.
After the revolution of the British people
in 1688, the good revolutionaries imposed
the ground of absolute rights of freedom of
speech and complete immunity from what
was said in Parliamentary debates or proceedings of the House of Commons. Members of Parliament could not be impeached
or questioned in any court or place outside
the Parliament. This is an ancient privilege.
Contrary to what was said by interjection
last night during the debate on the motion
for the adjournment of the sitting, it has
been clearly established that the Parliaments of each State of the Commonwealth
enjoy the same privileges as the House of
Commons. In the case of the Victorian Parliament, that was decided by the Privy
Council in 1871. Mr Speaker, as you are
well aware, you, in conjunction with the
Honourable Terry McCrae of the South
Australian Parliament and the Honourable
Laurie Kelly, Speaker of the New South
Wales Parliament, are upholders of the right
of free speech of members of Parliament.
All of you have expressed great fears of the
threats to the ancient rights of free speech.
The threat to free speech has been suggested
in legal opinions expressed in New South
Wales.
It is a matter of major importance to
members of Parliament in all States. It is a
matter of keen interest and, therefore, I sincerely request the Acting Premier to send a
telex, if not this evening, tomorrow morning, to the Attorney-General, who is attending the Standing Committee of AttorneysGeneral, asking him to resolve this matter.
It was a member of the South Australian
Parliament, Mr Duncan, who set the hares
running originally; then there was the tapes
episode in Sydney, and the subsequent
occurrences in the Queensland Parliament.
Mr Remington-They've got you.
Mr WILLIAMS-We will see who has
got whom. I will defend to the death my

Adjournment
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about the way the legislation is being
administered?
Mr McNAMARA-No, Mr Speaker, I
was not calling for amendments. I was trying
to highlight the concerns of the local government fraternity.
The SPEAKER-Order! In that case, the
honourable member is in order.
Mr McNAMARA-A number of anomalies exist in the legislation, even in the
existing proposal, because some newspapers, rather irresponsibly, have gone
ahead and published all the details of the
pecuniary interests of councillors.
An instance can occur where a candidate
is standing for council against a sitting
councillor. In that case, the public has no
details of the new candidate's financial
interests, and yet all the private affairs of
the sitting councillors are displayed to the
public.
The National Party has expressed concern, as has the community, that the operation of the Act is tending to discourage
business people from becoming involved
with local government. There has been a
massive resignation of councillors-by now,
they number in dozens throughout the
State-in the past two or three months.
Although the Minister for Local Government has given assurances that there will be
some security regarding these details, they
should be provided only at appropriate
times. If a matter of pecuniary interest never
arises with regard to a councillor, why
should his private affairs be made public?
Mr FORDHAM (Minister of Education)-The honourable member for Murray Valley raised the issue regarding the
appointments to vacancies in the post-primary school principal class, with particular
reference to the Wangaratta Technical
School. There have been some delays in filling a number of vacancies throughout the
State, as a result of the procedures required
to be followed since the passage of the
Teaching Service Act. I appreciate the need
for that to be expedited as quickly as possible, and I hope some significant steps will
Honourable members interjecting.
be able to be taken on that score within the
The SPEAKER-Order! Can the next fortnight.
honourable member for Benalla advise m~
.The honourable member for Doncastet,
whether he is calling for amendments to the who is not with us in body, but is with us in
legislation or whether he is complaining spirit-and I suspect he will be for the rest

right to free speech, not only in the Parliament but also in any office upstairs. It is an
ancient tradition. My office upstairs is part
of the Parliament and, in due course, that
principle will be tested in the courts.
Mr McNAMARA (Benalla)-I wish to
raise a matter for the attention of the Minister for Local Government, but in his
absence, I raise it with the Deputy Premier.
My concern is the problems associated with
the pecuniary interests register. It is causing
considerable difficulty in local government.
The operation of the register has caused a
great deal of concern, especially in the way
it has been treated by some individual
newspaper groups.
It has been brought to my attention that
in some areas, especially in the Western
District, the full register has been published.
That was not the intention of the legislation, and the Minister would acknowledge
that fact.
I urge the Government to take the appropriate action. When the legislation was
passed, the Parliament was given assurances by the Government that the pecuniary interests register for local government
would be treated with some confidentiality.
At the time, the National Party expressed
grave reservations about making the register public. Those reservations were justified.
In fact, when the Bill was debated here
and in another place, the National Party
was the only party to oppose it.
The National Party believes the way the
legislation is currently operating, with every
private interest of a councillor being plastered across newspapers, it does little good
in serving the publIc. The National Party
accepts a public register for Parliamentarians, because that was a decision honourable
members made in the Parliament for themselves. Unfortunately, local government did
not have the opportunity of making that
decision. It was foisted on it; Parliament
directed that councillors keep a register of
pecuniary interests. The National Party has
always held the view that this should be an
option for local government.
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of our day's-raised the issue of Parliamentary privIlege, a matter that is very much
near and dear to his heart and, I think, to
other parts of his anatomy as well. However, it is an important principle and I am
sure that the matter he raised with the
Premier yesterday, and which he requested
to be passed on to the Attorney-General,
will be given appropriate consideration.
The honourable member for Benalla
raised a matter for the attention of the Min. ister for Local Government regarding the
operation of the pecuniary interests register. The Government stands by the legislation which requires the maintaining of that
register, because an extremely important
principle is involved. Therefore, there is no
likelihood of the Government changing its
basic approach to the issue.
1 shall direct to the attention of the Minister for Local Government the point raised
by the honourable member, so that he may
examine whether the legislation is being
implemented in accordance with the Government's anticipation.
Mr JOLLY (Treasurer)-I thank the
honourable member for Forest Hill for
referring to this issue-he pre-empted the
honourable member for Albert Park. It is
obvious that the honourable member for
Forest Hill is attempting to become the new
"misleader" of the Opposition and he has
only been able to do that by relying on the
misleading and tatty press release of the
Leader of the OpPOsItion.
The Leader of the Opposition today
issued a press release which !1nderstated the
increase in employment in Victoria and
overstated the Increase in employment in
Australia. The Labor Party came to office
with a severe recession occurring in Victoria and across Australia. It is well known
that one of the major reasons the Labor
Party was elected to Government was to lift
Victoria out of the economic recession and
the Government has endeavoured to follow
the po,licies it put forward at that time. The
statistics that have been released today
indicate that it has performed its task.
However, instead of supporting this
recovery, which is a fragile recovery, the
Opposition is hell-bent on trying to undermine the recovery. The Leader of the Op~
sition today issued a press release which
understated the improvement of employ-

Adjournment
ment in Victoria and overstated the
improvement of employment in Australia.
That was certainly a misleading picture that
the Leader of the Opposition has painted.
If one examines the full picture in Victoria and Australia--

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr JOLLY-The honourable member
for Forest Hill should listen to this because
he still does not know the difference between
fact and fiction. The facts are that from April
1983, which everyone a~ees was the bottom of the recession in Victoria and Australia, the employment recovery in Victoria
has been better than the remainder of Australia. Over that period, the increase in
employment in Victoria was 2-3 per cent
and for Australia the increase was 1-6 per
cent. More importantly, if one examines the
figures that were released today and examines particularly the improvement in Victoria's position from January to February
1984, one can see an increase in employment in Victoria of 45 000 jobs. For the
same period across Australia, the increase
was 113 000 jobs. This indicates that Victoria accounted for 40 per cent of the
increase in employment.

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER-I advise the honourable member for Forest Hill that I will take
action against him if he does not behave
himself.
Mr JOLLY-The honourable member
for Forest Hill does not like to know the
truth. The reality is that 40 ~r cent of the
total increase in employment from January
to February 1984 occurred in Victoria, yet
Victoria has only 27 per cent of Australia's
population.
Another fact completely ignored by the
Opposition is that Victoria's unemployment rate in February was 9-6 per cent, the
lowest unemployment rate of any State in
Australia.
.
Mr Jasper-It is still too high.
Mr JOLLY-I agree with the honourable member for Murray Valley, it is still
too high, but it is much better than the
unemployment rate for Australia which is
10-7 per cent. Victoria is I-I per cent below
the unemployment rate across Australia.
It is quite clear that the Government's
policy of deliberately stimulating the econ-
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omy has resulted in an increase in employment in Victoria. Since April 1983,
Victoria's recovery has been much stronger
than the rest of Australia and the unemployment figures released today show that
Victoria continues to have the lowest
unemployment rate in Australia and is 1·1
per cent lower than the national average.
This is a significant performance that all
Victorians should be proud of and the
Leader of the Opposition should not be
denigrating that performance.
Mrs TONER (Minister for Community
Welfare Services)-The honourable member for Wantirna asked about the Government's search for a suitable prison site.
Yesterday, I advised the House of the criteria for a suitable site and pointed out that a
number of municipalities have indicated
interest. Numerous sites are being examined. At this stage, I am not able to make
any comments about which sites are the
most attractive because the State Electricity
Commission, the Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works and the Ministry
for Planning and Environment all have to
examine the range of sites that is available.
U ntiI all the information is available, I shall
not be in a position to comment.
The honourable member for Wantirna
indicated that a municipality that already
has a prison is keen to retain that prisonthe United Shire of Beechworth, about
which the honourable member for Bennettswood, who has close connections with
the Beechworth shire, has spoken to me on
several occasions.
Today I received a deputation, led by the
honourable member for Benambra, from the
Beechworth shire. I assure the House that
consultations will occur with municipalities
before the closure of a prison or before the
choice of a new prison site. I should also
add that the honourable member for Murray Valley was present, as was Mr D. M.
Evans, who is an honourable member in
another place. So, there is a great deal of
interest and competition in some areas
about which municipality will get the next
prison.
The Government, of course, is searching
for an economic site so that it can build
both the prison and a training college, to
which the Government is committed in
phase 1 of the master plan. In due course,
Session 1984-115
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after the investigations have taken place and
after full consultation with local government has been carried out, I shall inform
Parliament of the decision of the
Government.
Mr TREZISE (Minister for Youth, Sport
and Recreation)-The honourable member
for Kew asked me about representation of
women at the forthcoming National Leisure Seminar and the cost of attending the
four-day seminar. Whether the representatives at the seminar be men or women is in
the hands of the National Leisure Seminar
Steering Committee and the respective
States. So far as Victoria and the other States
are concerned, we hope the best possible
representatives will be attending the seminar, whether they be men or women.
The steering committee has asked the
States to give specific consideration to
inviting delegates from specific areas,
including women, ethnic groups, Aborigines and other groups in the community, as
well as to take account of particular expertise in leisure. I requested that members of
my advisory council, the Consultative
Committee of Women on Leisure and Recreation, be invited in their own right. As
well as that, Ms Mary Draper, the Co-ordinator of Women's Affairs, and Ms Libby
Darlson, of the Interim Committee for the
Australian Sports Commission, have been
invited. Approximately 40 per cent of the
invitations sent by the steering committee
have been sent to women and I hope there
will be a good representation at the seminar
of both men and women.
The cost of attending the four-day seminar is $300 and I understand that that
includes provision for overnight acco~
modation and meals. A smaller charge IS
bein~ imposed on people who will not
require accommodation or meals and I shall
make inquiries about how the lesser charge
has been determined.
If, as the honourable member for Kew
su~ested, some women will find it a hardshiP to pay either the lesser charge or the
$300, as the case may be, I shall be happy
to meet those women and discuss the problem with them.
The motion was agreed to.
The House adjourned at 6.34 p.m. until
Tuesday, March 20.
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QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
The following answers to questions on
notice were circulatedRAT GUARDS ON SHIPS DOCKING
AT VICTORIAN PORTS
(Question No. 275)

Mr WILLIAMS (Doncaster) asked the
Minister of Transport:
What steps have been taken to insist on improved
rat guards on ships docking at Victorian ports?

Mr CRABH (Minister of Transport)The answer is:
The responsibility for port quarantine matters,
including the control and destruction of vermin, rests
with the Commonwealth and is administered by them
under the provisions of the Quarantine (General)
Regulations. Penalties are prescribed for infringement
of the regulations.

REPAIRS TO MOTOR VEHICLES OF
MINISTRY OF TRANSPORT
(Question No. 1759)

Mr WILLIAMS (Doncaster) asked the
Minister of Transport:
I. Which garages handle motor repair work for all
motor vehicles within his administration?
2. Whether this work is allocated by tender or otherwise, indicating the cost per hour or other basis of cost
determination?

Mr CRABB (Minister of Transport)The answer is:
ROAD TRAFFIC AUTHORITY
I. Robert Allan T oyota
Vance Motors
Stillwell Ford
Kew Mitsubishi
Surrey Motors
Penfold Mazda
Golden fleece Service Station-Carlton
Bryan Southern-Bairnsdale
S. F. Motors-Ballarat
Symes Motors-Bendigo
Doug Molony Motors-Geelong
Ansett Motors-Hamilton
Wilson-Bolton-Horsham
Stuart and Harrison-Mildura
Kelly Bros.-Morwell
Progressive Motors-Seymour

Limosani A. & P.-Shepparton
Golden fleece Service Station-Wangaratta
Johnstons Garage-Warrnambool
Wodonga Crane Hire-Wodonga
Shell Garage-Port Melbourne
2. Work is allocated on the basis of availability of
garage, type of work and cost per hour.
METROPOLITAN TRANSIT AUTHORITY
I. Brewster's Automotive Services-South
Melbourne
Greenhough Motors-Preston
Austral Auto Sales and Repairs-Carlton
Gladstone Motor and Panel Ply. Ltd.-Carlton
Ensign Motor Panel Beating Works Ply. Ltd.Clifton Hill
City Road Garage (Vic.) Pty. Ltd.-South
Melbourne
Baily Motors and Panel Works Ply. Ltd.Brunswick
John Martin-South Melbourne
2. The rates vary between $19. 50 per hour to $25 . 00
per hour for mechanical repairs. Quotations are
obtained for panel beating works and the work is allocated to the lowest tenderer.
STA TE TRANSPORT AUTHORITY
I. Public Works Department Garage
Armfield's-Braybrook
Shell Garage-Ballan
Elgar Service Station-Box Hill
Brian Dunn Motors-Ararat
P. W. R. Performance Engineering-Ballarat
Peter Amor Motors-Ballarat
Benalla Bus Lines-Benalla
Noel's Service Centre-Bendigo
W. J. Cordner Ply. Ltd.-Dimboola
Warner's Service Station-Dimboola
O. A. Shilton and Sons-Donald
Echuca Motors-Echuca
Capron's Service Station-Geelong West
Blakistons Limited-Geelong North
Slorach Autos (GM H)-Hamilton
Ansett Motors Ply. Ltd.-Hamilton
Westway Toyota-Horsham
Daytona Datsun-Korumburra
Don Bruce Toyota-Maryborough
Kelly Bros.-Morwell
Denis Clarke's Service Centre-Traralgon
Heffernan and Rees-Mt. Buffallo
Bright Toyota-Bright
Greg MiIler-Marma Garage-Murtoa
R. S. T. Motors-Murtoa
Myrtleford Motors-Myrtleford
G. R. Hicks-Ouyen
Riley Holden-Sale

Questions on Notice
Neil Beer Holden/Mitsubishi-Seymour
Bertola Garage Pty. Ltd.-Shepparton
Cleeland Auto Sales-Swan Hill
I. E. Butler-Swan Hill
Heffernan & Rees Pty. Ltd.-Wangaratta
Roger Manson Motors-Warragul
Roger & Mathews (Wodonga Crane Hire)Wodonga
State Service Centre-Fitzroy
Bill Patterson Cheney-Footscray
A. & J. Richmond-Brunswick
Patons Brakes-Footscray
Bill Patterson Cheney-Dandenong
New Oakleigh Motors-Nottinghill
Daveys Electrical-North Melbourne
Traynor's Auto Electrical-North Melbourne
Heavy Truck Services-Dandenong
A. A. A. Truck Repairs-West Melbourne
Bayley Motors-Brunswick
Barnet Body Repairs-Kensington
Chalmers Industries-Yarraville
Collins Mitsubishi-South Melbourne
Datsun Service Centre-South Melbourne
Fluidrive-Richmond
Gladstone Motor & Panel-Carlton
Alan Gray Toyota-West Melbourne
Reg Hunt-West Melbourne
Jamieson Conversions-Brunswick
Melford Motors-Melbourne
Princetown Toyota-South Melbourne
Southern City Ford-South Melbourne
Wilson Carby-Carlton
2. Work is usually allocated by tender contract, based
on cost per hour and cost of defined services.
ROAD CONSTRUCTION AUTHORITY
I and 2. The only repair work (apart from work
arising from accidents) carried out by garages is of an
urgent nature. The Authority has its own plant and
vehicle repair workshops.
MINISTRY OF TRANSPORT AND MARINE
BOARD
1 and 2. Public Works Department Garage.
PORT OF GEELONG AUTHORITY
PORT OF PORTLAND AUTHORITY
PORT OF GEELONG
I and 2. Apart from repair work arising from accidents, each Authority carries out its own work. In the
case of the Port of Portland Authority it is occasionally
necessary to employ the services oflocal garages.
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LICENCES ISSUED UNDER
JURISDICTION OF MINISTRY OF
WATER RESOURCES AND WATER
SUPPLY
(Question No. 1932)

Mr WILLIAMS (Doncaster) asked the
Minister of Labour and Industry, for the
Minister of Water Supply:
What age limits apply in regard to each licence issued
pursuant to legislation, including subordinate legislation, administered by departments, agencies and authorities within his jurisdiction?

Mr SIMPSON (Minister of Labour and
Industry)-The answer supplied by the
Minister of Water Supply is:
There are no age limits applicable to licences issued
by departments, agencies or authorities within the water
supply portfolio. However, if an application for a licence
is received from a known minor, consideration would
be given to the legal capacity of that person to be a
party to such licence.

VISUAL DISPLAY UNITS IN WATER
COMMISSION
(Question No. 2093)

Mr WILLIAMS (Doncaster) asked the
Minister of Labour and Industry, for the
Minister of Water Supply:
I. How many visual display units are in use in
departments, agencies and authorities within his
administration?
2. What plans there are to increase this number,
indicating the size of any increase?

Mr SIMPSON (Minister of Labour and
Industry)-The answer supplied by the
Minister of Water Supply is:
1. There are currently in the order of 620 visual
display units in use in departments, agencies and authorities within the water supply portfolio.
2. All branches of the water supply Ministry are
continually examining and up-dating their respective
information systems requirements.

GRAIN TRANSPORT
(Question No. 2340)

GRAIN ELEVATORS BOARD

Mr DELZOPPO (Narracan) asked the
Minister of Transport:

In Melbourne, PWD garage. Outside Melbourne,
board staff handle minor repairs and quotations are
called in respect of major repairs.

What was the effective cost of grain transport in
Victoria for the financial years 1980-81 and 1981-82
and what is the estimated cost for the year 1982-83?
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Mr CRABB (Minister of Transport)The answer is:

Mr CRABB (Minister of Transport)The answer is:

I. The estimated fixed and variable cost of moving
the grain harvest from country silos to terminal ports
by rail during the three financial years was:

The information sought by the honourable member
is not readily available in the form requested. I do not
consider the time and effort required to produce the
information in the form requested can be justified.

Srn
1980-81 59-6
1981-82 57·3
1982-83 44-9

(based on grain task of 4·1 m tonnes)
(based on grain task of 3·4 m tonnes)
(based on grain task of 1·3 m tonnes)

MINISTRY OF TRANSPORT
EXPENDITURE
(Question No. 2593)

Mr DICKINSON (South Barwon) asked
the Minister of Transport:

MINISTRY OF TRANSPORT
ENTERTAINMENT EXPENDITURE
(Question No. 2656)

Mr WILUAMS (Doncaster) asked the
Minister of Transport:
I. What was the actual expenditure on entertainment and hospitality of departments, authorities and
agencies within his administration in 1981-82 and
I 982-83?
2. What positions are held by the persons authorizing such expenditure?

What was the-(a) estimated cost; and (b) expenditure to date of the Melbourne underground railway and
the West Gate Bridge?

Mr CRABB (Minister of Transport)The answer is:

Mr CRABB (Minister of Transport)The answer is:

I. $52201
2. Either chairmen (or equivalent) or heads of
departments.

Melbourne Underground

West Gate

Rail Loop

Bridge

(a) The Authority's first official

construction estimateexcluding signals and
communication, property
and consultancies-was
$117·23 m (1971 prices)
(b) $440984531 as at 30 June
1983

$49 500 000
(1970 prices)

The
capital
expenditure as at
30 September
1983
is
$191 615563

USE OF DAY LABOUR BY MINISTRY
OF TRANSPORT
(Question No. 2647)

Mr WILLIAMS (Doncaster) asked the
Minister of Transport:
I. How many contracts for work to be performed by
departments, agencies and authorities within his
administration were carried out by day labour in
1981-82 and 1982-83?
2. What percentage of total contracts awarded this
represents?
3. What is the total value of contracts let in 1981-82·
and 1982-83 and what is the estimated value of contracts awarded to day labour?

OVERSEAS TRIPS BY OFFICERS OF
MINISTRY OF TRANSPORT
(Question No. 2666)

Mr WILLIAMS (Doncaster) asked the
Minister of Transport:
I. How many officers of departments, authorities or
agencies within the Minister's administration were sent
overseas in 1981-82 and 1982-83?
2. What was the cost of such visits in 1981-82 and
I982-83?

Mr CRABB (Minister of Transport)The answer is:
I. 1981-82-13
2. $61 768

1982-83-17
$39940

LOCOMOTIVES USED FOR GRAIN
CARTAGE
(Question No. 2728)

Mr McGRATU (Lowan) asked the Minister of Transport:
I. How many locomotives V/Line owns or leases?
2. How many of these locomotives are undergoing
major maintenance in workshops and when they will
be back in service?
3. How many locomotives will be assigned to the
grain industry when the harvest receival peaks?

Questions .on Notice
4. How many GJF or equivalent wagons are available for service this coming harvest?
5. What plans are in progress to build additional
GJF wagons and when these wagons will be completed?
6. How many wagons of the GY type have been
modified to V bottom type?
7. Whether it is planned to modify more of these
wagons for grain cartage purposes?

Mr CRABB (Minister of Transport)The answer is:
1. V/Line presently owns 297 locomotives.
2. A major upgrading modernization pro8ram is well
underway with nine locomotives at anyone time being
overhauled and rebuilt. In a fleet of vehicles, one expects
at anyone time that a number will be out of action for
servicing and overhaul and at present twelve locomotives are undergoing work ofthis nature.
It is not expected that the number of vehicles actually
in service will fall below the present figure of276.
3. Sixty-six locomotives were provided for the grain
harvest this season.
4. Four hundred and forty-seven wagons of GJF or
equivalent type were available to haul this season's
harvest. This was 65 more wagons than last season.
5. The present program calls for an additional 50
wagons to be built; seventeen of these will be in service
this season.
6. Eight hundred and seven GY wagons have been
modified to V bottom type for this season. This is an
increase of 150 over the last harvest season.
7. Whilst no more GY wagons will be modified, a
small bottom discharge superphosphate wagon is presently being tested and could be adapted for future grain
harvests.

WEST GATE BRIDGE AUTHORITY
ADVERTISING
(Question No. 2730)

Mr LEIGH (Malvern) asked the Minister
of Transport:
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The advertisements appeared during the following
financial years:
1980-81
1981-82
1982-83
1983-84

3 advertisements @ $400 each, totalling $1200.
I advertisement @ $400, totalling $400.
2 advertisements @ $400 each, totalling$8oo.
I advertisement @ $400, totalling $400.

The advertisement placed during this financial year
appeared in the July edition, 1983. No other advertisements have been placed by West Gate.
2. Mr. G. M. Comben, General Manager, West Gate
Bridge, throughout the years when bookings were made.

ACCIDENTS IN MINISTRY OF
TRANSPORT
(Question No. 2745)

Mr LEIGH (Malvern) asked the Minister
of Transport:
What amounts have been paid in 1982-83 by the
Ministry of Transport in relation to accidents that have
been the fault of an employee of the Ministry?

Mr CRABB (Minister of Transport)The answer is:
1. The Ministry of Transport has not incurred any
expenditure of this nature during 1982-83.

POSITION OF FULL-TIME
CHAIRMAN OF COUNTRY FIRE
AUTHORITY
(Question No. 2766)

Mr EBERY (Midlands) asked the Minister for Police and Emergency Services:
I. When applications will be called for the position
of full-time Chairman of the Country Fire Authority?
2. Whether the position is to be advertised in line
with his undertaking to the Parliament and the Country
Fire Authority Officers Association?

I. What amount the West Gate Bridge Authority has
M MATHEWS (M··
&'.
P I·
d
paid to the Australian Labor Party for advertising in
r
lnlster Jor 0 Ice an
the newspaper Labor Star since April 1982?
. Emergency Services)-The answer is:
2. What is the name of the person at the West Gate
Bridge Authority who authorized the advertising in the
LaborStat!

Mr CRABB (Minister of Transport)The answer is:
1. The Labor Star newspaper is published by the
Chevron Advertising and Publishing Agency. Since the
1980-81 financial year, advertisements have been
placed in the Labor Star; via Chevron.

I. Applications for appointment to the full-time
position of Chairman of the Country Fire Authority
have been invited. The closing date for applications
was 12 December 1983.
2. Advertisements for the position were inserted in
the Age, Herald, Weekend Australian and Australian
Financial Review newspapers and in the Fireman
newsletter.
The matter of the filling of the position is at present
under consideration.
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EMPLOYMENT IN MINISTRY OF
TRANSPORT
(Question No. 2791)

Mr LEIGH (Malvern) asked the Minister
of Transport:
How many former employees of the trade union
movement or the Australian Labor Party have been
employed by the Ministry of Transport in each division of the Public Service since 3 April 1982, indicating
what positions they hold and their names and annual
salaries?

Mr CRABB (Minister of Transport)The answer is:
I am not prepared to answer this question as the
information requested is not in a readily accessible
form and would require individual checking of personnel files.
Accordingly, the time and cost involved in preparing
an answer could not be justified.

VISUAL DISPLAY UNITS
(Question No. 2873)

Mr WILLIAMS (Doncaster) asked the
Minister of Transport:
With reference to a previous question regarding visual
display units in use in departments, agencies and authorities within the Minister's administration, what are(a) the maximum number of hours worked by visual
display unit operatives on any shift; and (b) the shift
spacings?

Mr CRABB (Minister of Transport)The answer is:
(a) It is considered inappropriate to measure the

hours actually worked by VDU operatives on a shift as
the shift is a normal working day and flexitime, workload, rest breaks and different skill level of operatives
would have to be taken into account.
(b) Shift spacings would not be applicable in the
majority of cases as the shift would be a normal workingday.

(Question No. 2884)

Mr WILLIAMS (Doncaster) asked the
Minister of Labour and Industry, for the
Minister of Water Supply:
With reference to a previous question regarding visual
display units in use in departments, agencies and authorities within the Minister's administration, what are(a) the maximum number of hours worked by visual
display unit operatives on any shift; and (b) the shift
spacings?

Questions on Notice
Mr SIMPSON (Minister of Labour and
Industry)-The answer supplied by the
Minister of Water Supply is:
(a) It is considered inappropriate to measure the
hours actually worked by VDU operatives on a shift as
in departments, agencies and authorities in the water
supply portfolio the shift is a normal working day and
flexitime, workload, rest breaks and the different skill
level of operatives would have to be taken into account.
(b) Shift spacings would not be applicable in the
majority of cases as the shift would be a normal workingday.

AUDITOR-GENERALS'REPORTS
(Question No. 2904)

Mr WILLIAMS (Doncaster) asked the
Minister for Police and Emergency Services:
What are the details of any outstanding matters of
complaint expressed by the Auditor-General in reports
to Parliament, indicating the reasons corrective action
has not been completed?

Mr MATHEWS (Minister for Police and
Emergency Services)-The answer is:
The Auditor-General, in his Second and Third
Reports to Parliament for the year ended 30 June 1983,
identified several matters in relation to agencies of this
Ministry. These matters are receiving attention and
the honourable member is referred to page 31 of the
Second Report and pages 45-49 inclusive of the Third
Report for additional information.
(Question No. 2911)

Mr WILLIAMS (Doncaster) asked the
Minister of Labour and Industry, for the
Minister of Water Supply:
What are the details of any outstanding matters of
complaint expressed by the Auditor-General in reports
to Parliament, indicating the reasons corrective action
has not been completed?

Mr SIMPSON (Minister of Labour and
Industry)-The answer supplied by the
Minister of Water Supply is:
Part 5 of the Second Report and Part 3 of the Third
Report of the Auditor-General for the year ended 30
June 1983, list the status of observations and recommendations relating to departments and statutory bodies contained in previous reports of the AuditorGeneral.
Matters referred to in these reports relating to
departments and statutory bodies within the water
supply portfolio are receiving attention.

Questions on Notice
BREACHES OF ACTS AND
REGULA nONS
(Question No. 2927)

Mr WILLIAMS (Doncaster) asked the
Minister of Transport:
Whether the Minister will provide an analysis of all
breaches of Acts of Parliament and regulations administered by him dating from April 1982, indicating the
action taken in respect of such breaches?

Mr CRABB (Minister of Transport)The answer is:
No, having regard to the large number of Acts and
regulations administered there would be significant
costs and time involved in extracting such information.
(Question No. 2932)

Mr WILLIAMS (Doncaster) asked the
Minister for the Arts, for the Minister for
Minerals and Energy:
Whether the Minister will provide an analysis of all
breaches or Acts of Parliament and regulations administered by him dating from April 1982, indicating the
action taken in respect of such breaches?

Mr MATHEWS (Minister for the Arts)The answer supplied by the Minister for
Minerals and Energy is:
No, having regard to the large number of Acts and
regulations administered, there would be significant
costs and time involved in extracting such information.
(Question No. 2938)

Mr WILLIAMS (Doncaster) asked the
Minister of Labour and Industry, for the
Minister of Water Supply:
Whether the Minister will provide an analysis of all
breaches or Acts of Parliament and regulations administered by him dating from April 1982, indicating the
action taken in respect of such breaches?

Mr SIMPSON (Minister of Labour and
Industry)-The answer supplied by the
Minister of Water Supply is:
No, having regard to the large number of Acts and
regulations administered, there would be significant
costs and time involved in extracting such information.
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IMPLEMENTATION OF
AUSTRALIAN LABOR PARTY
POLICIES
(Question No. 2959)

Mr WILLIAMS (Doncaster) asked the
Minister for the Arts, for the Minister for
Minerals and Energy:
1. Whether the Minister will provide a progress
report on the implementation of Australian Labor Party
policies and the achievement of election promises of
the Party since April 1982?
2. Whether the Minister will specify reasons for policies not yet implemented or promises not yet achieved?

Mr MATHEWS (Minister for the Arts)The answer supplied by the Minister for
Minerals and Energy is:
1. No. The Government's programme has been well
publicized in the Parliament and elsewhere in the form
of Ministerial statements, legislation, the Budget Papers,
Victorian Government Notes and press releases on
administrative actions.
2 No. The Government has worked systematically
to implement its programme and will continue to do
so within the constraints imposed by tight economic
conditions.
(Question No. 2965)

Mr WILLIAMS (Doncaster) asked the
Minister of Labour and Industry, for the
Minister of Water Supply:
1. Whether the Minister will provide a progress
report on the implementation of Australian Labor Party
policies and the achievement of election promises of
the party since April 1982?
2. Whether the Minister will specify reasons for policies not yet implemented or promises not yet achieved?

Mr SIMPSON (Minister of Labour and
Industry)-The answer supplied by the
Minister of Water Supply is:
1. No. The Government's programme has been well
publicized in the Parliament and elsewhere in the form
of Ministerial statements, legislation, the Budget Papers,
Victorian Government Notes and press releases on
administrative actions.
2. No. The Government has worked systematically
to implement its programme and will continue to do
so within the constraints imposed by tight economic
'conditions.
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QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
The following answers to questions on
notice were circulatedEDUCATION DEPARTMENT
INSTRUCTION MANUALS
(Question No. 1408)

Mr WILLIAMS (Doncaster) asked the
Minister of Education:
1. What are the titles of all instruction manuals issued
by departments, authorities and agencies within his
administration.
2. How frequently these manuals are updated.
3. Whether a copy of each such manual is available
in the Parliamentary Library; if not, why.

Mr FORDHAM (Minister of Education)-The answer is:
Up to date lists of all Education Department instruction and procedure manuals are being compiled and
will be ready for inclusion in the statements to be published under Section 8 (I) (a) (ii) of the Freedom of
Information Act.
The following information is applicable to the Victorian Post-Secondary Education Commission:
(I) The Administrative Procedures Manual.
(2) Revised each year and altered or added to if new
procedures are requited.
(3) No, the manuals are for internal procedures only
and are not relevant elsewhere.
The Victorian Institute of Secondary Education
advised that(I) the titles of instruction manuals produced by
the Victorian Institute of Secondary Education
are as set out below.
(2) the manuals are updated as lileQuired unless
otherwise shown.
(3) the Parliamentary Library received the major
or most significant manuals (items 1-17) on list
below.
VICTORIAN INSTITUTE OF SECONDARY
EDUCATION
VISE Instruction manuals and publications containing procedures.
1. Victorian Institute of Secondary Education handbook for ... Year 12 curriculum and assessment. (Published annually). Updated by VISE Circular (Published
monthly).

2. A compendium of policies and procedures related
to curriculum and assessment: information for members of committees and sub-committees associated with
the Curriculum and Assessment Branch. (Published
1983.)
3. Discipline Committee Program, 1982-1983. (Inhouse manual.)
4. Extra time-special supervision manual. (In-house
manual.)
5. Private candidates program, 1982-83. (In-house
manual.)
6. Consideration of disadvantage, 1982-1983. (Inhouse manual.)
7. Release of results on microfiche program for the
HSC Assessment Program. (In-house manual.)
8. Principals' enquiries discrepancy checking program, 1982-1983. (In-house manual.)
9. Examiners' procedures document. (Updated and
circulated to chief examiners annually.)
10. Briefing documents prepared by chief examiners
for markers of scripts in each subject.
11. Computing Centre Procedural document for the
processing of the Higher School Certificate. September
1982. (In-house manual.)
12. Examination supervisors' manual. (For circulation to supervisors.)
13. VISE accreditation for Year 12 courses: general
information, submission guidelines, post-accreditation requirements, course review and accreditation,
(Published 1982.)
14. Curriculum and Assessment Branch. Discussion
paper on guidelines for descriptive assessments. (Published 1981.)
15. Evaluation and review of Year 12 courses, compiled for the Curriculum and Assessment Branch by
Ron Toomey. (Published January 1983.)
16. Course review and reaccreditation: The 1982
experience, compiled for the Curriculum and Assessment Branch by Chris Reynolds. (Published February
1983.)
17. Course description booklets-one published for
each course accredited by VISE.
18. Approved study structure V: STC course:
Responsibilities of principals, STC teachers, co-ordinators and students. (Brochure published November
1982.)
19. Accreditation and reaccreditation: information
for sub-committee: functions of sub-committees,
membership of sub-committees, operating procedures
of sub-committees, minority reports in the accreditation process, some interpretations of the documents,
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VISE accreditation for year 12 courses. (Published June
1982.)
20. Course developer bulletin (Circulated to subject
committees periodically. Includes advice on
procedures. )
21. Advisory Services and Guidance Branch
procedures.
The T AFE Board, being previously a board ofVPSEC
has therefore used VPSEC procedures and is still doing
so where appropriate pending development of its own
procedures.
This answer does not include Universities, Institutes, schools, &c.

MEDICANTS "OXOLIN" AND
"FLORENAL"
(Question No. 1991)

Mr WILLIAMS (Doncaster) asked the
Minister of Health:
Whether any steps have been taken to encourage
Victorian medical practitioners to prescribe the medicants "Oxolin" and "F1orenal" widely used in the Soviet
Union for the treatment of herpes, zoster, simplex
viruses, viral diseases of the eyes and other medical
complaints; if not, why?

Mr ROPER (Minister of Health)-The
answer is:
No steps have been taken to encourage the prescription of these medicants as it would be inappropriate
for the Health Commission to encourage the prescription of any drug.

REMOVAL OF FREE MILK SUBSIDY
(Question No. 2773)

Mrs SIBREE (Kew) asked the Minister
of Health:
1. Which day-care centres will be affected by the
removal of the free milk subsidy in the 1983-84 State
Budget?
2. In respect of each centre what was the value of the
subsidy in the 1982-83 financial year?
3. Whether the removal of the subsidy to day-care
centres will result in an increase in fees to parents; if
so, by how much per annum?

Mr ROPER (Minister of Health)-The
answer is:
1. All day care centres are affected.
2. The total figure is contained in the Budget Papers.
3. Fee levels are matters for individual centres to set
and in setting these many factors are taken into account.
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REGISTRATION FOR
ACUPUNCTURISTS
(Question No. 2813)

Mr LIEBERMAN (Benambra) asked the
Minister of Health:
1. What has been the result of the monitoring of the
practice of acupuncture in Victoria in the period since
the announcement of such a study by him on 1 June
1982, indicating what was-(a) the nature and source
of information provided to the Health Commission
during this period of review; (b) the extent of the Commission's examination of the practice of the sale of
"do-it-yourself' home acupuncture kits; (c) the Commission's estimates of the number of acupuncturists
practising in Victoria; and (d) the· effectiveness or
otherwise of the services provided by such persons?

2. What specific steps the Health Commission has
taken since 31 May 1983 to review the issue of registration for acupuncturists and/or any legislation as a result
of studying the data collected during the previous twelve
months. as was promised by him in his public
announcement of 1 June 1982?

Mr ROPER (Minister of Health)-The
answer is:
1. (a) Letters were written in May 1982, to a number of major hospitals, to the Australian Medical Acupuncture Society and to the Law Department for the
attention of the Coroner. Each of these bodies were
asked to participate in a study of twelve months' duration at the end of which they would report any information they had gathered as to harmful effects or deaths
resulting from acupuncture. Reports were subsequently received at the end of the twelve month period
ofstudy from all of these bodies. All of them reported
no deaths and the hospitals and the Medical Acupuncture Society reported no medical complications of
acupuncture.
(b) The Commission is currently examining "do-ityourself' home acupuncture kits and will advise me in
relation to this.

(c) As there is no registration system, the number of
acupuncturists is not known.

(d) No harmful effects or deaths resulting from the
practice of acupuncture were reported as a result of the
study conducted. However, there has been very little
scientific examination of the effectiveness of
acupuncture.

2. There does not, as a result of our year's study,
appear to be any information which could be placed
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before the Commission which might lead to its changing its advice on the subject of registration of
acupuncturists.

SALE OF NARCOTIC DRUGS IN
BORDER TOWNS
(Question No. 2836)

Mr WILLIAMS (Doncaster) asked the
Minister of Health:
Whether the narcotic drugs Mogadon and Normison
are being sold in New South Wales border towns without legal restriction; if so, what steps Victoria has taken
to protest to the New South Wales Government, and if
no steps have been taken, why?

Mr ROPER (Minister of Health)-The
answer is:
The drugs Mogadon and Normison are not being
sold in New South Wales without legal restriction.
Small quantities of these drugs (5 tablets) will be
made available for emergency use only when prescribed by a pharmacist under the provisions ofSchedule Three of the poisons legislation which are due to
be adopted in New South Wales from October 1984.
However, there are tight restrictions on such supply
in that the drug has to be prescribed by the pharmacist,
the patient has to be known to the pharmacist, and be
over 18 years of age and the transaction has to be
recorded in a prescription book. The drugs also have
to be stored in a part of the pharmacy to which the
public do not have access and they may not be advertised to the general public.
Recommendations for such emergency supply of
these two drugs have also been adopted in Victoria
under the recently proclaimed Drugs Poisons and Controlled Substances Act 1981.

EMPLOYMENT IN AUDIT OFFICE
(Question No. 2852)

Mr WILLIAMS (Doncaster) asked the
Premier:
I. What are the forward planning estimates of the
total establishment and actual numbers employed in
the Audit Office in 1983-84 and future years?
2. What are the plans to reduce any deficiencies?
3. What is the current organization chart of the
Office, indicating the staff numbers in each division?
4. Whether the office has an office management
advisory committee; if so, who are the members and
how often it has met since April 1982?
5. What steps have been taken within the office since
April 1982 to-(a) streamline audit operations; (b)
recruit competent professional staff; (c) transfer clerical
officers to audit duties; (d) restructure divisional audit
functions to achieve a more effective and economic
utilization of human and material resource; (e) upgrade

support services, particularly in the areas of research.
computer technology and the maintenance of professional auditing competence; (f) improve accounting
and auditing standards and practices in the public sector; (g) develop and implement an effective and economic audit methodology for public service auditing;
and (h) encourage education and research in Government accounting and auditing?

Mr CAIN (Premier)-The answer is:
I. The staffing level of the office at November 1983
was 149 positions.
These levels are based upon an approved establishment of 164 positions and a staff ceiling level of 150
positions. Provision was made in the salary budget for
the Audit Office in 1983-84 for additional staff. The
Treasurer has also approved a ceiling increase to 160.
The Audit Office expects that 153 of these positions
will be able to be filled before June 1984.
2. Staff needs in future years will reflect any changes
in the audit responsibilities of the Auditor-General.
These responsibilities are being considered by the
Government.
3. The current organization chart of the Office was
published in the second report of the Auditor-General
to Parliament for the year ended 30 June 1983 on page
7.
Staff numbers in each division as at 1 December
1983 were:
Division A
13
B
15
17
C
D
11
15
E
17
F
17
G
S
10
EDP
5
R&D
4
Executive
4
Other (including
administration)
21
Total

149

4. (1) The Audit Office has a corporate management committee consisting of the Assistant AuditorGeneral and three Chief Directors of Audits with
responsibility for the over-all co-ordination of all office
activities, preparation of master plans, advice on matters of policy and evaluation of new directions. Meetings of all members and the Auditor-General are held
fortnightly.
5. (a) Under the new structure, two Chief Directors
of Audits are responsible for field audit operations and
one Chief Director of Audits is responsible for the
administration of specialist audit support functions and
research and development. This was discussed in more
detail in the second report of the Auditor-General to
Parliament for the year ended 30 June 1983 on page 6.
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(b) Steps taken to recruit competent, professional
staff include:
-the recruitment of specialist support staff;
-the revision of qualification requirements for some
specialist support functions;
-the recruitment of only professionally qualified
staff at base grade audit levels;
- participation in campus interview programmes.
(c) The Audit Office has continued to redeploy upon
vacancy all positions of clerical assistant audit. These
positions have been converted to base grade auditing
positions requiring professional qualifications. As all
audit staff are required to have professional qualifications, clerical officers without the relevant qualifications would not be transferred to audit positions.
(d) The steps taken are outlined in the answers to
questions 4 and 5 (a) above.
(e) EDP Audit and Research and Development
Divisions have been established. The Audit Office also
undertakes a programme of professional development
for all field audit staff.
(f) Important initiatives taken by the AuditorGeneral's Office in the area of accounting and auditing
standards and practices in the public sector include:
-involvement in the Australian Accounting
Research Foundation. The Auditor-General is deputy
chairman of the board which is responsible for preparation of auditing standards and the issue of statements of auditing practice;
-membership of the newly established Public Sector Accounting Standards Board. The board is charged
with developing and co-ordinating accounting standards to be recommended for use in the public sector;
-membership by senior staff of the office on the
Government Accountants Committee and the Specialization Task Force of the Australian Society of
Accountants;
-research and study projects relating to the actual
practice of auditing through an internal Audit Practices Committee comprising three members of the office
and chaired by a senior officer with extensive experience in audit practice;
-consultation with the Department of Management and Budget on financial reporting requirements
for departments and authorities;
-consultation with the Department of Management and Budget and the Public Service Board on
current moves to upgrade internal audit.
(g) The approach of the Audit Office to comprehensive auditing and the current stage of development in
implementing a comprehensive approach were outlined in the second report of the Auditor-General to
Parliament for the year ended 30 June 1983:
-Comprehensive audit training seminars have also
been held for audit staff.
Further details of audit methodology were included
on page 9 of the second report.
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(h) The Audit Office has developed a programme of
formal professional development activities for all field
audit staff.
A research officer has been appointed to undertake
accounting and auditing research. Other contributions
by the office to research have been outlined in the
response to question 5 (f).

MEANS TESTING FOR FREE
SERVICES PROVIDED BY
HOSPITALS
(Question No. 2861)

Mr KEMPTON (Warrnambool) asked
the Minister of Health:
Whether the Government is giving consideration to
a wider application of means testing of free services
provided by the hospitals and the Health Commission
as a means of cost cutting; if so, what action has been
taken?

Mr ROPER (Minister of Health)-The
answer is:
No.

VISUAL DISPLAY UNITS
(Question No. 2880)

Mr WILLIAMS (Doncaster) asked the
Minister for Employment and Training:
With reference to a previous question regarding visual
display units in use in departments, agencies and authorities within the Minister's administration, what are(a) the maximum number of hours worked by visual
display unit operatives on any shift; and (b) the shift
spacings?

Mr SIMMONDS (Minister for Employment and Training)-The answer is:
(a) As at 27 February 1984, eight visual display units
were in use in this Ministry. Only four of these are in
constant use at any time.
t x VDU-used for library purposes on
ABN-CA VAL Network. Librarian uses terminal for
average 2·5 hours per day.
3 x VDU's-used for data processing requirements
of Finance Branch. Each terminal is accessed irregularly, as required, by all officers in Finance Branch.
4 x VDU's-used for word processing requirements
of Ministry. Each terminal is used by one operator
during the working day. Each operator works the standard 7·36 hours per day, with flexitime provisions, and
takes the required 100minute break per hour in addition to the routine morning and afternoon tea breaks
and lunch break.
(b) Shift spacings are not applicable in this Ministry's circumstances.
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AUDITOR-GENERALS'REPORTS

Mr ROPER (Minister of Health)-The
answer is:

(Question No. 2906)

Part 5 of the Second Report and Part 3 ofthe Third
Report of the Auditor-General for the year ended 30
June 1983 list the status of observations and recommendations relating to departments and statutory bodies contained in previous reports of the AuditorGeneral.
The honourable member is referred to these reports
for details of the outstanding matters of complaint
expressed by the Auditor-General and advised that the
matters therein are being attended to.

Mr WILLIAMS (Doncaster) asked the
Minister of Health:
What are the details of any outstanding matters of
complaint expressed by the Auditor-General in reports
to Parliament, indicating the reasons corrective action
has not been completed?

Questions on Notice
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The following answers to questions on
notice were circulated-

VISUAL DISPLAY UNITS

MINISTER OF EDUCATIONAL
SERVICES INSTRUCTION MANUALS

Mr WILLIAMS (Doncaster) asked the
Minister for Community Welfare Services:

(Question No. 1416)

With reference to a previous question regarding visual
display units in use in departments, agencies and authorities within the Minister's administration, what are(a) the maximum number of hours worked by visual
display unit operatives on any shift; and (b) the shift
spacings?

Mr WILLIAMS (Doncaster) asked the
Minister of Educational Services:
I. What are the titles of all instruction manuals
issued by departments, authorities and agencies with
his administration?
2. How frequently these manuals are updated?
3. Whether a copy of each such manual is available
in the Parliamentary Library; if not why?

Mr FORDHAM (Minister of Educational Services)-The answer is:
The honourable member's attention is drawn to the
answer to question No. 1408.

(Question No. 2886)

Mrs TONER (Minister for Community
Welfare Services)-The answer is:
My department employs a number of VDU operators who either operate on a normal shift, i.e. a normal
working day within the parameters of flexitime provisions, rest breaks and workload or some operators work
on visual display units only part-time according to
workload.
My department does not require shift spacing as a
shift is regarded as a normal working day.
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point of order. He is as experienced as anyone in the House and has seen many Ministers of former Governments answer in the
The SPEAKER (the Hon. C. T. Edmunds) same manner as the Premier.
took the chair at 2.5 p.m. and read the
Mr CAIN (Premier)-Members of the
prayer.
Opposition and the National Party do not
like hearing the facts. Twice the project was
ABSENCE OF MINISTER
deferred under the former Government. The
The SPEAKER-Order! I am advised Leader of the Opposition knows as well as
that the Treasurer has been delayed in his the Leader of the National Party what
departure from Canberra and will not be in occurred concerning costs and avoidable
the House during question time.
strikes at Loy Yang. It is humbug for the
Leader of the National Party and the Leader
of the Opposition to be speaking in this way.
QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
It is humbug for the Leader of the
National Party and the honourable member
for Balwyn to talk about accountability or
ALCOA PROJECT AT PORTLAND
the disclosure of any information about this
Mr KENNETT (Leader of the Opposi. issue. The only reason the Government is
tion)-Will the Premier give an assurance faced with this problem is because of the
to the community that any Government- behaviour of the former Government. There
and thereby community-equity in the is no other reason. The Government takes
Alcoa of Australia Ltd project at Portland the negotiations seriously. I will not be
will be subject to authorization by legisla- diverted by the Leader of the Opposition,
the Leader of the National Party or anyone
tion through Parliament?
else in getting the best results for the people
Mr CAIN (Premier)-This project is the of Victoria.
biggest that the State has undertaken and
involves the biggest set of negotiations that
PROPOSED WOMEN'S CENTRE
have been undertaken between the GovernMr ROSS-EDW ARDS (Leader of the
ment and private business. The project will
be taken extremely seriously by the Gov- National Party)-I hope I shall receive an
ernment. I regret that the tone taken during answer to my question to the Premier. Can
, the past week or so by the· Leader of the the honourable gentleman advise the House
Opposition and the Leader of the National whether the Government intends to abanParty makes me wonder whether they are don plans to redevelop a multi-storey secnot trying to compete in seeing who can tion of the Flinders Street railway station
behave the more irresponsibly over this for a women's centre? Ifso, has the Government any alternative plans for establishing
matter.
such a centre elsewhere?
I expected such behaviour from the
Mr CAIN (Premier)-The development
Leader of the Opposition who has a good
track record in that regard, but the Leader of a women's centre at the Flinders Street
of the National Party is behaving poorly. I railway station is one of the proposals for
expected something better from him; he Victoria's I 50th Anniversary Celebrations,
and $1 million was allocated for that purshould know better.
pose. The extensive renovations that would
I shall answer the question when I am have been required at the station meant that
ready.
the centre would not be assured of opening
Mr ROSS-EDW ARDS (Leader of the in 1985. Considerable problems existed
National Party)-On a point of order-the because of the cost involved, as some
same point of order that I raised in the past $600 000 or $700 000 was needed to get the
two sitting days-when the Premier is asked intended location into reasonable order. It
a question, the House is entitled to receive was believed a better result could be
an answer and not a Ministerial statement. obtained from another location.
An equal amount of money will be alloThe SPEAKER-Order! The Leader of
the National Party knows that that is not a cated for the purpose, and it has always been
Tuesday, 20 March 1984
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a policy of the Government-it has been
demonstrated in actions the Government
has taken-to ensure that Victorian women
receive a better deal than they received from
the previous Government. The commitment remains to allocate $1 million of the
funds for Victoria's 150th Anniversary Celebrations for the establishment ofa women's
centre. The change in the location will
ensure that better value is obtained from
the funds being set aside.
STATE ELECTRICITY COMMISSION
BUSH-FIRE SETTLEMENT
Dr VAUGHAN (Glenhuntly)-Will the
Premier inform the House of the facts concerning the State Electricity Commission
settlement following the bush-fire disaster
last year and the impact the settlement will
have on the electricity pricing policy of the
Government?
Mr CAIN (Premier)-I am pleased to
inform the House that, last night in London, a settlement was reached and formally
announced at the proceedings. Some $75
million has been accepted in full settlement
of the claims against both the insurers and
the brokers. It is a good result in the view of
the Government and the commission, and
it reflects credit on the Minister for Minerals and Energy and the officers of the commission who negotiated the settlement.
The total claims made against the State
Electricity Commission as a result of the
Ash Wednesday bush fires have been estimated at between $110 million and $120
million. Last year, the commission provided some $45 million towards the payment of potential claims. Together with the
further $ 75 million from the insurers and
the brokers' insurers, the amount set aside
will cover all claims that may be made.
Consequently, future tariffs will not be
affected. '
Honourable members will be aware that,
when the Labor Party came to office, a
situation existed of widely fluctuating tariff
increases. Under the previous Government, the tariff increased by 19· 7 per cent
in one year. Within a month of the Labor
Party coming into office, Sir David Zeidler
recommended that electricity tariffs should
be increased by 27 per cent. The Government rejected that proposal and set about
putting Victoria's finances and statutory
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authorities on a sound financial and commercial footing. The result is evident to all.
Honourable members can return to the
electorates they represent with the knowledge that the increase in State Electricity
Commission tariffs last year-7·9 per centwas the lowest increase in ten years. Any
rise that occurs at the time of an annual
increase will be less than the movement in
the consumer price index. Through proper
and adequate control of the commission,
tight management and a proper pricing policy, the Government has ensured that
increases will be kept to a minimum. That
improvement has been made possible by a
Government that is determined to ensure
that statutory authorities are properly
accountable and are kept under firm control. The public is reaping the benefit.
ALCOA PROJECT AT PORTLAND
Mr KENNETf (Leader of the Opposition)-I direct a second question to the
Premier in an attempt to obtain a straipt
answer. Is the Government considenng
taking a 40 per cent equity in the Alcoa
project at Portland, and will that require
legislation?
Mr CAIN (Premier)-I have already
made clear to the Leader of the Opposition
and others what the situation is in this
regard. If the Leader of the Opposition had
any memory, he would be aware of what
was said in this House last September concerning participation by the Government
and Alcoa of Australia Ltd in the proposed
smelter at Portland. That remains the
position.
INTEGRATION OF DISABLED
STUDENTS INTO STATE SCHOOL
SYSTEM
Mr HANN (Rodney)-Has the Minister
of Education received the report from his
committee of inquiry into the integration of
the disabled into the State school system; if
so, has he made any decisions on the recommendations contained therein, and
when will the report be released to the publie and to Parliament?
Mr FORDHAM (Minister of Education)-I recently received the report of that
committee, and it is currently with the Government Printer. Sufficient copies will be
printed for all honourable members and for
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all interested schools throu~out Victoria.
The report contains extensIve recommendations by the committee and those recommendations are currently receiving
consideration by the Government. I hope
to be in a positIon to make an announcement on the matter within the next fortnight or so, and I will keep the honourable
member advised of progress.
MELBOURNE AS FINANCIAL
CAPITAL
Mr WILTON (Broadmeadows)-Can the
Premier advise the House what action the
Government is taking to maintain Melbourne as the financial capital of Australia?
Mr CAIN (Premier)-The Treasurer is
today having discussions with the Prime
MinIster and the Federal Treasurer. Those
discussions are being attended by a number
of prominent members of the Melbourne
financial and business community who have
been consulting with the Government on a
regular basis on the issue. The matters of
concern that they will raise with the Prime
Minister and the Federal Treasurer are
aimed at ensuring that this city and this
State retain their prominent position as the
commercial centre of Australia and take a
prominent part in any involvement in offshore banking initiatives that may occur
within this country.
The matters raised will aim at seeking
taxation relief in areas such as bank account
debits and withholding tax-that is, in
respect of the Commonwealth taxes that are
currently imposed-and at ensuri~g that
those taxes take into account off-shore
transactions. The Victorian Government is
also concerned about the immigration of
the skilled staff that will be necessary in
those banks.
Other matters for consideration include
the improved communications that are
available through Telecom Australia and the
Overseas Telecommunications Commission (Australia), our outside telecommunications link which goes through Sydney, and
the vexed question of the allocation of any
licences that may be made available to foreign banks pursuant to the decisions that it
is expected that the Federal Government
will make concerning foreign banks. My
Government believes any allocation of
licences should ensure the presence of foreign banks in this State.

Questions without Notice
I want to record publicly the Government's appreciation of the expert advice and
counsel that have been received in those
discussions from members of Victoria's
business community. It is a good example
of what can occur between Government and
business when goodwill exists and a common goal is in view.
QUEEN VICTORIA MEDICAL
CENTRE RELOCATION PROJECT
Mr LIEBERMAN (Benambra)-I refer
the Minister of Health to his answer to my
question on 6 March when he claimed that
there had been no refusal as such of funds
by the Commonwealth for the construction
of the Monash University Medical School
at the Queen Victoria relocation project.
Is the Minister aware that the director of
the project, Mr Alan Hughes, says that the
Federal Government has in fact failed to
fund the medical school and has not committed funds, and that a stage has now been
reached where the building is being constructed without any money having been
allocated? Will the Minister of Health now
reconsider the answer that he gave on 6
March?
Mr ROPER (Minister of Health)-I
thank the honourable member very much
for the question. I also am aware of the
statement that was made on the ABC News
this morning and I am assured by Mr
Hughes that there appears to have been a
misunderstanding between the ABC on the
words he used and some of the nonsense
that the honourable member for Benambra
spoke about the week before last.
I should point out to the House that, in a
statement on 18 May, the Commonwealth
Minister said that the Commonwealth
Government was committed to the project.
I met the Commonwealth Minister the Friday before last and she reiterated the Commonwealth commitment to that project and
suggested that there should be further discussions between the Commonwealth and
the State Governments about the timing of
the cash flow.
There has been no suggestion by' the
Commonwealth Government that it will not
provide this service and assistance to the
people of the south-eastern suburbs. The
House and the people of the south-eastem
suburbs should be aware that, from the

Questions without Notice
beginning of the project in 1961 when it was
first promised by the Liberal Party, on every
occasion the Liberal Party did whatever it
could to undermine the provision of health
services in this area. This kind of carping
criticism, which is not based on reality, is
just part of the Opposition's attitude.
I can understand the Leader of the Opposition being very concerned that this time
he cannot go out to Clayton and promise
the Queen Victoria Medical Centre, because
the project is more than half committed in
expenditure and the second and third
storeys are now under construction.
The Commonwealth Government has
made its position clear and the State Government and the Commonwealth Government are now making sure that the
arrangements on the cash flow are in the
interests of the Victorian public.
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than previous record levels in 1973 and in
1978.
Retail sales are evidence of the ability of
people today to go into shops and make
purchases and this statistic is another good
indicator of consumer confidence. Retail
sales have increased by 9-2 per cent in the
second half of 1983, compared to what they
were in the first half of 1982. Further, Victoria's unemployment rate has been consistently lower than the unemployment rate
in any other State in Australia.

The January figures show the unemployment rate of9-2 per cent and that compares
with 10-7 per cem for the rest of Australia.
It is interesting to note the cries from the
Opposition, when one needs only to look
back to the time of the Fraser Government,
the "amer Government and the Thompson
Government, when there was a negative
PRIVATE SECTOR
growth of minus 2 per cent with record
Mr FOGARTY (Sunshine)-Will the increases in unemployment.
Minister for Industry, Commerce and
Today, Victoria is strongly on the path to
Technology inform the House of action the economic recovery. For the second half of
Govenment has taken and the assistance it 1983, home building approvals were 42 per
has given towards maintaining and improv- cent higher than they were in the second
ing the private sector?
half of 1982. Yet the honourable member
for
Westernport continues to knock the
Mr CATHIE (Minister for Industry,
Commerce and Technology)-I assure the recovery in home building in Victoria. If
honourable member for Sunshine that the one compares that figure with an increase
Victorian Government has been very suc- of only 27 per cent in the whole of Australia,
cessful in leading and in assisting a major there is no doubt that the Government's
economic recovery in this State which, if policies have contributed signifiCantly to the
one examines the major economic factors success of the economic recovery. The captoday, reveals the success of the State Gov- ital works programme, the reduction in the
ernment's programmes, policies, strategies number of working hours lost through the
industrial relations programme, the housand initiatives.
For example, I refer honourable mem- ing programmes and, above all, a whole
bers to the January index of consumer con- range of policies that have been adopted by
fidence, which is a very good base on which the new Department of Industry, Comto examine the extent of economic recovery merce and Technology, have contributed to
in the State, as it reflects consumer this achievement.
confidence.
Recently, the Government has been successful in encouraging the new CommonHonourable members interjecting.
wealth Government to take much stronger
Mr CATHIE-I know that it is of little action against dumping. A large part of the
concern to members of the Opposition Victorian manufacturing industry is gratebecause they are not interested in the eco- ful for the success of that programme. I have
nomic recovery of the State. However, I great confidence in the future of Victoria
assure the House that people outside Parlia- because I have great confidence in the Govment are very interested. The January index ernment of the State and in its ability to
of consumer confidenee reached 124-6 generate and sustain that economic
points, which is more than 5 points higher recovery.
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Mr JONA (Hawthorn)-Is the Premier
aware that his counterpart in New South
Wales has repeatedly claimed that New
South Wales is leading Australia out of the
recession? I ask the Premier whether, in light
of the statements by the senior Labor
Premier and the statistics for retail sales,
employment growth, vehicle registrations
and home approvals, he will reconsider the
accuracy of his claims that Victoria is leading Australia's economic recovery.
Mr CAIN (Premier)-I am not aware of
everything the senior Labor Premier in
Australia says, but I am aware of what has
been said by the Leader of the Opposition
in New South Wales. He was asked in a
radio programme in Victoria whether he had
any good policies and he said his policies
were the best set of policies that had been
developed since the Cain Opposition's policy, which did a pretty reasonable job. That
was what the Leader of the Opposition in
New South Wales said about the Victorian
Government. If the Opposition here had
listened to what he said, it might have
learned something. The Opposition might
have learned also that Victoria, on all the
material that is available, is leading the
recovery.
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr CAIN-I know that the Opposition
does not like to hear that statement because
the Liberal Party Government left Victoria
in the worst economic mess in the history
of Australia. The Opposition sits back
smugly and smiles. No wonder it was
thrown out of office in 1982! No wonder the
Hawke Government was voted into office
in March 1983! This was done so that it
could continue with the job of economic
recovery. That is what the Government is
about-getting Victoria back on the road to
economic recovery, getting people back to
work. That is what Neville Wran is about
in New South Wales: Finding jobs for
people.
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Wales, continued in Victoria and reinforced by the Federal Government should
continue.
A most important issue is facing the
country today. It does not matter what anyone says about figures or what the Leader of
the Opposition says. The Leader of the
Opposition is not wanted in New South
Wales for very good reasons. Who would
want the Leader of the Opposition near any
election, considering his track record?
Nobody!
Ifhonourable members want to know why
I am going to New South Wales, it is because
I believe it is my duty, as the head of a
Government that is concerned about the
continued economic development of this
country, to ensure that Governments that
are returned to power in this country are
those that do not want to turn the clock
back, as did the Liberal Government in
Victoria and Malcolm Fraser in Canberra.
The Government wants to get this country
going apin and it intends to ensure that
everything it does is directed to that end.
COUNTRY FIRE AUTHORITY

Mr B. J. EVANS (Gippsland East)-I
refer to a qu~stion I asked the Minister for
Police and Emergency Services on 7 March
1984. In his answer, he categorically denied
that he had attempted to make any deal
with the Rural Fire Brigades Association
that he would appoint the Chairman of the
Country Fire Authority on the condition
that the association entered into negotiations for the amalgamation of fire-fighting
services.
Is the Minister aware of an open letter
from the Rural Fire Brigades Association
and the· Urban Fire Brigades Association
which described his offer as implied blackmail? Is the honourable gentleman also
aware that this letter totally rejects his proposal for a fire and emergency services committee? In light of the total rejection of the
proposal by the associations representing the
overwhelming majority of volunteer firemen throughout the State, will the Minister
The suggestion that any other Govern- proceed to appoint a person to the vacant
ment might be in power in New South Wales position of Chairman of the Country Fire
after next Saturday is of grave concern to Authority?
me and anyone else in this State, because it
Mr MATHEWS (Minister for Police and
is essential that the policies of economic Emergency Services)-I am disappointed
development that were started in New South that the representatives of the Urban Fire
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Brigades Association and the Rural Fire
Brigades Association, who entered into
negotiations with the Government over a
period of some months about ways in which
closer co-ordination could be achieved
between fire and emergency services in this
State, and how significant economies could
be achieved in the operation of fire and
emergency services in this State, had those
arrangements rejected when they were taken
back to the respective parent bodies.
I am disappointed too that the agreement
that I reached with those representatives,
namely, that the interests of the fire and
emergency services in this State would be
well served if there were a single Chairman
for the Country Fire Authority and the Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board; and if the
office of Deputy President of the Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board and the office of
Deputy Chairman of the Country Fire
Authority were to be upgraded to the status
of chief executive officer, similarly was
rejected when it was taken back to the parent
organizations.
I suggest to the Leader of the Opposition,
who is interjecting, that he too would do
well to be disappointed because it is of fundamental importance to all Victorians that
we should have the most efficient and costeffective emergency services in this State
that we can obtain.
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on the Government's initiatives in improving computer services to Victorian students?
Mr FORDHAM (Minister of Education)-I thank the honourable member for
her question and for her continued interest
in this important area of education; it is one
of the areas that were certainly neglected by
our predecessors when they were in office.
The community at large certainly expects
both primary and secondary schools to be
acquainting their students with the significant role that computers will and do play in
the future of our society.
The director-general established an expert
committee to advise him and the Government on the development of appropriate
computer facilities within our schools.
Recently a report was received following
submissions from the computer industry.
We are delighted with the response, advice
and perhaps understandable interest of that
industry in the development of computer
facilities within our schools.
As a result, approved facilities have now
been circulated to schools together with an
offer by the Government to provide financial assistance to schools for the provision
of those approved facilities.

Honourable members interjecting.

Mr FORDHAM-I am disappointed that
the honourable member for Forest Hill is
not aware of the content of the Budget
Agreement was reached on the matters Papers. This financial year, $750 000 has
that I have outlined to the honourable been allocated to that area and additional
will flow at the commencement of the
member for Gippsland East on an earlier funds
next
financial
year. A subsidy scheme has
occasion. Consequently, the process of been introduced
and all schools acquiring
selecting a Chairman of the Country Fire the approved facilities
will receive a basic
Authority was not proceeded with further allocation of $250. Disadvantaged schools
at that stage. Now that the associations have will receive an additional allocation. This is
taken the stand that the honourable mem- an important breakthrough. It is important
ber quotes from the open letter-which I that Victorian schools have computer
have not seen at this stage-that process facilities and the measure has been welwill need to be taken up again. Certainly it comed by school principals, staff and counwould be my intention to ensure that the cils across Victoria. We look forward in the
best possible appointee is selected for the future to further initiatives in this imporposition of Chairman of the Country Fire tant area of education.
Authority, because our fire and emergency
services must be strengthened to the great- MEDICARE ARRANGEMENTS WITH
.
DOCTORS
est possible extent.
Mr LIEBERMAN (Benambra)-I refer
COMPUTER FACILITIES IN
the Minister of Health to the advice he gave
SCHOOLS
the House on 1 March and to members of
Mrs SETCHES (Ringwood)-Will the the Australian Medical Association that
Minister of Education report to the House there would be no need for practitioners to
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sign written contracts to practise and treat
private patients in public hospitals because
of an agreement he had entered into with
Or Blewett. In light of last Friday's statement by the Federal Health Insurance
Com,mission that Victorian Medicare officers were not to reimburse patients who had
been treated-The SPEA,KER-Order! Will the
honourable member ask the question?
Mr LIEBERMAN-Ooes the Minister
now agree that his advice to Parliament was
wrong and inaccurate, has worsened the situation with doctors in Victoria and has put
patient care in jeopardy?
The SPEAKER-Order! The question is
out of order because the honourable member is seeking an opinion from the Minister.
If the honourable member will be brief, I
will call him to ask the question.
Mr UEBERMAN-Is it a fact that the
actions and the advice of the Minister of
Health have put Victorian doctors in a worse
position and have heightened the dispute
and put patient care at risk?
Mr ROPER (Minister of Health)-I
thank the honourable member for Benambra for the question and for his continuing
interest in the matter. The Victorian Government, acting on the best legal advice,
introduced a regulation last week.

Questions without Notice

these matters in a sensible and rational way
with the medical profession.
The significant fact that obviously is not
known to the honourable member for Benambra, who does not visit so many country
hospitals, is that the practice outside Melbourne is that doctors charge the scheduled
fee or less. Indeed, in one hospital I visited
with the honourable member for Lowan last
week, the doctor was charging significantly
less than the scheduled fee and he will continue to do so. We are in a situation in Victoria where there is no need for industrial
action to be taken by the medical profession, and I should hope that the medical
profession will decide not to take industrial
action which could place Victorian lives and
health at risk.
TRAVEL INDUSTRY
Mr SIDIROPOULOS (Richmond)Can the Minister of Consumer Affairs
inform the House of the agreement reached
on regulation of the travel industry at the
recent conference of consumer affairs Ministers which took place in Adelaide?

Mr SPYKER (Minister of Consumer
Affairs)-I thank the honourable member
for Richmond for his question. As all
honourable members would be aware, the
honourable member has campaigned on this
issue for many years. I am able to report to
the
House that there has been a significant
Honourable members interjecting.
breakthrough at the conference of State and
Mr ROPER-Ifthe honourable member Federal Ministers of consumer affairs in
for Benambra listened, he may understand Adelaide on uniform legislation for licensomething. It is a great shame that people sing travel agents. In the past, many
like the Honourable Mr Block, MLC and honourable members have raised matters
others, do not appear to be able to sit on about constituents being ripped offbecause
that front bench. The Government intro- the former Government failed to act in this
duced the regulation last Wednesday. As area.
was explained on Friday, the CommonWhen I became the Minister of Conwealth officers were concerned about sumer Affairs, the licensing of travel agents
administrative difficulties and in fact the was raised with the then Fraser Governchairman of the commission made that ment, but it was not interested in doing anypoint on Friday night. The Federal Minister thing about the matter. When the Hawke
for Health, to whom I spoke on Friday and Labor Government was elected, a joint
to whom I have spoken again since, is tak- working party was established between the
ing steps to ensure that that situation does Minister of Consumer Affairs and the Minnot continue in Victoria, where doctors do ister for Tourism. I should like to thank the
not have to sign an agreement because of Minister for Industry, Commerce and
the legislation and the guidelines. I do not Technology, who was then the Minister for
have to tell Or Blewett things because I can Tourism, for the assistance he provided in
discuss matters with him in a sensible and this area. Without the co-operation of the
rational way, as we are also trying to discuss honourable gentleman, I would not be able

Questions without Notice
to announce to the House that the Federal
Government has agreed to pass uniform
legislation during the spring sessional
period. The Victorian Government will pass
complementary legislation on licensing
travel agents and establishing a cOlllpensation fund to ensure that in future the travelling public can have faith in the travel
industry. It has not always had that faith in
the past.
I assure the House that newspaper headlines such as "Travel agent uses client's
cash" will become a thing of the past. There
have also been a number of cases reported
where elderly people have entrusted their
life savings and superannuation moneys to
travel agents for overseas trips, only to discover that the moneys have disappeared.
They have been stranded overseas and
have not been able to return home. It has
been of great concern to the Government
for some time.
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to small children. I ask the Minister: Why,
in view of the international bans on the sale
of this toy and bans in the Australian Capital Territory, has he not acted to ban its sale
in Victoria, despite the fact that I informed
his Ministry of the dangers of this toy three
months ago, in De<:ember 1983?
Mr SPYKER (Minister of Consumer
Affairs)-The question of the honourable
member for Forest Hill again shows that he
is totally out of touch with reality. Although
the honourable member referred this matter to the Ministry on 27 December last
year, continual checks by the Ministry have
shown that the Magic Egg is not available
for sale in Victoria. Therefore, how can I
ban anything that is not for sale?

"VICTORIA-THE GARDEN STATE"
Mr WALLACE (Gippsland South)-In
view of the outstanding success of the theme,
"Victoria-The Garden State", and the
amount of money that has been spent on
Honourable members interjecting.
that programme, can the Premier give the
Mr SPYKER-It is obvious that the House an assurance that that theme will not
Opposition is not interested in this type of be changed?
legislation. It was interesting to note that
Mr CAIN (Premier)-In answer to the
the only opposition to this sort of proposed
legislatIOn came from the Liberal Govern- honourable member, I point out that no
ment in Tasmania and the National Party consideration has been given by the GovGovernment in Queensland. That indicates ernment to the matter to which he refers.
that the Opposition is not interested in proHOSPITALS' CAPITAL WORKS
tecting the public. When the Opposition
PROGRAMME
makes a lot of noise about the tourism
industry, it does so in such a way as to indiMrs HILL (Frankston)-Can the Minis~
cate that it is totally out of touch with reality. ter of Health inform the House of the proUnless one provides some guarantee and gress the Government has made in
understanding, people cannot freely travel overcoming years of neglect in the hospi'
overseas without the fear of being stranded. tals' capital works area?
If that guarantee is not provided, we will
Mr ROPER (Minister of Health)-I
never be able to get a tourism industry off thank the honourable member for her questhe ground. In many cases, a number of tion and all honourable members in the
people from Australia's ethnic community House who have expressed interest in the
have travelled overseas and have been development of the hospitals capital works
ripped of[ I can assure the House that this programme. When the Government came
sort of legislation, in co-operation with the to office, it inherited a capital works proHawke Labor Government, will result in gramme in the hospital area that was a disthe rip-offs that have occurred in the past aster, with more than $10 million having
not occurring again.
been wasted on plans with which the previous Government had no intention of conMAGIC EGG TOY
tinuing; with more than $400 million
Mr RICHARDSON (Forest Hill)-I actually being promised in principle to
direct the attention of the Minister of Con- communities throughout the State, as well
sumer Affairs to a toy that is being mar- as with requests in the order of$1 billion.
keted as the HMagic Egg" which, if
The Government set in train the develswallowed, is potentially lethal, particularly opment of a sensible and rational hospitals
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capital works programme, which is now
showing the effectiveness of the two years'
work that has occurred since.

Petitions

was simply poured down the drain in architectural pre-election stunts, have long since
passed. If the amount of $10 million that
was wasted in the five years prior to the last
In Frankston, the Government is cur- election had been put into sensible, useful
rently engaged in filling in the first part of capital works programmes, the Governwhat is one of the most famous cavities in ment would not have inherited the mess it
the Australian hospital system. It is a truly is now trying to put right.
magnificent hole at Frankston into which
some $3 million of architectural plans were
PETITIONS
poured. The first stage of a major hospital
The Clerk-I have received the following
development is now under way at Frankston under the sponsorship of the Victorian petitions for presentation to Parliament:
Government, which is building a new outPeter John Lawless
patients department.
At Geelong, the Government has pro- To THE HONOURABLE THE SPEAKER AND MEMBERS OF
THE LEGISLATIVE AssEMBLY IN THE PARLIAMENT
vided additional funds to properly finish
ASSEMBLED:
the hole that was hurriedly excavated by the
previous Government prior to the last elecOn the subject of the imprisonment of Peter J. lawtion. I would have thought that the pre- less the humble petition of the undersigned citizens of
vious Government would have built a hole the State of Victoria sheweth our concern over the
of the right size for the much promised north continued imprisonment of Peter John Lawless who
wing of the Geelong Hospital, but I have has served eleven years as a result of a miscarriage of
learned that that was not the case. By the justice.
end of the current financial year, more than
Your petitioners therefore pray that:
$2·5 million will be invested in building the
Peter John Lawless be immediately released from
north wing of the Geelong Hospital, which prison on parole.
was first promised in the early 1970s.
That the Honourable the Attorney-General consider
The Government has addressed the prob- the granting of a pardon for Peter Lawless.
lems of the Box Hill Hospital which, under
That the Cabinet convene an inquiry to investigate
the previous Government, had been allowed all matters concerning the conviction of Peter Lawless.
to significantly run down its capital works
That legal aid be granted in order to pursue legitifacilities. A new kitchen has been built and mate avenues of appeal.
significant funds have been provided for the
Your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.
upgrading of wards and theatres.
By Mr Walsh (162 signatures)
The Government has provided funds for
major development works at the William
Controlled litter reduction programme
Angliss Hospital in the Knox area. Funds
have been provided to improve what was To THE HONOURABLE THE SPEAKER AND MEMBERS OF
THE LEGISLATIVE AssEMBLY IN THE PARLIAMENT
the worst hospital kitchen facility in BallaASSEMBLED:
rat, at the Queen Elizabeth Geriatric centre,
the construction of which was also promised
The humble petition of the undersigned citizens of
by the previous Government.
the State of Victoria expresses our concern at the
The Government has completed the potential loss ofover 3000 jobs and disruption to growth
Bundoora Geriatric Centre and that centre in Victorian industry, which would occur if any law
is now coming into operation. The Govern- requiring the payment of a deposit on drink containers
ment has also commenced the first stage of was introduced in this State.
Experience in South Australia and overseas has
the Eastern Suburbs Geriatric Centre, which
was promised in 1973 by the previous Gov- shown that compulsory deposits are an ineffective and
costly method of litter control and resource conservaernment but nothing was done about it.
tion. Beverage containers make up only 4·8 per cent of
The Government is now involved in the litter in Victoria. The remaining 95·2 per cent oflitter
filling of holes and the development of will be untouched by deposit legislation.
health services where people need them, just
Wc urge that as an alternative, a Government conas the Government is doing for the south- trolled litter reduction programme be introduced. Such
eastern suburbs. The old days, when money a system has been a proven success in New South
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Papers
Wales, reducing litter by almost 60 per cent in four
years.
And your petitioners, as in duty bound. will ever
pray.

By Mr Tanner (20 signatures) and Mrs
Hill (335 signatures)
Sorrento boat harbour
To THE HONOURABLE THE SPEAKER AND MEMBERS OF
THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY IN THE PARLIAMENT
ASSEMBLED:

The humble petition of the undersigned citizens of
the State of Victoria sheweth our concern for the environmental damage and loss of bathing beach which
will result from the David Long and Associates Proposal for a boat harbour at Sorrento.
Your petitioners therefore pray that:
The State Government should withdraw the preliminary approval given to David Long and Associates,
and ensure that no construction be permitted that will
intrude on to the bathing and picnic areas of the Sorrento front beach.
And your petitioners. as in duty bound will ever
pray.

By Mr Hassett (4317 signatures)
Returnable drink containers
The humble petition of the undersigned citizens of
the State of Victoria sheweth our concern for the wastage of energy and raw materials that results from the
use of throw-away packaging.
Your petitioners therefore pray that:
Legislation be enacted to make all drink containers
returnable, in a similar manner to the successful Beverage Containers Act in South Australia, and do further state our wish to see that all returnable containers
bear a handling fee to be paid to all those who collect
such containers. We further urge that all unnecessary
wasteful or dangerous forms of packaging, such as ringpull can tops, be made illegal and do support all such
Acts of Parliament which encourage recycling and conservation of resources, and your petitioners, as in duty
bound, will ever pray.

By Mr McKellar (20 signatures)
It was ordered that the petitions be laid
on the table.
PAPERS
The following papers, pursuant to the directions of several Acts of Parliament, were
laid on the table by the Clerk:
Educational Administration-Report of the Institute
of Educational Administration for the year 1982-83.
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Police Regulation Act 1958-Determination Nos.
and 395 of the Police Service Board (two papers).
Statutory Rules under the following Acts:
Court Security Act 1980-No. 51/1984.
Drugs Poisons and Controlled Substances Act 1981No. 43/1984.
Health Act I 958-No. 49/ 1984.
Hospitals and Charities Act 1958-No. 46/1984.
Local Authorities Superannuation Act 1958-No.
52/1984.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works Act
1958-No.48/1984.
Public Service Act I 974-P.S.D. No. 11/1984.
State Rivers and Water Supply Commission (Special
Projects) Act 1959-No. 50/1984.
Superannuation Board-Report for the year
1982-83-0rdered to be printed.

ADMINISTRATIVE
ARRANGEMENTS ORDER
Mr CAIN (Premier)-By leave, I move:
That there be presented to this House a copy of the
Order in Council made pursuant to the Administrative
Arrangements Act 1983 relating to the transfer of certain appropriations from the Ministry for Economic
Development to the Department of Industry, Commerce and Technology.

The motion was agreed to.
Mr CAIN (Premier) presented the document in compliance with the foregoing
order.
APPROPRIATION MESSAGE
The SPEAKER announced the presentation of a message from His Excellency the
Governor recommending that an
appropriation be made from the Consolidated Fund for the purposes of the Water
(Central Management Restructuring) Bill.
CRIMINAL PROCEEDINGS BILL
The debate (adjourned from March 8) on
the motion of Mr Fordham (Minister of
Education) for the second reading of this
Bill was resumed.
Mr MACLELLAN (Berwick)-The
Opposition does not oppose the Bill. The
circumstances leading to its introduction
have been controversial and embarrassing
for the Government. That embarrassment
now rests with the Parliament, which has to
deal finally with the matter.
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It is common knowledge that when the
AS IS incident-as it is now known-took
place, the Government found itself in the
difficult situation of a likely headlong clash
with the Commonwealth Government and
possibly with the interests of the Federal
Government in relation to national security
and, the safety of those officers who serve
our national security.
The Premier adopted an unnecessarily
strident position on the situation, announcing that no one would be treated differently
under the law. However, the proposed legislation will ensure that the people who may
be prosecuted as a result of the ASIS raid
will be treated differently from anyone else.
Mr Cain-They may be treated
differently.
Mr MACLELLAN-The Premier says,
"maf'. I suggest that he examines his legislation on "may" and "shall". Those people
will, be treated differently because their
names will never be known, even if it is
decided not to proceed with any charges.
The Premier must cover the tracks of his
previous mistake.
The honourable member for Prahran will
be aware of the emotional crisis that must
have faced the Government as it persuaded
its strident factions to agree to the proposed
legislation. I can imagine how Mrs Coxsedge
must have reacted on being told that the
Government would pass legislation through
Parliament to enable certain charges to be
heard in secret, so as to protect the identity
of persons who are operatin8 and employed
in the national security, whIle they are possibly prosecuted in Victoria.
In answer to an interjection by the
honourable member for Prahran, the tragedy of the measure is that Attorneys-General around the Commonwealth have not
yet taken back to various committees and
Parliaments the principle of whether this
sort of provision should be available whenever somebody is being prosecuted, no matter what the cost, if unmasking that person
in the public arena will endanger the Australian national security or because of previous employment in Australia's national
interest. This is a classic example of a police
State secret trial, with the privileged position of say, the KGB versus free and open
society. Parliament must decide on that
matter.

Criminal Proceedings Bill
The measure has been triggered off by
potential charges, which will never become
public after the passage of the proposed
legislation. Even if the charges are proceeded with, they will be of the most trivial
nature. I anticipate that most of the people
who will be charged, if any, will in effect be
acquitted by the court or given a light, suspended or non-recorded sentence so as to
reduce the situation to triviality.
An inquiry into the matter sought to
ensure that such an incident will not happen again. Parliament should correct the
management and supervisory systems
within Australia's security organizations so
that the incident does not occur again.
Charges against a public official having a
machine-gun in his possession in the course
of his duties is about as trivial as a soldier
being charged for being outside the boundaries if he happened to walk out of Puckapunyal Army camp with a machine-gun over
his shoulder.
Attorneys-General must make the fundamental decision on whether to adopt this
procedure nationally on other charges that
may be laid and which are not connected
with this incident but which may endanger
the lives of people or Australia's national
security. One can only speculate on what
would have occurred if the Bill had proceeded in its unamended form in another
place had and there been a High Court
appeal by one of the people who may have
been the subject of the charge.
Would the Bill have applied in the Commonwealth sphere in a High Court action
or appeal? That problem has now been dispatched by amendments made in another
place, and wisely so.
The Premier has asked the Parliament to
draw a veil of secrecy over the courts, just
as the Premier has used the Director of Public Prosecutions to draw a veil of secrecy
over who is or is not to be prosecuted. The
Government has long since exposed its
views about whether prosecutions should
or should not take place, and that has made
it almost impossible for the Director of
Public Prosecutions to come to an individual view on the matter. The Premier has
stated, on behalf of the Government, that
people should be prosecuted in relation to
offences arising from the Australian Secret
Intelligence Service raid.

Criminal Proceedings Bill
The Premier made that statement, yet he
will state, and expect everyone to keep a
straight face while doing so, that the decision about the prosecutions must be made
by the Director of Public Prosecutions and
the Victoria Police after discussion with the
Director of Public Prosecutions and that it
is not a matter for the Government. In other
words, it is the personal opinion of the
Premier that everyone involved in the incident should be prosecuted.
Mr Cain-It is not a personal opinion.
Mr MACLELLAN-I am delighted that
the Premier has indicated, by interjection,
that it is not a personal opinion and that he
was speakin$ as Premier and believes the
Victoria Pohce and the Director of Public
Prosecutions should prosecute people as a
result of the incident.
Members of the Government should be
the last people to make a decision on this
matter, especially in the heat of the moment,
not knowing the circumstances, not having
the report of the judge who inquired into
the matter and not even knowing the names
of the persons concerned. Those people were
to be hung, drawn and quartered by the
Government without any proper consideration of the merits or the facts other than
the newspaper and media reports of the
incident.
The Premier asked, by interjection,
whether I agree with the action of someone
waving or pointing a machine-$un at somebody. Obviously, the Premier believes
someone waved or pointed a machine-gun
at somebody. The Minister of Education
states, by intetjection, that it occurred. I read
the Hope report, but the Minister of Education is stating that that action obviously
occurred. A judgment is being made. The
Minister of Education is in danger of prejudicing the trial of anyone who happens to
be charged with such an offence. The Minister of Education and the Premier should
keep an open mind about what prosecutions, if any, should be launched as a result
of the incident and leave the matter to the
proper prosecuting authorities rather than
indicate that the Government wants those
involved prosecuted for every possible offence of which they have been guilty under
the Victorian law, irrespective of the merits
of the situation. It is appropriate to leave
the matter to the Director of Public Prosecutions and the Victoria Police, but they
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should not be subjected to the pressure of
the Government stating that prosecutions
must take place.
The Premier, having put himself in the
position where he publicly adopted the
stance that prosecutions and some sacrificial offerings must be made, is now asking
Parliament to pass a Bill to draw a veil of
secrecy over the names of the persons who
may be prosecuted, as well as over the operation of the courts. In Parliamentary terms,
the final drama of this incident is now taking place as the Premier scrambles to undo
the wrongs he committed by the public
statement that he made without full information on the matter. He must now face
the embarrassment of requesting Parliament to back him with proposed le$islation
to enable the whole matter to remain confidential and out of public view.
This is an attitude taken by a Government that on occasions seeks to make so
much of the fact that it believes in open
courts and in open government. What a joke
it has become when the Premier has to persuade the factions in his party to pass proposed legislation of this sort so that he can
be given the names of the Commonwealth
persons who might have been involved and
can then consider whether or not to prosecute. The outcome of the prosecutions may
yet be in doubt on the facts that will be
available to the courts as opposed to the
facts that will be available to the Hope
inquiry, which was an inquiry set up to
ensure that better methods could be put into
effect for the management of Australia's
security services so that this incident is not
repeated.
The Opposition does not oppose the Bill.
Australian Attorneys-General must make up
their minds whether this is to be a general
rule in Australia, whether in other circumstances other people are to be prosecuted in
relation to other matters and whether or not
this will be a precedent for it.
The Premier has not indicated whether it
is his Governmenfs view if the Government were approached on some other matter and told there was a security interest
there, that this will be a precedent for Government policy. I believe it is. I believe this
Government will have to do this sort of
thing again and again because, having once
set a precedent, the arguments for having to
do it again will be more persuasive. One
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will find that if one takes a certain action
for a minor incident arising from that
devastating ASIS raid, one will have to take
it again on another occasion.
This will be the first instance of the courts
of Australia being closed on the basis of
security interests. If it is to be a national
rule, it should be in all jurisdictions. It
should be carefully thought through and it
had better not be as a result of the political
heat of the Premier reacting to press reports
of a raid by security organizations within
this State in the circumstances of the ASIS
raid on the Sheraton Hotel.
Of course, the situation would have been
more interestinf for those who are interested
in the Premier s reaction had the Federal
Government had a different political complexion or, indeed, even if the Federal Minister responsible for ASIS had been a
different person, but since it was Bill Hayden who was the Minister resfonsible for it
and since it is this Premier 0 Victoria, the
reaction is only one reaction. One could
imagine the reaction if the Governments
had not the same political flavour about
them.
I believe that political flavour is reflected
in the proposed legislation and that it is not
the result of careful consideration by a Government of the principles. It is a Bill the
Parliament is being asked to pass on the
lowest basis of opportunism and exploitation of a situation arising by Federal Government employees in Victoria. The
Premier dishonours Parliament by putting
this sort of Bill before it.
Mr ROSS-EDWARDS (Leader of the
National Party)-The National Party does
not oppose the Bill; however, I emphasize
that if it had been the Bill originally proposed by the Government, the National
Party most certainly would have been
opposed to it and I congratulate the Government for having seen the error of its ways
and for having changed the Bill to the one
now being debated. There is a lesson to be
learned. If the Government had had a
majority in both Houses, the proposed Bill
may well have gone through both Houses
before the Government had reconsidered
how stupid was the original form of the Bill.
The Sheraton Hotel raid incident has been
most embarrassing for the Government. It
was a botched-up operation by a Federal

Criminal Proceedings Bill
department of which this Government
became a victim. At the time, some remarkable statements were made by the Acting
Premier, which were followed by the
Premier when he returned. Those statements have been recorded in history and I
will not embarrass those honourable gentlemen by reading their statements from newspaper reports.
Two or three principles should be brought
forth in this debate. There is a fundamental
principle in British justice that justice must
be administered in public and that justice
not only must be seen to be done but also
must be known by the public to be done,
and if one keeps the names of the accused
or of the defendants secret, the public then
is in some doubt as to whether some justice
has been done.
I fully appreciate that there are circumstances where courts are empowered to prohibit the publication of the names of people
appearing in certain cases either as witnesses or defendants.
I make the point to the Premier that perhaps it is time for a general review by the
Chief Justice's Law Reform Committee of
the question of whose names of witnesses
and defendants in court cases generally
should not be disclosed to the public,
whether in the Supreme Court, the County
Court or the Magistrates Courts. That
should be done now, at a time when there
are no particular pressures on either the
courts or the Government.
The defendants in this case will be treated
differently from others, if others such as
myself had been involved in that set ofcircumstances. I am not opposed to them being
treated differently because these men are
part of Australian Secret Intelligence Service and Australians are very dependent on
their security organizations for the security
of Australia.
In this case, the Government really had
two choices. It could have initiated narrow
legislation such as this Bill now is or it could
not have prosecuted the defendants and left
it to its Federal colleagues to take the necessary disciplinary action against the accused.
I am not so certain of what would have been
the most appropriate course.
It is worrying to me that if this prosecution proceeds, and even if the names are not
disclosed, or they are not disclosed by the

Criminal Proceedings Bill
court and they are prohibited for publication, what will happen if the honourable
member for Melbourne West Province, the
Honourable Joan Coxsedge, or one of her
compatriots, should make those names
public, either in Parliament or outside Parliament. If this happens, the Premier and
the Government will be extremely
embarrassed.
The Honourable Joan Coxsedge has made
it clear that she considers the names should
be made public and they should not be kept
quiet. Ifshe takes it on herself to do so, then
the Premier has done immeasurable damage to the Australian security forces because
should the names and identities of the
people in question who, I understand, have
operated not only in Australia but also
overseas, be disclosed publicly, it will result
in the value of those persons to Australia's
security in the future being nil.
The Premier has to make a decision and
he and his Government have to live with it.
If prosecution is proceeded with and the
names become public and if someone, as
the Premier says of the Honourable Joan
Coxsedge, of no consequence and influence~if she is of no consequence and influence-should make these names public, the
Premier and the Government will have a
lot to answer.
I reiterate, and I hope the Premier has
taken notice of it, that the time has certainly
come to give very real consideration to a
review of the law in Victoria on what identities of what defendants and witnesses
should be kept confidential. Certainly, the
Attorneys-General of all States and of the
Commonwealth should meet and determine a common policy when Federal security forces are involved in an incident such
as the Sheraton Hotel raid.
Mr CAIN (Premier)-I regret the bitterness that has been injected into the debate
by the Deputy Leader of the Opposition. I
do not believe it is warranted in view of the
stance the Government took on the issue. I
refer Parliament to the Hope report and to
the number and seriousness of the offences
outlined in the report from pages 56 to 67.
They are offences that may have been
committed. As the honourable member for
Prahran interjects, Mr Justice Hope found
that they may have been offences against
Victorian law.
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The dilemma in which the Government
found itself was difficult. It was simply that
there were disclosures in the police report
that serious offences had been committed
and the Government had an obligation-in
its view-to take whatever steps it could to
ensure that the police were able to pursue
investigations that might lead to
prosecutions.
I dismiss entirely the assertions-both
explicit and implicit-by the Deputy Leader
of the Opposition that these are trivial matters. They are not trivial matters; they are
most serious matters. If a Government were
to state that any group of persons could terrorize and threaten cItizens in the way this
group of persons did and then absolve it
from any inquiry because it was able to .hide
behind a cloak of secrecy, the Government
should be the subject of strict censure.
The Bill enables the police to obtain the
information they require to determine
whether prosecutions would be appropriate. The Government has not-as is suggested-in any way pre-empted that
decision. The Government has always said
that it remains a matter for the police as to
who is prosecuted and with what they are
charged. They are conferring on that and
will continue to confer and take the advice
of the Director of Public Prosecutions. That
is the way in which the matter has
proceeded.
I do not know what the Opposition and
the National Party suggest should have
occurred if this were not the course adopted.
There are no further steps that could be
taken in regard to these investigations by
the police. The Government has behaved
as it should have behaved. If the Government had fallen short of requiring that standard of conduct or inquiry by the police, it
would have been remiss in its duty in providing support between governments for
police investigation and criminal law
enforcement.
I do not believe we will ever face a situation like this again. The Government placed
a two-year sunset clause in the Bill to ensure
that it could not be used, and the particularity with which it is now expressed ensures
that it will not be, in any other way. The
floodgate argument does not hold any real
weight. There are provisions in our current
law, to which the Deputy Leader of the
Opposition referred, to enable the courts, at
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their discretion, to provide a cloak of
secrecy-to use the honourable member's
words-about names and information on
either the grounds of decency or the protection of witnesses and so on. The courts use
that discretion sparingly.
There is no intention on the part of this
Government or any future Government to
add to the potential for hiding material in
the courts. This is a special course of
arrangements and if the court exercises its
discretion-it is within the power of the
court-and makes certain orders, they will
be carried out in a way that ensures that
there is no dishonesty of approach to these
matters. I do not care whether it is the person to whom the Leader of the National
Party referred or anyone else, anyone who
breaches the order will suffer the consequences. I do not know about the Toorak
Times, but with the National Times or any
other publication, the courts have a capacity
to ensure that those who act in contempt of
their orders are brought before the court.
The courts will exercise this discretion
responsibly, as they have in the past.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time, and
passed through its remaining stages.

Police Regulation (Amendment) Bill (No. 2)

The Opposition supports the Bill, which
provides the Government with more flexibility in meeting the special needs that might
arise in this area.
Mr B. J. EVANS (Gippsland East)-This
necessary Bill has the support of the
National Party.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time, and
passed through its remaining stages.
simpl~,

FIREARMS (AMENDMENT) BILL
(No. 2)

The debate (adjourned from March 8) on
the motion ofMr Cathie (Minister of Housing) for the second reading of this Bill was
resumed.
Mr EBERY (Midlands)-This amendment to the Firearms Act demonstrates that
the firearms legislation passed during the
last autumn sessional period was an absolute joke. At that time, the Opposition and
the National Party tried to tell the Government about the problems that would arise
with the legislation. When one considers the
confusion that has reigned in the past six
months, one realizes that many of the points
made by the Opposition and National Party
spokesmen proved to be correct.
The Minister has introduced the Bill to
POLICE REGULATION
correct the stupidity that existed in the
(AMENDMENT) BILL (No. 2)
earlier Bill. The earlier Bill allowed interThe debate (adjourned from March 1) on state shooters to enter Victoria during the
the motion of Mr Mathews (Minister for duck shooting season, with the requirement
Police and. Emergency Services) for the that the shooter had to wait for a three week
second reading of this Bill was resumed.
cooling-off period before the issue of a
Mr EBERY (Midlands)-This simple Bill shooter's licence. This would have made any
is brought about by a special need. The interstate shooter a criminal.
During the debate in the last autumn sesDeputy Commissioner (Administration) is
on sick leave prior to retiring. On a number sion, the Opposition pointed out that the
of occasions, for various reasons, the need three week cooling-off period would create
has arisen for an increase in or variation of enormous problems. This proved to be the
the number of officers at the commissioner case. However, the Minister and spokesperlevel of the Police Force. The Bill allows sons on the Government side of the House
more flexibility in the appointment of offi- maintained that the Opposition was speakcers at the' commissioner level of the force. ing nonsense.
Clause 4 states:
I do not completely blame the Minister
In section 4 (2) of the Principal Act for the expres- for Police and Emergency Services for the
sion "one or two Deputy Commissioners and so many mess-up with the Bill because the AttorneyAssistant Commissioners (not exceeding six)" there General was the architect of the Bill. In the
shall be substituted the expression "so many Deputy autumn sessional period of last year, that
Commissioners (not exceeding four) and so many honourable gentleman made great play of
Assistant Commissioners (not exceeding ten)".
what a magnificent Bill it was. It has now
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been proved that the 1983 Bill was fundamentally wrong. The Attorney-General has
now proposed an amendment to legislation
that the Opposition told him would not
work.
That is one of the problems faced by the
Government. When you. Mr Speaker, were
the shadow Minister for Police and Emergency Services, you always had a commonsense approach to proposed legislation, but
the Government now does not have anyone
with any practical experience. The Minister
has informed the House that consultation
was continual, but there is no doubt that it
must have been limited consultation. The
consultation the Government had with the
Shooting Sports Council of Victoria and the
advice given during the previous debate by
the Opposition to the Minister was not successful. The Minister has now taken on
board the Opposition's advice concerning
amendments to the principal legislation.
The Opposition informed the Minister
twelve months ago that the Bill under consideration at that time would not work. The
Minister was informed that he was making
criminals out oflaw-abiding citizens in Victoria. The Minister has now decided to
introduce
retrospective
amending
legislation.
The Minister was informed by the Shooting Sports Council of Victoria, that it would
require some amendments to the Act or
there would be chaos in the period leading
up to the duck shooting season. The Minister released a press statement dated 4 March
1984 in which he stated:
No Victorian shooters were disadvantaged because
of the late availability ofIicence forms or booklets.

How on earth can the Minister honestly say
that there was no confusion? In early February, I spoke to a retailer involved in the
sale of firearms and he-told me that no forms
were available. He expected to obtain forms
to advise prospective duck shooters but the
forms were not available.
The Bill was passed in the autumn sessional period last year, was put into operation on 1 February this year and retailers
expected the information to be available to
clearly indicate to all firearm owners in what
position they were placed.
The Government had a long time to
inform the general public of what it was
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doing~ but it did nothing. Booklets were not
available on time and when they were supplie<L they were printed only in English.
Booklets were not available to the ethnic
communities and that is certainly an indictment on the Government because it did not
give the public any idea of the proposals.
Hundreds of people went to licensed retail
firearms dealers to ask them what they were
supposed to do and to clarify the position
so far as the firearms licensing system was
concerned. The prospective shooters were
told to visit their local police stations and
they would then be advised of the current
position. However, the police stations did
not have any booklets. The Bendigo police
station had one booklet and I was told that
I could photocopy it. It is ridiculous that
the Government did not have this information available in early February so that
the Australian shooting fraternity knew precisely what the Government intended.
In his press release, the Minister for Police
and Emergency Services criticized the
shadow Minister for Police and Emergency
Services, the honourable member for Bendigo Province in another place, concerning
the comments that he had made in a press
release. The honourable member for Bendigo Province claimed that the provision
discriminated against Victorian shooters.
Victorian shooters did not have any
information available to them and even with
the three week cooling-off period-the forms
did not arrive until 15 February-they had
only three days in which to register their
firearms. The South Australian shooters, if
they had a licence, experienced no problems. They could come to Victoria and
shoot. However, what the Minister did not
understand, or did not want to understand,
was that the three day limitation on Victorian shooters to obtain a licence to shoot
ducks meant that they had only three days
to organize themselves to obtain that licence
with a three week cooling-off period. There
is no doubt Victorian shooters were
disadvantaged.
It is nonsense to suggest that the provision was to stop people in Victoria from
purchasing a gun and committing a crime
on the spur of the moment. It is an indictment on the Government, but honourable
members from the Government party who
spoke during the debate on the 1983 Bill
said that the Opposition did not know what
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it was talking about. However, the Minister
has introduced the amendment and that
action reinforces what members of the
Opposition said.
On page 4219 of Hansard of 4 May 1983,
when the Firearms (Amendment) Bill was
debated, the honourable member for Monbulk criticized comments that I had made
and suggested that I had a simplistic view
of why there would be problems with the
three week cooling-off period.
The honourable member for Monbulk
stated:
The honourable member for Midlands said something about what would happen if a man was driving
along the highway and saw an injured animal and could
not shoot it because he must go to the police station,
pass a test, wait a week and then go back and shoot the
animal. How simplistic can one be? As if the man
would be carrying a gun or pistol under the seat in
order to shoot the animal.

The SPEAKER-Order! Is the honourable member quoting from a current session of H ansa rtl!
Mr EBERY---4 May 1983.
The SPEAKER-The honourable member is out of order.
Mr EBERY-The honourable member
for Monbulk said that I did not know what
I was talking about during that debate. The
Bill under discussion today proves that I
was not talking nonsense. So far as the
farming fraternity is concerned, what I was
suggesting about the three week cooling-off
period has been proved to be correct. The
Minister decided to introduce proposed
legislation to allow farmers the opportunity
of not waiting for the three-week cooling-off
period.
Mr Mathews-They had farm permits.
Mr EBERY-They had farm permits, but
there was a three week cooling-off period.
The proposed legislation provides that
farmers do not have to wait that three week
cooling-off period. That was the argument
that I strongly put during the debate in 1983.
The Bill supports the action that the Opposition took on that occasion.
There are a couple of matters that the
Minister should clarify for me and for many
people who want a clear indication of how
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the proposed legislation will cover certain
issues.
It was brought to my attention that a man
and his son went along to a suburban police
station in early February to obtain a shooter's licence to ~over the son's two good
quality air rifles. I was informed that the
rifles were immediately impounded until the
young man could obtain a shooter's licence
after a waiting period of three weeks in
accordance with the Act. I understand there
have been a few of these incidents in which
people who own firearms have gone to a
police station after 1 February to obtain
shooters' licences and have had their firearms impounded because of this three week
cooling off period.
Can the Minister tell the House whether
there is a three week cooling-off period in
this sort of situation and, if so, what happens to the firearms during that period? That
question needs to be answered because some
people in the community do not always act
responsibly. The Government did not publicize the legislation to any great degree, so
shooters did not understand what was going
on. This failure by the Government has
caused a lot of confusion and I condemn
the Government for its shortsightedness.
The Government began examining proposed legislation on firearms in 1982 and,
after two years, it still has not got the legislation right, for which it must be severelly
censured. The Minister may have consulted
with a number of people concerned with the
earlier legislation, but there are still a lot of
problems with it. Amendments to the Act
are now being made and there is a strong
likelihood that further amendments will be
necessary, despite the fact that a great deal
of consultation supposedly took place.
The Opposition supports the amendments but criticizes the Government
because of its stupidity and lack of knowledge of the needs of the community. Retrospective legislation is bad government. No
Government should have to bring in this
type of measure. It is simply not good
enough.
Mr B. J. EVANS (Gippsland East)-The
National Party supports the proposed legislation, but I sincerely hope neither the Minister nor the House is labouring under the
misapprehension that the proposed amendments cover all the problems that have come
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to light in the administration of the Firearms Act 1983.
I shall not repeat the comments made by
the honourable member for Midlands, but
I endorse what he had to say about the difficulties that have arisen in the administration of the legislation, particularly in the
period prior to the opening of the duck season, when many people were frustrated by
the lack of adequate information and the
lack of forms. To put it mildly, there was
almost total confusion.
One of the problems which has been
brought to my notice and which will not be
resolved by this amendment-not many
shooters have been affected, but a certain
number will be caught every three years if
their shooting licences expire dunng the
duck season-occurs because the duck
stamp for a full season has to appear on a
current licence. Shooters in this position are
forced to purchase two duck stamps. The
Minister may believe that this is a minor
problem, but those are the sorts of things
about which constituents complain.
Another problem that arises from the
legislation was brought to my notice by a
school in the area I represent. The school
proposed to have instruction in the proper
and safe use of firearms, which is surely a
desirable objective and the sort of thing that
should be encouraged.
Many of the students at the school travel
by school bus and they wanted to take their
firarms to school in the bus. I told the person who approached me that I did not
believe it would be possible to gain permission to carry firearms on a school bus even
for the purpose of instruction. This is a
problem that needs to be solved. I hope the
Minister will examine those sorts of difficulties, because it makes good sense for
young people to receive proper instruction
in this field.
The difficulties faced by interstate shooters will be covered by this proposed legislation and, as an afterthought, so will those of
the farming community, but I endorse the
criticism of the Government made by the
honourable member for Midlands. An
interesting point arises if the Government
is prepared to waive prosecutions because
of bad legislation that it implements. I can
imagine a whole range of people who would
seek the waiving of prosecutions against
them, which they believe to be unfair. It is
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very unusual to strike anybody who thinks
he is being prosecuted fairly, so it is an
interesting concept that the Government has
raised in this Bill. The Minister has said
publicly that he told prosecuting officers not
to proceed with prosecutions.
Mr Mathews-No.
Mr B. J. EVANS-The Minister has said
that is not so, but I believe that to be the
essence of the remarks made in the introductory second-reading speech, which states:
To avoid the potential inconvenience to interstate
shooters, the police were instructed to waive the cool·
ing·offperiod where an applicant for a shooter's licence
produces proof that he is authorized to possess a fire·
arm in another State or Territory.

"To waive the cooling-off period". The
cooling-off period was written into the legislation. In other words, the Minister told law
enforcement officers not to enforce the law.
That is a very interesting precedent to be
established by a Minister who is in charge
of Police and Emergency Services. I can
imagine a whole range of situations developing in the future in which people have the
belief that legislation under which they are
being proceeded against is unfair and inappropriate and that they should also receive
a similar waiving of the law. I do not know
if other Ministers will be as forbearing as
the Minister for Police and Emergency Services has been on this occasion.
The Government talks of consensus, consultation and discussion but I hope that in
future it pays more heed to those who are
elected to represent the people in country
areas.
One of the failings of the system seems to
be that those people who are represented
throughout the State are the last to be consulted and taken notice of. I hope the Government will learn through the experiences
of the proposed legislation and will set a
little more store by the opinions of the
people who represent rural areas, in particular where the Bill will have special effect.

Mr BURGIN (Polwarth)-I support the
amendments with pleasure. They pick up
the matters brought to the attention of the
Government by the Opposition when the
earlier Bill went through Parliament. If the
Government had listened at that time, the
present Bill would rIot have been necessary.
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During the second-reading speech, the licences stamped for duck shooting. It would
Minister mentioned that some teething be bad luck if there were no officer to carry
problems were encountered but generally out this duty at the next police station; the
that the changeover went well and pro- shooters would just have to go to the next
ceeded .smoothly. Some of the problems police station and so on. When this probfaced during the changeover were inexcus- lem was reported to the Minister, he
able and should not have been accepted by endeavoured to overcome it, but much of
any Government or administrative group. I the damage had been done.
shall cite the case of one of the early sports
Once again, the administration of the Act
stores that changed hands. The store was has left much to be desired. Many other
informed that under the new regulations matters have been mentioned to me, but I
about to be promulgated it would have to shall not repeat them. They have been menhave two seperate continuous lines running tioned by other speakers who have pointed
from the sports store to a security service. out the disasters faced throughout Victoria.
That proposition sounds sensible and would I know that the Minister is aware of these
provide a safeguard. It would apply in the problems and has endeavoured to overmetropolitan area and in a big city, but in come them but problems keep arising and
the ~ountry the closest security service may the Act is constantly being tidied up.
be miles away and, in this case, the nearest
The other day I came across a farmer who
security servIce to the store was about 40 was former allowed to carry guns for shootmiles away. Honourable members can ing on his property, yet now he must obtain
imagine what help that would give the store a shooter's licence. The farmer does not
during a burglary.
have to pay the fee. The farmer went to the
When the problem was brought to the police station to obtain a shooter's licence
notice of the Minister for Police and Emer- but, in the meantime, did not know what to
gency Services and the nonsense was do with his gun. Should the farmer wait
pointed out to him, the matter was straight- three weeks until he receives a shooter's
ened out quickly. I appreciate the action licence, should he hand the weapon in to
taken by the Minister.
the police station while he is waiting for the
Mr Ebery-I draw attention to the state registration to come through or should he
continue to use the gun in die same manner
of the House.
as he has done in the past?
A quorum was formed.
The farmer asked the stupid question,
Mr BURGIN-It is good to see the ~~Where do I pay the money to register the
stunned expressions on the faces of mem- gun?" The policeman told him that it was
bers of the Government who have just not at that police station and that he must
walked into the House. Many of them were apply to the central registry office. The
in the House when the previous Bill was policeman gave the farmer a form to fill in
debated, but now they appear to have no and send to the central registry office. I woninterest in the matter. Those honourable der at the stupidity of that arrangement.
members have left the tidying up to someThe first amendment in the Bill applies
one else, even though they made the mess.
to interstate shooters and allows for a coolApproximately 10 000 shooters hold ing-off period to lapse so that they can
licences issued in Victoria under the old immediately obtain a shooter's licence to
system and will hold them for the three- carry a gun if they have held a licence in
year period allowed under the Act. On the another State. That idea is good and should
Friday morning before the opening of the have been incorporated in the earlier Bill,
duck season, I found out that there were no but what is the difference between interstate
duck shooting stamps available in most of and Victorian shooters?
police stations in western Victoria. None of
I instance to the House the shooter who
those stations had stamps to issue to the has always held a shooter's licence and has
shooters who were ready to go shooting.
had his guns listed in categories on that
It is not fair that people who endeavour licence yet, for some reason or another, may
to follow the law to the letter and accept be a couple of days late in renewing his
their responsibilities are told by policemen three-year licence. That is easily done
to go the next police station to have their because the Government's bookwork and
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computer system are not always up 10 date.
Let honourable members suppose that that
shooter is one or two days late in paying for
his new licence. Under the proposed legislation, the shooter is ~uired to wait three
weeks to obtain a new licence. How silly is
that regulation? The Government is asking
people to put up with this type of provision.
The law will be changed so that interstate
shooters do not have to do that. That is
common sense. Why should not the same
provision apply to Victorian shooters who
face a similar problem?
The problem could be taken further in
the case of the shooter who allowed his
licence to run out by one or two days and
must wait three weeks for his new lIcence.
What does that person do with his guns?
The shooter is not eligible to carry a gun
until he has received his new licence. That
is another administrative problem. Does the
shooter hand his guns into the police station or face the possibility of being booked
for holding a gun or guns without a shooter's licence? Does the shooter leave the gun
or guns at home and not use them for those
three weeks? After the shooter has received
his new licence, how does he re-register the
gun or guns?
This matter needs careful consideration.
An administrative nightmare is developing
in this minefield. While the Bill is between
here and another place, the Minister should
consider the matters I have mentioned and
endeavour to draft a small amendment to
cover a situation that will arise repeatedly.
On occasions, shooters will be late in paying
the new registration fee and that will set up
a chain of events that will spell disaster to
the good administration of the Bill and will
be a disaster for those who become involved.
A shooter who is two days late in renewing his licence will be issued with another
licence for three years. Having finished with
the duck stamps, he will now be on the new
system and will pay for his game licence at
the same time. Somebody may then ask
what he should do, because he has always
had a gun licence and no longer knows how
to go about registering his guns. The matter
is raised simply as an afterthought while he
is paying his licence fee. That shooter is
given an application form and told to fill it
in. He does so and sees that he must give
his name, address and so on and the categories of his guns, and a space is allowed for
Session 1984-116
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him to list the guns that he owns. The form
then states that the applicant should forward the form, together with a fee for $1 for
each firearm, to the Registrar of Firearms,
and a post office box number is given. The
local police do not want to receive the $1; it
must go to the central registry, but no
instruction to that effect is given; nor is there
any indication when the form should be
filled in. Should it be completed in three
years' time when the new licence expires?
Should it be completed within fourteen
days? What are the requirements? Nothing
is stated on the form in respect of the matter. The police do not want anything to do
with it because it is not their business; they
handle shooters' licences, but the central
registry handles the other matter. The form
does not even include the address of the
central registry. The whole thing smacks of
laxity in administration.
The SPEAKER-Order! I have listened
carefully to the honourable member and I
ask him to indicate the portion of the Bill
to which he is directing his remarks, or is
the honourable member speaking broadly
on the legislation?
Mr BURGIN-I admit that I have been
roaming a little, Mr Speaker, but my comments relate directly to my suggestion in
relation to an amendment to the amendment that the House is now considering.
The SPEAKER-There is only one Bill
before the House. There is no further
amendment before the Chair.
Mr BURGIN-Before you returned to
the Chamber, Mr Speaker, I was suggesting
that a Victorian shooter should be put in
the same position as that in which the
amendment now before the House will put
the interstate shooter, that is, that if he has
previously held a licence which has expired,
the three-week waiting period should be
waived. I ask the Minister to consider this
matter while the Bill is between here and
another place. If this is not done, many
administrative problems will occur within
the firearms registry in the future, and
shooters who wish to do the right thing will
not be afforded the necessary opportunity
of doing so.
The SPEAKER-Order! I think the
honourable member has made his point on
that matter.
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Mr BURGIN-I plead with the Minister
to consider these matters while the Bill is
between here and another place, and I ask
him to comment on a number of them and
let me know whether I am correct in what I
have been told about the administration of
the Bill. Especially, I ask the Minister to
take on board my suggestion concerning the
Victorian shooter, to overcome the problems that will arise concerning the three
week waiting period. No one is seeking to
break down that waiting period for a person
who is $oing into the purchase of a first gun
or obtaming a shooter's licence for ~he first
time, but we must carefully examIne the
situation where a shooter has had a licence
for some time and that licence expires, leaving him in the predicament that I have
outlined.
Mr KEMPTON (Warrnambool)-The
Bill will enact an amendment to the existing
legislation. It seeks to achieve some results
that concern me. Within the electorate of
Warrnambool, a number of shooting clubs
have expressed concern regarding amendments to the law affectin~ shooters' licences,
as have a number of indIviduals who participate in duck shooting and other forms of
shooting.
Since coming into this House and since
the passing of the earlier le~slation regarding the extension of the regtstration of firearms, I have been approached by many
constituents who are concerned and confused about the alteration to the original
legislation. On the Bill, the Minister in his
second-reading speech commented on the
smooth working of the new system. I believe
that has proved to be far from the case. It is
difficult for members of Parliament to
ascertain the correct position on the registration of firearms now, and it is equally as
difficult for officers of the Police Force and
constituents concerned with firearm registration to ascertain the correct approach to
registration since the new system has been
introduced. During the debate on the previous legislation, honourable members were
informed that it would lead to a tightening
of controls and supervision of criminal and
other improper uses of firearms. Althou~
honourable members heard that propOSItion put forward, there was a gross lack of
evidence to support it.
It is my view and the view of constituents
and clubs within the Warrnambool electorate that this legislation has promoted
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unnecessary confusion in what otherwise
would have been a most enjoyable use of
firearms and an enjoyable sport.
I endorse the comments made by the
honourable members for Midlands and
Polwarth in relation to the flaws that will
exist in the Bill after its passing. The comments made by the honourable member for
Polwarth regarding the problem of a shooter
not renewing his licence immediately year
after year and therefore falling withIn the
three week cooling-off period also concern
me.
What applies to interstate shooters should
also apply to Victorian shooters.
It is imp~rtant to have one l~w f~r V~c
torian and Interstate shooters In Vlctona.
The legislation has added to the confusion
because Victorian shooters who want a
shooter's licence have to suffer a cooling-off
period of three weeks, which in some
instances may inhibit the pursuit of the sport
of shooting, while interstate shooters do not.
In relation to the lack of application of
the cooling-off period to interstate shooters,
I point out that the implication is that laws
in another State satisfactorily meet the
requirements for firearm registration in
Victoria. Indeed, the Minister would have
to acknowledge that firearm registration in
other States works satisfactorily enough to
enable the waiving of the three-week cooling-off period as proposed in the Bill. If that
is the case-and I suppose it is not unrealistic to look at the law of the States some
distance from Victoria-the Minister must
recognize that that gun law,works ~qua!ly
well within those States as It does In VlCtoria. Without that recognition there would
be inconsistency in the application of laws.
That is, one law for an interstate shooter
and another for the Victorian shooter. I trust
that the Minister would have reviewed that
possible inconsistency before introducing
the Bill. I should like the Minister to respond
on the examination of firearm legislation in
other States with regard to the waiving of
the three-week cooling-off period.
All honourable members should express
their concern at the need to introduce retrospective legislation. In this instance, !he
Bill is to validate the Minister's havmg
waived the three week cooling-off period for
interstate shooters at the beginning of this
year. The problem is that the Minister acted
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without authority, as he admitted in the
explanatory second-reading speech. That
must be of grave concern to honourable
members. It would have been extremely
embarrassing to the Minister if he had had
action taken apinst him by some disenchanted Victonan shooters who wanted to
enforce the legislation so as to reveal clearly
to the Minister the problems with the principal Act as it existed. That would have been
acutely embarrassing to the Minister.
The Minister has effectively, in an unauthorized way-and it would not be stating
it too heavily to say in an unlawful waywaived this requirement. That is of deep
concern.
It may perhaps be a small matter in this
instance, but if this is the principle that the
present Government is going to adopt to
overcome loopholes and flaws in legislation, one may find extraordinary things
happening. Indeed, it is an insult to the
operation of Parliamentary democracy and
the operation of laws controlling Ministers
in office that this sort of proposed legislation can be used retrospectively to justify
the operation and action of a Minister. I
hope the Government takes on board these
comments and ensures that when Bills come
before Parliament these problems are rectified and do not have to be cured retrospectively. It is a bad precedent and a bad
principle.
I am surprised that the Minister at least
admitted that the Bill is a retrospective legitimization of his previous actions. It is a
bad precedent and I hope the House receives
undertakings from the Minister that similar
illegal actions will not occur in the future to
plug loopholes and rectify problems with
legislation.
I conclude by expressing my support for
the Bill, which IS aimed at overcoming a not
unforeseen problem. It was pointed out in
debate on legislation previously before the
House that this sort of problem would arise.
I hope the Minister will take on board some
of the comments made by honourable
members on the problems contained in this
Bill so that those problems will be rectified
while the Bill is between here and another
place.
Mr MATHEWS (Minister for Police and
Emergency Services)-I thank honourable
members opposite and on the corner
benches for the thoughtful and generally
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constructive tenor of the contributions they
have made to the debate. Now that the great
issues of principle involved in the broad
question of gun registration are behind the
Parliament, I believe we share a common
interest in achieving the most effective firearm legislation which can be put at the disposal of the people of Victoria. That is not
a goal which will be achieved overnight.
One part of my inheritance when I came
to this portfolio was a volume one and a
half to two inches thick setting out the conclusions and recommendations of an eighteen months study of the firearms legislation
which had been conducted by the Victoria
Police Force during the life of the previous
Parliament. It is the intention of the Government that the fruits of that meticulous
examination by the Police Force should be
given effect to In a further major amending
Bill. At that stage, I shall be happy to take
up for examination a number of the points
that have been raised in discussion here
today.
However, I should single out the contribution that was made by the honourable
member for Polwarth concerning former
holders of shooters' licences in Victoria
whose licences have inadvertently been
allowed to lapse and who, on a literal application of the law, would be required to
observe the three week cooling-off period,
which was designed for the person who proposed to acquire a firearm for the first tIme.
Clearly that requirement had no value where
persons holding shooters' licences from
other States were concerned. It had no value
where persons holding firearms pursuant to
farm permits were concerned.
The Government has tidied up both of
those categories in the Bill. I should be
pleased to look at the possibility of accommodating the views expressed by the
honourable member while the Bill is
between here and another place. If it is not
possible to do so in the time available, the
points raised by the honourable member for
Polwarth will be taken up in major amending legislation to gave effect to the recommendations that were put before the former
Government by the police and now are in
the process of being taken up by the present
Government.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time, and
passed through its remaining stages.
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ALBURY-WOOONGA AGREEMENT
(COVENANTS) BILL
The dt:bate (adjourned from March 8) on
the motIon of Mr Cathie (Minister for
Industry, Commerce and Technology) for
the second reading of this Bill was resumed.
Mr MACLELLAN (Berwick)-Mr
Speaker, the inheritance of this Bill is as
much a surprise to me as it will be to you. I
have long been a keen critic of some of the
more extraordinary developments of the
1970s, when it was decided to establish corporations such as the Albury-Wodonga
(Victoria) Corporation for the purposes of
acquiring land for development.
I well remember, on a visit to
Albury-Wodonga-having been invited by
t~e t~en director or controller of that organIzatIon to see where it was intended to
install pipelines for new suburbs and new
cities that were to be constructed on the
nei~hbouring hills-hearing the officers
talkl~g about the need to have a hospital
rebuIlt f,?r the future population of the area.
At that tIme, I explained generally that there
were 40 000 electors in the electorate I repr~sented and that there was no public hospItal, other than two bush nursing hospitals
to service the existing electors. It seemed
r~ther. a strange priority to be building hospItals In advance for the population in some
parts of the State while other parts of the
State ~i~ not have .sufficient hospitals for
the eXIstIng populatIon. I suppose that is a
consta~t problem a~d a difficulty for those
who wIsh to engage In forward planning and
for those who wish to meet past needs.
. This Bill is not opposed by the OppositIon. However, the measure provides for
the disposal of some of the excess areas of
land acquired, in the enthusiasm of the
W~it1a~ years, by the Albury-Wodonga
(Vlctona) Corporation on the Victorian side
of the border as well as on the New South
Wales side, and for the development of the
land in conjunction with private enterprise,
as a mutual scheme between Government
corpora~ion~ and private enterprise; and for
the apphcatlOn to that land, when disposed
oft,? private enterprise for development, of
posItIve covenants requiring certain types
of development to occur. I think that is the
nuts and bolts of this Bill.
I.ts basic aim is, therefore, to assist in the
ratIOnal development and use of the land
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which has been purchased in the area in
~xcess of the am01;lnt of development which
IS. currently ~9uI~ed, but which, perhaps
~I~h .the partlClpatlon of private enterprise
In JOint schemes and with some covenants
requiring development, will foster development in the area and will use the land to
better advantage than for the purposes of
grazing, which is presently occurring on it.
The Minister of Housing is a farmer of
co~siderable acreages in many parts ofVic~ona. In the electorate I represent, the MinIster has a large but neglected estate at
Pakenham, which has many old dead trees
on it. I believe the Minister of Housing at
the time when land was purchased was the
H(:m~urable Van~e pickie. The present
~Inlster ~f HOUSIng IS also busily engaged
In plannIng the development of another
rural estate in Hessel Road between Berwick and Narre Warren. That land was purchased by the then Minister of Housing, the
Honourable Ray Meagher, which was even
earlier than the purchase at Pakenham, and
ye~ ~he present Minister is still spending
mIllIons of dollars planning for the development of these lands in the redesigning of
the estate, in the reshaping of the proposed
roads, in the relocation of the proposed
community centre, in the resiting of the
proposed shopping centre or the pioneer
shop. The money that is being spent by the
present Minister of Housing on the proposals he has for his farms in Victoria must
represent a considerable proportion of his
budget. However, he, like every other Minister from the Honourable Ray Meagher
onwards, resisted the blandishments of me
as the local member, to dispose of the Hes:
sel Road site so that someone could use it
sensibly for the purposes of the community
and perhaps use the proceeds to build
Housing Commission houses on land which
already has the necessary services, rather
than have the sort of dream world of the
Hessel Road site or the dream world of
Pakenham Park.
The SPEAKER-Order! I know that the
honourable member is doing the best he can
with the Bill before the House but I should
like to direct him back to th~ Bill which
deals with an amendment to the
Albury-W odonga Agreement Act of 1973.
~r MACLELLAN-I was referring
bnefly to the Hessel Road site and the
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Pakenham Park site, which are large farming areas. I could equally dwell on the green
hills of, I think, Bethanga Park, of which,
although the Minister does not perhaps
realize it, he is the landlord. It is one of the
larger
estates
acquired
by
the
Albury-Wodonga (Victoria) Corporation on
the Victorian side of the border. I do not
think at this stage that a blow has been struck
in the development of that land. I do not
think a building has been built on it since
the corporation's acquisition of the land; I
do not think there is a street laid out upon
it or a community centre built. Doubtless,
if honourable members examined the files
of the corporation, they would find the preliminary plans Nos. 1, 2 and 3, and heaven
knows how many more, of the proposals for
the development of that land.
Dr Coghill-That is absolute nonsense.
It was never proposed to be developed in
that way.
Mr MACLELLAN-That is interesting.
Mr Speaker, I know that interjections are
disorderly, even coming from the honourable member for Werribee, but you and I
would be entitled to our curiosity in asking
the honourable member for Werribee to
explain exactly for what the land was purchased, if it was not for development. It
certainly was not purchased for farming
activities.
Mr Cathie-You should tell us. Your
Government had a lot to do with it.
Mr MACLELLAN-The Minister
should explain it to the House because I am
fairly certain that Whitlam money was used
to purchase it. Therefore, the Minister will
have to try to find out not only what was
the motivation at the time of the purchase
but also what in Heaven's name will be done
to bring these things to order as the excesses
of the 1970s and the Whitlam policies of
that period are realized. I am glad that the
honourable member for Werribee makes no
demur of my use of the word "excesses",
because I believe there was an ambition, in
the time of the Honourable Tom U ren as
Minister for Urban and Regional Development and Mr Whitlam as the Prime Minister, to excessively acquire land for the "land
bank"; so that prices would be able to be
stabilized, so that land could be developed
and so that regional and other communities
could be developed and encouraged. That
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was the policy of the then Federal Government, and it was in following that policy
that the land at Hessel Road and the land at
Pakenham Park were obtained, as was the
land in the Albury-Wodonga region, which
the honourable member for Werribee says
was never intended to be developed.
If it was never intended to be developed,
why it was purchased is a mystery at this
stage, but undoubtedly the reason for its
purchase will be unravelled during the
debate.
Dr Coghill-You inspected it one day.
Mr MACLELLAN-It was a most
interesting day because I discovered that
there was sufficient land for 100 years of
development, but there was not enough
money to develop the services that were
needed by people who were anxious to live
and work in the area. Land was available
for the future, but finance for the necessary
development of community facilities for the
immediate needs of people who wished to
marry and settle in houses in that electorate
was not available.
The Bill will assist in the orderly development of some of that land, but it would
be of even more assistance if there were an
orderly disposal of the excess land so that
the proceeds could be redirected towards
developing other sections. Even if there is
enough land for 50 years, it would be sensible to sell half and to allow the proceeds to
be used for the development of the first section of that land. This would allow for normal planning focus to be undertaken rather
than a focus of a lOO-year Reich established
by Mr Tom Dren and Mr Gough Whitlam
in the Albury-Wodonga region and further
north of Orange in New South Wales.
The Opposition does not oppose the Bill.
It believes the proposed positive development covenants may be useful and between
here and another place the Opposition will
carefully examine any amendments or other
suggestions that arise. I inform the Minister
for Industry, Commerce and Training that
it has come to the attention of the Opposition that the Rural City of Wodonga Council is happily innocent of the purpose of the
Bill. The honourable member representing
that electorate has contacted the council and
has been informed of its views.

Honourable members interjecting.
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Mr MACLELLAN-The honourable
member for Murray Valley should not get
too upset because he may find the same
situation will apply in his electorate.
Mr Jasper-It has not happened yet.
Mr MACLELLAN-I hope it never does
happen so that the honourable member will
be spared the embarrassment of not knowing his local council's views. The Wodonga
council wants to have more time in which
to consider the Bill. It was not consulted
during the preparation of the proposed
.legislation and the Bill was introduced into
Parliament before the council had time to
consider its ramifications. The council wants
to consider the matter-that is the word I
have-and, as the honourable gentleman
would understand-if it was by agreement
with the Ministers-is the agreement to be
enforced on the council, or will the views of
the council be taken into consideration?
The Opposition raises that matter with
the Minister for Industry, Commerce and
Technology and desires an answer during
the debate on whether there is to be a cooperative discussion period where the
council's views are taken into consideration, or will the Ministers disappear over
the hilltop in the direction of Canberra, take
Ministerial Council decisions on these
matters and impose them on the local council without taking the councillors' opinions
into consideration.
Mr Cathie-Are they opposing the Bill?
Mr MACLELLAN-I do not believe
they are opposing it. They are asking to be
consulted and for time to consider the Bill.
They believe the Government should consult with them because the Government is
the author and proposer of the Bill to Parliament. The Minister, apparently, has
agreed to certain matters at the meeting of
the Ministerial Council but has not had the
courtesy to discuss those matters with local
councils.
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr MACLELLAN-Is the honourable
member for Werribee suggesting that councils oUght to be ignored or that it is proper
for them to be ignored?
Dr Coghill-Never.
Mr MACLELLAN-The honourable
member for Werribee should not interject
in a disorderly manner because someone

Albury-Wodonga Agreement Bill
from the Opposition needs to point out to
the Government-The SPEAKER-The honourable member should address the Chair.
Mr MACLELLAN-This discussion
should not only take place with the local
member. In the first instance, the Government and the Albury-Wodonga Development Corporation should discuss the matter
with the local council so that the views of
the council can be taken into consideration
when discussions are occurring on the Bill .
I anticipate that there will be a further
debate on the Bill and that other members
of the Opposition will raise matters concerning the proposed legislation. If the Minister requires positive development
covenants, the Opposition wants more
detail of what the Ministers, through the
Ministerial Council, have to offer to developers who acquire land from the corporation for development. The Opposition wants
to know what arrangements will be made
for joint venture development with private
enterprise and whether details of those joint
ventures will be made available to the Victorian public, especially where those joint
ventures concern works to be undertaken
by the corporation and private enterprise
on the Victorian side of this regional growth
centre development.
Mr JASPER (Murray Valley)-The
National Party supports the Bill. I have listened with interest to the contribution from
the Deputy Leader of the Opposition and I
am disappointed with some of the comments that he has made on the measure. He
has given the impression that the proposed
legislation is new to Victoria-something
that has never occurred before. However, if
the Deputy Leader of the Opposition read
the second-reading speech of the Minister
for Industry, Commerce and Technology,
he would note that the proposition is not
new to Victoria. The Minister stated:
The proposition is not new in Victoria as identical
provisions are already available to the Ministry of
Housing, the Geelong Regional Commission, the
Latrobe Regional Commission and the various public
authorities empowered to carry out urban renewal
schemes under the Urban Renewal Act 1970.

The National Party believes the proposed
legislation is appropriate for the
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~lbury- Wodonga Development CorporatIOn and for the developments which take
place in that area.

money on the purchase of land. Far more
land was purchased than was really required
for the development. As the Deputy Leader
of the Opposition indicated, the corporaWodonga is not in the electorate of Mur- tion had land which could probably be used
ray Valley but, if it had been in the electo- for development purposes for the next 50
rate I represent, I would have ensured that years.
the. cou!lcil was made aware of the proposed
The Minister said that the Governments
legIslatIOn and that I had obtained comments prior to the Bill being debated in panicked in purchasing the land. The three
Governments were involved in that purParliament.
chase. The Federal Labor Government
It is disappointing that the honourable st~ongl¥ sup~orted the move, as did the
member for Benambra, who should be Vlctonan Liberal Government, which
vitally concerned in the Albury-Wodonga accepted and agreed to the purchase of that
develop~ent-and probably is vitally conland. At the time, the National Party was
cerned-IS not present during the debate. I highly critical of the purchases of enormous
hope he returns to the House and makes a parcels of land and of the prices being paid
contribution before the Bill is transmitted for them. The National Party was also conto another place.
cerned by the extent of the purchases and
As the National Party spokesman on this how far out the land extended from the
matter, I have spoken to the chairman of Albury-Wodonga centre.
the corporation to determine his views on
During that period, the people who sold
the Bill. Mr Craig is a highly respected per- the land to the corporation were made milson and has developed a formidable record lionaires overnight, yet the land that was
of service in the work of the ~urchased was ~ot required by the corpora~lbury:- Wodonga Development CorporatIOn. I am surpnsed that the Government is
tIOn. HIs work has not always been accept- not moving to force the corporation to sell
able to all parties, but that is difficult where lar~e tracts of land because it is at present
someone is involved with three Govern- selhng off almost everythin$ else it owns.
ments, operates under the Albury-Wodonga The land which is not reqUIred for develDevelopment Corporation charter and opment ,purposes should be sold by the
~here two major municipalities are
corporatIon.
Involved. He has a difficult road to hoe in
The development is balanced and no
~eveloping t~e Albury-W odonga area and
doubt, despite the criticism from many iocal
In the operation of the corporation.
municipalities in the Albury-Wodonga
The whole development in the region the development between those two
~lbury- Wodonga area must be examined
cities is well worth while. In the adjoining
ID the context of what has occurred since
electorate of Murray Valley, I take consid1974. The D~puty Leader of the Opposition erable interest in observing the
alluded to thiS and I agree entirely with his Albury-Wodonga development. It is cenrefere~ce t~at when. the corporation was trally positioned and not positioned by the
esta~hshed In 1974 It was hailed as represea where most developments have taken
s~nt~ng a new move that would be of major
place in recent years.
s}gntficance to the development of Austrap~ring the second-reading speech, the
ha .. The Federal Government and the Victonan an~ New South Wales Governments MInIster for Industry, Commerce and
Tech~ology pointt:<i t<? the major role played
~ere gettIng together and an agreement was
by pnvate enterpnse In the development of
slg~ed formally establishing the new corporatIon. It was stated that honourable mem- the Albury-Wodonga area. He stated:
bers would witness the biggest growth centre
There are now more than 2300 employers in
development take place in Australia.
Albury-Wodonga, employing more than 26 000 people.

At the time, there was much support for
s~ch a ~e~elopment to take place. It was
disappoInting that the Federal Government, supported by the two State Governments, expended enormous amounts of

Private investment in Albury-Wodonga over the past
ten years has been around 38 per cent higher on average than the equivalent figure for Australia as a whole.

The Minister highlighted the fact that private enterprise had been utilized for the
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development in Albury-Wodonga. The
National Party is disappointed that some of
the proposed legislation introduced by the
Government is against the. interests of private enterprise.
The actions of private enterprise in support of the Government and the
Albury-Wodonga Development Corporation illustrate the vital role it plays. By way
of interjection, the Minister for Industry,
Commerce and Technology said that that
does not have much to do with the Bill.
That is not so, because the proposed legislation allows development to take place
between the Albury-Wodonga (Victoria)
Corporation and private enterprise.
I sound a word of warning to the Government: If it does not support private enterprise in Victoria through legislation that will
encourage private enterprise to increase
investment and employment, private
developers, who are essential, will not be
interested in developments that will take
place. As the Minister detailed during the
second-reading speech, the Bill provides that
covenants made between the corporation
and private developments will be unenforceable if the land and the development
are sold to a third party. That is where the
problem has been in the past.
In Albury-Wodonga, two estates have
been developed as joint ventures and five
are currently under negotiation. The proposed
legislation
protects
the
Albury-Wodonga (Victoria) Corporation
and those in private enterprise who are
working jointly in those developments, in
particular housing developments, that are
taking place in the growth centre. On that
basis, the National Party supports the
measure.
In New South Wales, that problem does
not occur because the covenants provided
to a developer ride with the land. Accordingly, if that land is sold to a third party and
the developer gets into financial difficulties,
the development must be taken over by a
third party.
I shall point out. some of the problems
faced by the Albury-Wodonga Development Corporation. As I live in an adjoining
electorate, I travel through Wodonga each
week to Melbourne. It is disappointing to
see so much money being expended on
developing the Hume Highway from
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Wodonga to Melbourne when money is not
being expended on the highway on the New
South Wales side. The Minister for Industry, Commerce and Technology should take
up the matter with the Minister of
Transport.
The SPEAKER-I suggest that the
honourable member for Murray Valley has
moved well away from the Bill in discussing
the Hume Highway. I suggest that he return
to the measure.
Mr JASPER-The measure deals with
covenants on land in the Albury-Wodonga
area. I am alluding to the importance of the
development taking place on the border
between Victoria and New South Wales.
The SPEAKER-The honourable member has made that point. I suggest that he
return to the Bill.
Mr JASPER-Co-operation is needed
through proposed legislation for the
Albury-Wodonga (Victoria) Corporation
and all developments that take place in that
area. It is important that the Hume Highway be considered and other problems that
are being created be taken into account when
legislation that will affect the area is being
drafted.
In fact, the Bill is supported by the
National Party. In my discussions with the
Chairman of the Albury-Wodonga Development Corporation, Mr Gordon Craig, he
indicated support for the Bill and said that
it was important to the further development of Albury-Wodonga, in relation particularly to housing developments. I trust
that there will be continuing development
in that area and support by the Government for what is becoming a major development area in Victoria and New South
Wales-indeed, in Australia.
Dr COGHILL (Werribee)-I have pleasure in supporting the Bill. Other speakers
have alluded to the fact that I have had a
close association with developments in
Albury-Wodonga, having been a councillor
there when the development was initiated,
a member of the consultative body to the
Albury-Wodonga Development Corportion and a candidate for the electorate of
Benambra in 1976. During my period as a
resident of Wodonga, I had a close and
proud association with this development.
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Firstly, I express my disappointment at
the appalling ignorance of the leading
speaker for the Opposition. Certainly it is
not unusual for the Opposition to be either
disorganized or ignorant on matters that are
before the House but, nonetheless, it is disappointing that the leading speaker for the
Opposition was not prepared for this debate.
Indeed, one can only wonder why the
honourable member for Benambra, the local
member, entered the Chamber only very
late in the debate. It is good that he is now
present, presumably to seek the call as the
next speaker.
As the honourable member for Murray
Valley has pointed out, it is also disappointing that, on the evidence before the House,
the Rural City ofWodonga was not advised
or consulted about the Bill by its local member in this place. The point had been made
clearly by the leading speaker for the Opposition and the honourable member for Murray Valley that there has not been
consultation with the Rural City of Wondonga by the local member, as one would
have expected.
The Act which is being amended had its
origins, as other speakers have pointed out,
in the actions of the Whitlam Labor Government-specifically in the actions of the
Honourable Tom U ren when he was Minister for Urban and Regional Development
between 1972 and 1975. Without doubt, this
development is one of which Tom Uren
can be justly proud, as indeed he can be of
his entlfe Ministerial record, which shows
that he has been one of the most successful
Ministers in recent Labor Governments and
certainly was one of the most successful
Ministers of the Whitlam Government. The
success that has been possible at
Albury-Wodonga is undoubtedly the product of his foresight and administration
during the years 1972 to 1975.
The success of the corporation and of the
development in Albury-Wodonga has been
well documented to this House by the Public Bodies Review Committee in its recent
report on the Albury-Wodonga (Victoria)
Corporation. It very ably pointed out, and
without any possibility of refutation, that
the Albury-Wodonga development has been
extremely successful. It has shown that the
economic growth rates achieved in
Albury-Wodonga have been better than
those achieved in any other provincial city
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in Australia, and that is a consequence of
the foresight and the planning that went into
the legislation, not only legislation introduced by Tom Uren, but also legislation
introduced into this Parliament by the former Liberal Government. As other speakers have pointed out, that development has
been achieved not only on the basis of public spendin~ and public initiative but also
on the baSIS of private enterprise in this
State, which has been directed to the area as
a result of the foresight involved in the
legislation and the establishment of the
corporation.
The other very welcome point that needs
to be made is that, despite the fact that in
the early days of the corporation, considerable friction occurred between the local
municipalities-in particular the Rural City
ofWodonga-and the corporation, that has
now been overcome and harmonious relations exist between that city and the corporation. That harmony has contributed to
the success of the development.
In his comments, the leading speaker for
the Opposition criticized the purchase of
certain areas ofland; the Bethanga Park land
was one purchase that he criticized. However, the honourable member neglected to
tell the House that that purchase was carried out under Victorian legislation by a
Victorian Minister, the honourable member's former colleague, the Honourable
Murray Byrne, a member of the Upper
House. A decision of the Liberal Government, of which the leading speaker for the
Opposition was a member, led to that purchase. It was not some grand dream of Tom
U ren to purchase Bethanga Park or any
other particular area of land. It was a deliberate decision of the Honourable Murray
Byrne, as Minister, to purchase that land.
It is worth reviewing the reasons for those
land purchases. A couple of factors ought to
be brought to the attention of Parliament.
The first was that experience around the
world at that time-not just in Australia
but all around the world-and in the previous decades had been that the only way
to protect the integrity of a growth centre
such as was proposed at Albury-Wodonga
was to amass an area of land-a buffer, if
you like-extending for some distance
around the proposed growth centre to ensure
that other fringe developments did not
jeopardize the success of the growth centre
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itself. That was a major factor in the decision of the three Governments of the day to
purchase such a wide area extending such a
distance from Albury and Wodonga on the
basis of experience internationally and elsewhere in Australia to that time; that was
undoubtedly a well-founded decision.
Another factor that influenced the Victorian Government was that it panicked at
that time. It believed if it did not move to
acquire this land it would be forced into
some other action such as the establishment
of a land bank in the area.
The present Victorian Government has
reviewed those policies in concert with its
Federal and New South Wales colleagues.
As a result it is now possible to introduce
new policies to achieve the same end, but
by other means which will not require such
large amounts of public sector capital to be
locked up. The corporation is already selling off land and, according to information
that I have received recently, is making a
profit on some of the land sales. That is
surprising, given the downturn in land values in the area since the original acquisitions. Nonetheless, the corporation is selling
off land, as has been advocated by other
speakers, so it is futile for honourable members to be asking why does not the Government or the corporation sell off land.
The Bill will facilitate land sales in a way
which does not jeopardize or threaten the
integrity of the growth centre concept.
Honourable members will see that the Bill
enables covenants and other conditions to
be applied to future use of any land that is
sold. That power can be used and I am sure
that it will be used to ensure that any land
on the periphery of the residential and
industrial development areas is not used in
a way that will jeopardize the industrial,
residential or recreational use of the land in
the growth centre. I welcome the Bill and
believe it will be a major advance in releasing public capital funds whilst enabling the
growth centre to maintain its integrity and
continue its successful development.
Mr LIEBERMAN (Benambra)-It is a
pleasure to speak on the Bill, particularly to
respond to some of the petty remarks made
by former speakers to it. The
Albury-Wodonga complex has been one of
the rare examples of successful co-operative
federalism as it exists in the Commonwealth. Since the inception of the
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Albury-Wodonga development, nine separate Governments have been involved.
In New South Wales, the Premier responsible originally for the complementary
legislation with the Parliaments of Victoria
and the Commonwealth was the late Sir
Robin Askin. He was followed by Tom
Lewis as Premier, who was succeeded by
Mr Wran. Those three separate Governments in New South Wales co-operated with
the other two Parliaments in this project.
As the honourable member for Werribee
said, the Prime Minister was then Mr Whitlam, who was succeeded firstly by Mr Fraser
and secondly by Mr Hawke. Federal cooperation has been given by three separate
Federal Governments. In Victoria, Mr
Hamer was Premier when the original legislation was formed and he was succeeded,
firstly, by Mr Thompson and, secondly, by
the current Premier.
Nine Governments representing those
three Parliaments, despite occasional problems over constructive and at times illfounded destructive comments from certain people, have succeeded in keeping the
project alive and have worked together
exemplarily to achieve something of which
I am proud and of which many Australians
who have had the pleasure of visiting that
area are proud.
I commend the Minister for Industry,
Commerce and Technology on his interest
and concern. It is most appreciated. People
in the Albury-Wodonga area would want to
see more of him but understand the his
workload is considerable. As the local
member of Parliament for the area since
1976, I say to the Minister that the success
of the project will depend very much on the
personal interest and time that each of the
Ministers representing the various Governments can give to the project.
It has been of concern that Ministerial
council meetings, for example, often have
had to be deferred because of the difficulties
from time to time in getting the three Ministers-not necessarily the Victorian Minister-to the essential Ministerial council
meetings. I am convinced that the project
will continue to be worth while for Australia and it will be one of which all Australians can continue to be proud.
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I was disappointed at the snide comments of the honourable member for Murray Valley, who is my adjoining member of
Parliament in this area. He remarked on my
alleged absence from the House during this
debate. I was present in the Chamber when
the honourable member spoke but not during his entire speech. I was in communication and I was listening to the broadcast of
the honourable member's speech in my
office while I was conferring with Parliamentary Counsel on the next Bill on the
Notice Paper which, if the honourable
member for Murray Valley would like to
confirm with his colleague, the honourable
member for Mildura, is presenting considerable problems to all parties in this place
and is next due for debate, a factor which is
not of my choosing.
The legislation for the concept of the
Albury-Wodonga development was initiated in Parliament before I became a
member. The honourable member for
Werribee has mentioned his involvement
with the legislation. I was in "civvy street",
as it is known, before the legislation was
enacted and I have seen its development.
Since becoming a member of Parliament, I
have been keen for the project to succeed.
The responsibility of consulting the Rural
City of Wodonga about the Bill was raised
and it should be fairly described this way. I
accept my responsibility as the local member of Parliament to talk with the council of
the Rural City of Wodonga. In fact, the
Opposition with the assistance of my colleague, the honourable member for Balwyn,
spoke to the Town Clerk of the Rural City
of Wodonga today. I understand that the
town clerk has not seen the Bill and I have
arranged for it to be sent to him urgently
today.
I wish that I had given the council a copy
of the Bill last week. I did not because I was
unaware that the council did not have it. I
was not aware because the Mayor of the
Rural City of Wodonga and the Mayor of
the City of Albury are board members of
the Albury-W odonga Development
Corporation.
I am surprised that the honourable member for Murray Valley is not aware of that
and was not aware of it when he referred to
the duty of the Opposition in informing the
council. I did not give the council a copy of
the Bill because I assumed that the council
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was privy to it as the mayor is a member of
the board of directors and the board of
directors would have been in consultation
with the Minister. They would have seen
the need for the legislative measure and its
development. I wish I had sent the Bill-I
accept responsibility because I did not know
that the council would not have a copy. It
may well turn out that the council does
know about the Bill and perhaps the town
clerk is not aware of it.
The growth and development of
Albury-Wodonga has been extraordinary
when one considers that the economic
downturn in the world and in Australia has
been working against the concept that was
conceived in the early 1970s. The growth in
Albury-Wodonga is ahead of the national
average. The population increase, while not
as high as anticipated originally, is healthy.
I am damned glad that the population
increase is not as high as originally conceived because the original target of 300 000
by the turn of the century was far too many
and was impossible for the nation to afford.
It could not be achieved in reality. It would
have caused too many pressures on the
existing community in trying to absorb the
growth and would have destroyed a lot of
the quality and special characteristics of
Albury-Wodonga which led in the first place
to it being recognized as a great place for a
national growth centre. I am pleased that
the target population is now 150 000. I am
told by the demographers that it is just about
on target, and that is great.
It ought to be emphasized that the growth
and development of Albury-Wodonga has
been achieved by a marriage between Government and private sector and the private
sector growth and development in the area
is ahead of the national average at a time of
economic downturn in the nation and in
many parts of the world. That in itself is
unique. Parliament ought to take account
of it and be very pleased about it.
It is true that a lot of it has come about
because of the enormous amount of public
money that has been put into the area on
behalf of the taxpayers of Australia for the
growth and development of the region. The
development has occurred as a result of a
lot of things and because of the essentially
healthy, vibrant economy that existed prior
to the commencement of the growth centre.
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Now, the three Governments and three
Ministers have agreed with the corporation
on the sale and disposal of surplus land and,
of course, on the efficient development and
marketing of land that is part and parcel of
the total concept of establishing industrial,
recreational and residential facilities in a
city of this importance.
I do not intend to go over old ground and
talk about whether or not all the land should
have been bought because, as the honourable member for Benambra representing
Wodonga in its part of the project and talking to people throughout Australia and
sometimes
overseas
about
the
Albury-Wodonga development, I take the
view that knockers and people who nit-pick
will only hold that development back.
My commitment as a local member is to
the community and the taxpayers who have
invested money in the area. I intend to
maintain a positive outlook and attitude to
make sure that those attributes are constantly put forward so that we can continue
to perform and demonstrate to the taxpayers that their trust and confidence in their
investment in Albury-Wodonga is more
that justified.
The Bill is needed now because it was
discovered that additional legal powers were
required for the corporation. The original
Act was pilot legislation because no Parliament has had experience with growth centre
legislation. I support the need for these
additonal powers for the corporation. It is
essential that a statutory authority, which
has responsibility for large tracts of land
purchased with taxpayers' money, should
be required to have the strictest supervision, perform to a strict development plan,
be constantly accountable and at all times
required to submit joint venture proposals
with the private sector for MInisterial
scrutiny.
The Bill requires that the Minister must
be consulted and must approve of any joint
venture arrangements. That is absolutely
essential and the Government reco$Dizes
that. I highlight the point because It has
been the subject of good and bad publicity
over the years. It is important that the efficacy and bona fides of all people involved
in the business transactions are seen to be
subject to strict Ministerial oversight and
accountability. Other well-known criteria
must apply, including competition in forms
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of tender so that there is no preferred treatment to anyone party, the auditing of procedures for the highest possible standards
and annual reporting.
The Public Bodies Review Committee,
chaired by the honourable member for
Prahran, made a valuable contribution to
the development and future success of the
enterprise. As a local member, I welcomed
the announcement by the new Victorian
Labor Government that that committee
would examine the Albury-Wodonga (Victoria) Corporation. I also welcomed the
announcement by the former Prime Minister, Mr Fraser, that the Commonwealth
Government would carry out a review of
the Albury-Wodonga Development Corporation's operations. That review took
place in conjunction with Victoria and New
South Wales.
The Public Bodies Review Committee has
performed valuable work and I ask the
Minister to indicate, when he responds during the second-reading debate, when he
anticipates the introduction of proposed
legislation-which I understand is necessary-to implement the accounting, auditing, and reporting recommendations of that
committee. The honourable member for
Prahran may be able to give some indication. Students of growth centres such as me
and many other observers, would welcome
an indication from the Government about
when the initiatives will be introduced.
I am concerned that the second-reading
speech did not contain detailed information
about the form and nature of the covenants.
I hope the Minister will enlighten the House
in this respect. I fully appreciate the need in
an environment of a growth centre that the
developed land is subdivided in such a way
and provided with the necessary amenities
to attract people to it. From a commercial
point of view the centre must attract the
biggest returns for the taxpayers' investment. In the private sector, covenants that
increase the standard of development and
maintain amenities are valuable tools in
increasing the profit margin for the
shareholders.
In this case, I want to make sure that the
shareholder-the taxpayer-receives the
best return without pricing the venture out
of the business. One must remember that
one can go overboard on standards. The
type of development already achieved
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would make everyone happy. I have travelled throughout Australia and throu~
other parts of the world and the residentIal
subdivisions created by the AlburyWodonga project are among the finest in
the world.
I worry about the ever-increasing price of
land which seems inevitable. Nevertheless,
the prices have remained competitive with
other centres. The standards achieved have
not been excelled by any other development
I have seen. I wish the Minister well and he
has my full support for the project.
I hope the proposed legislation will provide the necessary additional tools of trade
to the people who have a job to perform
and who must deliver the goods. For those
honourable members who have not visited
the area recently, I would be pleased to play
host to them so that they can witness the
development and growth in the area. I am
proud to be the local member for the area
and I look forward to the continued presence of the honourable member for Murray
Valley as he travels from the airport to the
electorate he represents. The honourable
member is welcome to stay in the area as
long as he likes.
I have already spoken about the co-operative federalism which is unique to Australia and which the project represents. I was
not a member of Parliament when the original legislation was passed and the project
got off the ground. However, I understand
that all honourable members of all parties,
including the party of the honourable member for Murray Valley, supported the concept and voted for the proposed legislation,
although some honourable members had
misgivings about the broad concept of the
way in which the land was to be purchased.
I believe if those honourable members
were asked to honestly state whether they
considered they had done the right thing,
they would have said they had. Some might
say that, with the benefit of hindsight, there
should have been more control over the area
of land purchased. They might state that
some of the land purchased need not have
been purchased and could have been
included in the general area by normal planning procedures, rather than acquisition.
However, those are some of the lessons that
have been learned. The growth centre is a
pilot project for Australia. It is interesting
to note that some of the expertise in the
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corporation is being sought after and may
well be marketed for a dollar return for the
governments involved to other communities in Australia and overseas. Some of the
urban development and redevelopment
experience is paying dividends in terms of
additional expertise for Australia, and that
is good.
Mr RAMSAY (Balwyn)-The Bill contains two simple amendments to the
Albury-Wodonga agreement as exists in the
legislation passed some years ago. That
legislation introduced an interesting social
experiment on the future economic growth
of the country. At the time, it was recognized as an experiment; nothing like it had
previously been tried. The venture was
unique because it involved three governments in partnership to ascertain whether
one could go against the natural tide of economic development in terms of the everincreasing predominance of existing urban
areas to establish a separate growth centre
for the future development of Australia.
The history of the past ten years has
demonstrated two points: Firstly, that this
type of special growth centre can be successfully established and, secondly, how
extraordinarily different it is to accurately
forecast the shape and nature of the growth
that will follow from such an experiment.
The Minister for Industry, Commerce and
Technology would be one of the first to
admit that the projections that were made
at the time of establishment of the
Albury-Wodonga growth centre have
proved to be significantly inaccurate. In
some ways, that is the reason why these
amendments have been introduced.
In the early days following the signing of
the agreement, large tracts ofland were purchased in anticipation of booming growth
at Albury-Wodonga-a growth that would
be very difficult to contain. However, in the
way it has worked out, this has not been the
case. The corporation has a far larger area
of land than it needs and faces the problem
that the expected automatic increase in the
size of the centre isjust not occurring. It has
not become a self-perpetuating growth
centre in the way that those who drew up
the original agreement had hoped.
Mr Cathie-It has a strong growth.
Mr RAMSAY-It has a very strong
growth, but it falls far short of the growth
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rate that was anticipated at the time of the
signing of the agreement. The corporation
now, quite rightly, in terms of its charter, is
investigating to see what it can do to help
the situation. One of the proposals under
consideration is whether some of the land
can be sold to private enterprise; it would
continue to be part of the growth centre.
The sale would need to be restricted to
people who will develop the land in ways
that are acceptable and that fit in with the
general concept of the growth centre. The
proposed legislation introduces the concept
of imposing covenants on the land which in
turn would impose positive development
requirements on the purchaser. As previous
Opposition speakers have indicated, there
is no objection to this concept.
Similarly, the main thrust of the Bill is to
clarify the right of the corporation to enter
into joint ventures with the private sector
in further developing land that is vested in
the corporation. Again, in terms of the spirit
of promoting the growth centre, the Opposition offers no objection. However, in
introducing these two quite specific amendments to the principal legislation, the Government is ignoring a number of
recommendations that have been put forward by the Public Bodies Review Committee in its report presented to Parliament in
February 1984. It is with some concern that
the Opposition heard the complacency
expressed by the Minister for Industry,
Commerce and Technology in referring to
that report. The Minister stated:
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what the committee thought. The report
states:
In view of the accounting methods used and the
long-term nature of the growth centre project, it is not
at present possible to make useful estimates of the
economic efficiency of the project to date. As most of
the costs that have been incurred are, in the short or
medium term, sunk costs, this question is of only marginal relevance to the question of whether or not the
Albury-Wodonga (Victoria) Corporation should continue to exist. The question is, however, of considerable importance to any consideration of whether any
further growth centre project should be established and
funded in similar fashion.

In that conclusion the committee is saying
to the Government, "So far, so good, but
there are a number of matters that need
attention". However, the Minister for
Industry, Commerce and Technology has
not turned his mind to those matters when
framing the Bill. He has introduced two
proposed
amendments
to
the
Albury-Wodonga agreement, but he has not
indicated any view of the Government concerning the recommendations of the Public
Bodies Review Committee.

Mr Cathie-We are not debating those
recommendations now.
Mr RAMSAY-We are not debating
those recommendations now, but-The SPEAKER-Order! I advise the
honourable member that he should restrict
himself to the Bill before the House, as I
have attempted to restrict other speakers.
Mr RAMSAY-The point I wanted to
The report of the Public Bodies Review Committee
bring
to the attention of the House is that
into the Albury-Wodonga (Victoria) Corporation which
was tabled earlier this session, has further endorsed the the two proposed amendments the Governhas put forward on the
corporation's methods of promoting growth in ment
Albury-Wodonga and clearly stated that the objectives Albury-W odonga agreement are quite speof the corporation and of the growth centre project are cific but the Minister has specifically ignored
relevant to contemporary society.
fourteen recommendations that were preMore importantly, the committee has concluded, sented to Parliament in the Public Bodies
after a thorough review, that the corporation is effec- Review Committee's report.
tive in carrying out its objectives and is economic and
It would have been more appropriate for
efficient in its day-to-day operations.
the Minister to have indicated the direction
The outcome of this review is most pleasing to the
that the Government proposes to move on
Government . . .
those recommendations, or whether it proMost pleasing to the Government! The poses to ignore them outright. I hope the
Minister read the first two conclusions of Minister will explain the position of the
the report of the committee but saw fit to Government during the debate. As Oppoleave to one side fourteen quite specific sition members have already indicated,
recommendations. The Minister had only there is support for the proposals that have
to consider the third conclusion to ascertain been introduced, but I advise the Minister
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blame for the original mistakes lies with the
former Government, which purchased the
land. The Opposition cannot lay blame on
anybody else. All the land around Wodonga
was purchased by the Victorian Minister
during the term of office of the former Liberal Government-the Minister at that stage
being the Minister for State Development.
The land was not purchased by the corporation. The Minister had the acquiring
authority and directed the Victorian corporation to act as his agent.
The Deputy Leader of the Opposition also
criticized the Government for the failure
and embarrassment caused to local government by not informing local government of
the Government's intentions in the
measure. He seems to be completely ignornant of the fact that the mayor of the Rural
City ofWodonga is a member of the corporation board. The mayor not only voted for
the amendment that the Government has
brought before the Committee, but also
indicated to the corporation that his council
was in favour of the proposition. Irrespective of that point, the honourable member
for Benambra should have fully informed
the council of when debate on the proposed
legislation would be resumed in the House
or. Committee. Nevertheless, the council
would have known about the measure and,
from information given to the corporation,
I understand that it was in favour of the
proposed changes to the legislation.
A number of honourable members have
asked what sorts of covenants and arrangements would be provided as a result of
changes to the legislation contained in the
Bill. The intention of the Government is
mainly to get positive performance standards written into the legislation, and the
first positive standard is the issue of time.
The Government wants land to be develI am disappointed with the Deputy oped within a certain time scale, which
Leader of the Opposition. He appeared to might be within three years. It does not want
argue strongly for the Bill, but did not appear developers purchasing land and leaving it
to have a good grasp of the facts and spent idle; the Government wants the land to be
much time criticizing his former colleagues developed.
and the former Government for the way in
As the honourable member for Murray
which they purchased land, which today can Valley pointed out, the purpose of the Bill
be used only for grazing purposes.
is to involve the private sector. The GovThe Government has taken positive ernment has realized that the economic
action to remedy many of the mistakes of recovery of the State is dependent on a partthe past. This year alone, about $1 million nership between the Government and the
worth of land sales has taken place. The private sector. It recognizes that 75 per cent

that the Government should not be complacent about the Albury-Wodonga agreement. The Minister, as a matter of urgency,
should comment on the recommendations
of the Public Bodies Review Committee.
Mr CATUIE (Minister for Industry,
Commerce and Technology)-I thank the
Deputy Leader of the Opposition and the
honourable members for Murray Valley,
Benambra, Werribee and Balwyn for their
contributions to the debate and for supporting the proposed legislation. All honourable
members have pointed to the success of the
Albury-Wodonga Development Corporation in creating a real growth centre in Australia today. It is the only remaining growth
centre that has survived from the Whitlam
Government's term of office and various
attempts to start other growth centres in
Australia. I regret that there have not been
more, but I am proud of the success of
Albury-Wodonga growth centre and of the
very strong growth that the corporation has
been able to achieve, particularly on attracting industry to a centre which is well placed
to markets in Sydney and Melbourne.
Much of the success of the corporation is
due to the good work of Mr Craig and Mr
Reid and to other members of the corporations. The Albury-Wodonga Development
Corporation was established on 21 May
1974. Its original objectives were to create
an area which would be a successful growth
centre and to create a city with a high quality of environment, appropriately planned
and developed and having full regard to
human requirements and the involvement
of the public.
If one examines those objectives and
observes the way in which the corporation
and this regional centre have grown, one
would agree that those objectives have been
achieved.
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of jobs are in the private sector. The Government is putting money into the private
sector to encourage development. The Bill
is entirely consistent with that philosophy
and approach.
Other positive requirements will no doubt
be written into the arrangements. For
example, proper standards of housing and
housing setbacks will be required, and
requirements for social amenities, such as
cycle paths, can be provided in the covenants that can be arranged under the proposed legislation.
The honourable member for Balwyn
mentioned the Public Bodies Review Committee which reported to Parliament
recently on the efficiency and effectiveness
of the corporation. I recognize that a number of other recommendations are currently
being studied by the Government, and a
decision will be made later on the
recommendations.
Recommendation No. 9 stated that social
and community planning and development
of activities of the corporation should be
maintained and, if possible, strengthened.
This type of measure enables that to be
achieved. Because of the positive approach
of the Government and its readiness to
amend the legislation to encourage joint
developments of this type, the corporation
is currently negotiating with eight or nine
developers who are interested in joint
ventures.
In answer to an interjection by the
honourable member for Benambra, I indicate that in the case of Jennings Industries
Ltd, the Willow Rise estate is currently proceeding well. There is potential for another
five or six developments. The powers provided in the measure are consistent with
having statutory authorities entrusted with
the development of land and being empowered to impose positive development conditions on the land by means of performance
conditions or covenants. It is consistent with
a number of other Acts, including those
relating to the Ministry of Housing, the
Geelong Regional Commission and the
Latrobe Regional Commission.
I hope the proposed legislation receives a
speedy passage through Parliament. It will
considerably strengthen the role, powers and
achievements of the corporation. I believe
that is the right way to proceed.

Food Bill (No. 2)
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time, and
passed through its remaining stages.
WRONGS (ANIMALS STRAYING ON
HIGHWAYS) BILL
This Bill was received from the Council
and, on the motion of Mr CAIN (Premier),
was read a first time.
FOOD BILL (No. 2)
The House went into Committee for the
further consideration of this Bill.
Discussion was resumed of clause 3.
Mr ROPER (Minister of Health)-I
move:
Clause 3, line 40, omit "and" and insert:
"(b) any food premises in respect of which an hotel-

keeper's licence granted under the Liquor Control Act
1968 is in force immediately prior to the commencement of section 36 shall, for so long as that licence
continues in force, be deemed to be registered as food
premises under this Act; and".

The amendment will carry out the Government's undertaking concerning food premises and hotelkeepers.
During the second-reading debate, considerable discussion occurred about the need
to avoid a dual system oflicensing for hotels.
In discussions between the officers of the
Health Commission and the Liquor Control Commission, the Government closely
considered the matter. The need for that
consideration was reinforced by the remarks
of the honourable members for Benambra
and Mildura.
The effect of the first two proposed
amendments circulated in my name is to
exclude any food premises, In respect of
which an hotelkeeper's licence has been
granted, from the need to register as a food
premises under the Act. The proposed
amendments provide that, while an hotelkeeper's licence is in force, the premises are
deemed to be registered as a food premises.
Hotels will not be otherwise exempted from
the Act, which means that they will be subject to the same inspections by municipal
or commission health surveyors as are any
other food premises.
. The Government has not been prepared
to agree to the suggestion that hotels be
exempted from the proposed legislation
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because the Government is aware of the
crucial role- that the hotel industry now plays
in the preparation of food for sale in Victoria. Many of the food~producing areas
available to the public are hotel premises
with an hotelkeeper's licence.
It was put to the Government that that
matter should simply be left to the ordinary
officers of the Liquor Control Commission,
but I made two points about that during the
second-reading debate: Firstly, comparatively few officers of the Liquor Control
Commission are available, and it would not
be possible for them to inspect premises with
the adequacy that normally occurs in relation to food premises; and, secondly, their
basic training is not in the food safety area.
However, through the proposed amendments, the Government will achieve a situation where the dual registration, which
was complained about, is overcome and cooperation will exist between the hotel
industry and local councils to ensure the
safety of the public eating in or, as I mentioned during the second-reading debate,
taking away meals from hotels, which is a
growing practice. Given the size of the hotel
industry, that practice is likely to grow further. The first two proposed amendments
achieve the effect that the opposition parties proposed during the second-reading
debate.
Mr LIEBERMAN (Benambra)-It is the
wish of the Opposition that the Bill be speedily passed through Parliament, hopefully,
in most cases, with the consensus of all parties. However, the involvement of the Liquor Control Commission in the Bill causes
members of the Opposition some concern.
Presently, the law provides for a unique
situation. As far back as 1956, His Honour,
the then Chief Justice, Sir Edmund Herring,
handed down a decision in which he said
that hotels were not required to register as
food premises under the Health Act and the
food laws of the State. As I understand the
amendments to be proposed by the Minister, they have the effect of requiring a licensed premises to be licensed as food
premises if they hold a current Liquor Control Commission licence. Therefore, the
amendment makes hotel premises and the
operation of them subject to something that
will come about in a later amendment to be
proposed by the Minister, and they will be
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subject to all the proposals and laws contained in the Bill.
In a thoughtful submission to the Minister of Health, the honourable member for
Mildura and myself, the Australian Hotels
Association pointed out that a delicate balance exists between licensing and all of its
involvement, which makes it essential that
only one Government instrumentality
should oversee the registration, construction and maintenance of licensed premises.
The association states that it is of such
importance that the provisions of the Liquor Control Act make it mandatory that the
chairman of the commission must be a judge
of the County Court. As honourable members know, His Honour Judge Campton is
presently the chairman of the commission
and His Honour Judge Kim is an additional
permanent chairman.
The association states that the Government has, in common with all political parties, always supported the principle that a
need exists for total control of the hotel
industry to be in the hands of a judicial
structure. The association states that the
industry must never be in a situation where
it is placed at the whim of local councillors
or erratic staff.
The association points out to the Minister that the 1976 Board of Inquiry into the
Operation of the Liquor Control Act provided an opportunity for health surveyors,
the industry and other experts to expound
their views on this principle, and the subject was the centre of much controversy
during the inquiry. At page 150, volume 2
of the Davies report investigating the operation of the Liquor Control Act, that situation was covered at length and the
Australian Hotels Association totally supports the recommendation made in the
report that consideration be given to
appointing to the staff of the Liquor Control
Commission two qualified surveyors who
may assist the supervisors and the commission itself with respect to health standards.
The association states that those recommendations were made by an independent
inquiry and were the views of the board,
which was of judicial status. According to
the association, those views are totally supported by the industry.
In its submission to the Minister, the
association states that provision should be
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made in the Bill to exempt hotels from having to register as food premises with municipal councils and that the ~anting of a
renewal of an hotelkeeper's hcence should
be an automatic re~istration with the Liquor Control CommIssion.
The Minister's proposed amendment
makes it clear that food premises shall
include hotels that are the subject of a current hotelkeeper's licence and shall, for so
long as that licence continues in force, be
deemed to be registered. I presume proposed amendments achieve in part what the
Australian Hotels Association i§ seeking.
The provision in the Food Bill will ensure
that the granting or renewal of hotel keepers'
licences constitutes automatic registration
as food premises.
Mr Miller-That is right.
Mr LIEBERMAN-The amendment
does not completely meet the wishes of the
Australian Hotels Association which says
that provision should be made in the Food
Bill to exempt hotels from the necessity to
register with municipal councils as food
premises. I believe the problem arises with
administration by municipal councils. There
appears to be no objection to registration as
a food premises providing the administration of the Food Act is in the hands of the
Liquor Control Commission.
If that is what the amendment means, the
Opposition supports it because it can see
merit in obtaining judicial oversight, and
supervision has, in the history of hotels in
Victoria, been under the judicial auspices of
the Liquor Control Commission. In the view
of the Opposition it is vital that the authority responsible for administering the affairs
of those associated with the liquor industry
in Victoria should be only the judicial body
that is set up with its own Act of Parliament, namely, the Liquor Control Commission, and this should be established in
the proposed legislation.
The amendment being dealt with now and
those that will be considered later in Committee should ensure that two authorities
with two sets of controls and two sets of
administration, should not be created; that
is the wrong course. There is a better way of
achieving the objectives. Premises must be
constructed in a way that the health and
welfare of the people of Victoria and visitors to the State are protected, especially as
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this is a growing tourist State. The Opposition wants to ensure that food prepared for
consumption for sale or export from Victoria-The CHAIRMAN (Mr Wilton)-Order!
I have been listening carefully to the
honourable member for Benambra and I
understand the amendment that the Minister has submitted to the Committee deals
with licensed premises under the Liquor
Control Act. I suggest that the honourable
member is now developing an argument that
could be better dealt with once the amendment is disposed of and the Committee
comes back to clause 3. The honourable
member would then have more scope to
develop the point he is now making.
Mr LIEBERMAN-Thank you, Mr
Chairman. The Opposition wants to ensure
that the quality of food that is prepared is
of the highest standard and that if adulteration occurs the offender is dealt with. One
authority should be responsible for the liquor industry; that is the challenge for the
Committee.
The report of the board of inquiry mentioned at pages 149, 150 and 151 deals with
the vexed problem of where the responsibility for health and food administration
should rest in relation to licensed premises.
I shall not read this material into the record,
but honourable members would be assisted
if they read those pages as a number ofprinciples and issues are raised. They lend support to what the National Party and the
Opposition wish to achieve.
There should be one judicial body,
namely, the Liquor Control Commission,
with respect to licensed premises. The Same
standard of care, hygiene and performance
should relate to both licensed and unlicensed premises because food produced
from any outlet in Victoria should be of
good quality. Inspectors of hotel premises
should be provided by the Liquor Control
Commission rather than by municipal
councils. I believe the Committee could
solve this problem. I invite honourable
members to consider that concept. The
Minister foreshadowed another amendment concerning liquor control inspectors
being soley responsible for the structural side
of food in licensed premises. The
Liquor Control Commission could have its
own licensed health surveyors responsible
for enforcing the same standards of quality
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of the community as well as imposing the
same penalties. The Liquor Control Commission could be empowered to employ
persons on a contract or agency basis for
this work in some parts of Victoria so that
licensed health surveyors who found alleged
infringements in a hotel, instead of reporting to the municipality and going through
the various stages there, could report to the
Liquor Control Commission and the matter could be dealt with in the same way as
the commission deals with other
infringements.
I make these suggestions at this early point
in the hope that by the end of the Committee stage honourable members will have
reached a consensus so that between here
and another place the wording of the provision may be drafted.
Mr WHITING (Mildura)-The amendment proposed by the Minister puts me in
a difficult position because I foreshadow that
I shall move an amendment to the next
clause that will have the effect of removing
all licensed premises from the provisions of
the Bill. That is in line with the comments
made by the honourable member for Benambra and with those I made in the secondreading debate.
The Australian Hotels Association is seriously concerned that the provisions of the
Bill will give to three organizations full control over some of its operation. In Victoria,
the Liquor Control Commission is headed
by a judge and has powers over the issue of
all licences and over the standards that are
to be maintained in the hotel industry in
Victoria and the commission treats severely
any hotelier who does not keep up those
standards and who causes any breach of the
rules.
Also, under the provisions of the Bill there
will be an opportunity for municipal health
surveyors to enter hotel premises to carry
out inspections and lay charges just as they
have been able to under the provisions of
the Health Act in the past. The Health
Commission inspectors may also enter those
premises and carry out the same sorts of
inspections or lay charges along similar
lines. The hotel industry is bese1 by sufficient problems at present without having
the problem of triple inspections that may
take place at any time. It fully believes the
Liquor Control Commission has sufficient
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experience and qualified staff to carry out
inspections with regard to the dispensing of
food.
The provisions of the other two bodies
should be confined to those establishments
not under the control of the Liquor Control
Comrnission. The proposed amendment
indicates that food premises which are at
present licensed under the Liquor Control
Act will remain so and a separate licence
will not have to be applied for. While that
would help in the immediate situation, it
would not overcome the problem foreseen
by the Australian Hotels Association when
the other provisions in the Bill are proclaimed. Although the proposals contained
in the amendment are innocent enough, the
amendment, if agreed to, will force the hotel
industry to submit to all provisions of the
Bill when it is enacted. The Australian
Hotels Association is strongly opposed to
that course.
Although the National Party does not
oppose the amendment moved by the Minister of Health, it expresses fears at the
implications contained in the amendment,
which will lead to the entire hotel industry
coming under the control of all the provisions of the Bill. No exemptions will be
granted.
Mr MILLER (Prahran)-I support the
amendment moved by the Minister of
Health for the reasons that he has articulated and to highlight the fact that hotels
have become an extremely important part
of the food preparation, processing and
vendin$ segment of the food industry. Any
suggestion that hotels should be exempt
from the operation of the Bill would fly in
the face of the views of most reasonable
people. It is also something that most hotelkeepers believe in implicitly. They quite
properly believe hotels should be operated
under the cleanest and most sanitary conditions possible.
When one considers the proposed
amendment, it should be noted that it has
arisen as a result of lengthy consultation
with people involved in the industry and
with representatives of the Liquor Control
Commission. The Government has discussed this matter at length with the commission, including all the implications that
emerge from any suggestion that the hotel
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iBdustry should be exempt from any application of the Bill. The amendment before
the Committee and proposed amendment
No. 20 are both designed to help to avoid
the problem of dual inspection. This is a
matter that the Government is most conscious of having regard to the personnel
available within the Liquor Control Commission. As the Deputy Leader of the
Opposition would know, having regard to
his interjections, there are only a few personnel within the commission available for
inspection purposes.
The licensing of hotels is the essential
function of the Liquor Control Commission. Hotels are subject to strict control and
direction by the commission. Very real penalties may be imposed by the commission
for breaches of the Liquor Control Act. The
Bill will in no way attempt to either affect
or modify those penalties. The Bill provides
that food premises in respect of which a
hotel licence is granted under the Liquor
Control Act shall be deemed to be registered as food premises. It was incorrect for
the honourable member for Benambra to
indicate that hotels are exempt from the
operation of other statutes. For instance, if
one examines the operation of the Health
Act, one notes that, if a hotel has a dance
floor it is required to be inspected by local
government inspectors and health
surveyors.
Because of the large quantities of food
'sold on hotel premises, hotels should be
subject to the proposals contained in the
Bill. The judicial oversight of hotels by the
Liquor Control Commission will not be
affected. As a responsible party, the Gov.ernment is concerned with preserving and
.maintaining the quality of all food preparation and presentation places, including
hotels.
There have been lengthy negotiations and
discussions on the matter. The Government believes the Bill is a sensible approach
to resolving the problems of preparing and
dispensing food by hotels. I also draw the
attention of the honourable member for
Benambra to amendment No. 20 in the
Minister's name, which takes up some of
the problems that he raised earlier.
Mr MACLELLAN (Berwick)-The
honourable member for Prahran failed to
deal with the question of dual inspection
other than to leave the Committee with the
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impression that thef"e will be a dual inspection offood facilities in hotels. That is, not
only will hotels be subjected to the supervision of the Liquor Control Commission and
its inspectors, which is the effective means
by which hotels are controlled by the commission, but it will also now be the case that
every hotel, although automatically registeredor deemed to be registered for the purposes of the Food Act, win now be liable to
instructions and orders from the local health
inspectors. Therefore, the kitchens, the food
preparation and dispensing areas of hotels,
will have a dual inspection system. Both the
licensing inspector and the health officer will
inspect hotels. Why anyone would say that
a great advance is being made by doing that,
I do not know.
I gained the impression that the honourable member for Prahran thought Victoria
was making progress under this Bill and that
things would be better because hotels dispense so much food that it would be a good
idea if they were subject to the provisions
in the Bill.
I am not so much worried about the Food
Bill as I am worried about the fact that one
can receiv~ different requirements from different inspectors who are operating under
the two inspectorial systems. They will not
always be consistent; they will not always
be working in harmony and in concord. It
is only a matter of time before the proprietor of some poor hotel or licensed premise
is told by a licensing inspector to do something and told by the municipal officer to
do something else.
As the honourable member for Prahran
pointed out, hotels have not been exempt
from the Health Act i~ regard to dance
floors. I should have thought that in relation to any dance floor on licensed premises
under the responsibility of the Liquor Control Commission and the licensing inspectors, the best thing to do would be to get
those sorts of areas out of the responsibility
of health inspectors and that, rather than
having that as a dual inspection area and
then extending it not just to dance floors
but also to kitchens, food dispensing, refrigerators, counters, tables and so on where
food is prepared and consumed-Mr Miller-They are also under building
regulations.
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Mr MACLELLAN-Heaven knows that
is another area that could be troublesome,
but only if one is required to or anxious to
engage in building. However, what happens
if one is simply operating a hotel is different. Honourable members are not concerned with building regulations; they are
concerned with whether the licensing
inspector will give the hotelkeeper directions of one sort under one Act in regard to
whether the licence should be renewed and
whether the local health inspector will give
directions under another Act in regard to
similar matters, and perhaps inconsistent
matters.
That is why I raised the matter-admittedly by way of disorderly interjection-to
give a member of the Government the
opportunity of responding to the issue,
because dual inspection is an issue. The
Government has picked up the particular
wording of the liquor industry, which has
said, "We do not think we ought to have to
register our establishments as food premises", and has then moved an amendment
that virtually says to the liquor industry,
"Your premises will be deemed to be food
premises. You will not have to register.
While your liquor licence from the Liquor
Control Commission is granted, or renewed,
your premises will automatically be treated
as food premises and, as a consequence of
that, you will automatically be subject to a
dual inspection system".
I believe the Government has gone for
the worst possible alternative at this stage.
It is no answer to say, "We have cleared up
the matter in respect of building controls,"
or "We have this problem in relation to
dance floors". However, the problem has
not been cured through the provisions of
the Bill, which is a Food Bill, or in relation
to the role, if any, of municipal health officers in regard to hotels.
Obviously, what the liquor industry wants
most is a single inspection service. If the
industry is going to be bossed around and
told what to do-and there are good reasons for it-let it be bossed around and told
what to do by one body or the other. The
worst possible situation is to have two conflicting regulatory authorities inspecting licensed premises and possibly coming to
different conclusions and issuing different
directions. Therefore, what honourable
members have before them is the worst of
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two possible worlds. At present, there is
neither a good health inspection service nor
a good licensing inspection service. Inspectors from both authorities wil make occasional visits and both will occasionally give
conflicting and countermanding orders. The
Government needs to re-examine the matter and try to resolve it. A dual inspection
service seems to me to be a recipe for
disaster.
Mr WHITING (Mildura)-I was
interested to hear the remarks of the
honourable member for Prahran, particularly in regard to the various organizations
with which his group, or he on his own,
discussed the question. He mentioned the
Liquor Control Commission, and that is fair
enough because it is a Government organization set up under a Government authority, and he also mentioned people in the
liquor industry. However, he did not mention whether he had actually spoken with
representatives of the Australian Hotels
Association. Obviously, if he had spoken
with them, he would have received a completely different point of view from that
which he displayed to the Committee.
The information I received regarding the
dual inspection system is different from that
received by the honourable member for
Prahran. It is interesting that reference was
made to building regulations because,
already, eleven hotels in this State have been
served with orders by municipal building
inspectors to upgrade fire precautions. That
is fair enough; it may be that their fire precautions need to be improved. I am
informed that one hotel is up for some
$110 000 to carry out those improvements.
This is an example of the dual inspection
situation and the effect it will have. The
Liquor Control Commission inspections
carried out in hotels would have already
included the checking of fire prevention
measures and so on, and it would have
decided whether there needed to be
improvements.
I was also informed that a zealous health
surveyor in the Geelong area laid charges
against one hotelier for supplying too much
spirits in the measure of drinks that he
served to his customers. The hotelier was
placed on a bond as a result of those charges.
This is the type of situation that can occur
with a dual inspection system. One wonders
just where it will all end if the implications
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of the Food Bill are to be realized in regard
to a dual inspection situation for hotels.
I believe the Minister and the group that
examined this issue should have a serious
look at the whole situation because it is clear
that one can come across over-zealous
health surveyors and over-zealous building
inspectors and, from time to time, they will
be encroaching on the preserve of the Liquor Control Commission inspectors who are
required by law to carry out licensing
inspections and to decide whether certain
premises should or should not be licensed.
If the licensee fails to keep the facilities up
to an accepted standard in this State, he is
liable to lose that licence and, in turn, his
livelihood. That would be the ideal situation with regard to the inspection of food
premises, of the buildings in general or of
the accommodation side of the hotel business. All those aspects should be covered,
given sufficient funds and staff, by the Liquor Control Commission. If that were to
occur, those inspectors would be able to
cover the hotel industry as a whole, and it
would save municipalities having to send
out health surveyors as well to enter into
those sorts of premises. This is an issue that
the Government should seriously reexamine.
The amendment was agreed to, and the
clause, as amended, was adopted.
Clause 4
Mr WHITING (Mildura)-Mr Chairman, I find myself in a somewhat difficult
situation with regard to this clause. By virtue of the proposition relating to clause 58,
which is amendment No. 14 standing in my
name, I am not sure how to proceed with
my first amendment to clause 4. I propose
to invite the Committee to vote against
clause 58, and my first amendment would
have the effect of omitting the reference to
clause 60 and inserting a reference to clause
59. That is a mechanical method of omitting clause 58. I am not sure whether I am
permitted to debate clause 58 when debating the amendment to clause 4, or whether
I can move only the amendment to clause 4
and hope members of the Committee will
see fit to accept it at this stage.
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amendment in my name in the list circulated to honourable members.
The CHAIRMAN (Mr Wilton)-Order!
The honourable member for Mildura should
move the first amendment listed in his
name. He will then be able to canvass the
principles behind his proposed invitation to
the Committee to vote against clause 58. If
the honourable member's first amendment
is rejected by the Committee, he will be precluded from inviting the Committee to vote
against clause 58.
Mr WHITING-Thank you for your
advice, Sir. I move:
Clause 4; page 4, line 9, omit "60" and insert "59".

As I pointed out to the Committee when
discussing the previous clause, my second
proposed amendment exempts from the definition of~~food premises" any premises licensed under the Liquor Control Act 1968.
That would mean that hotels would not have
to go through the procedures set out in
clause 58.
The situation is convoluted but, if the
amendments circulated in my name are
agreed to, it will not be necessary for clause
58 to remain in the Bill. If my second
amendment is carried, the Bill will not apply
to any premises licensed under the Liquor
Control Act.
At present, the Liquor Control Commission is responsible for all inspections of licensed premises in this State and, althou$h
the liquor industry would want to maintain
the standards set out in the Bill, if my
amendments were agreed to, it would not
be necessary for health surveyors or officers
of the Health Commission to make orders
against licensed premises. That is clearly
desirable.
I do not know that I can enlarge on that
argument, but I shall be interested to hear
what the Minister has to say about the
machinery proposal to reduce the number
of clauses in the Bill and I shall welcome an
indication whether he is prepared to consider my second amendment, which would
allow the hotel industry to be excluded from
the direct provisions of the Bill.
Mr ROPER (Minister of Health)-In a
I would then have the opportunity of way, the Committee has debated this matinviting the Committee to vote against ter when it debated the previous clause. I
clause 58, which is set out as the fourteenth do not propose to go over the matters with

